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COUNCIL.

Tuesday, August 21, 1951.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Cniden Eager)
took the chair at 4.59 p.m., and read the
prayer.
ME·meAL (TEMPORARY

REGISTRATION) BILL.
The
lion. I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The provisions of this measure, if
approved, will enahle the Medical Board
of Victoria to give the powers of a
medical practitioner to persons who,
while possessing specialized medical and
surgical s'kil1s, may not 'be qualified for
anyone of a number of reasons for registration as general medical practitioners
in this State. These powers will 'be given
under this legislation only f'Dr a maximum period of three years. Tt can be
sta ted definitely at this stage that this
measure has nothing whatever to do with
the permanent recognition of any medical
qualification held by aliens now resident
in Australia; -in fact, it will not enable
permanent recognition to 'be given to any
medical qualification whatsoever.
The Bill sets up machinery to permit
the University ()If Melbourne, the Cancer
Institute, the Royal Australian College of
Physicians, the Royal Australian College
of Surgeons, the Baker Research Institute, and other similar organizations to
apply to the Medical Board for the temporary registration as a medical practitioner in this State of any highly
qualified specialist not normaHy registrable here. These specialists, previously
engaged in restricted medical or surgical
fields in the United States of America or
in Europe, will be able to demonstrate
special techniques to undergraduates and
post-graduate medical stUdents in Victorian institutions and the standard of
medical and surgical teaching in this
State will thereby be improved.
While at the moment such techniques
could be demonstrated in places other
than hospitals, it would not be possible
for an unregistered medical specialist
to hold any office in a general hospital
Session 1950-51.-[161]
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or other instituti'Dn supported by State
funds. Honorable members will agree
tha t the a'bili ty of such a specialist to
teach would be very limited if he were
unable to demonstrate his special skill
in any of the public hospitals which are
used as medical training schools. In
addition to the improvement of the standard of training which would be possible
under the provisions of this measure, it
would enable medical practitioners qualified in Pakistan, India, Malaya, and a
number of other c'Duntries, t'D come to
Victoria and undertake post-graduate
study and research.
The post-graduate medical sch'Dols of
Melbourne enj'DY a very high reputation
overseas and representatives of several
Asiatic countries have asked the Victorian Medical Board to endeavour to
arrange Ifor the admittance of citizens
of -those countries to Victoria for further
study and research. Such people would
have no desire to practise general medicine and surgery in Australia; their only
reason for coming here would be to further their knowledge in some particular
branch of medicine.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-YoU say
that they have no desire to practise
general medicine and surgery in this
country, 'but this Bill will not prohibit
them i'f they change their minds in that
regard.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-They
can come to Australia only with the consent of the persons nominating them, and
they cannot practise as general practitioners. The Medical Board has requested, therefore, that it be given power
to authorize such persons, within certain fixed limits and for-at the mosta period of three years, to carry out the
duties and exercise the functions of a
medical practitioner registered under the
Medical Acts. In order to ensure that
the powers granted by any certificate of
temporary registration are not exceeded,
the Board wiH be given the power to
cancel any certificate issued under the
provisions of this measure. To prevent
confusion between the temporary registrations as proposed and permanent
registrations now made under the Medical
Acts, a record of temporary medical
registrations will 'be kept by the Medical
Board.
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Following the acceptance of the applica tion made on behalf vf some medical
practitioners by one of the institutions
previously mentioned, the Medical Board
may issue certificates of temporary registration to the overseas medical practitioners concerned. A certificate will
define the limits and restrictions under
which the medical practitioner will work
and will :be current for a maximum period
of two yeaIis on the first application, with
a further extension of not more than one
year on any renewal. However, the
total period for which any medical
practitioner may be registered temporarily under "1Jhese provi:sions .is not
more than three years. As I have already
irrdioa ted, the names of !persons to whom
certificates of temporary registration are
issued will be en tered in the record O'f
temporary medical registrations and a
CO'PY of this record will be publi:shed in
the Government Gazette .in January and
July of each year. The record will be
published twice yearly for the convenience of chemists and others who need
to consult the lists from time to time.
Publication of any current record will
not be costly as the numbers of persons
regi:stered under these provisions at any
one time will not be great.
ClaUJSe 3 O'f the Bill authorizes the collection of a "fee of £3 3s. in respect of each
issue of a certificate of temporary registration asa medical practitioner. This is
done by add~ng to the Second Schedule of
the Medical Act 1928 the words set out in
the clause. Under the provisions of section
4 of the Act, the Medical Board is
authorized to collect in advance, fees in
respect of the several matters referred to
in the Second Schedule. A fee of £3 3s.
is now collected from each peMon desiring regi:stration as a medical practitioner.
All fees collected by the Medical Board
are paid into Consolidated Revenue and
the very small cost of adminIStering the
aotivities of the Medical Board is provided -for on the Estimates of the Department of Health. The fees thus collected
by the Board each year more than pay
the costs of admini:stration.
There is nothing in this Bill Whic\h
may lead to any complications or any
lowering of the standards of medical OJ
~urgical treatment in this State.
Its
provisions can only do good, both to the
The Hon. I. A. Swinburne.
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standards of medicine and surgerypractised in the State and to those foreign
medical practitioners who desire to avail
themselves vf Victorian facilities for
post-graduate study. The Medical Board
cOlllSider,s that the special medical and
surgical clinical techniques capable of
being demonstrated by the persons concerned will be to 'the benefit of the community. I commend the Bill to the
House for favourable consideration.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-This small measure is of a
somewhat unusual yet useful character.
It brings with it a breadth of common
sense which is certainly uncommon with
a medical Bill, and which gives one food
for thought. Various measures have
been presented to this House from time to
time in an attempt to break down the
isolated position of Australia on -the question of taking advantage of the knowledge--scientific in some calSes-possessed by people who have come from overseas to settle in t1his country, more
especially in recent years. I t is a well
known 'fact that efforts Which have been
made to utilize the specialized knowledge
of refugees and other migrants have been
strenuously opposed by organizatioI1lS
which considered that they had a
monopoly. The British Medical Association, for example, has claimed that medical science .should be a close preserve for
its membeM. I do not think the association holds tJhe view that the qualifications
of -foreign applicants would be insufficient. I suggest that the association's
attitUde has been due to a desire to prevent any undue and possibly unfair competition with the profession of its membel'S. In the circumstances it is refreshing to learn of the views of tJhe British
Medical Association on the subject of this
Bill. It has to be borne in mind that the
proposed registration will be of a temporary character only. In that regard a
question arises: rt may be that in Victoria -at present there is one of the most
able medical scientists in the worM, working alS a common labourer.
I am infwmed that that is not an unusual
feature vf the Commonwealth legislation on immigration.
Suppose that a man with ,such outstanding ability is sought after by one
of the institutions mentioned by the
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Minister in his second-reading speech;
, that he is transferred irom some form of
;public work-in ,stone quarries, for instance-and that he is placed on a professional basis for three years. What
will become of him after the expiration
of that period? At present he may be
working under contraot with the Commonwealth Government, as is compulsory under the existing immigration
laws. His services being urgently required, he is brought into the daylight.
His attainments are of such a special
na ture that, as a teacher and as an
operator himself, his scientific knowledge is of great public advantage to us.
Then, after a term of two years, with
perhaps a renewal for a further period
of twelve months, the Minister should
be able to say, "Let us have another
period of this person's services." This
Bill, however, does not permit that.
That seems to be a somewhat unsatisfact~ry method of dealing with this
prdblem. It ,is quite true-and it is my
duty to point it 'Out-that this does not
refer only to the case of medical scientists settled in our midst. The v'arious
bodies indioa ted in the Bill are given
authority to obtain the services of qualified people who may be brought out
under this measure but who would not
be allowed to practise. They too are
brought into the picture, and from that
poin t of view the position is hardly
commendable.
Here, to-day, in all departments, we
recognize that we are an isolated community with a lot to learn from abroad.
So, year by year, we send away our
youngest and brightest men to obtain
the knowledge that is so necessary for
our economic life. Is it not better, if we
can do so under this Bill, to bring that
special knowledge here, if only for three
years, so that our stUdents and various
societies can obtain the benefit? That is
only common sense.
I often wonder, when legislation of
this description is brought forward, why
no other Government thought of this be~
fore. I know that there is a prejudice
against this kind of thing in all walks of
society and in all industries of this country, except in the case of a labourer;
labourers can come here in their
thousands, and it does not matter. But
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in regard to other people, having special
qualifications, there is generally put up
by the interests already established here
a determined effort to prevent the pas8~
ing of legislation that would introduce a
certain amount of competition in their
specialized spheres. Therefore, I should
say that this measure will, in its essence,
encourage the bringing here of young
experts from other parts 01 the world
not only to give us the advantage of their
specialized educaNon but also to afford
t~1.em a chance of obtaining knowledge
that is perhaps peculiar to our own coun~
try.
I believe in this reciprocity. I believe
that if we bring these young scientists
from abroad, that, by exchange, will
allow our budding scientists to obtain
similar privileges in other parts of the
world and thus lead to very great ad~
vantage. I heartily commend this Bill.
Also, as is my duty, I commend the
Government for recognizing the very
great good to our community in having
such a measure as this upon the statute~
book. I feel sure that there will be no
opposition to the Bill.
It bears the
brea th of common sense, and in every line
it is a very useful measure.
The Hon. I. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-This is an interesting measure. It is a recognition by
the medical profession that the search
for human knowledge recognizes no territorial borders or racial disqualifications. It is pleasing that men who
have devoted their lives to the search of
human knowledge will now, under this
measure, be able to come to Australia
and give to some of our medical schools
and 'colleges of research the benefit of
their training and education. I should
not have thought the measure was one of
a controversial nature, and I welcome it.
I hope .it is the forerunner of many other
measures of the same kind not confined
to the medical profession.
The interesting feature of this Bill is
that the applicant is not to be the student
or the doctor but the college. That is expressed in clause 2 which states that the
application must be made by the governing body of a teaching or research institution on behalf of the type of person
who is described in paragraphs (a) and
(b) of clause 2.
That is perhaps an
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unusual feature. I am not criticizing
it, but apparently it m1akes it necessary for any person coming here t.o
have the blessing .of a medical or a
surgicaJl school. :No doubt, that has been
considered and the provision bias been
wisely inserted. The Bill is a recogni tiDn
that .our geographic isolation should not
remain a disqualification to us when it
comes to getting people here from other
parts of the world who can add their
knDwledge tD our already well-fortified
medical schools.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-It has been rightly
said that this is a very small Bill. It
is also, I think, a very important one
and I wDuld suggest that it will have
far-reaching effect in the devel.opment of
scientific and practical medicine and surgery. There is no doubt that a measure
of this descripti.on will .open the door of
reciprDcity very widely in matters that
c.oncern the preventiDn and control of
human ills. The Bill makes provision for
certain institutions engaged in the teachiIllg and research .of medicine and surgery tD bring certain ,peI'sons to Aust'ralia
or tD use certain pensons WhD are already
in Australia. The idea behind this is td
obtain an exchange of knowledge and
alsD tD develop the medioal and surgical
knDwledge of the people here so that
it can be put on ,a plane equal to the
highest in medicine and surgery in the
world. That is a very noble and fine
objective.
]t has been suggested that the introducti.on .of the Bill iJs a very wise mDve
on the part of the Government. If we
were tD get tD 'the bottom of that suggestion, hDwever, it wDuld be found that
thDse persDns concerned in the development of medicine and surgery, such as
the institutions indicated in the Bill,
have approa'ched the Medical Board for
the means whereby that might be dane.
WithDut doubt, that is the course by
Which this matter came before the
responsible Minister. Sub-clause (9) of
clause 2 statesIn this section "teaching or research institution" means any university, college or
school of medicine or surgery, research institute, hospital, olinic or other like institution which is engaged in Victoria in teaching or research in medicine or surgery and
which is approved by the Board for the
purposes of this section.
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That definitiDn is very sDund in rela:tioV
tD teaching and research institutions, and
we have the assurance both .of th'
Minister and .of the Medical Board that
it is n.ot intended to .open t1he door very
wide SD far as private practice is concerned. Clause 2 prDvides that no practitiDner, irrespective of qualificatiDns, in
any part of the world can make a personal applioaUon to be br.ought within
the scope .of this legisLatiDn. He must be
sought after and claimed by the body
governing the kind of institution indicated in sub-clause (9).
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Is there not
a rather peculiar way of loo}{1ing at it
suggested here----that there can be no applicati.on from abroad but that one has
tD be sought out by some devi.ous means
known only to the institution itse1f?
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-One
would have to undeI'stand the pSYChDLogical appr.oaCh of the Medical B.oa'I'd in
order to get an idea why this provision
is bound d.own so tightly. I happen to
know the Medical Board. Clause 2 has
a three-fold purpose. The first is that
only an indication can be given by the
g.overning body as t.o the person who is
to receive this temporary registration.
The secDnd point is that the person who
is 8JSked for must hold degrees to justify
his being taken into the medical field.
Thirdly, the clause provides for registration under the Medical Act. The
reason fDr that is that if one practises
medicine or SUI"gery under that registration, .one is subject tD the extreme penalties under tJhe law. We may have the
greatest scientist in the wDrld coming
here. He may be undertaking diagnosis
in tuberculosis, ~ancer, or some other
serious disease, and it will be necessary
for him, notwithstanding that he
associated with one of the institutions
indicated in sub-clause (9) of clause 2,
tD have the legal right tD pmctise in
that institution.

is

Like the unDfficial Leader, I also regard the members of the Medical Boa~
with great favour not .only fDr their
kn.owledge, but also for their integrity. I
have the utmost c.onfidence in them, and
I know that they are jealDus of the
standard'S of medicine and surgery.
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Their main desire is that those standards
shall be maintained and, wherever pos ..
sible, improved. Some sceptical :people
in our midst are obsessed with the idea
~at the 'Medical Boar.d IS unwise in
agreeing to the proposal made by this
Bill. I would counsel those people not
to worry t'Oo much about what the
Medical Board will give away, but to
allow their minds to stay at ease by
thinking of the slogan-le Never fear,
the Medical Board is here."
I give this Bill my blessing. It is designeid for an eX'Cehlent purpose, and I
believe that great results will be achieved
as an outcome of its passage. Mr.
Galbally truly said that it shows we are
getting out of our parochial ways and
are opening the door to reciprocity. The
sooner we get to know other people and
accept their ideas and benefits, the
richer the world will become. I congratulate the Minister and the Government for introducing this measure.
The HOD. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) .-1 have always opposed any
measure that wouM tend to lessen the
high standar.dS of Victorian profeS'Sions,
especially the medica,l profession, of
which we are justly ,proud. I know of
many of our medical men who have
gone abroad and have won fame
'and eminence.
This Bill will not
lower the high standards of the
medical profession in V~ctoria, because every precaution is taken to prevent that from happening. Applications
for certificates of temporary registration
as medical practitioners will not come
from the persons concerned, but from
the governing bodi~s of teaching or research institutions on their behalf. The
persons for whom application i's maaft
must hold a degree in medicine or sur..
gery of some university. Probably any
one granted registration will be able to
add 10 the knowledge of the medical pro ..
fessian in Victoria. It must be remembered that only temporary certificates o'!
registration will be granted, that the
Medical Board will have power to can'Cel
fuos~ certificates and that the longest
term for which they can be issued is
three years. In my opinion, every safeguard is provi1ded to maintain the high
stanidards of our medical men.
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Quite recently I have heavd of eminent
medical men from abroad who have been
of considerable assistance to doctors in
Victoria. Teaching and research institution:s desire to obtain the services of some
of those medical men. I wel'Come the Bin
and feel sure that it will not lower the
standar.d of our medical prof~ssion. I
should not like the standards lowered
in any profession, whether dental, Jegal
or medical. I believe that this BiLl will
tend to enhance the reputation of the
medical profession. The measure has my
support, and I congratulate the Government on having introduced it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to Board to issue
certificates of temporary registration as
medical practitioners in certain cases).
The HOD. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-1 understand
that as a result of the passage of this
Bill, which will enable certain persons
to receive temporary registoo.tion as
medical practitioners, the medical profession in Victoria will gain a great
deal of knowledge. Apparently registration can be effected for a period of
two years, with the renewal of the
certifica te for a further period of one
year. I should like to know what will
happen after tha't time?
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-During that
period of three years they will probably
pass the necessary examinations and become fully qualified.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I
should like to know whether a person,
after serving for three years in one of
the institutions named in the Bill, may
on the application of that institution, be
re-registered for a further period?
The Hon. C. 'P. GARTSIDE.-Sub-clause
(3) of clause 2 provides that the registration may be renewed from year to year.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That is
not correct.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-If persons impart knowledge to students or
undertake research work for three years,
why should not some provision be made
whereby a longer period of registration
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could be granted? 1 admit that the
Bri tish Medical Associa tion is the
strongest organization in Australia, even
stronger than the organizations of the
coal miners or waterside workers. It
can hold up Governments and compel
friendly societies to do its bidding-as,
no doubt, most members are aware.
After obtaining the benefit of the services of these men for three years, we
then "give them away." 1 believe in
the principle of the Bill, but if the community is to receive certain benefits as
a result of the knowledge imparted to
students, it is surprising that some provision is not made to permit extensions
of their registration.
The HOD. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province).-I should like to know
whether the Minister has any idea of the
number of applications that will be made
as a result of the passage of this measure.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I cannot
supply that information at the moment.
The HOD. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-11 am pleased that support was given by Mr. Kennelly to my
suggestion, which was justified by common sense. A young man who came to
Victoria to undertake special research
work might marry and settle down. However, at the end of three years he would
be told that his services were no longer
required and that he could return to his
own country, or enter some other occupation for which he was not fitted. 1
think underlying Mr. Kennelly's comments was the suggestion that the
British Medical Association, under this
or some continuing measure, should have
the opportunity of saying that the services of such a person are of value to
the community and that registration
should continue for a further period. If
any amendment in that direction is submitted or any other measure is introduced to continue the provisions of this
Bill, it will receive my wholehearted
support.
The HOD.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing) .-1 direct the
attention of members to the fact that
this measure provides for the temporary
registration of certain persons nominated
by the bodies enumerated in the Bill, and
with the consent of the Medical Board.
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The passage of this measure will not
permit medical practitioners from other
countries to come to Victoria and set up
as genertal practitioners. If, in the course
of time, it was found that a further
period of registration should be granted,
1 am certain that the Government of the
day and the Medical Board would take
appropria te steps.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Do 1 understand that the Medical Board is not
certain of the position and therefore
recommends registration for only a
short time?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-No.
The only request has been that temporary registration should be granted to
allow certain persons who come from
abroad to impart knowledge in our
medical and surgical schools and
colleges. The Government is endeavouring to give effect to that recommendation.
The Hon. F. M. THoMAS.-What about
medical men from overseas who are
already here?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Conditions are laid down in other Acts to
cover any such persons. If a medical
man has some special knowledge which
he can impart in one of our institutions,
his services should be utilized, and this
Bill will permit him to receive a certificate of temporary registration for that
pu~ose. At present we are only trying
to do something which will result in a
broadening of the knowtledge of those engaged in tfue medical services of the
State. Up to the present, no request has
been received to broaden the position beyond that for whiiCh provi'sion has been
made in tlhe Bill. If, as a result of exf)erience, it is necessary to take a further
step, 1 am sure that the Government will
give the matter sympatheUc consideration.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
PI"ovince).-The wording of sub-clause
(3) of clause 2 in relation to the renewal
of certificates 18 peculiar. It reads as
follow:s:Every such certificate shall in the first
place be issued for a period of not more than
two years, but upon application in writing
by the governing body of a teaching or research institution during the currency of the
certificate the Board may from time to time
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renew the certificate for a further period or
periods of not more than one year in respect
of each such application, but so that the
maximum period for which a certificate may
be in force under this section in respect of
any person shall not in the aggregate exceed
three years.

Although it is provided that the certifica te may be renewed "from time to
time" for further periods O'f not more
than one year, such a certificate can
really be extended for one year only.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-Although the
Minister re-explained the provision under
discussion, I do not tllink it is pra'cticable
or sensible in all respects. It has been
cont·ended by a number of members that
by the operation of the Bill the medical
knowledge to be gained by those concerned wiLl be of great benefit to people
of the State. I do not doubt that that
will be so. The Government will not
issue the certificates; they will, in effect,
be granted by various bodies, including
the British Medical Association. I am
a:t a loss to know why a certificate for
a longer period than that stated in the
Bill cannot be granted if the benefits
which it is claimed will follow from the
passing of the Bill are to be attained.
It seems to me that if the best bone
setter from Europe or any other country
came to Victoria, he would be permitted
to work for not more than three years.
The Hon. I. A. SWlNBURNE.-It is consideredthat during that period he woukl
have imparted his knowledge to local
students, and therefore it would be unnecessary for him to remain longer in
this State. Such a person would come
to Vktoria on the exchange system.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.~He may
not be here on exchange, but may be
migrating to Victor,ia permanently.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-In that
event, a medical practitioner from another country desiring to remain in Victoria permanently and set up practice
would be covered by other legisilation
passed for that purpose.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I am
not defending the qualifications of these
doctors from abroad or their right to
practise with such qualifications as they
migh t possess when they come to tJhi'S
State. I know that another Act provides
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that they shaH attend. a university course
for a certain period, which is shorter
than that which a medical student normally undergoes in Victoria. The Minister has impHed that the students would
become more capable than the master,
but I would prefer that the Bill provided
for the registration of those persons
from overseas to enable them to practise
in the normal way. It is true that the
arrangement proposed in this Bill is in
the nature of a trial. I understand from
tJhe Minister's remarks that, if circumstances warranted it, further legislation
could be enacted in three years' time. I
think it would have been better if the
Bri tish Medical Associa tion or any
other body
concerned had
been
given power to say to the medical
may
teach for
a
man,
" You
number of years," or "Your services
are no longer required." The time
limit of three years does not appear to
me to be consistent with the explanation
given by the Minister in his second-~ead
ing speech.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).---Certificates of temporary
registration as medical practitioners
may be .given, in accordance with paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1) only to a
personwho holds a degree in medicine or surgery
of some university or medical or surgical
school in a country other than Victoria or
who is qualified by law to practise medicine
or su·rgery in a country other than Victoria;
and

I ven'ture to say that persons so tempora~il'Y registered will add to the knowledge of medical science in Victoria.
However, I have no reason to believe
tha tat the end of tJhree years they will
be dropped li'ke a squeezed lemon. Possibly 'another Bill will later be brought
furward to provide for the permanent
registration of those ,persons who are
allowed to practise temporarily and
prove themselves, and in that way they
may be absorbed permanently into the
ranks of the medical profession.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-I am not quite
in accord with the views of my Leader
on this point, as it seems ·to me that th,1s
measure is not designed to deal with
medical practitioners at all. It is merely
a device whereby it is hoped to induce
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persons skilled in tJhe medical profession
to visit this State for the purpDse 'Of imparting their medical knDwledge tD medical students.
The Han. W. J. BECKETT.-That is the
purpose 'Of the Bill.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.--Such
persons visiting this State wDuld teach
medical students much 'Of 'the art acquired by medical ;praciftioners in 'Other
oDuntries. I wDuld say that tWD years
wDuld be a reasonable periDd in which tD
impart that knDwledge to 'Others. The
Bill provides fDr an extension 'Of a
futtfuer year if that is desired. FrDm
that point of view I can see nothing
wrDng with the Bill. The practitiDner
from 'Overseas will probably desire tD return tD his 'Own c'Ountry in any event.
The HDn. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That
would be pr'Ovided for in the terms df
the permit under which he wDuld enter
this State.
The HDn. J. W. G~Y.---Exactly.
He would come to this cDuntry fDr a particular purpDse, and when the specified
period had expired he wDuld return to
his own country. It is beside thepDint
tD say thaJt he might have been able to
cure many people while he was here, because he would not CDme tD this State
for that purpDse. :rf such a person desires tD practise medicine in Vict'Oria,
he must qualify thrDugh the nDrmal
channels.
The HDn. PAUL J'ONES.-Sub-clause
(7) 'Of clause 2 pr'Ovides that he wDuld
have tJhe right to practise as a medical
practitioner.
The HDn. J. W. GALBALLY.-I dD not
agree with that interpretation. FDr certain purposes he is regarded as a medical
practitioner, but it is not intended that
he shatl pracNse pUblicly. I think that
we have been side-tracked.
The HC'n. I. A. SWINBuRNE.-Mr. Galbally has correctly stated the pDsition.
The cDnditions ,set out in the permit make
the positiDn clear.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melb'Ourne
Province).-A paint which appears t'O
have been overlooked is that the basis 'Of
the legis·lation relating tD the practice
'Of medicine, dentistry, and nursing is
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that persDns desiring to practise in those
spheres must have specific local qualificatiDns before they can be registered, but
cerUficates 'Of qualifica tion from other
cDuntries with which Vict'Oria has a reciprocal arrangement are also accepted.
I am wDndering whether anything could
be dDne in other countries simHar to
the prDpDsal made in this Bill. The
Minister used the wDrd "exchange,"
which means that young medical practitiDners in this country will have an
OPPDrtunity to enjoy training and ,privileges under reciprocal conditions.
The HDn. I. A. SWINBURNE.-We hDpe
SD.

The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-When I
had the hDnDur 'Of occupying the post 'Of
Minister of Public Health there was in
'Our midst a clever young woman-Dr.
Jean 'McNamara-whD specialized in the
treatment of pDliomyelitis. The Rookefeller Institute communicated with the
authDrities in this State with a view tD
'Obtaining her serv;ices, and she was
'Offered the DppDr.tunity O'f engaging fDr
twelve mDnths in the practice 'Of that
specialized system in variDus parts
'Of the wDrld. I, as Minister, was instrumental in effecting the arrangement.
That is a striking instance 'Of what can
be done by 'Obtaining the services 'Of a
scientist from abroad and of allowing
Australian specialists t'O gain similar experience in 'Other parts of the wDrld.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern PrDvince).-I take it that this
Bill is tlhe thin end of the wedge to allDw
more distinguished dDctors arriving from
Europe to practise here. At -the present
time, they are imprDperly denied the
right tD fDllow their prDfession in this
State. They have prDved to be brilliant
practitioners in their 'Own coun'try which
they have been forced tD leave. I think
I am safe in saying that the DppositiDn
tD
them c'Omes frDm the Bri tish
Medical Associa tiDn. These men are admittedly highly qualified but they will
find it impDssible to secure a licence in
this Sta te tD practise medicine unless
they spend four yeans at the University
of MelbDurne. :Lt would be hard fDr a
man 'Of mature age tD devote three 'Or
four years to study before practising
medicine here.
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It is well known that some country
distri0ts in Victoria are lamentably short
of doctors. There is no ques1tion about
thequal1fications of some of these overseas men, but they are denied the right
to practise here. According to the
measure, a certificate may be in force in
respect of any of these persons for not
more than three years. 1 wish to know
what is 'to be their pOlSition at the end
of that period. Are they to be compelled to become cane cutters in Queensland? Other Bri tisrh Dominions welcome
these men. Some are doctors from
Vienna, which is well known as a city
having one of the best medical schools
in Europe. Australian doctors have
tvavelled to the Austrian capital to do
post-graduate courses
there.
The
Canadian authorities allow these men to
practise in that Dominion, with certain
restrictions. Victoria is losing the best
type of tJhese men. They will not migrate
to this State and work as labourers. Why
should medical men be called on to do
that? Since promises given to many of
them have not been fulfilled they are
transferring elsewhere. 1 strongly aver
that the State should open its door much
wider to these men; the Bill is opening
it slightly. They are to be used as
doctors for three years and then they are
to be thrown on 1ftle scrap heap.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-I have
ex.plained that p-oint. The men are being
brought 10 Victoria under certa,in conditions to do specific research and postgraduate work.
The Hon. G. S. MCARTHUR.-They
are to be refused permanent recognition
unless they spend four years at the University of Me~bourne. However, I suggest that this Bill is a start ,towards
recognition of their ahility. I hope that
the Government will go further so that
Victoria may gain a number of these
practitioners, possessed as they ave of
splendid degrees. That they are not
allowed to practise is a shame to Victoria.
1 support the Bill against the British
Medical Association, which is merely
another union.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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WINCHELSEA COAL MINE BILL.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The measure is of considerable import·
ance to Victoria. As members know, the
State has had to face a seriJus shortage
of fuel, and it has been called upon to
develop its brown coal deposits to be independent of importations. Until the
Morwell briquette projects are completed
in 1956 or 1957 many Victorian industries will have to rely on raw brown coal.
The purpose of the Bill is to ensure supplies of brown coal for industries in
Geelong and the Western District.
The measure relates to the purchase
by the Government of a brown coal mine
near Winchelsea, the operation of the
mine by Roche Brothers Proprietary
Limited under agreement with the
Government for the next five years, and
the subsequent re-sale of the mine by the
Government. At least three previous
Governments endeavoured to take similar action in respect of this mine,
but they were unable to finalize matters
because of legal entanglements and the
inability of the Wensley Bray Coal Mine
Proprietary Limited to give a clear title
to the property.
Before dealing further with the Bill
itself, 1 will give honorable members
details regarding the history of the mine.
There are nearly 4,000,000 tons of good
quality brown coal in the deposit, which
is being worked hy the open-cut method.
Since the mine was first opened in 1921,
several companies have tried without
success to operate the' property. The
Otway Coal Company worked the mine
from 1922 to 1932 and produced in that
period 17,000 tons of coal, the chief
market for which was in Geelong. The
company was, however, unable to compete with imported New South Wales
black coal and production ceased in 1932.
This company went into liquidation in
1935, and a receiver was appointed for'
the principal debenture holder.
Debentures totalling £50,000 were outstanding when the company went into
liquidation, and they were not paid off'
until shortly before the Government purchased the mine in May, 1951. It was'
because of these outstanding debentures;
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that the company was not, until recently,
. able to give a clear title to the area.
The Wensley Bray Coal Mine Proprietary
Limited, the company from which the
Government purchased the mine, acquired
its rights in the property in 1943 under
a debenture which required it to pay
approximately £55,000 to the receiver at
the rate of 2s. a ton on all coal sold.
Under this company's management,
production reached 36,000 tons for the
year 1946, but by early 1948 it ha;d fallen
to a few hundred tons a week, even
though there was a ready market for
several thousand tons a week. This drop
in production was caused by the failure
of the company to develop the mine properly by proceeding with a planned programme of overburden removal so that
a working face of coal would always be
available. At thi'S stage the company
entered into an agreement with Messrs.
Roche Brothers Proprietary Limited,
excavation contractors, to operate the
Inine. The agreement, whi'ch was for a
period of ten years, provided that Roche
Brothers shou1d pay the Wensley Bray
company one-quarter of the value of all
coal sold. The pithead price at that time
was 18s. 6d. per ton which meant that
Roche Brothers paid a royalty of 4s. 7~d.
per ton.
Roche Brothers replaced the antiquated equipment a't the mine with
modern earth-moving machinery, and
within a very short period were producing 1,300 tons of coal a week. Production increased to 3,000 tons a week in
1949 and in 1950 reaohed nearly 4,000
tons a week. This output did not, however, meet 'the market demand which was
increasing rapidly because of the Government's policy of urging all industry in
the Western District to adapt boiler installa tion to burn brown coal. Roche
Brothers however, were unable to increase production or even to maintain an
output of 4,000 tons a week without the
expenditure of very large sums on the
development of the mine.
Roche Brothers were anxious to carry
out the necessary developmental work to
increase production, but their legal
advisers stated that it would be unwise to
proceed with any big deVelopment
scheme until they obtained a more
satisfactory tiNe to the property.
The Hon. P. P. I nchbold.
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Efforts by ROche Brothers to obtain a
more secure lease from the Wensley Bray
company were not successful. They then
endeavoured to purchase the m'ine, but
on investigation it was found that because of the severity of taxation, which
makes no special provision for tlhe wasting asset in a coal mine, the proposition
was untenable.
This meant that if the Government
wan ted the mine developed to produce
the required quantity of coal, it had first
to assist Roohe Brothers to obtain a
satisfactory title to tJhe area. This has
been accomplished by the Government
purchasing tJhe mine from the Wensley
Bray Company for the sum of £135,000
and entering into an agreement with
Roche Brothers to work the mine for a
period of five years and produce in that
time a minimum quantity of 1,000,000
tons of brown coal on which they will
pay the Government 3s. a ton. This wi11
return the Government the sum of
£150,000, which amount will fully compensate the Government for its outlay
and other costs involved in the transactions.
As it is not considered advisable that
the Government should retain ownershirp
of the mine, a contract of sale has been
entered into with Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited whereby that company
agrees to purchase the mine on the expiration of Roche Brothers agreement to
operate the mine, or at an earlier date,
in the event of the agreement being
determined because of Roche Brothers
defaulting in the observance of the conditions of the agreement.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Is the
Winchelsea Coal Company the same as
Roohe Brothers?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-It may
be.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We should
know that.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-The selling price to Winchelsea Coal Proprietary
Limited will be £135,000, less an amount
of 2s. 8d. a ton on all coal produced by
Roche Brothers under that company's
agreement with the Government.
The
4d. difference between the 3s. a ton paid
by Roche Brothers and the 2s. Bd. allowance to Winchelsea Coal Proprietary
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Limited is to reimburse the Government
all expenses associated with the purchase and resale of the mine. Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited has lodged
with the Government a fidelity bond as
a guarantee against its failure to comply with the conditions of the contract of
sale.
Now that Roche Brothers have been
released from their unsa ti3factory agreement with the Wensley Bray company
and are operating under an agreement
with the Government, they can, with a
feeling of security, proceed with a properly organized plan of removing the
overburden and developing the mine to
ensure a production of at least 200,000
tons of coal per annum during the next
five years. The market for brown coal
in the Western District is expected to
reach 7,000 tons a week later this year,
and it is in the best interests of the State
tha t this demand should be met as far as
practicable from the Winchelsea mine so
that the limited supplies of black coal and
briquettes can be conserved for essential
public utilities.
Apart from the need of conserving
supplies of black coal and briquettes, the
Government feels that it is under an
obliga tion to see that supplies of brown
coal are regularly available to those industries in Geelongand the Western
District that spent large sums of money
in adapting their furnaces to burn brown
coal.
The position was thus reached
when the Government had either to
work the mine itself or assist Roche
Brothers to obtain a satisfactory title so
that they could properly develop the mine
to ensure regular supplies of coal. I
think all members will endorse the
Government's action in this matter. I
shall now explain the clauses. Sub-clause
(1) of clause 2 ratifies. the purchase of
the mine by the Crown and provides
that the money shall be paid out of the
State Loans Repayment Fund. Subclause (2) is included to remove any
doubt as to the land being Crown land
at the time the Premier entered into
agreements with Roche Brothers and
Winche}sea Coal Proprietary Limited.
In normal circumstances the land would
not become Crown land until the registration of the transfer by Wensley Bray
Coal IMine Proprietary Limited to
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the Crown, and this registration had
not been effected at the time the Premier entered into agreements with Roche
Brothers and Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 3 ratifies the
agreemen t en tered in to wi th Roche
Brothers to operate the mine and the
contract of sale with Winchelsea Coal
Proprietary Limited to purchase the
mine. Clause 9 of the contract of sale
provides that the sale shall be conditional upon approval and ratification
by Act of Parliament. Clause 10 of the
operating agreement provides that in
the possible event of the contract of
sale not being ratified by Parliament,
Roche Brothers will have the right to
mine coal for a further period of ten
years subject to the payment of a
royalty of 6d. per ton on all coal mined.
The purpose of sub-clause (2) of clause
3 is to give effect to clause 7 of the contract of sale. Paragraph (a) of clause 7 of
the contract of sale refers to four allotments of land originally sold by the
Crown without limit as to depth and
with the right of ownership to any
minerals in the land, excepting gold,
silver, and petroleum. It is proposed
tha t the Crown shall sell this land to
Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited
with the same rights as would apply if
the land had been transferred direct
from the Wensley Bray Coal Mine Proprietary Limited to Winchelsea Coal
Proprietary Limited.
This requires
special legislative provision, because as
soon as the land was transferred to the
Crown it became unaliena ted Crown
land and under the present provisions
of the Land Acts it could not be sold
without limit as to depth and all
minerals rights must be reserved to the
Crown.
Paragraph (b) of clause 7 of the contract of sale relates to an allotment of
land sold to a depth of 50 feet and with all
minera}s reserved to the Crown. A
similar title will be issued to Winchelsea
Coal Proprietary Limited in respect of
this allotment. The mineral lease referred to in this part of the contract was
surrendered to the Crown by Wensley
Bray Coal Mine Proprietary Limited, and
the Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited
will be entitled to a similar lease.
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I can recommend the Bill because it
puts in order the working of a mine
that has been suspended, as it were, in
mid-air for so many years. There is
a grand deposit of coal there, and it is
in the interests of the State that that
deposit should be developed.

The sitting was suspended at 6.21 p.m.
until 7.57 p.m.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-I have had considerable
difficulty in understanding the Bill
which I am now called upon to explain
on behalf of honorable members. It is
surrounded with legal technicalities and
complications which tend to oonfuse the
layman and prevent his grasping the
full significance of the many implications involved. However, the difficulties
,encountered acted as a spur to my
mental capacity, and after some study
I think I have at last arrived at a
.proper understanding of the Bill. It
.centres on the present possession and
future use and ownership of a hole in
the ground, which I am credibly informed, is at present almost full of
water. Whether or not that is an added
asset to be taken into consideration in
the fixation of the price involved I know
not, because information on that score
is rather vague.
In connection with this valuable asset
there are a variety of more or less valuable items which are set out in the Second
Schedule to the Bill.
Judging by the
description of certain items they are
practically valueless because they are
old and obsolete. I propose to trace
the development of this proposition to
the 'stage where the Bill was presented.
I have heard the term "frenzied
finance" used in relation to some companies, but never in my reading on
many varied subjects over a term of
years have I found anything quite as
complicated as this Bill.
Speaking
figuratively, there have been a number
of fingers in this pie. First, the Otway
company started digging for coal in that
part of Victoria known as Winchelsea,
but it was not very successful. it has kequently happened, that more gold has
been put into many gold mines than has
been taken out of them. In this case,
the company' was not digging for gold
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but for coal, but at that time the fuel
was not in great demand. Evidently
the company failed in its operations,
much to the dismay O'f its shareholders
whose money was lost, and it .eventually
transferred its assets to the Wensley
Bray Coal Mine Proprietary Limited for
£55,000. Apparently, the Wensley Bray
company leased this hole in the ground
to Roche Brothers, who are still working it.
According to the notes kindly submitted to me by the Minister, the efforts
by Roche Brothers to obtain a more
secure lease from the Wensley Bray
company were not successful. I do
not know why. Roche Brothers then
endeavoured to purchase the mine, butagain, according to the notes-Cl it was
found on investigation that because of
the severity of taxation, which makes
no special provision for the wasting asset
in a coal mine, the proposition was
untenable." What taxation is applied
on the sale of the mine, I do not know.
After all, Roche Brothers were only the
lease holders, not the owners.
We come now to the present time when
another company enters the picture. The
Wensley Bray company was sitting back
spending no money but dbtaining from
RO'che Brothers certain payments by way
of a tax on the volume of coal taken
out of the mine. Finally, there appears
the
Winchelsea
Coal
Proprietary
Limited, which is practically Roche
Brothers under a different name. That
gives a lead to the present measure. In
the preamble to the Bill, and also in
another place in the measure, there is
reference to a contract entered into by
the Crown on the 29th of May to sell
something which it did not own-which
belonged to somebody else, and for the
purohase of which Parliament had never
given authority. It will be seen from the
Bill that the Government will pay
£135,000 to the Wensley Bray Coal Mine
Proprietary Limited for something which
was purchased by that company for
£55,000. Clause 2 states, in reference to
the payment of the purchase price-The consideration for the purchase of the
lands hereinbefore recited (which purchase
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is hereby ratified and approved) shall be
paid out of the State Loans Repayment
Fund

....

Th,at is t'O say, the Crown purchased
the land in May last without parliamentary approval. From my experience
as a Minister 'Of the Crown, I know that
such things are sometimes done. The
first part of the Bill ratifies the action
already taken by the Government which,
in effect, says, "We are purchasers 'On
the ground 'Of public policy." In that
case, I should think that the Government
wDuld he justified in this actiDn, as it is
gDod pulhlic policy to increase by any
means in its power the fuel resources
of the community. HDwever, the fact
remains that the Government made a
purchase of lands and entered into a contract with the Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited befDre the prDposal was
ratified !by Parliament.
The Minister said that apart from any
'Other consideration, it will be an excellent bargain for the State, because under
the terms relating to the payment of
royalty the Crown will eventually receive
back the amount of £150,000. Th'a t
looks all right 'On paper but whether
eventually that sum will be recovered I
do not know. We are all aware that the
gas supply in certain a1reas has been
nationalized, as also have the brown coal
res'Ources of the State, all for the public
benefit. Now, the G'Overnment proposes
to pay £135,000 for a lease of this cDal
mine, giving the present 'Owners a substantial profit. It will then, in effect,
hand this lease and all that can be made
out 'Of it to a private company. The
thought went through my mind as to why
the State Electricity Commission, which
has been given such vast powers invDlving the expenditure of many millions of
pounds, could not have been allotted the
task of working this tiny undertaking,
the capital outlay in res.pect of which is
about £150,000.
I shall not 'at this juncture discuss the
question of the value of this small addition to the fuel resources of the State.
Any a dditiDn , however small, which wiIJ
improve the State's resource of power
meets with my appr'Oval. I do not know
how the quality 'Of CDal compares with
the dep'Osits at Yallourn and Morwell. It
seems to me that whoever will be carrying 'Out tJhis undertaking will' be faced
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with a consideralble difficulty in removing
the 'Overburden on the coal, whioh is approximately 30-40 feet in depth.
I might mention that a large area of
the littoral around Hobson's Bay is
cDal bearing; in fact, seams 'Of brown
coal extend from A1tona across to the old
Red Bluff at St. Kilda, but whether 'Or
not they could be worked profitably is
a ma'tterof doubt, as the seams are small
and interspersed with veins of other
deposits. T do n'Ot pretend to be a geophysical expert, but I understand that
there are ot!her deposits of this type of
fuel in various parts of Victoria which
could be developed. There are many
varieties 'Of natural fuel which have
existed over vast geological periods.
First there is peat, which is the youngest
- df I may use that term - of 'Our
natural fuels. Next in 'the order of age,
is the brown coal which has existed perhaps for another few generations, and
which has not been subjected to the pressure exercised on ,the deposits in other
parts of Australia. The next in order is
that variety of fuel known as soft coal,
or Collie coal as in Western AustTalia,
and lastly there are the more dense deposits obtained in su~h places as Maitland and Newcastle.
I should like to know whether the coa.J
in the Winchelsea mine is similar in type
to the brDwn coal in the Latrobe valley
and whetlher it can be used to the same
advantage. The brown coal deposits in
Victoria are different from thDse in
other 'parts of the world. Some yeans
ago I j'Ourneyed to the Old Country in
company with Dr. Herman of the State
Electridty Commission, who still acts in
an advisory capacity in 'connection with
the deposits of brown coal and their
utilization. I also visilted various parts
o,f the Continent ,where brown coal is used
in the form of briquettes. In comparison, our brown coal is more valuable
as a fuel than the deposits mined in the
European countries.
In many countries it is necessary, in
order to make a satisfactory briquette
of a fairly high calorific value, to use a
binder. H'Owever, that is not necessary in
the manufacture of briquettes f~Dm our
local coal deposits, which when subjected
to the necessary pressure are formed
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into very satisfactory fuel. Therefore, I
am concerned as to whether this deposH
of coal atWinchelsea, small as it is, will
be utilized in the form of briquettes, or
whether it will be used in its raw state.
Sir J AMES KENNEDY.-It is really the
best brown coal in Victoria.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I am
pleased to hear that statement. The coal
in the old open cut at Yallourn was a
far different coal from our present-'day
resources. To-day we are treating a
brown coal there which contains a very
high percentage of moisture, whereas in
the old open cut the coal was very dry.
Many years ago I found there fossilized
wood somewhat of the nature of oregon,
which is a timber that does not exist at
present in the Morwell valley. In years
gone by there must have been very dense
forests there.
That brown coal in the old open cut
was made as widely as possible available
for household purposes. I burned brown
coal from that source 25 or 30 years
ago. While it is very dry, it is a coal that
does not keep; it deteriorates rapidly
when exposed to the open air and therefore has to be utilized immediately. So
whether or not the deposit at Winchelsea
is of similar character, it is of importance from the point of view of decentralization and the proper supply of fuel to
Geelong and the Western District. If by
any means this deposit achieves the
valuable purpose of serving those areas,
it will help to keep our industries ·going
so that we can escape from the blackmailing tax imposed against Victoria by
another State. I have already indicated
that the Government, without the
authority orf Parliament, h&s purchased
this mine.
The Hon. P. P. INcHBoLD.-Subject, of
course, to ratification by Parliament.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.--This kind
of transaction is always subject to ratification; if one had to wait to ratify a
contract by Act of Parliament one might
lose the purchase.
Evidently, the
Government's advisers consider this proposition to be a good bargain and that the
Government will get its money back
through the royalties. Even, however, if
it does not, this will be to the general
advantage of Victoria.
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The Bill really starts from this point.
If honorable members examine the Third

Schedule they will see that the Government, under contract, has an option. It
exercises its option for £135,000 and it
sells to Roche Brothers, who now figure
in the name of the Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited, for £135,000, which
company pays £500 down and is given
five years in which to pay the balance.
It may be a good contract from the point
of view of the State but it is a very
much better contract from the viewpoint
of the Wensley Bray company, which
has been holding the baby and has found
that it is a very difficult infant to nurture
and bring to maturity.
It is certainly provided in the Bill that
the Government retains control, because
it is entitled to fix the price. Clause 3 of
the Second Schedule states that the company shall claim the sum (If 3s. for each
ton of coal won and shall in any event
pay £120 for each working day. By the
time that there has been extracted up to
1,000,000 tons the Government will have
got its money back, with a small amount
of interest, and the company retains the
mine.
That is really the Bill. It seems to be
a case of "all to nothing" so far as
Roche Brothers are concerned. However, they doubtless know what they are
doing. I believe the Government has
sufficient confidence in the firm at present
working the mine to expect that under
its able management it will become a
source of revenue to the State and a
material source of supply for the fuel
requirements of decentralized industries.
May I conclude by saying that if the
Government obtains only £50,000 in cash
and royalties, and by means of this proposition provides the Western District
with its only local source of power, it
will have been well advised to go into
the whole question, thoroughly stripped
of the legal difficulties surrounding the
control by the different companies which
have participated in the management of
the mine. From that aspect alone I can
heartily commend the measure.

On the motion of the Hon. F. M.
THOMAS (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
August 28.
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BllL
(No. 7).
The debate (adjourned from August
15) on the motion of the Hon. P. T.
Byrnes (Minister of Public Works) for
the second reading of this Bin 'Was resumed.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-Since the Supplemen tary Estimates cover a fairly w~de
field I wouLd like toO make a Ifew observations on ·the general state of the finances
of Victoria. I realize that in speaking
against the general tendency of the time
I am like a little boy standing in front of
a railway engine, but I feel that somebody has to speak against the general
wasteful methods we are adopting for
our finances generally and also in regard
to inflation, which is causing our expenses to rise. The first reason with
which I want to deal, and whicl1 is causing great difficulties, is the general story
of the prices of our primary products.
I appreciate that the farmer is entitled no
a fair market value for the goods he produces, and I am not objecting to that in
any way. On the other hand, the exchange rate is putting tihe prices of farm
products to sky limits in Australia. I
suggest that it would be in the interests
O'f the State and o.f the farmer, and certainly of the consumer, if the exchange
rate were altered.
I believe that we, as a State, ought to
say to the Commonwealth Government,
before we propose to accept a great deal
of regimentation in regard to our public
works and so forth, that the exchange
rate should be varied. There have been
a. number of statements in published
journals; indicating that the exchange
rate is not important. Frankly, I think
they are looking upon that in the same
kind of theoretical conception 'tha t
caused four different professors of
economy in the 40-hour working week
case before the Commonweailth Arbitration Court to suggest that af'ter the 40hour week had come into force prices
would rise by 3 per cent. That forecast
was given apparently in all good faith.
I emphasize that they said that the effect
of the 40-hour week would be an increase in the cost of living by 3 per cent.
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Now they say that if the rate of exchange
is altered the total effect that it will have
will be only 4 per cent.
I do not think an aUeration of the rate
of exchange will entirely stop inflation
but I think that it will stop the rate of
inflation.
I put my case on these
grounds: There is no doubt that the Australian farmer will demand-and justifiably-that the pri:ces for his products
be aLlowed to rise to dollar value as in
the United States of America. The
dollar today rules the world so far as
prices are concerned. Therefore, theprice of any commodities in dollat"S must
be taken as the world parity price. . Our
farmers are not yet getting that price,
but no doubt they will continue to strive
by fair means, and perhaps even by foul,
to obtain the world parity price. Let us
say that the world parity price to-day is
£100 and that our price for farming products is £60. The gap there is £40, but
that is accentuated by our exchange rate,
and therefore that very l'arge difference is
causing an accelerated rate of approach
to that price level. It is having two
effects. In the first place, it is causing the
" C " series index of goods to increase in
price, thereby forcing up wages through
the Arbitration Court system. In the
next place, it is increasing the cost of
all farm products because the farmer
eventually has to pay award rates to
all those whom he employs. I suggest
tha t if wages rise continuously and the
dollar price in terms of Australian
currency is reached--in that event
prices will be nearly twice what they
are to-day--and a slump occurs in the
United States, the farmer will find himself in a very uncomfortable positil()n.
The world parity price may fall substantially at a time when the basic
wage in Australia is at a high level.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.--The farmer
will not be the only one affected. There
are fluctuations in prices in other
countries.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Minister of Public Works is saying, in
effect, that the farmer is subject to
world fluctuations in prices, and I agree
with htm. I 'Suggest the revaluation of
the £1 to cushi10n the rise and the fall.
and to establish what I would call a
fla tter curve of prices, because the worst
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experience the farmer can have is a
boom one year followed by a terrible
slump in the next. What is being done
at present is to lift his cost of production to the level of the exceptionally high
world price, in terms of dollars, and
I suggest that one of these days that
price will collapse. The higher our
prices are at that particular stage the
greater the fal!l will be. The 'farmer
is selling his product on a world market
but he is not receiving world parity;
he has to pay for requirements from
overseas a price which is 25 per cent.
more than it should be. I do not think
that farmers realize tha t if overseas
prices fall by 25 per cent. there would
be strQng cQmpetition in local manufacture; in other words, manufacturers
would no longer be able to pay black
market rates for labour or materials,
nor M:>uld they be able tQ pay a certain
rate for overtime and their profits might
also be reduced. Generally speaking,
there would be a fall in prices throughout
the whole of Australia.
In addition, there are undoubtedly a
number ()If industries which are supported by the exchange rate, but which
have never been granted prQtection by
the Tariff Board. Their organization is
not economic because they are producing luxuries by means of labour that
could be well utilized in farming and
other essential industries. The industries in question are being supported by
the exchange rate in the payment .]f
wages and the provision of conditions
such as the farmers oannot afford on
semi-pegged prices. That is the reason
why more labour is not available to
primary industries. The exchange rate
should not be regarded as an unqualified
bonus to the farmer; it is not. H, so
to speak, catches him in the price he
has to pay for wages, fQr imported and
local goods, and in the taxation he has
to pay to the Commonwealth Government to support the high cost of government. Honorable members are well
aWare that the Commonwealth Government is taking more than 25 per cent.
of the national income, and because
prices are high, largely because of the
exchange rate, there is an enhanced
value in the amount obtained by the
Commonwealth as tax.
The Hon. A. G. Warner.
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I desire, once again, to discuss the
question of uniform raxation. Although
honorable members may be rather tired
of hearing me on that subject, I feel
that rhe system encourages great extravagance in State administration.
Any Government in any State--whether
it be a Country party, a l.Jabour party,
or a Liberal party Administration-is
fully conscious of the fact that if it can
spend a lot of money in making gifts
it will remain in office. A State Government knows that the way to obtain
more money is to go to Canberra and
cry" poor mouth." It knows also that
it is much easier for a State to ask one
authority for a larger dole--more
especilally when other States support the
request--than to tax its ,people. I am
satisfied that not only is Victoria being
treated badly by being reimbursed an
inadequate and unfair proportion of the
taxation our people have subscribed, but
.that there is also a great disadvantage
because the uniform t1axation system encourages waste in State Governments.
I am not applying that last remark to
any particular Government, but to any
Government, irrespective of the party
which constitutes it.
There is a temptation to waste money
in any State when application has to
be made for ilt to 'One person only. The
Commonwealth Government does not
wish to return the taxing power to the
States, because no politicians like to
throwaway power. Retention of the
uniform taxation system enables the
Commonwealth to have a certain degree of control over the States. I am
not poinf1:ing the bone at any particular
Governmen t but I am quite sa tisfied
thalt there is, on the one hand, a Commonwealth Government that does not
want tQ relinquish the power, and on the
other, a State Government which finds it
much easier to go to one man tQ seek
finance than '00 justilfy itself before the
taxpayers.
If Victoria were imposing taxation for
its own purposes and decided on a tax of
5s.!ln the £1 When the rate in New South
Wales was 6s. in the £1, the sister State
would set about affecting economies. If
in New South W:ales and South Australia
a tax of 4'8. in the £1 were lev1ied when
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the rate in Victar:ia was 5s. in the £1, th-e
Government of the day would have to
justify Hself before the people in respect
at the hig'her tax.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-A previous
Country party Government which was
able to show a sur:plus when other States
had deficits wats criticized for being too
frugal.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is so,
and it was the reason why Victoria was
badly treated in regard to its share of
uniform taxation. For many years this
State has been crucified for its thrift. I
believe that if the system of uniform
taxation is continued on its present basis,
necessitating every State going to Canberra and crying for more and more
money, somewhat like OliveI' 'Dwist, a
time win come-perhaps in a depression
-when the Commonwealth Government
will say" We carinot pay you any more,
so take the power of taxa tionback."
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The same
a,rgwnent is used in regard to the revaluation of the £1.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-An absurd
position may be reached and the system
may bounce at a bad per-iod. This State
owes a duty to the people to see that it
regains the power of taxation, not so
much because Vktoria would be better
off-although I think it would be-but
because it would create some competition
in government. Heaven knows there is
a great need, not oI1lly in Victoria but
also in oth~ States and the CommonweaHh itself, for economy in Government
services, for whdch the people are paying.
I am satisfied that the average man,
when he pays hi's tax-in many cases,
perhaps, against his will-<loes not
realize how much of it could be saved if
there were economy and competition in
Government spending.
Another factor which ,influences the
situation is the Commonwealth Arbitration COUTt. The Commonwealth Constitution gave
the
Commonwealth
Government power to legislate in reference to the settlement of disputes of an
interstate nature. We are all aware th'at
the worns ",interstate nature" have
been given the widest possible interpretat-ion; so that if there is a dis,pute
between a blacksmith and the Victorian
Railway Department ,and the same
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trouble arises in .orange, New South
Wales, in relation to a blacksmith who is
shoeing a horse, the question becomes
one of an interstate character. We know
that the Commonwealth has used the
maximum authority under the Constitution to gmnt power to the Arbitration
Court, and we are aware that in certain
types of intra-state disputes the Wages
Boards in this State have in substance
been set aside.
There appears to be plenty of evidence
on record that the powers given to the
Court are f'ramed in such a way that it
considers its duty to be the settling of
disputes. Taken far enough, that may
mean that a dispute may be settled
regardless of the long-term interests of
the parties concerned or regardless of the
benefits to the people as a whole. I feel
that, since the State is so much affected
as a result of this view, we are entitled
to say to the Commonwealth, "If you
h:ave not adequate power to widen the
power of the Court, then at least you
have the power to limit the authority of
the Arbitration Court in these matters."
The Commonwealth has constitutional
power to bring in an Act to limit the
authority of the Arbitration Court to
settle disputes so as to ensure that such
settlements are not against the common
weal, and out of proportion to an
economic capacity.
If years ago a properly constituted
body had been appointed to examine the
economic conditions of Australia, it is
probable that we should not now have a
40-hour week, or that the recent £1 rise
in the basic wage would not have occurred. The Arbitration Court, while having
the power to settle disputes, could have
had its authority to do so limited to
decisions appropriate to the economic
basis of the country. If Australia required defence, immigration, more
houses, and slum clearance, then the
time was not right to introduce the 40hour week. We, as a State, are undoubtedly greatly affected by the Arbitration Court, and I feel that we are entitled
to say to the Commonwealth Government "It is time you limited the power
of the Court to settle disputes so that its
decisions .may be in harmony with the
economics of the country at the time
when they are given."
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I turn now to the question of immigration. I believe it would be in the
interests of the State if the present rate
of immigration were considerably reduced.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
- I presume that the honorable member
will link his remarks with State finance.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall.
The position is that every immigrant
who comes into this State with a wife and
two children requires a house. Whether
he builds it, rents it, or purchases a new
one already built, in some way or other
he needs accommodation. In the vicinity
of that house must be a gutter, a road,
water pipes, and various other services;
in other words, the immigrant needs his
share of all public works which go to
make up home life. That is the point at
which I link up my remarks with State
finance. The State has to supply the
money and the labour for those public
works. In addition to the requirements
I have enumerated the immigrant needs
transport, which the State has to supply.
Then he takes up work in private enterprise which has involved the estalJlishment of factories. machines, and
materials. I took the trouble at one
stage to try to calculate the minimum
amount of capital required to supply the
needs of an immigrant with a wife
and two children, and I do not
think it 'could possibly be less than £7,500.
Let us assume that the migrant earns
£1,000 a year and that he saves 20 per
cent. of his income--although, possibly,
tha t is rather optimistic. On the basis
that he saves £200 a year, it would take
him 35 years to replace the ca pi tal that
the State has had to provide. In my
opinion, migration has strongly influenced the inflationary trend.
The Hon. P.P. INCHBoLD.-Under
your theory, shOUld we start exporting
our population?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
suggest that we should completely stop
migration, or that we should prevent
child-birth, or that we should export
any of our people. I contend that we
should reduce the rate at which our
popula tion is increasing. I would like
the Minister of Education to note that
the present increase of 3! per cent. is
grea ter than that occurring in any other
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country. It might be said that we need
migrants to assist to develop and defend
this country. My reply would be, "You
cannot have that and also the 40-hour
week." We appear to be condemned
to the 40-hour week, regardless of its
effect upon our financial and economic
position. If the 40-hour week must r~
main, and migration must continue, 1
suggest that they will be accompanied
by a considerable measure of inflation.
In view of the need to restrict our public works programme, I believe it would
be in the interests of the State to reduce our rate of migration. It would
assist the State's finances and also loan
applications. It would help us to overtake the present demand for houses and
assist the State to tackle slum clearance. That cannot be done until vacant
homes are available. At present we
cannot commence to destroy old houses.
We may be playing with the matter as
a gesture, but from the practical point
of view of slum abolition, one must not
only destroy a number of sub-standard
houses, but in an area of a few hundred
yards some good houses must also be
demolished. In view of the present
shortage of homes, the State cannot
afford to destroy any hahitable dwellings.
I suggest that we should also investigate the effect of the working of the railways upon State finances. Most members
are aware that in the past the Sta,te has
written off large sums of capital expenditure on account of the railways.
At one stage, the sum of £40,000,000 was
written off in that way, and more
recently the interest rate was reduced
fI"om 4 per cent. to 1 per cent., the
balance being provided out of the
revenue of the Commonwealth Government, which has to subscribe the amount
necessary to make up the difference in
the interest charges. We have undoubtedly skimped the railways in
the matter of capital expenditure.
I am sure tha t memibers are sadsfied that one cannot obtain first-class
products from a farm that is not
well-cared for, nor can one expect competent servi'Ce from a system that is
not well-cared for and which is inadequately capitalized and underpaid so
far as its product is concerned. That
is what has been occurring with the
Railway Department for many years.
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We ought to investigate the railways
and if it is found that the service is
carrying goods for which consignors can
afford to pay higher freights, higher
charges should be levied. If the State
decides that a certain sum should be
set aside out of revenue to subsidize the
primary products of certain industries,
let the people know what the amount is,
and the purpose for which it is to be
used; they should be told, " This
amount is needed to develop a cer.tain
district and to bring it into ful,!
productivity." We should know how
much is to be paid in tha t way
and for how long it will be needed
for what may be regarded in many cases
as uneconomic projects. It is wrong
that this great arterial railway system
which carries the bulk of our goods
should be subjected to continuous political "trickery" finance in order to bury
the true costs that are incurred for other
purposes.
There is no question that the low
freight rates paid to the railways have
a bearing on the efficiency of the service;' they force the Department to
cramp other means of transport in order
to overcome the initial mistake of the
State in not properly financing it. For
this year, I see tha t the an tici pa ted
railway deficit will approach £3,000,000.
I understand that the revenue of the
Depamment is in the order of
£20,000,000, so that it will lose approximately 15 per cent. of its total income.
From investigations that I made at one
stage, I am aware that certain goods
are being transported for 25 per cent.
of the cost, and the deficit is made
up by trickery in the finances of the
Department, by which it pays only 1
per cent. as an interest charge, and the
balance is passed on to the taxpayer,
or the State makes good a deficit of
£3,000,000, or it is made up by other
railway income in which possibly there
are overcharges, which make it difficult for the railways to compete with
other forms of transport.
I believe the railways should be
examined not only so far as freight
charges are concerned, but also that
there should be a thorough investigation
into such matters as transporting live
stock to Melbourne and taking it back to
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the country when rolling stock is so short.
A ttention should be paid to the distances
between sidings. The methods of giving
change at stations should be examined
together with the system of issuing
tickets. We should follow the example
of the English railways, which use slot
machines for issuing tickets a t subu.r~ban
stations. The Department is crying out for
men, and ~hose now engaged selling
tickets at suburban stations could be employed where their services are more
urgently required. In the shunting yards,
an investigation should be made to see
if we could not adopt American methods
of controlling shunting by means of
radio. II think that would save the work
of many shunting engines. ':Dhere are
many other things that could be done to
make the service more efficient, so that
the Department would not place a burden of £3,000,000 a year upon taxpayers.
I suggest that the Government should
ta'ke a positive step in the State's relations with the Commonwealth Government on matters of finance. So long as
we have a State Government appointed
by the people to conserve their interests,
I feel that we should make every effort
not only to reduce the ·rate of inflation
but also to lessen the burden of taxation,
which is constantly increasing. People
will not work harder if taxation rises
above a certain level and I believe that
all classes, including doctors, lawyers,
businessmen, and workers, will reach the
stage when they will say, "We will not
make greater efforts in order to meet increased demands of 1fu.e taxation authorities." I think we have reached the point
where taxation assists inflation because
it will reduce the desire of people to
work.
The HOD. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education).---I had hoped that some
other member would have discussed ~he
question that has been so effectively
dealt with by Mr. Warner. It is a subject that should receive the ea·mest consideration of every citizen. I think all
Victorians will agree wi,1:!h what Mr.
Warner has said as to the principle of
uniform taxation. The day has come
when the State should have restored its
power of taxation. I fail to see how the
States can continue to exist as sovereign
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States if their finances are to be contvolled by pensons not responsible for
administering the Departments of the
States.
When one is dilS'cussing the question of
the economy of the States, one must not
forget that throughout Australia a great
deail of Government finance is not related
to government at all, but to the conduct
of certain businesses which Governments
have undertaken. I have in mind such
services as the RaHway Department, the
State Electricity Commission, and the
State Rivers 'and Water Supply Commission-the last mentioned is a body constituted to supply water to irrigators, and
so on. Those are all business concerns
which absorb an enormous amount of
money. If we could ascertain the real
cost of the government of the State, I
think it would be small. All governmen tal undertakings should be placed on
a sound footing to enable them to balance
their accounts.
Mr. Warner said that we were suffering from the effedts of inflation. I do
not subscribe strongly to the view that
we are suffering a great deal from inflation in Australia. We are in the throes
of great prosperity, but we are building
. up reserves overseas and developing
assets in Aus'tralia which will be of value
to this nation. We are undertaking
water schemes, l1he processes of manufacturing gas and generating electricity,
and we are also building developmental
roads. The Government is being accused
of extravagance, but all governmental
undertakings of the Commonwealth last
year took f.rom the investment market
about £200,000,000, whereas private
enterprise needed £650,000,000 at the
same time. If the withdrawal of funds
from the investment market gives an impetus to inflation, I suggest that private
enterprise is as much to blame as
Governments. In fact I believe that privite enterprise is more to blame because
there is little control over its investments.
As Mr. Warner pointed out, some industries are valuable in providing goods
and services for 'the State, but others
are merely luxury industries which we
could have done without for years. The
money that is in circulation has induced
people to buy greater quarrtities of luxury
The Hon. P. P. Inchbold.
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goods than are necessary. Let us conMr. Warner's own industry. I suppose in almost every home to-day one
will find .two or three wireless sets, with
another in a motor car. Whereas ten or
t:welve years ago one instrument of torture was sufficien t for a household, now
three or four of them are in use.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Do you regard a
wireless set as a luxury to-day?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.~It is not
a luxury when it is used in moderation,
but one wireless set is enough in any
home. One of the great causes of inflation, iof there is inflation, is that the
promoters of so many luxury goods have
had ample funds with which to expand
their activities, and they have pushed
their articles and competed with necessary industries in the labour market.
That fact should not be forgotten.
I cannot agree with Mr. Warner in
regard to rmmigration. He has said that
it needs £7,000 to stabHize a migrant, and
that it will take a man 35 years to
save the £7,000.
That is faulty
reasoning and it avoids real facts. When
a hearty young migrant, brought to this
State, is sent to the Ibush, and hews down
a tree, saws it into timber, he creates
wealth.
He makes wealth out of
the earth that he digs when he
manufactures
bricks
and
cement.
They are things of real worth to the
community; it is not a matter of saving
the £7,000 penny by penny. Every ablebodied person in the community, whose
labour is properly directed, creates the
wealth necessary for his establishment.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Do you
believe in the direction of labour?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-No. I
agree that there has been a lot of carelessness in the direction of migrant
labour in Victoria. Reference to the
figures published by the Commonwealth
Department reveals that nearly all the
migrants have been absorbed in industries. A few have gone to mines and to
farms, but many have transferred to
luxury industries. Where there has been
a power of direction we have fallen down
on the job. It must be admitted that
the introduction of a numiber of
people into a country creates prOblems.
Although Australia is absorbing migrants
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at a rate equivalent to 3! per cent. of the
population-that is greater than any
other country has provided for-no
other country has ever had wealth
pouring into it as wealth has come into
the Commonwealth during the last two
or three years. The diamond fields of
South Africa have not returned as much
wealth as Australia received from the
wool industry last year. So with the
enormous wealth coming into the Commonwealth there should be an opportunity for it to absorb population. I see
new Australians fitting into the industrial
system of the State, and many of
them will make excellent citizens and
add materially to the welfare of the
community. I do not think for a moment
that we should not maintain the migration policy. On the contrary, I believe
that the State will reap great benefits
from it, particularly through the arrival
of young migran ts.
Mr. Warner also raised the question
of the exchange rate which I regard
keenly. I know that economists will express views in favour of each side of the
subject. I am not an economist myself.
The only economy I know is if a person
has £1 and spends 21s. he will be in difficulties, but if he has £1 and spends only
18s. he saves 2s.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-You must have
been reading David Copperfield.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.--I have
not studied economics, but I have
known economy since my mother
taught it to me. The experience of a
sister Dominion has not proved that
the levelling down of the exchange rate
has been an unm,ixed blessing. I view
this matter with great concern because
there are long range contracts for the
sale of goods overseas. Take the dried
fruits industry, in which the Minister of
Public Works is interested. The egg industlfy is lalso on a long range 'Contract.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-The position
is being reached where the cost of production is so high that it is impossible
to export tlhe goods.
The Hon. P. P. INOHBOLD.-We are
still able to export something like 27 per
cent. of the butter produced and a,lso of
the dried frui.t,s. The Commonwealth
Governmen t has announced that there
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'will 'be no more subsidies on e~orts.
Mr. Warner has suggested discontinuing
the export of 25 per cent. of our butter
production. If that were done the dairy
farmer would certainly get somethinghe would get a pain in the neck! What
would the Minister of Public W.orks· do
if that reduction were effected in his industry?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-I would get
a Job in a factory.
The Hon. P. P. lNOHBOLD.-If this
were done, industri,eg necessary to provide
food for the people of this State would
'be finished. We must have butter. The
question O'f eXlC'hange must be regarded
from every angle. I know there is much
t'O be said in favour of a levelling off. If
that had been done gradually it might
have been of value but to level off say 10
per cent., 1'5 per cent. or 25 per cent. is
fraught wtth difficulty. If the C'Ommonwea'lth Government would come to the
assistance of the dairying industTY, provide subsidies and get butter stabilized,
it would be a good thing.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-What about
a subsidy f'Or wool?
The Hon. P. P. INOHBOLD.-The wool
grower has always stood on his own
feet. The unofficial Leader knows that
there is a scarcity of wool because the
wool growing areas are continually
being reduced. As population increases
sheep have to go farther back. It wil!l be
very difficult for 'the world t'O supply
itsel'f with wool in future. No doubt
many efforts to make synthetic woollen
goods will be recorded. At the moment
wool is the great m<Jhey spinner for the
Commonweal th. The people are running
on rubber, wind and petrol, but the
money that enables the citizens to do so
comes from the back of the sheep.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Is that not a
cause of the inflation?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-I say it
is prosperity. I maintain that witlh the
reduction of the wool cheques there will
be a steadying of e~penditure. Things
must come back to their proper level.
Let us hope that the fall will not be too
steep. If wool is stabilized at 55. a
pound the average wool cheque received
by the grower will not meet his last income tax bill. So ,there will be ditIkulty
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The mation was agreed to'.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (Issue and application af
£2,772,480).
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbaurne
Pravince}.-We have listened to' a most
unusual discus si an ta-night. This is the
first time in my memory that we have
ever had the debate on the Supp'lementary Estimates pastpaned. That was by
caurtesy on the part af the Gavernment
to' members whO' were not in attendance
to' speak an the measure last week. Then
we had a mast interesting cantributian
fram Mr. Warner an the general finances
The PRESIDENT (Sir CHfden Eager). of this State and on events leading up to
- I think the Minister is getting away them. Next, rather strangely and, I
fram the subject before the Chair.
think, samewhat unwarrantedly, we had
a
special defence by the Minister af
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-I had
wished to' say samething about the affairs Educatian-I presume, on behalf of the
af this State. We are in an unfartunate Government.
pasitian in that we are ane of the
The anly difference between the two
mendicants whO' have to go to Canberra. speeches was that Mr. Warner's camments were af a general nature and for
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE.-I thaught the welfare af the whole af the people of
this was a prasperous State.
Victaria while, as to' the speech af the
The Han. P. P. INCHBOLD.-The Minister, I say quite candidly that his
maney taken aut of Victaria in ane year remarks were in defence of ane partiin taxatian is enough to' enable its affairs cular sectian of the cammunityonly. I
am inclined to agree to' a certain extent
to' be canducted far three years. If the
Gavernment cannat have all the taxatian with Mr. Warner an the question af the
revenue reimbursed we should press for wretched depreciation af aur paund,
a mare equitable distribution O'f the which has had such a marked effect on
revenue, and thefarmula shauld be an a the finances af the State. Our imparts
papula tian basis for bath the incame tax last year were valued at £490,689,000
and the petrol tax. Some af the States Australian. That was on a depreciated
have a large carry-over of money that currency. If we had paid for that tatal
they cannot spend., Victaria is maintain- quantity in sterling, an the just value
ing the tharaughfure for the overland af the Australian paund on the warld's
traffic between Newcastle and Adelaide, market we would have paid £98,000,000,
and it is starved far maney. It is time less, which sum has to be found by the
the Victarian Parliament made a spirited general taxpayers of Australia, including
protest.
When the Commonwealth the farmers.
elections take place the citizens ought to'
The Minister of Education referred to
ask the Federal representatives to see the price braught by one of aur primary
whether Victoria can secure a better deal praducts an the warld's markets. I asin the allocatian af revenue fram uniform sumed fram that that each and every ane
taxation and the petrol tax. I am sorry af us is to make the mast af aur opporthat I have got aff Ithe track. What I tunities and get the utmost aut of every
have said has been only a rather scrappy article we prO' duce, nO' matter whoreply to Mr. Warner, but I felt impelled suffers in consequence. For example, the
praducer af gold to-day is nat getting 50
to' say samething particularly upan the
question af immigra tian since so many of per cent. af the world's market price for
his arguments regarding that matter his product. To-day, the man whO' produces woal gets the warld's price, and it
were very falla.ciaus.

in Commonwealth finance and a gradual
retraction of tlhe spending pawer af the
peaple. Then a mare narmal state af
affairs will follow. The disbursement af
maney to returned saldiers and the great
waal cheques have been the causes af
much of the prosperity experienced in
this State. If a gO' Id mine were discovered In Australia would the return of
many millians af pounds sterling to'
Landan be called infta tion ? I m~aintain
that clothes are nat as dear today as
they were ten years agO'. As a waol
grower I used to say that I coULd buy a
suit of clathes with a bale af woal; now
I can buy three suits.
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dOtes not matter that it is an extravagant
price. He gets the lot, and he is not a
pr:ofi teer.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-His product
is sold at open auction.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-He is, of
course, entitled to what he gets. The
man who produces gold, however, is not
en titled to the reward of his labour. He
takes a fixed price for his product. The
man who produces lead and zinc was
getting, up to this time last year, £35 a
ton for lead and £40 for zinc. This time
la.st year the price was fixed at £65 a
ton, and the world's price for those commQdities was, for lead, £160 and, for
zinc, £180 a ton. If it is fair to say tQ
the producer of lead and zinc" YQU have
to take ab 'Out 'One-third of the world's
price," it is fair tQ say to the prQducers
of other commodities, whose returns
have gone up to extravagant heights, that
they are entitled to have their prices
fixed as well.
In regard tQ the exchange rate, that is
costing the general taxpayer £98,000,000
a year. The Government is importing
houses for the workers. If the exchange
rate were fixed on something like the
proper value of the Australian pound on
the world's markets, every worker who
bought a house impovted by the Government would be saved £400 or £500-the
amount which he is charged extra on that
purchase. Even if the worker does no.t
purchase his house outright, he has to
pay its rent value.
Mr. Warner mentioned that the Australian pound, relative to sterling, is of
the same approximate value in other
parts of the world as in Australia. On
a recent visit to Canada I set out specifically to test the market in regard to the
PQund sterling. I went to one of the
leading exchange agencies, well known
aH over the world, and the highest
price that I could get in Australian
nQtes fDr English sterling was 22s.
Here, the price is 25'S. If we had a free
market, ,the price would be the same
as it was in London'when I was there in
1.921. At that time I could get £1 Os. 6d.
for every Australian pound that I had.
In those circumstances the taxpayer today would be relieved of having to pay
nearly £100,000,000 for the gucds we
import.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Why blame
the farmer all the time? Why not the
manufacturer?
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It i.s the
farmer's representative who i.s maintaining this artificial rate of value. I
shall read an extract from a letter
written to the press by a wool grower
and farmer. He statesThrough devaluation in the last twelve
months I have had to pay £1,500 for a
big American tractor instead of £1,000.
I have had to pay £1,250 for an American
all-crop header instead of £850, and every
day the primary producer is paying more
than 6d. a gallon more for his petrol and
power kerosene, and 9d. a gallon more for
lubricating oil simply because of devaluation.

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-And because of the protective tariff.
The HDn. W. J. BECKETT.-On the
question of prices, I am with Mr.
Warner. It is a means to an end, and
only a meaps to an end. If we ever
want to bring about a devaluation of
the inflationary system that prevails
and atIl'Ow money 'to get to its true value,
the proper step will be to appreciate the
Australian pound. The man who works
in Canada, no matter what kind of work
he does, will work his 40 hours and will
get as much as he needs to live on. I
am making this remark because I hear
an honorable ,member in terjecting abou t
the cost of living in Ameri'ca. In Canada
the cast of living is approximately twice
what it is in Australia, in terms of our
appreciated pound; but wages and salaries there are just double the value, so
that the situation evens itself up. The
same ,applies in the United States of
America. I am speaking now about
something that I know of from personal
experience. I could live nearly as cheaply
in the United States of America, with the
proper value of the pound, as I could
in Melbourne to-day. If we ever want
to cope with inflation at all, let us start
to do something about it. Too many
of us want everybody else to make the
sacrifice. To-day it is the worker who
has to make the sacrifice. If we say
that everything must have a free market, why should we single out wool to
have 'a free market while gold and zinc
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and lead have to' be sDld at 50 per cent.
less than the price that cDuld be Dbtained
abroad?
The HO'n. PAUL JONEs.-The WO'DI
grDwer wDuld be squealing if he were
subjected to that.
The HDn. W. J. BECK,ETT.-That is
so. We must make a start by appreciating Dur Australian pDund to' sO'mething near its wDrld value.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Sum available fDr the purpDses vDted by Legislative Assembly).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-A few days ago I
mentiO'ned in this HDuse tha t there
seemed to' be still a number Df pDlice
engaged in the delivery Df summonses
fDr petty motDr car Dffences. I think
Mr. Fraser pointed Dut that Parliament
had recently passed a Bill to enable
such summO'nses to' be sent by registered PDSt. I understand it is a fact
that that measure has been passed, but
I have been uncertain abDut it because
the pDlice are still delivering these
things by hand. In additiO'n to' delivering the summonses by hand, the pDlice
are alsO' delivering the results Df the
summonses by hand. These men are
medically examined and are specially
trained fO'r the jOlb. They are selected
fO'r their physique and are the best types
that can be enlisted in the PDlice Force.
r think they are very gODd types Df men.
However, the Department is cDntending
all the time that mDre recruits are required, and that the services Df suitable
types cannO't be obtained. It seems CDmpletely stupid to' emplO'y men to' deliver
summO'nses, a job that cDuld be carried
out by an errand bDY. Sergeants O'f
pDlice are emplDyed to' tell perSDns that
they have been fined a certain amDunt
and to CO'llect the fines. I suggest that
the PO'lice Department cannO't want mDre
men i'f it is prepared to' waste the services {)If pDlicemen in that way. The
Chief Secretary should examine the positiDn, SO' that the man power can be used
in an economical manner. Full advantage should be taken O'f the arrangement made by Parliament that summonses may be delivered by post, and
people may be advised by mail what
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they are due to pay. If the mDney is
not paid in due course, then apprDpria te actiDn can be taken.
The HDn. J. W. GALBALLY.-A persO'n
is not advised O'f the amDunt Df a fine' he
is suppDsed to' know that.
He' is
acquainted by means O'f a distress warrant with the fact that he has nDt paid it.
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.-.JI am prDtesting that Parliament, in an endeavDur to' save man pO'wer, went to'
the trDuble of passing legislatiO'n to'
enable summDnses to' be delivered by
mail. Surely, under the 40-hDur week
and with the present shortage Df man
power, the time O'f fully grown and well
trained men shDuld not be wasted in
delivering documents which cDuld be sent
thrDugh the PDst. I suggest that if cO'urts
dO' not possess authO'rity to' advise
O'ffenders by mail, an apprDpriate amendment to' the relevant legislation ShDUld
be made.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (MelbDurne West PrDvince).----ISome time agO'
my attentiO'n was directed to' fue fact
that when it was desired to' send
children living in Casterton to' a particular SChODI in Hamilton, advice was
received that nO' room was available
O'n the schDol bus service.
Surely
the stage hass nDt been reached where
a child must attend a particular SChDDI
befDre he can travel Dn a school
bus. I dO' nDt think any Dne will
accuse me of raising questiDns of a
sectarian nature. ThDse whO' knDw me
realize that, as far as I am cO'ncerned, a
perSDn can fDIIO'W whatever religiO'n he
desires. I have always adDpted that
attitude. I understand that children
a ttending primary schools can be transported Dnly at certain times, but surely
we ShDUld not wDrry abDut which schools
they attend. Are we always to' adO'pt
the attitude that, because children
attend schoO'ls Dther than thO'se which
are run by the State, they shall nDt be
entitled to' travel Dn SChODI buses?
'In the case brO',ught to' my notice,
if the children had proceeded frO'm
Casterton to' Hamilton Dn the Drdinary
bus, the parents WO'uld have had to' pay
58. 6d. a day. I did not apprDach the
Minister of EducatiDn in regard to' this
matter, because I considered that the
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Department would acknowledge the fair- twelve months I have authorized 80
ness of the request. I was amazed to extra school bus services. .For the curreceive a letter from the Department rent financial year the Government is
saying that the children could not be budgeting for an expenditure- of £800,000
transported to Hamilton. It was proved on school transport. The amount reto my satisfaction that on at least four quired has risen approximately £150,000
days a week there was room on the a year over the last few yeaTs.
school bus, because, according to my inIf the children referred to by Mr. Kenformation, certain children who attended nelly were attending a registered secondthe Hamilton High School boarded in ary school they would have had a right
Hamilton. In my opinion, if parents to be transported on the school bus. If
want their children to attend a the matter had been brought to my notice
Lutheran, or any other school in a par- and officers of the Education Department
ticular centre, and a school bus is run- had suggested that there was not room
ning, they should be transported. In on the bus, I would have given instructhe Federal Capital Territory all children, tions for a larger bus to be provided.
irrespective of which school they attend, It is not the desire of the Government
are permitted to travel on school buses. tha t school buses should be crowded, and
I hope that this Government will pro- every precaution is taken to see that safe
vide the same facility for Victorian transport is provided. The case of
children. It is not right that children children attending primary schools is a
should be prevented from receiving little different, because it is the policy of
higher education at a particular school. the Department that those children shall
It is no good saying that only a certain be transported to the nearest primary
number of children can be carried on the school. If the nearest primary school
school bus because I know that buses were in Hamilton, children would be
sometimes carry more passengers than taken to that centre, and when they
theiT licences permit. In this case, an alighted from the bus they could proinspection of the ibus must be made, but ceed to any primary school. However,
that is ;not done with buses that are if on the journey to Hamilton the school
operating in the main streets of Mel- bus passed a small primary school the
bourne.
children would have to attend that school.
I am certain that I am voicing the With the small number of scholars availopinion of every 'one, irrespective of able, it is difficult to justify the retention
religious beliefs, in saying that trans- of small primary schools in the country.
port should be provided for scholars. I :Lt 20 per cent. of the children attending
realize that the expenditure on the con- such a school were transported to anveyance of pupils is £139,000 in excess of other centre, it would not be possible for
the amount that was provided in last tha t school to remain open.
year's Budget, but the transport of a few
As the consolidated school system is
extra scholars would not increase the built up, children are transported to those
cost very much. I ask the Minister of schools. For instance, a consolidated
Education to give sympathetic considera- school has been opened at Myrtleford,
tion to these cases when they are brought and children from the surrounding disto his notice.
tricts are 'conveyed to 'that centre.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister When they alight from the bus they can
of Education) .-Similar cases to that go to the State school or the convent,
raised by Mr. Kennelly are frequently just as they desire. No embargo is placed
dealt with by the Education Department. on them. The only direction we give is
Without knowing the details of the case that children must not pass a small
mentioned, it is difficult to judge whether primary school, because it is the desire
the children referred to should have been of the Education Department to keep
allowed to travel on the school bus or those schools at a certain standard until
not. In the first pl'ace, I might say that consolidated schools are provided.
I
this Government has liberalized the pro- repeat that children attending secondary
vision of bus transport for children schools are entitled to travel on school
throughout Victoria. During the last buses. Mr. Kennelly could have brought
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this case to my notice, and if I had been
informed that the children were not permitted to travel on the bus because it was
overcrowded, I would have given instructions for a larger bus to be obtained, because that is the policy of the Government.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballarat
Province).-Mr. Kennelly has brought
before t!he Committee a ma-tter that is of
great importance in the education of the
children. I have received numerous letters in reference to school children being
refused permission to board a school bus
to attend a primary school other than
the one wlithin3 miles of their homes.
I think parents should have the right
to decide at which school they desire
their children ,to be taught. If transport
facilities are obtainable I fail to see why
children should be denied the right to
use that transport. I shall quote one
specific case involving hardship for both
the pa,rents and the child concerned. A
bank manager in Ballarat in ,the last four
yea~s has been transferred to three
different banks and is now residing 8
miles from Ballarat. He desires to send
his child, who is of primary school age,
to a secondary school in Balla,rat, so that
the child can become accustomed to the
atmosphere with a view to becoming a
boarder at that school when the father
is transferred to another bank. The Department would not allow ,that Child to
tra'Vel by the school bus because the regulations furbid it. The chUd is aged seven
years.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is not fair
to suggest that a child of that age should
attend a secondary school.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-I think
the circumstances I have outlined warrant special consideration by the Department. In other cases parents feel that
their children would receive better education at schools other than those in close
proximity to their homes because certain
additional facilities are available at the
more distant schools. If concessions are
given to certain children I see no reason
why they Should not be extended to
others in certain ,circumstances.
It
would be satisfactory if the Department
would treat each case on its merits, as
was done by the Minister of Education
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in the Hollway Government. A child
victim of poliomyelitis in Ballarat was
offered educational facilities at a school
at which certain essential treatment could
be made avaHable. In this case, it was
desired to send the chUd to a denominational school, but irrespective of denominational matters, I think our first
consideration should be the interests of
the child. If transport is made available
by the Go'Vernment to children attending
certain schools there is no reason why
children attending anovher school, irrespective of denomination, should not be
permitted to travel on that service.
The Act provides that if a bus service
passes a primary school a child cannot
travel by that service to another primary
school further on. In one case, there is.
a school about 200 yards from the main
Melbourne road close to Ballarat. The
mother of a child in that district desired
to send her child to the Sacred Heart
College, BaUarat. At present the mother
walks a half a mile wUh the child to the
Brown Hill bus stop each morning; the
child is taken to the bus terminus at
Queen-street, Balla,rat, and then walks
over dangerous roads for a distance of
three-quarters of a mile to school. The
school transport serVlice passes the door
of her home, the mother is prepared to
put the child on the bus and at the other
end of the journey the school teachers
are prepared to meet the bus and take
the child 20 yards across the road tD
school. The mother also guaranteed to
meet the bus on the return journey.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-In that
case, I suggest that if the child has some
physical disability which makes it difficult for her to walk to school a special
case could be made out.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-The
difficulty is that the child has to traverse
the main thoroughfares in Ballarat on the
way to school. The driver of the school
bus is prepared to take the child but he
is not permitted to do so by the regulations.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-All cases
are treated on their merits. If it can be
established th'at there is a physical disability suffered by the child and a
doctor's certificate is provided, I sh!aD
see that she is permitted to travel on the
bus service.
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The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-I told
the parents to put the child on the bus
and that I would take full responsibility.
I hope the Minister will do the right thing
by me in that case.
The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballarat
Province).-On the question of the transport of children to school, I desire to
mention the case of a resident of
Buninyong whose child attends a denominational school in Ballarat. Her father
does not complain about lack of transport
to the school because he can take the
child with him on his way to work each
morning, but on the return trip the child
has to wait in the street for some time
until the father is going home at 5 p.m.
The school bus passes the door of that
child's school, accommodation is available on the bus and I think it is a case
that warrants special treatment. Admittedly the child has to pass a primary
school en route.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I shall obtain
a copy of the correspondence in the case
that I previously mentioned to the Minister of EducatJion to substanHate what I
have said. I 'considered that it was a
cut and dried case about which I should
not worry the Minister, but next time I
:shall be more consideraite to my
~'clients."
I shall provide the Minister
with a copy of my letter and the departmental reply and I shall be grateful if
he will reconsi'der the case. I recognize
that 'there are certain regulations in
force and if this case does not come
within the ambit of those regulations I
can only inform the people concerned to
that effect. If a child has to travel only
a mJle or so to scl1.001, transport is not
justifi'able, but ,where a child has to
travel some distance from home in order
to secure higher education, the circumstances should be considered.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education) .-Almost every week the
Educalion Department is called on to
deal with cases simHar to those mentioned by honorable members. If a child
Is travelling to a secondary school he or
she is entiltled to transport in certain
circumstances; but a child passing one
primary school to attend another is not
entitled to transport beyond the primary
school nearer to his or her home. With
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regard to 'the case mentioned by Mr.
Ludbrook where the child hald been a
sufferer from poliomyelitis, if a doctor's
C'e~tifi'cate is forwarded that child will
be transported to s'chool, as is being done
in similar cases in many parts of Victoria. The regulation specifies a certain
Limit and until the regulation is 'amended
action cannot be raken where a child
can walk to school.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballarat
Province).-There ,is considerable difference between a chi,ld walking along a
lonely country road and a child walking
to a school in the dty. For the information of the Minister of ffiducation I shal1
read the following departmental reply to
the case referred to by both Mr. Kit1:son
and myselfWith reference to your representations on
behalf of--of Buninyong, who desires that
his daughter should be permitted to travel
on the school bus to Ballarat, I have to
inform you that the school bus service in
question was established for the purpose of
conveying secondary school children to
schools in Ballarat.
It is provided in the Department's regulations that in special cases pr.imary school
children may be permitted to travel on secondary school buses if they reside more than
3 miles from the nearest State school
and attend the nearest school en route.
As it would appear that Mr.----daughter
does not comply with these condlitions it is
regretted that an exception cannot be made
in her case.

I trust that the M'inister will give thii'S
matter his sympathetic consideration.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAffiE (Monash
Province).-I should like the Minister of
Education to inform the Committee on
the present position with regar.d to the
technological institute about which a report was made to the Department some
eight years ago. A year or two later
the Government voted £250,000 towards
the establishment of a technological
institute or university, but very little
is heard of that proposal now. I am
concerned at the poor equipment available in oonnection with technical education, but that is not the fault of the
presen t Ministry; it is a relic from past
years. However, it is time the Government indicated what it intends to do
Ifor the improvement of technical education generally.
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At the time of which I speak, a report
was submitted by the committee which
considered the subject recommending
that the institute or universirty of technol'Ogy should be controlled by the Melbourne university in relation to the
granting of degrees, but that is a deba table subject.
It was discussed
strongly by the committee of which I
had the honour to be a member. The
report submitted to Cabinet contained
a recommendation that before degrees
in technical 'Or engineering subjects
were granted, the students should be
required to do a further year's study
at the university.
I have inquired as to the practice in
other States and 'Other countries, and
I learn that most techn'OIQgical institutes are not subjected to government by the universities in relation to
the granting 'Of degrees.
J: was
agreeably surprised t'O learn that the
technological university recently established in Sydney has full rights for the
granrt:ing of degrees to its students. I
desire that fact to 'be recorded on tlhe
files of the Education Department. If
the Minister so desires, I shall write to
him on the subject, but perhaps it will
be sufficient if my views are recorded
in Hansard. I shQuld like to hear his
'Opinion 'On the subject. I should like
him also to note that as far as I have
been able to ascertain, technological
institutions in other countries are not
subject tQ a type of gQvernment by the
older universirties, and that they may
grant degrees to students without the
necessity QJ the latter attending those
older established universities fQr one or
two additiQnal years. That would be a
disquieting and unfair practice.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education).-I should like to inform
Sir Frank Bea urepaire that it is the
ambition of .my Department and myself
that some day a technol'Ogical institute
will be established in Victoria, with full
power to confer degrees on students
who complete their courses. H'Owever,
I feel that before the desired end can be
reached, a great deal of ground work
must be completed in technical education. When I have visited some 'Of the
technical schools in this city I have
been ashamed at what I have seen. AI-
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though there are SQme good schools,
many are badly built, poorly lighted, and
ill-equipped. In tQwns such as Shepparton and Mildura there are no schools
for technical educatiQn.
Technical schoQls are an expensive
form of educational building, because
they must be built to accommQdate
machinery and expensive equipment
which must be continuously changed in
order that the schools may keep abreast
'Of the times. I should like the whole
of 'Our technical educa tiQnal system to
be rejuvena1ed and raised tQ a higher
standard, so that the diplQma CQurse
may be provided. I trust that the day
is not far distant when it will be possible tQ provide technical schools at
places such as Wangara tta, Shepparton,
and Mildura. At the technical schoQls
at Glenferrie, Prahran, and CQllingwood,
girls and boys may now be trained to
the diplQma standard. If it becomes
possible to dQ that in all Victorian
technical schools, we will have gQne a
long way towards achieving our ideal.
At the present time, the grQundwQrk
is being done at the Melbourne Technical
CQllege for the establishment of a university 'Of technology, but the creation
'Of such a university would involve a
great cost not only in the provisiQn of
buildings and equipment but also in the
supply of trained staff. In New South
Wales a system c;imilar to that mentioned
by Sir Frank Beaurepaire has been
adopted. The ex-Chancellor of the University of Melbourne was happy about
it, but I dQ not know whether the present
Chancellor has the same view.
The occasion is opportune to mention
that many great universities of the
world have been built up by the aid
of endowments and gifts by generous
citizens, and it would be a fine gesture
if the industrialists and industrial undertakings of Victoria, now in the height of
prosperity, dQnated some of their wellearned funds to the State fQr the establishment of a technological institute of
which VictQria w'Ould be proud. I make
this suggestiQn to Sir Frank Beaurepaire
and h'is colleagues.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE (Monash
Province) .-:1 suggest that the Minister
of Educa tion refer the matter to the
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Premier of Victoria with a request that
he consider making the requisite funds
available from the £29,000,000 or
£33,000,000 about which we have heard.
Viictoria is lagging behind New South
Wales in the matter of technical education. The provision of a technological
institute would ultimately have a beneficial effect in the development of the
industries of the State. The technological
university of Sydney is under way, and
a very handsome staffing is being provided. The institute was crealted by the
New South Wales Government out of
loan moneys. I suggest to the Minister
that if he wishes to obtain gifts or endow.,.
ments from the public and the industrialists of this State, towards the
establishment of a technological university, he would be wise to make a start
an the erection of the buildings.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).----.;In relation to price cantrol,
I Wish to remind honarable members
that towards the end of last year we
witnessed the decease of the Metropolitan
Gas Company, much to the relief of the
shareholders who received a very fine
price for their depreciating asset, and for
wh1ch the Gavernment has received their
sincere thanlks. The Gas and Fuel Corpora1tion is working on different lines;
its policy is to make the industry pay
for itself.
11 wish to' direct attention to the fact
tha t the price of coke-a type of fuel
used extensive(1.y-has been increased
several nmes during the last two years.
In Octaber, 1949, the cost of a ton of
screened coke, delivered, was £3 16s. 8d.;
in May, 1950, the price had risen to
£3 17s. 8d.; and in May, 1951, it rose
further to £4 14s. 2d. Yesterday, the
price was raised to £6 11s. 7d. a ton
delivered-a rise of £1 17s. 5d. in four
months. The price of labour and coal
has not risen to' a carresponding extent
in four months. If the coke is bought at
the Heidel'berg depot, an extra 55. per
ton is charged. I am raising the point
to ask whether any cantrol is exercised
over the price of this commodity.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 want to speak
briefly on the matter of stamp duties
which, I admit, is a little complicated.
It appears that there is an Act that deals
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with stamp duties, and that any goods or
property passed under an agreement is
known as an instrument. Now, if a full
price is not paid upon that document it
has to be submitted to the Stamps Office
for the purpose of assessing a gift or
settlement duty as the case may be. The
Victorian Act is peculiarly worded. I can
indicate that best by giving an illustratian. Let us suppose that a widow wants
to sell a house to a son for £3,000 and
that the house is worth £6,000. The in~
strumen t has to be depo~i ted with the
Stamps Office and Goverriment duty has
to be paid, not on the difference in its
value compared with the price paid by
the son, but on the full value of the whole
transaction.
Quite a number of absurdities arise in
this cannection because people sometimes
make a transaction completely at arm's
length and in regard to which there is
no semblance of a gift. Nevertheless, it
is necessary to lodge the document at
the Stamps Office for the ordinary stamp
taxatian.
The Comptroller of Stamp!?
looks at the document, and he comes to
the conclusion that there is some element
of gift in the transaction.
We can realize the absurdity of the pro~
pasition, perhaps, if we take a transaction
involving the sum of £100,000 in which
there may be in the opinion of the Stamps
Office a gift of only £1,000. That is to
say, £99,000 is a genuine transfer in the
opini'an of the Comptroller and £1,000
is not; it is a gift. It would not be so
bad if the tax were merely levied on the
£1,000 which is the alleged gift, but it is
levied on the full amount of £100,000,
Which is the whole transaction included
-in the instrument. Not satisfied with
that, the Comptroller has made a regulatian which requires that when one
lodges a document for any stamping
purpose whatever, one must ma'ke a request that the officer shall give his
opinion as to the valuation. When the
persan concerned has signed that document he finds that he has jumped into
the provisions of section 36 of the
Act, which was originally inserted for
his protection. In other words, the
Camptroller was supposed to say to
the person Who was ladging the document, "If you want to lodge an appeal
against my decisiun you can require
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me to do 50." But now by regulation he can force one to do that in
every case. Now, if one has fallen for
that trap and wants to object, the only
way by which that can be done is to ask
the 'Officer to state a case for the Full
Court. So now one must prove that it is
not a gift coming within the Act. Instead of the burden 'Of proof being upon
the stamping master, the proof is placed
upon oneself.
This kind of thing is almost a matter
of obtaining money under false pretences because there are innocent people
who have all sorts of transactions
made by deeds and instruments. They
pay their normal duties on every transaction, and then they find that they have
to sign a d'Ocument of which they had no
knowledge and which they d.o not questlion, and that wrecks their opportllnity
'Of lodging an appeal. The upshot is that
they pay .on the gift the value which has
been assessed in the opinion of the
st,ampipg master and which covers the
wh'Ole .of the transacti.on regardless of its
conditions.
The Commonwealth authorities have
conditions in their Act, which say that
the amount of gift duty or settlement
duty, as the case may be, shall be charged
upon the in:adequa:cy of the price put
upon the instrument. In other words,
this means that the duty shall be paid
only upon the true value of the gift. If
the State Government wants additional
incom.e I suggest that it get it in a fair
manner. Surely there sh'Ould be no
trickery. It sh.ould n'Ot be necessary
that every transaction must be 5Cruti..
nized and argued abol1t in a position
where a person may be c.ompletely
inn.ocent and yet may be heavily
penalized. Let us say that the gift duty
on an amount up to £100,000 is 5 per
cent.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
Federal gift duty is 27 per cent.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Quite so,
and I am not objecting tD the rates.
All I suggest is that there is an unreasonable attitude, ndt on the part of the
stamping officer, because he has to carry
out the Act and its regulations. I think,
h'Owever, that Parliament should examine
this wh'Ole mattter. If the rate has t.o
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be raised, let us raise it, but let us not
do it by a trick by which innocent people
are caught.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (DDutta
Galla ProVlince}.-This question .of
stamp duty is not an easy one, and I
suggest it is so because of great difficulties which the Stamps Office has
eXlperienced over the long peri.od in Which
the Alct has been drawn as it now appears
on the statute-book.
Over a great
number of yeaI'lS there has been revealed
an ingenuity .on the part .of a large numoer of men in the legal profession Who
have been able successfully tD advise
their clients .of a course of action, within
the law, as t.o hDW the provisi.ons of the
law could be overcome. It is because of
that fact that vari'Ous Governments have
tightened the Stamps Act, and I might
mention that a c'Onsolidation .of the Act
was made 'Only recently.
I know the difficulties that arise over
the question of values, but if the arguments of M,r. Warner were examined it
would be fDund that the people cDncerned
were putting in a nDtiDnal value .of the
property in questi'On and fiscal payments
would be avoided. The CDmmonwealth
made a recent examinatd.on .of these prDblems 'Of gifts duties and it used a far
mDre savage method of taxing gifts than
any State has empl.oyed. The rate in this
Sta1te is modest. Our ceiling is about 6
per cent., but the Commonwealth ceiling
rises to 27~ per cent.; SD there is a very
marked disparity.
There are many
occasions when taxpayers feel aggrieved
because of the point of view that the collect'Or takes on the questi.on of values.
He does not blindly accept the value of
the person submitting the instrument
for taxatiDn, but almost invariably goes
on the advice of the officers of the State
Land Tax Office; it is on that that
he makes his decision which, of course,
is very often against the pers.on who
lodges the instrument for stamping. In
alll the circumstances, I d.o not think the
State law is unfair, as Mr. Warner has
suggested.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province}.-I think Mr. Slater
does not quite fully apprehend the point
I was making. I know of a case of what
I have described as an arm's length
transaction between two companies, the
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amount involved running into perhaps
£50,000 for shares which had a market
value, shall we say, of £1 each. This
transaction takes place at 19s. per share,
due to the volume and size of the transaction. As I have already emphasized,
there is no friendship, no gUt, no settlement inv01ved; it is purely a tough
husiness deal. However, the officer in
the Stamps Office, when this transaction
comes before him, says, "The market
value for these shares a,s quoted in the
Herald this evening was £1. Therefore,
there is a gift." And the difference or
alleged gift duty in this case is not the
difference between 19s. and £1, namely,
1s. per share, but the gift duty is on the
full amount of £50,000.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Ts not
that as a result of a court decision?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Quite!
In all the circumstances, this Parliament
should amend the Act.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province}.-----"1 want to ask the Minister
of Public Works if he can give any
explanation of a matter that was
announced in the press to-day. I noticed
that the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board had advertised for a
chief engineer at a certain salary, and
that after calling for applications aN.
over the country, the Board had ultimately decided on a certain man for the
appointmen't. The newspapers to-day
state that the Executive Council has refused to confirm the appointment, and the
man, who happens to be an employee of
the Board in a senior position, has been
appointed to the position in an acting
capacity at the same salary as he was
receiving in his other position. It seems
to be rather remarkable that the Board
should have advertised the position at a
certain salary and that the Executive
Council, which really is the Cabinet,
should have refused to endorse the
appointment.
I happen to know the qualifications of
this man and his outstanding capacity.
In fact, he was an applicant when I was
Minister for the position of chairman of
the Board at the time when the new
appointment was made; he was one of
those in the final seiJ.ection. I would ask
the Minister if he can explain the reason
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for this action on the part of the
Executive Council, which does not look
very nice from a public and Govex:nmenl
point of view. When I was Minister, I
alJways felt that a body such as the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board should have a chief engineer.
Apparently, the Board has now decided
that the position should be filled, but it
is unable to fill the position in accordance
with the terms of its advertisement.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province}.-Earlier in the discuss10n this evening, the Minister of
Education advanced a very unreasonable
argument on the question of the contribution of migrants to the capital
of the State. Let us suppose that
a migrant gets a position in the
Puhlic Works Depal'ltment and works
eight hours a day, five days a week, and
gives the whole of his time to bui~ding
up some particular public work. The
Minister of Education seemed to forget
that that man needs some one to educate
his children, to take him to work, to
cut his hair, to guide him past the traffic
lights in the public highway, and so forth.
When one multiplies those services, it
clearly shows that one cannot make a
greater contribution to capital in a State
of more than 20 per cent. on a national
income, taking it either in bulk or per
person. In fact, only one nation in the
world has ever saved more than 20 per
cent. O'f its income at any particular
time. Any immigrant arriving in Victoria must be provided with housing accommodation and many other requirements, and he may-as one honorable
member has suggested--engage in a job
of chopping down trees, in which he
gives complete satisfaction. I suggested
that his total contribution to the capital
of the State would not exceed 20 per
cent. of his effort. According to present
statistics, I should imagine that at
present the con'tTibution would probably
be under 15 per cent. but, in order- to
avoid any argument on that score, I used
the top rate.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Mel·
bourne North Province}.-There is a
fairly large settlement at the Watsonia
emergency housing camp and many children are to be found there. I am informed
tha t no medical practitioner is prepared
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to go inside that camp-an attitude that
is adopted by way of protest against the
conditions there. There must be many
occasions on which the services of a
doctor are urgently required, more especially for sick or injured children. Public
a tten tion should be directed to the fact
that doctors will not visit the camp. I
have no doubt that such a statement
would be denied on behalf of the medical
profession, but the proof of the pudding
is in the eating-no doctor has been at
the camp for at least six months.
I
suggest that that state of affairs should
not be allowed to continue. It has been
reported in the newspapers that the Premier in tends to abolish slums; in fact, he
has promised to take action in that direction. However, charity begins at home,
and I suggest that the Government
should abolish its own slums, more
especially when their condition is such
that no medical practitioner will visit
them in the event of an emergency.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The Army
has served a notice on the State that it
requires Watsonia by the 31st of March
next. The Government is protesting
against that proposition.
The Hon. J. Vv·. GALBALLY.-It may
be then that the conditions at Watsonia
will continue until later than March next
year. Apart from an epidemic there may
be other occasions when the services of
a doctor are urgently required for sick
children. It must be remembered that
the people who are occupying accommodation at Watsonia are unable to obtain
alternative housing.
The knowledge
that, in the case of illness, a doctor will
not visit the camp must be a weight on
their minds. I do not wish to be sidetracked by a statement that doctors say
there is no such understanding. I have
ascertained that no doctor has been at
the camp for six months and surely in
such a settlement there would have been
a call for a medical practitioner during
tha t period.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Do you suggest that the British Medical Association
should be contacted?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I suggest that inquiries be made at the camp.
I do not wish to be misunderstood. I am
instructed that in certain cases doctors
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have been guaranteed a fee.
It is
not claimed that a doctor would not
visit the camp because he was afraid
that he would not receive payment;
that was not the reason. I do not suggest that there are doctors who will not
go where human life is in danger because
they are not guaranteed a fee; they are
merely protesting against the conditions
at the camp. Apparently medical men
simply say that those conditions do not
permit of a proper examination of a
pa'tient. If the State [s denying several
hundred families the right to obtain
medi'cal a ttention, surely tha·t ~s 'a
serious outlook for the community, particularly in these days when preparations
are being made for the Royal visiit next
year, including g,reat plans for a reception at the Exhibition building involving
an expenditure of up to £42,000 for a
single night's entertainment. We must
entertain the King in a royal fashion,
but I do not know whether His Majesty
will be as plea'sed as may now be expected with the expenditure of so much
money for the occasion in question.
The Hon. I.
A.
SWlNBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-The statement
that no dodtor has visited Watsonia camp
for six months i'8 news to me. I have
been informed of several cases during
the past few months in which medical
aid has been summoned, and I have been
given to understand that doctors visited
the oamp to prov,ide the necessary attention. I am unable to say whether it is a
fact that doctors do not visit the camp,
bu t I can assure 'Mr. Galbally that I will
look into the matter immediately, in
o:r1der to determine where the difficulty
aDises.
The HOD. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Prov,ince).-The Cattle Compensa tion Fund is maintained by the
revenue from si'amp duty charged on
sales of stock.
It is incumbent
upon the vendor to affix the appropria'te stamps to the receipt he
gives to the purchaser.
The fund is
for the purpose of compensating an
owner for any stock that is destroyed
by order of a stock inspector. It appears
that 'unless the nec€issary stamp is affixed
to the receipt, the vendor is ,penaldzed and
the pur,chaser m,ay be, because no compensa tion wiiJI be receivable in respect
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of stock 'destroyed. I t is wrong that the
purchaser should be punished for something the vendor has failed to do. I shall
gUve an illustration. A purchaser of
stock approached the vendor for a receipt, together with the requisite stam'ps.
These were not forthcoming and when
one of the animals was destroyed at the
direction of a stock inspector the purchaser was not eligible to receive compensa tion, irrespecNve O'f the fact that,
as a dealer in stock, he had contributed
a considerable sum to the Cattle Compensa'tion Fund. Action should be taken
to ensure that a vendor who fails to
comply with the law is penalized, not the
purchaser. It is scarcely British justice
to puni'sh the purchaser for the sins of
the vendor.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-Some of the matters
raised have already been replied to by the
Minister of Education and the Minister
of Housing. Mr. Warner referred to the
issuing of summonses by the police. I
shall refer tha't matter to the Chief Secretary's Department and obtain a report
disclosing how much of that work is
done. Probably any work of that nature
is carried out in conjunction with other
business in the locality.
The question raised by Mr. Warner rela Nng to the stamp tax is beyond my
capacity to answer at the moment. It
poses a hi,ghly technical problem which
concerns the Law Dep'artment. The
Statute Law Revision Committee has recen tly been dealing wi th a Bill relating
to transfer of land, and a report on the
ma Vter is now before the House. I am
a member of that committee, but I do not
recall fue question of stamp tax being
dpalt with by it. I consider that it is a
ma'tter for investigation by the Law Department, and I shall refer Mr. Warner's
representations on that subject to that
Department for investigation.
Sir J ames Kennedy referred to the appointment of a chief engineer to the Melbourne and ,Metropolitan Tramways
Board. The position is that some time
ago the Board advertised the new post at
a salary of £2,000 a year. Cabinet has decided that at this juncture no appointment should be made. We were not convinced that it was necessary to create a
Session 1950-51.-[162]
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new pos.t at that salary, for various
reasorus connected with the financial position of the Board. I believe tlhat the
Board is acting within its rights in making a temporary appointment of acting
ohief engineer. No increase in salary has
been granted, and the gentleman concerned will do the job at his former
salary. As tMinisterof Public Works, I
have to approve of any new appointment
made by the Board at a salary of over
£1,000 a year, but the Board has the
right to make adjustments in the salaries
of present officers. I am sure that Sir
J ames Kennedy understands the position
very well, because he occupied the position of Minister of Public Works for
~ome time.
As to the matter raised by Mr.
MacAulay, I have no information on hand
at the moment and I shall refer his remarks to the appropriate Department.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
The House adjourned at 10.48 p.m.

LEGISL.Arrr VE ASSEl\II1L Y
Tuesday) August 21} 1951.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archle
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.8 p.m., and
read the prayer.
STATE SUPERANNUATION.
COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENT.

Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill) asked
the PremierWhether, in his last policy speech, he
promised to apply the cost-of-living provisions of the Public Service Act 1946 to
superannuation payments to State puiblic
servants; if not, whether he will give this
matter his urgent consideration?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In my policy speech I stated
that if my party were returned to office
I would increase ,superannuation allowances by 25 per cent. on the oase rate.
Although I took office only on the 27th
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of June, 1950, a Bill to implement this
promise had passed both Houses by the
following day.
In 'my policy speech I stated also that
the principle of cost-of-living adjustments 14 should be extended to superannuation allowances." I have had this
investigated, and am informed that the
adoption of such a ,principle would cost
£1,455.000 so far as pensions under the
Superannuation Act are concerned, and
a further £115,000 in respect of other
pensLons-a total additional pension cost
of £1,570,000. I need hardly tell the
honorable member that the State's
finances are suoh that th1s additional expenditure cannot be provided.
I might add that the investigation also
revealed that, even if it were practicable

to provide this sum, a great many pensioners would receive little if any benefit,
as their pensions under Commonwealth
social service leg1sla tion would be reduced. with a consequent saving to the
Commonwealth revenue of possibly some
hundreds of thousands of pounds.
HOUSING.
MARRIAGES:
MIGRATION:
HOUSES
AND
FACTORIES: BUILDING MATERIALS USED
FOR FACTORY CONSTRUCTION.
~Ir.

SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Premier1. During the two years ended the 31st of
December, 1950, what was-(a) the number
of marriages celebrated in Victoria; (b) the
number of migrants to enter Victoria; (c)
the number of houses completed; (d) the
number of factory buildings commenced;
and (e) the number and value of permits
issued for the building of factories?
2. Whether he will give effect to his assurance that no further factories would be
built or extended in Melbourne?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answer to the first question
is1.

(a)

(It)

Onion Prod'l.l.dion.
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Marriages celebrated in Victoria1949
20,066
1950
20,320
40,386
Migrants entering Victoria from
overseas1949
63,608
1950
70,269
133,877

(c)

Houses
Flats (units)
Shop-dwellings

1949
14,892
323
167

1950
18,099
218
214

(d) 1949

242
315

1950

1949
815: £3,107,179*
1950
1,326: £6,645,102*
*these totals -include new factories
and alterations and additions to existing factories.

(e)

In reply to the second question I can
assure the honor::lble member that permits ,for the erection or extension of factories in Melbourne will be granted only
in cases where it is considered ess-ential.
STATE RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY COMMISSION.
BIG

EILDON WORK: ROAD AND
DEVIATlONS AT BONNIE DOON.

RAIL

Mr. SMITH (Goulburn) asked the
Minister of Water Supply1. What action (if any) the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission has taken to
deviate road and rail communications at
Bonnie Doon, in the Shire of Mansfield,
which communications will be submerged by
the completion of the Big Eildon?
2. Whether a survey has been made of the
proposed deviation of the Jamieson-Mansfield road?

Mr. BROSE (Minister of
Supply).-The answers are-

Water

1. Officers of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, the Victorian railways
and .the Country Roads Board have been inquiring into this matter so that the necessary works can be put in hand and completed well in advance of the raising of the
water level in the reservoir. The State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission will
confer with the Mansfield Shire Council regarding these matters as soon as the preliminary investigations have been completed.
2. Plans showing the area affected by the
submergence from the enlarged reservoir
have been referred to the Country Roads
Board. The whole question of the deviation
of roads in this area is now being considered
by that authority.

ONION

PRODUCTION.

ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL OF CROP.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Agriculture1. Whether the Onion Marketing Board
compulsorily acquires the whole of each
year's onion crop?

Greater Melbourne
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2. Whether there are any legal or constitutional reasons why the Board should
not retain the whole of each year's crop
for disposal in Vktoria; if not, in view of the
impossibility of obtaining onions except on
the "black market," whether the Government will direct the Board to dispose of the
remainder of last season's crop to legitimate
retailers in Victoria?

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-The answers are-1. Under the Marketing of Primary Products Act all onions produced in Victoria are
vested in the Onion Marketing Board as
absolute owner subject to an exemption in
respect of onions the subject of interstate
trade and onions intended by the producers
for interstate trade.
2. There are no legal or constitutional
reasons to prevent the Board from selling
in Victoria the whole of the onions vested
in it, but as Victoria's consumption does not
exceed 20,000 tons, while the annual production fluctuates from 20,000 to 70,000 tons,
and as onions are a perishable product, it
is necessary in a normal season for the
Board to find a market outside Victoria for
onions in excess of the local requirements.
The Board has already disposed of the whole
of the onions from last season's crop delivered to it.

STATE ELECTRICITY OOMMISSION.
KIEWA PROJECT: EXPENDITURE: GENERATING CAPACITY: DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY.

1'1r. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the

Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings1. What is the total expenditure to date
on the Kiewa hydro-electric project?
2. What is the estimate of expenditure required to complete the scheme?
3. What is the excess to date of expendilure over the original estimate?
4. What is the present estimate of the
excess of expenditure over the original
estimate of the whole project?
5. What power in kilowatts is now availahle from the project?
6. What total number of kilowatts win be
available from the completed project, and at
what annual load factor?
7. What will be the cost of the transmission line between Kiewa and Melbourne?
8. Whether any of the load will be available to towns on the route of the line from
Kiewa to Melbourne?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in Charge
of
Electrical
Undertakings}.-The
answers are-1. £15,600,000.
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2, 3 and 4.-The 1947 estimates of cost
for the project (total installed capacity
289,000 kilowatts-average load factor 43 per
cent.) were £25,270,000; these are at present
under review. The project will take from
1ive to six years to complete, and because of
the continual rising costs, not only of labour,
but also local and imported construction
materials, it is impossible to estimate, with
accuracy, the ultimate cost of the completed
project. At today's unit costs, the completed total cost is likely to be at least twice
the original estimate.
5. 26,000 kilowatts.
6. See answer to questions 2, 3 and 4.
7. £2,801,000.
8. The greater proportion of the load will
be transmitted direct to Melbourne and fed
into
the
Commission's
interconnected
system for distribution throughout the
State. The present subsidiary line from
Kiewa to Wangaratta will form a power outlet for North-Eastern Victoria.
Later a
220,OOO-volt transmission line will be erected
from Kiewa to Mildura to supply towns
throughout the Murray valley region.

GREATER MELBOURNE COUNCIL.
PROPOSED

LEGISLATION:
ARTICLE.

NEWSPAPER

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-I desire to ask the Premier a
question without notice. It is as follows:(a)

Has his attention been directed to

an article in the Herald newspaper of
Saturday, the 18th of August, relating to the
Greater Melbourne scheme and purporting
to come from a " source close to the Government?"
Does the said article0) wholly, or
(iD partly and to what extent,
correctly describe the -proposals of
Governmen t ?
(b)

the

(c) In particu1ar, are the following passages from the article correct statements
and effects of the Government proposals(1) Under the Bill, 75 paid councillors would be elected to the
Greater Melbourne- Council
next August;
(2) The annual election of councillors to the Melbourne City
Council and suburban councils would be held next yell r
for the last time;
(3) In the next threE: years the
Greater Melbourne Council
would gradually take over
administration of the whole
metropolitan area;
(4) The other councils would cease
then;
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(5) The area under the control of
thE: Greater Melbourne Council is almost certain to have
an 18-mile radius;
(d) How did the material for the article
become available to the Herald, and by what
actual person was it so made available, and
on whose authority?
(e) Has any and what draft of the pro~
posals been made available to any and what
person or body?
.

Mr. l\lcDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answer to the question
asked by the Leader of the Opposition
is:(a) Yes, my attention has been direc~
ted to the article.
(b) The Government has no intention
at this stage of revealing its intentions
in regard to the proposed Bill.
(c) The passages quoted from the
newspaper article are not a correct
account of what the Government has in
mind.
(d) I have no knowledge of how the
Herald obtains its information or pre~
pares its articles and I have no know~
ledge of who gave the information contained in the article referred to. Furthermore, the Government is not concerned
because the article is not a correct
account of what the Government has in
mind.
(e) The Minister received his draft
copy O'f the Bill at about 5.30 p.m.
last evening. Other departmental officers, including Mr. Ea'bry, Mr. Mithen,
the Parliamentary Draftsman, and Treasury officials, received their copies today. The draft proposals were not in
existence when the Herald article was
prepared.
PREMIERS' CONFERENCE.
STATEMENT BY PREMIER.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I desire to
ask the Premier a question without
notice. Last week the honorable gentleman attended a Premiers' conference in
Canberra; it was one of the most important Premiers' conferences held for some
years. Therefore I consider tha t this
House is entitled to receive a report on
what took place at that conference, because, apart from other considerations,
the question of the curtailment of the
public works programme in Victoria was

Conference.

discussed. Any curtailment of that programme would impinge upon the normal
development of the State. Will the Premier make a statement to the House
either to-day or as early as is practicable as to what occurred at that conference?
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 would join with the Leader of
the Labour party-The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The Leader of the Labour
party has asked a question without
notice. Actually, all questions without
notice should first be referred to the
Speaker in order that his permission to
ask the questions may be obtained; also
Ministers to whom questions are to be
directed should be informed of them. I
received no notice of the question just
asked by the Leader of the Labour party,
although the Leader of the Opposition
informed me to~day that he desired to
ask a question without n0tice concerning anothp.r matter. There cannot be a
discussion on the question asked by the
Leader of the Labour party.
Mr. CAlN.--The Premier may make a
statement by leave.
The SPEAKER.-That is so, but I cannot permit the Leader of the Opposition
to intervene and make a statement in
relation to the question. There is no
motion before the Chair. The Premier
may answer the question asked by the
Leader of the Labour party, should he
desire to do so.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-May I speak by leave?
The SPEAKER.-Not at this stage,
before questions have been answered.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am quite prepared this CI.fternoon to answer the question asked by the
Leader of the Labour party, but in view
of the importance of the subject matter
of the question I think it would be better
if I made a statement by leave, so that
the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Labour party might have
an opportunity to express their views and
give the Government the benefit of any
knowledge that they may have on this
important matter. I have not prepared
a statement but I am willing to give the
House an outline of the proceedings at
the Premiers' conference.
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The SPEAKER.-Does the Premier
desire to make that statement now or at
a later stage, before Government business is called on?
Mr. MoDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I should like to make it now.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-By leave, I join with the Leader
of the Labour party in suggesting that a
statement should be made by the Premier. However, the subject is of such
importance as to justify the making of a
thoroughly considered statement.
Mr. CAIN.-If the Premier cannot
make a statement now, he will not be
able to do so next week.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-We do not wish to
debate an ill-cDnsidered statement. I do
not know whether the Premier has given
sufficient thDught to this matter, or
whether he has anticipated a request that
he should make a statement. I wDuld
SDoner debate a prDperly prepared statement tD-morrow than debate a hastily
considered Dne tD-day.
Mr. l\fcDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am prepared to. make a 5.tatement to the HDuse nDW.
The SPEAKER.-I suggest that befDre
the Premier makes his statement by
leave, fDrmal business ShDUld be dispDsed
Df.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
PREMIERS' CDNFERENCE AND
COUNCIL MEETING.

LoAN

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) (By leave).--,I have not prepared
a written statement, because I consider that my Budget st'atement will
afford members ample DPPDrtunity to
study the complete financia'l position of
VictDria, and to gain an impression of
results of the cDnference at Canberra.
However, at the request Df the Leader of
the Labour party and the Leader of the
Opposition, I am pleased to. make a statement to the HDuse concerning the proceedings of the conference. As members
know, two meeting1s were held at Canberra-thePremiers' conference and the
meeting of the Loan Council. I shall
deal first with the Premiers' conference,
at which mattens concerning State administration and the financial reimbursements to the SVates from the uniform
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taxation revenue were considered. Those
matters 'affect this Parliament and the
Government in a more detailed way than
do the discussions at the Loan Council
meeting.
First, I !Should explain that last financial year Victoria received a total reimbursement from the Commonwealth of
£22,200,000, including £4,750,000 which
the Commonwealth Government gave as
a special grant after the Premiers' conference. Early in the proceedings of the
conference held last week the Prime
Minister intimated that the prOrposal submitted by tJhe Premier of New South
Wales, Mr. McGirr, for an increase in the
total reimbursement to the States from
£86,000,000 to £135,000,000, plus an
amount of £30,000,000 from the Common weal th revenue was not acceptable
to the CDmmonwealth Government. The
Premiers daimed that the Commonwealth was us'ing a much greater sum
than £30,000,000 from revenue Dn
public wDrks, and, as a matter of CDmmon justice, it was considered that if
the Commonwealth UlSed large sums Df
money frDm its revenue on capital wDrks,
the Sta tes should receive !Some consideration on a somewfrlat similar basis. The
Prime Minister rejected that proposal
and 'stated that the maximum amount of
reimbursement he was prepared to make
available was £120,000,000-in other
words, an increase of between £33,000,000
and £34,000,000.
If that amount of £120,000,000 had
been divided Dn the formula basis,
VictDria would have received the
sum
Df
£28,200,000.
Every o.ne
can realize the complete injustice to
Victoria of uniform taxation reimbursemen t under the formula. It is not a question of an anomaly; it has gone far beyond that Po.int. When t1he unifo.rm taxationscheme commenced the first sum
repaid to. the States under the reimbursement formula waos £34,000,000. At that
time, costs were reasonably stable. Ibwever, to-day costs are soaring. With each
succeeding year the injustice of the sum
allotted to. Victoria under the formula
has become proportionately greater. The
stage has been reached when the Government of Victo.riacan no. longer efficiently
administer tJhe affaivs of the State whjie
the formula operates.
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I took the strongest exception to the
I consider that the Commonwealth
8trict application of the formula and contribution as tax reimbursement is too
pointed out the invidious position in low when one considers the finances of
which Victoria was being placed. I em- the Commonwealth and the States. Last
phasized the grave injustice that was year, the increase in the Commonwealth
being inflicted upon this State by the Budget was £261,000,000. At the conproposed disbursement. In fairness to ference, I reminded the Prime Minister
the Prime Minister, I must say that the of a statement that I had made in the
honorable gentleman agreed that there course of the discussions at the recent
was nothing to justify the basis of the Sydney economic conference, and I
existing formula; he said that under it pointed out that on information supplied
this State was being unjustly and harshly to me it appeared that the Commontrea ted. He suggested that the Pre- wealth's Budget this year would show an
miers should agree to a form of rough increase of more than £300,000,000. In
justice being applied to Victoria. The view of that enormous increase the Comother Premiers agreed to Treasury offi- monwealth's attitude is unfair and is
cials making a fresh examination of the really the adoption of master and slave
posi tion to see if they could reach a basis " tactics, which should not be allowed to
which would give Victoria a better deal. apply in a federation of Governments.
Finally it was agreed that Victoria It is wrong that out of the tremendous
should receive £29,500,000, being an in- financial resources of the Commonwealth
crease of £1,300,000 over the sum that only £120,000,000 should be made availVictoria would have received if the for- able to the States.
mula had been applied rigidly. ThereThat is the picture that was presented
fore the position to-day is that Victoria
is to receive £29,500,000 as reimburse- to us at Canberra. There was merit in
the claim of the Premier of New South
ment from uniform taxation revenue.
Wales that the States ought to be allowed
Mr. CAIN.-That is about £7,000,000 a share of surplus revenue, seeing that
more than the State received last year the Commonwealth intended to finance
capital works out of revenue. He confrom the same source.
tended that the States ought to be given
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- a similar privilege. It is most unfair
surer) .-It will be £7,300,000 more than that the Commonwealth Government
the State received last year. As I have should have available to it revenue in
explained previously, the State deficit that form for the financing of capital
was anticipated to amount to between works whereas the States are compelled
£12.000,000 and £14,000,000. When the to pay for capital works out of loan
amount to be made available to Victoria funds, bearing interest. Negotiations of
as reimbursement was announced, I pro- tha t type will not strengthen goodwill
tested, and urged that the allocation nor lead to a proper understanding
should be made upon a population basis. between the Commonwealth Government
That method will apply from the year and the State Government.s. That is my
1958 to all grants made to Victoria; I considered opinion.
<lsked that the State should be placed
If Victoria had the right to impose its
upon that basis immediately, but my
request was refused. If it had been own rates of taxation. and if it taxed
granted, the amount payable to Victoria the same classes of taxpayers as were
would have been £30,800,000. Despite taxed in 1939 at the low rates then
all the difficulties that faced us at Can- operating. this State would collect
berra, I feel certain that members will £35,000,000 by means of taxation this
agree that it was not a bad effort on the year. Then Victoria would not be in
part of Victoria's representatives to financial difficulties-it would not have
obtain within £1,300,000 of the sum that to be beholden to the Commonwealth
would have been paid on a population Government. Parliament would ensure
basis. If Victoria's request had been that the money was used in the best ingranted, the State would have been terests of the people of this State. It is
allocated an additional sum of £1,300,000. impossible for Victoria to carry on with
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less than 30 per cent. of the taxation that
is cDllected within its borders-that is
the real pDsition.
In proportion, the
financial strength of the Commonwealth
is three times greater than that of this
State. I realize that the Commonwealth
has great obligations, but it also has vast
resources. The State has obligations
but the Commonwealth Government has
taken away its taxing right and doles
back the money which it thinks it should
allow the State. All Premiers agreed
that the time had arrived when the taxing powers should be returned to the
States.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-All the Premiers do not advocate that that should
be done.
Mr. McOONALD (Premier and Treasurer}.-That is what they said at
the recent conference. CommDnwealth
Treasury officials and S ta te Treasury
officials brought in a unanimous recommendatiDn that the taxing power ought
to be returned tD the States. With a
greater degree of co-operation between
the CDmmonwealth and the State Governmen ts, I think a better arrangement
could be arrived at than the system that
applies to-day, even if the States were
not given the right to impose their 'Own
taxation rates. I would rather see this
Parliament administering its own financial affairs than that the Premier should
have tD gD tD Canberra and suffer
humiliation when seeking justice for Victoria. The State has to play the ro!e of
a mendicant when it applies for additional financial assistance, and that state
'Of affairs cannot be justified. The present
position is so grossly unfair and unAustralian that I am amazed that it i~
permitted to continue.
The Premiers reminded the Prime
Minister af the basis 'Of the present
fQrmula. I pointed 'Out that althDugh it
was part 'Of the agreement between the
CDmmonwealth and the State Govern~
ments in the scheme of uniform taxation, the actual power of the Commonwealth to disperse money to the
States was contained in section 96 of
the CDmmQnwealth CDnstitution, which
providesDuring a period of ten years after the
establishment of the Commonwealth and
thereafter until the Parliament otherwise
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provides, the Parliament may grant finan·
cial assistance to any State on such terms
and conditions as the Parliament thinks fit.

The Prime Minister then agreed to mak~
the grant on the basis that I have outlined. At this stage, it may be fitting
for me to furnish members with certain
figures to demonstrate the increase in
the expenditure which made necessary
the request for an increased grant, and
also to prove the disparity between the
amount of the grant and the sum that
the State will have to obtain by 'Other
means. The actual deficit for last year
was £344,000. Salaries and wages have
increased since by £10,180,000, pay-roll
tax by £250,000, debt charges by
£1,700,000, hospital and health services
by £2,500,000, and stores and materials
by £2,000,000; with one or two other
items, the total increase is £17,500,000~
That means that the State has tc.
raise additional revenues amounting to
£5,600,000, representing a deficit of
£12,244,000. Despite the fact that the
increases in the items I have mentiQned
were beyond the control of the State.
the Commonwealth said that it WOl,..1}J.J
allocate only £120,000,000, of which sum
Victoria would receive £29,500,000. ]
do not think I can give the HDuse any
further information on the question 'Of
tax reimbursement.
I shall nQW commen t on the loan programme. The Government of Victoria
included the sum of £2,000,000 to
cover deficits, and its loan prDgramme
amounted tD £78,694,000. The amount
for semi-governmental purposes was
£39,316,000, and for local gQvernment
authorities, £2,974,000. The tDtal was
approximately £120,480,000. The IQan
programme of all States amounted to
£300,382,000. The Prime Minister indicated clearly that it was beYDnd the
power of the Commonwealth to raise
that sum. He informed the Loan Council that his experts had advised him that
a sum in excess 'Of £125,000,000 cDuld
not be raised on the loan market. After
discussion, the Premiers appealed to the
Prime Minister to review the position,
and the honorable gentleman said that
the Commonwealth wDuld be prepared
to go to the limit of £225,000,000, which
included the Commonwealth Government's share towards implementing
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housing schemes in different States.
The Premiers then asked the Prime
Minister to indicate by how much the
Commonwealth Government expected
State Governments to cut their loan
programmes, and the honorable gentleman announced that a cut of 33~ per
cent. would be necessary. After that
aspect of loan policy had been discussed,
a cut ()If 25 per cent. was agreed upon.
There W(lJS no question of priority of
works.
I am making this statement very
seriously, and I do so after having taken
advice from economists who at times
have also been consulted by CommonweaLth Governmen ts on issues relating to
finance. At no stage did the subject of
anti-inflation, as a plan, arise at the conference, as there W(lJS no item on the
agenda relating to that matter. The
only subject which could be regarded as
allied to anti-inflation was that of price
control, which the Prime Minister
origina ted at the conference.
Of course, the Commonwealth Government desired to slash the States' public
works programmes by 25 per cent. To
the best of my ability I protested against
the proposed cut in the programme of
public works because, if the formula had
been applied, Victoria would have been
forced to cut its works schedule by 42
per cent. As 'it is, it will be necessary to
reduce the portion of the programme
relating to Government works by 30 per
cent. Again, the formula was not used,
and a basis of distribution was adopted
according to what it was thought would
be possible in loan raising or underwriting by the Commonwealth. In my
opinion, the decision that will require
the Victorian Government to cut its programme of Government works by
.approximately 30 per cent. was arrived
at in a very arbitrary way-it was simply
a cut in public works.
Whether the Loan Council or the
Commonwealth Treasurer can raise ,the
required sum of money is a matter of
opinion, but it appears to me the money
could be provided. If we, as Governments and Parliaments, can retain the
confidence of the people, it should be
possible to obtain the necessary finance.
The Commonwealth co-ordinator of
Mr. McDonald.
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works considered tha1t the programmes
could be achieved with a cut of only 12!
per cent. He came 10 that conclusion,
after he had closely studied the .position
regarding material, man power, and
finance 'in ,respect of the whole programme.
Of course, there was something more
than that. A t ,the Prime Minister's request, various committees, known as
"steering committees," were appointed,
everyone of which recommended that all
items in the public works programme
were vital and necessary, paI"t'icularly in
relation to defence requirements.
I
pointed out to the Prime Minister that
the first effect of our works programme
was not State development at all; the
proposed works were necessary to take
up immediate shortages in power, fuel,
gas, and water supply, also in schooling,
hospitaliza Hon, and housing requirements. I desire to know how works of
that type can be cut when they represent
the vital needs of the community which
1s suffering at the present time from
shortages of many necessary materials
and services.
I think all will realize
tha tit is necessary to do so much work
to provide those Iservices which will be
useful and beneficial when future stages
are reached in the developmental programme. Lt is necessary, first, to undertake those works so tha t shortages will
be avoided, and secondly, so that the way
will be paved for the developmental
stages to be undertaken later.
The reason why I considered it
possible to raise the required sum of
money is this: The Prime Minister agreed
that the Commonwealth could underwrite
£225,000,000 in Australia at £3 15s. per
cent. At present there are very considerable credits in London, which are
under the control of the Commonwealth
Bank. I do not know the exact figure,
but I have heard £740,000,000 cited as
the total sum. That money belongs to
the people of Australia, per medium of
the Commonwealth Bank, which is controlled by the Commonwealth Government. I remind the House that the Commonwealth Government controls the
financial and monetary policy of Australia. Not long ago Australia had a
very serious debit in London, but that
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has been redeemed and payment has
been made for 'all imports received in
tJhis country.
Now AustraUa has a credit balance of
more than £700,000,000 in London. That
credit was provided by ,those who exported goods from the Commonwealth.
The l-egislation of the Commonwealth
stipulates that if an Australian has an
as'set in any other country, he must
immediately notify the Commonwealth
bank. Then he is paid in Australian
money for that asset; in other words, the
Commonweal th buys his assets and
credits him with the equivalent-Mr. HOLLwAY.-The
sterling.

equivalent

in

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-It can be put that way if desired, but the simple fact is that none
of the money which exporters haw
crea ted in overseas money marlrets
comes back to Australia except in the
sensible form of goods. Every farmer
and every export-ef has been paid in
Australia for the goods which he has
exported. As I have mentioned, this
vast sum of money stands to the credit
of Australia in London, and the only way
by which Australia can receiv·c value for
it is by the importation of goods. In
former years Australia borrowed money
on the overseas markets, and now the
value of our exports is being offset
against tho8'2 loans.
So the credit
balance abroad is serving the dual purpose of paying for exports and redeeming
previous loans.
The contractual obligations of the
States for plant, machinery and equipment total approximately £88,000,000.
We suggested that the Commonwealth
Bank should agree to pay for those
things, accepting from the States a
debenture at a rate of interest to
be agreed upon. Then, the Commonwealth Government could, in effect,
freeze that debenture to prevent it
from coming back into circulation,
or it could hold it for a number
of years, and in that event all that
would happen would be neither inflation
nor defla1ion. If that were done it would
not be necessary to sacrifice the public
works programme of the States.
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The sum of money which the Prime
Minister agreed could be raised in Australia, and which the Commonwealth
was prepared to underwrite, could still
be provided. The States, including Victoria, are commi tted to purchases of
plant, machinery and so on totalling
about £88,000,000 under contracts entered into both in this country and overseas, but if that sum cannot be provided
repudiation of their contractual obligations will be inevitable. Lf the States are
forced to repudiate those contracts, it
will not be a very good advertisement
for Australia, as repudiation wUl not
crea te confidence in the money markets
either in Australia or overseas. Therefore I emphasize the principles I have
already enunciated.
The Commonwealth Government has
compelled the trading banks to place
their ,surplus profits in a special fund in
the CommonweaHh Bank. Tha t fund has
reached a total of £440,000,000, on which
the trading banks receive 10s. per cent.
per annum. What is sauce for the goose
should be sauce for the gander. If the
Commonwealth Government compels the
trading banks to place those profits in a
special fund, which is really frozen so
far as public use is concerned, then it is
fair that tJhe Commonwealth ought to
advance money to the State Governments against their debentures and also
charge interest at a rate of not more than
10s. per cent.-not £3 15s. per cent.,
which is chargeable under the existing
arrangemen t.
If in addition to the
£225,000,000 there were added the
£88,000,000, there would be ample money
to enable the proposed programmes of
public works to be completed.
I told the Prime Minister that his view
of the money market was a matter of
opinion. I am not an expert in finance,
but I oLbtained the best financial advice
I could, and I listened carefully to the
Prime Minister's review of the financial
situation. Like myself, the Prime Minister also obtained expert advice. I suggested to him that my proposals were
distinctly possible. I am still o'f the
OpInlOn, after having discussed the
matter with more financial experts, that
my proposals are proper and sensible,
and I can see no reason why they could
not be adopted.
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As a result of the Prime Minister's
desire to cut the programme of public
works by 25 per cent., the Loan Council
ag,reed to that reduction. Therefore, I
have had to instruct all State Departments associated with the works programme to re-examine their position in
consultation with their Ministers, the
Treasury officers, and myself.
Each
Department will have to consider how
best the necessary cuts can he made,
while trying to maintain some real value
from the loan programme decisions.
I hope that before the end of the year
the Australian public will consider the
proposal ,1 have submitted this afternoon with reference to the sum of money
availahle in London, and the suggestion
that it could be used to advantage. I
trust that public opinion will become so
strong as to compel the Commonwealth
Government to use the money in the
way I have suggested. I realize, 01
course, that many materials are difficult
to obtain and that tihere are man-power
shortages, but the problems associated
with those shortages are not nearly so
great as they have been in the past.
There has been a gradual improvement
in that respect.
I realize that the defence programme
of the Commonwealth is a vital matter,
and 1 have not questioned it. The programme is the responsibility of the Commonwealth Government. However, I am
of the opinion that an examination of
the whole position should be made with
a view to avoiding any cuts in the public
works programmes of the States. My
Departments assure me that the works
undertakings at present in course are up
to schedule. From time to time temporary difficulties are encountered and
overcome. For instance, the steel supply
position in England has deteriorated,
rendering it necessary to obtain some
shipments of steel from other countries,
and that entails increased eost. I do
not complain that the Commonwealth
Government permits the export annually
of about £50,000 or £60,000 worth of
steel from Australia, as that may be
a matter of Commonwealth policy, but I
consider it wrong that the Commonwealth should allow that steel to be
exported and then refuse the States the
MT. McDonald.
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right to import steel to meet requirements, especially when credits abroad
are available to meet the cost.
As far as labour is concerned, it is
possible to employ more man power in
primary production and on the public
works programme. Unless this State is
permitted to continue with its programme for the development of electric
power, brown coal resources and gasification, it will suffer a very severe setback.
Because of the lack of supplies, particularly coal, many housewives in Victoria have had no decent domestic fuel
for many years. As a resuH, Victoria
has been compelled to adopt aU kinds of
subterfuges to get fuel. Then there is
the continual cost involved in the transportation by our railway system of
hundreds of thousands of tons of firewood, which precludes the railways from
carrying other types of goods at more
profitable rates. Hence the penalties
suffered by Victoria, which must be
reflected in the Budget. Conditions will
become impossible if the State cannot
obtain power, gas, fuel, and the water
supply necessary to undertake public
works which are so urgently needed in
Victoria. Local industries will not be
developed as we desire to see them advanced in the production of materials
required.
I shall now explain the proposition
tha t more money from the petrol tax
revenue should be made available to the
States for road works. Mr. Dar:win,
chairman of the Country Roads Board,
has pointed out to me the difficult ·position in which that body is situated. To
enable the Board 'this year to carry out
a similar amount of work to that done
last year provision will have to be made
for the expenditure of a sum of about
£9,000,000. Of that amount the Board
has £6,144,000 and expects to secure
£1,500,000 from the loan programme,
leaving a shortage of £1,526,000. The
Board hopes to secure further Commonwealth assistance so that it may underta!ke as much work this year as it did
last year. I have told the House of the
cut in the loan programme, one result
of which will be that the Board will not
secure the extra £1,500,000. Can the
Commonwealth have an adequate defence programme without a proper roads
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system? The Railway Department is
asking for £13,000,000, but that amount
will be cut. Is it possible to have any
efficient defence programme if the Vict'Orian railways cannot improve their
present conditions and secure more rolling stock and locomotives? That condition is unthinkable.
In the circumstances, we have proposed
to the Prime Minister that there should
be a further allocation of 3d. a gallon
from the petrol tax revenue and that it
should be distributed on the basis of the
State where it is collected rather than
on the present population basis. That
arrangement would give Victoria another
£2,000,000 and it would enable the
Country Roads Board to do the same
amoun t of work this year as it performed last year. I >inquired of the
chairman of the Board what had happened t'O the increased amount received
by it last year. It is interesting to note
tha t the Board actually had an increa.se
of £2,877,000, of which extra plant absorbed £350,000, wages increased by 21
per cent., and materials by 20 per cent.,
on a £4,000,000 outlay. What additional
work did the Board do last year? With
the vast sum of money received by that
Board it did only £1,700,000 worth of
extra work. Through the failure to
maintain the r'Oads they have deteriorated so much that they pose a firstclass problem. I do not blame the Board
or any Government, but rather the war
for this conditi'On of affairs.
In case we are accused of not doing
sufficient for the roads in comparison
with other States, I wish to tell the
H'Ouse that in New South Wales the percentage of total road expenditure is 76;
in Victoria 82; in Queensland 62; in
South Australia 67; in Western Australia 54; and in Tasmania 65. I asked
the State Premiers to indicate what they
had spent in loan money on roads. Vict'Oria has spent £13,000,000 and the
nearest of the other St'ates is Tasmania,
with £9,000,000. We have not been careless in financing road works in this
State, but it is becoming impossible to
maintain the roads in their present condition and so the work becomes part of
the loan programme.
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It ,is proper that I should give the
House these details. Despite the facts
disclosed we have had to accept a serious
cut in our programme of public works. I
hope the Prime Minister and the Commonwealth Treasury officials will reconsider the position and recognize the
correctness of the claim of our Government so that the loan programme can
proceed in a normal way.
I have already informed members that at the
Loan Council meeting a 25 per cent. cut
in the loan programmes was agreed to.
The Commonwealth was adamant that
it would not underwrite a greater loan
raising that £225,000,000. I trust that
the
Commonwealth's
experts
will
examine the proposition >advanced and
the Commonwealth Government will
accept it so that the amount of
£88,000,000 required by all the States will
be found to enable Victoria's public
works pr'Ogramme to be pr'Oceeded with
efficiently.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the OpP'Osition) .-1 think the subject of the
Premier's statement is of such importance, particularly in comparison with
the value 'Of some of the Bills now
appearing on the Notice Paper, that there
should be a full debate on it. Accordingly I moveThat the Ministerial Statement with respect to the recent Premiers' conference and
meeting of the Loan Council at Canberra,
be printed.

That motion will enable the House to express its opinion on the Premier's statement. Judging from the voluminous
notes in the Premier's possession, I think
that this move on his part is something that has been arranged by him and
the Leader of the Labour party to enable
the honorable gentleman to make one
more attack on the C'Ommonwealth
Government. I remind him that that
Administration is representative of his
own as well as of the Liberal party.
Tha t fact is something which, according
to reports in the daily press, he conveniently forgets. He overlooks, too,
tha t the Commonwealth Treasurer is
the Federal Leader of his own party, but
that does not dissuade the hon'Orable
gentleman from criticizing Sir Artihur
Fadden.
Mr. HYLAND.-It does not alter the
facts.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-The facts are that one enterprise of tha,t na ture finished
Sir Arthur Fad:den is the Leader of the than to have two under construction.
Premier's own party in the Federal 'More should be done by this State in that
sphere--the Country party. One would regard.
have thought that there would have been
Coming to the serious financial drift,
some loyalty even among members of I regret that the Treasurer has apparthe Country party. The statement made ently forgotten the bright financial ideas
by the Prem'ier discloses that he went to he had when sitting in Opposition. If he
Oanberra with no intention whatever of had pult his notions into effect he would
trying to assist the Commonwealth have been the finest Treasurer Vi'ctoria
Government or of co-operating with it in had ever had. When I was Prem.ier and
any way. He had one idea only, and it Treasurer he used to chide me witll wilful
was to secure everything he could pos- extravagance, and tell me that I was
sibly get. The honorable gentleman was throwing money about.
determined to fight even his own party
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There was one thing
leader, the Federal Treasurer, and al- he did and you could not do it--it was to
though this is a time of national crisis balance the Budget.
he did not do anything to assist the
Mr. HOLLWA Y.-I did that. It is
Commonwealth Ministry. The reason 1
worth
while to examine the uniform tax
make that statement is this: Just before
the Premiers' conference what was reimbursements. My Government reknown as an economic conference was ceived £12,000,000, and the next year the
held in Sydney. All the State Premiers present Treasurer got £10,000,000 more
and T,rea'Surers journeyed there for a than I had.
Mr. CAlN.-I received only £6,000,000
k,ind of prel'im'inary discussion. A few
odds and ends and some other people when I was there.
were also invited to the conference. I do
Mr. HOLLWAY.-In the current year
not know why they went to the gather- Lhe present Premlier is receiving almos't
ing. The conference was called to con- £30,000,000-nearly double what I had
sider the seI'lious financial drift in the two years ago anid he is doing very much
finances of Australia. I would have less with it. Despite that fact he is
thought the OIbject of the Premiers budgeting for a deficit of £5,000,000. I
would have been to see whether they wish to know where are the bright ideas
could put in some order of priority the tha't he had when he was in Opposition.
works that they desired carried out in He had a habit of accusing my GoverntheiT States.
ment of being reckless and extravagant
Mr. CAlN.-That is what they are and he intimated that if he were Treasurer he would demonstrate how the
doing.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-We have no evidence State should be properly conducted and
managed.
of it at the moment.
Mr. GALVIN.-You were a JUbilee
Mr. CAlN.-The Premier has told the
plunger.
officers to go through the pU'blic works
Mr. HOLL"VAY.-If I was a Jubilee
of their Departments.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-At present, too plunger, when working on a tax reimmany workls are being started and they bursement of £10,000,000, yet balancing
are not being finished. Not sufficient my Budget, what is the present Trea·a'ttenNon has been given to that aspect of surer? Apparently he will break the
State of Victoria before he is finished.
the matter.
It is poetic justice when the honorable
Mr. CAlN.-Tha't does not apply only gentleman talks about the iniquity of the
to the States.
formula for the taxation reimbursement
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It applies if any- to the States. I remind him that anthing with greater effect to the Common- other member of his party agreed to that
wealth. Ce.rtain electrical undertakings formula in the first place. Victoria recould be useful in defence, but they will ceives such a bad spin to-day under the
be of no value for that purpose if they formula because of the parsimony of a
are not completed. It is better to have Country party Government in past years.
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Mr. HYLAND.-YoU are thinking of the
Government led by the late Sir Stanley
Argyle.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Members of the
Country party were also members of that
Administration. Now they are prepared
to stab their own colleagues in the back,
as they have already demonstrated. Those
years of parsimony before the second
world war effectively fixed the basis of
tlhe formula.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That is not so. The Premier of
Victoria was completely outvoted.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Nothing of the sort.
The present position is due to the parsimony of the Country party in past
years, but this Government has gone to
the other extreme of extravagance.
Members were given an illustration of
that this afternoon. I have never witnessed a more flagrant breach of an honorable undertaking than that made this
afternoon by the Premier. The honorable gentleman was asked whether, in
his last policy speech, he promised to
apply to cost-of-living provisions of the
Public Service Act 1946 to superannuated
public servants. The Premier admitted
that he made that promise, but he has
now completely repudiated it. Later, he
spoke about the possibility of the Commonwealth repudiating something else.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I bet that the
Premier will make the same promise
before the next election.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Yes, he will hope
that the people will have forgotten all
about the repudiation and he will then
repeat his promise. That is the reckless type of administra tian from which
Victoria is suffering. As far as the loan
programme is concerned, I reiterate that
we are trying to do too many things
with too few men and too little equipment. I again ask the Premier to ascertain what can be done to place the
various works in their proper order of
importance. In the event of war, it
would be of no use having works unfinished. It would be far better to complete something and thus have some
addition to our defence potential.
I point out to the Premier the unfortunate aspect of his lack of co-operation
with the Federal Government. It was
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obvious from the commencement of the
economic conference that the Premier
had aligned himself with the Labour
States. On the first day of that conference, there was nothing but abuse of the
Federal Government by the three Labour
States of New South Wales', Victoria and
Queensland. Only on the following day,
when Mr. Playford spoke for South Australia, was any real leadership displayed
and an endeavour made to co-operate in
wha t is undoubtedly a time of crisis. The
point is that all the so-called injustice of
which the Premier speaks must be regarded in the light of our defence programme because it is of no use building
schools, houses and so on if Australia is
to be taken over by a foreign power.
Unless we are prepared to be strong, from
the point of view of defence, we cannot
possibly hope to retain this country.
Mr. FULToN.-Do you want to see
schools and houses built?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Of course I do, but
it is of no use the Government talking
about what it is doing and what it is not
doing.
Much of the work being performed by the Government was commenced by previous Administrations.
The importation of materials from overseas, which was started by a previous
Government, was bitterly criticized by
members of the Country party. That is
true also in relation to prefabricated
houses, prefabricated schools, and so on.
The Country party criticized them all.
Yet the Country party is claiming credit
for those things which they bitterly
opposed when they were members of
Cabinet and later when they were not in
the Cabinet.
I repeat that it would be far better
for Victoria to have half a dozen hospitals
completed and staffed than to have double
that number incomplete. The defence
aspect completely overshadows any
grievance which the Premier may think
he has. The honorable gentleman has
had the impertinence to refer to the railways. If any persons can claim "the
credit" for the railways completely
falling to pieces, it is members of the
Country party.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-A sum of £6,000,000 was paid
into the Rali'lways Renewals and
Repla'cement!s Fund.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-What is the good
of paying money into that fund when
engines are required? It is impossible
to travel from Melbourne to Shepparton
on the Railways Renewals and Replacement Fund; it is necessary to have at
least a carriage and an engine.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The country was at war for
six years.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The plain fact is
that there was put into the Railways
Renewals and Replacements Fund an
amount which was less than the depreciation of rolling stock over the period. Yet,
the Premier had the impertinence to
talk about how the present situation will
interfere with the railways programme.
No member of the Country party should
hold his head up and talk about the
railways at 'all. The honorahle gentleman spoke about raising railway freights
and fares, but when he was in Opposition
he maintained that the Budget could be
balanced without raising railway freights
and fares at all. His policy speech confirmed that view. The Premier, in his
policy speech, also promised cheaper gas
and electricity, but all the honorable
gentleman has done is to nationalize the
gas industry and treble the price O'f gas.
I do not wish to be provocative, but it
ill. behoves the Premier to attack the

Federal Government which is giving him
a much greater share of the tax reimbursement fund than ever was received
by either the Le:tder of the Labour party
or myself when we led our respeotive
Governments. I should have thought
tha t had the Premier gone to Canberra
for the purpose of trying to help instead
of trying to obstruct, the course of the
conference would have been entirely
different. The honorable gentleman had
an opportunity of displaying leadership,
but he did not take it. He preferred to
align himself with the other Labour
Sta tes so tha t he could use political
propaganda to attack Ithe Federal
Government, in spite of the fact that
one of his own colleagues is the Treasurer in that Government. In the long
run, the Premier "ratted" on his colleagues. It ill behoves the Premier to
try ~:) make political capital out of what
was- -·')r should have been-a momentous
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conference. His attitude, I believe, contributed very largely to the status quo
being preserved. In other words, there
is a lack O'f co-operation between the
States and the Commonwealth; they are
at loggerheads.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You have never said
anything truer.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Chief Secretary
would not recognize a truthful word. I
have had many undertakings from him.
including one to introduce a Bill to
provide that a referendum shall be
taken before the Legislative Council is
abolished.
Mr. DoDGSHuN.-We shall see how you
go on that.
Mr. HOLLWAY.~I maintain that this
question is sufficiently important for it
to be debated by the whole House. Therefore, I have moved that the Premier's
statement be printed.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote) .-1 take this
opportunity of saying that the Premier
has made a very frank statement of what
took place at Canberra. I do not agree
with the Leader of the Opposition that
the honorable gentleman was critical of
the Commonwealth Government; I think
he was rather kind to the Prime
Minister. When the Premier's statement
is printed, the Leader of the Opposition
will probably realize that the honorab'le
gentleman was rather easy on the Prime
Minister.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I am referring also
to the Premier's press statements.
Mr. CAIN.-1 am not discussing the
press statements made by the honorable
gentleman, but his statement to the
House to-day. Let us review the matter
factually, without all this by-play of
"What I did when I was Treasurer,"
and so on. The Leader of the Opposition has stated that the conference was
momentous. I agree. A conference was
also called in Sydney two or three weeks
ago, to which were invited the Treasurers of the States and the Commonwealth, together with certain other
peopl~the Leader of the Opposition
says he does not know why they were
there---to discuss the problem of inflation. Apparently, that prolhlem arose in
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the minds of members of the Commonweal th Government only after there was
a rise of 12s. in the basic wage. There
will be another rise of more than 12s. at
the next quarterly adjustment, and there
will be a further rise in February, 1952.
That is inevitable. If there was one
place in the world where the Prime
Minister ought to have been prepared to
make some sta temen t to the Premiers
it was at the Premiers' conference in
Canberra. Not a word was sa'id about
inflation nor was a plan submitted to
solve the problem. In fact, the question
was not raised at all. T.he conference
discussed the distnibution of revenue to
the States, and that was done on a basis
that was more favourable than the present accepted method.
There has been much discussion of the
formula on which the distribution of
uniform taxation revenue is made. That
did not appear in the principal Act, and
at first the distribution was based upon
the amounts of tax collected in the
various States in the base years 1941
and 1942. In those days, low rates
of tax applied in Victoria and so
this State received lesser reimbursement than Western Australia, New 'South
Wales and Queensland because of their
higher rates. The uniform tax scheme
was introduced because there was no
unHorm method by which the Commonwea1th Government could collect taxes.
In J.942, this State was raising about
£5,500,000 a year by means of income
tax, and then the Commonwealth
Government imposed a uniform rate that
applied throughout Australia. The rate
of 15s. in the £1 applied in Queensland to
incomes of more than £5,000 but the Victorian rate was less than 10s. in the £1
which meant that Victorian taxpayers
receiving high incomes had more money
left after pay;ing income tax than simil:ar
taxpayers in Queensland and other
States. With the view of all citizens
making
an
equitable
,contribution
towards the financing of our war effort,
the Commonwealth Government imposed
a uniform rate of income tax, which
meant that every Australian paid a uniform rate of tax comparable with his income. As this State was reimbursed only
£5,500,000 out of the total amount collected by the Commonwealth, Victorian
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citizens made a bigger financial contribution to the war effort than those of other
States, which were pCl!id a proportion of
our taxation revenue. That position
existed until the cessation of hostilities.
The first attempt to put the matter on
a sound basis was made in 1946. As
Premier and Treasurer I attended the
Premiers' conference that year and I
tried to have the money distributed
among the States on an equitable basis.
Finally, it was agreed to adopt a formula
that was worked out mainJy by Mr. Colin
Clarke, of Queensland, and Mr. Coates,
an official 'Of the Victorian Treasury
Department. It was based largely on
density of popU'lation, area and national
in'come. The idea was to place the
distI'1ibution on one level. When the present Leader of the Opposition was Treasurer, he endeavoured to obtain an additional sum from the Commonwealth, as
I did. The present Treasurer has done
likewise.
When the Premiers' conference was
held at Canberra last year, the Prime
Minister and the Commonwealth Treasurer, Mr. Fadiden, had been in office only
for a few month's and they did not know
what ,was the real position. The
present Prime Minister is an excellent
speaker, but he is not a "doer." Everyone knows that Menzies' star is Slinking
rapidly. As the outcome of negotiations
that have taken place from year to ye'ar,
the reimbursement to Victoria has progressively improved.
Last year the
StaJte was faced with 'a deficit of
£5.000,000. After the Premiers' conference had concluded, and as the outcome
of strong criticism, the Prjme Minister
provided a .further £15,000,000 for distribution among the States. Out of
this amount £4,750,000 was allocated to Victoria. That was the
first
time
that
Victoria's
share
was greater than that of any other
State. If the formula basis had been
adopted for that distribution, this State
would have received less than 25 per
cen:t. of the total amount, because in this
State is approximately 26 per cent. of the
total population of Australia, but Victoria's share amounted .to over 30
per cent.
That made . it possible
for the Government to reduce its
deficit to £344,000.
I repeat that
if the extra sum had not hem
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made available the deficit would have
exceeded £5,000,000.
When I was Leader of the Labour
Government, the am'Ount we received
was only £6,000,000. The fact must not
be overlooked tha1t since 1946 the basic
wage has increased by more than £3 a
week. It is now £9 12s. a week, and
hefore the present year ends it will exceed £10 a week. Every increase of 1s.
in the basic wage means additional expenditure of £200,000 by the Railway
Department; a rise of 5s. a week in the
basic wage means, £1,000,000; 10s. a
week, £2,000,000, and 12s. a week,
£2,400,000.
Mr. HYLAND.-That is diredt and indirect expenditure.
Mr. CAIN.-That is true. A similar
comment applies to other services. However, as the outcome of increases in the
basic wage, more money flows into the
coffers of the Commonwealth Treasury.
In addition, it receives increased revenue
from the pay-roll tax. The States have
to meet their obligations despite increases
in the basic wage Whereas the Commonwealth Government receives increased
r'2venue. In the early stages, I strongly
advocated the principle of uniform taxation, but now I realize that if we are to
have responsible government in this
State so that those who make the laws
shall raise the necessary money and
spend it, we must regain our right to impose income tax.
That view ,is not shared by the
Premiers of all States, particularly by
Mr. Playford, the Premier of South Australia, by ;Mr. McLarty, the Premier of
Western Australia, and Mr. Cosgrove, the
Premier of Ta'smania-although the lastmen tioned is a member of the Labour
party. The reason why they do not adapt
that view is that under the present
scheme of distribution their State
Governments are able to spend money
ad libitum. Those States are able to
afford social services which are more
liberal than those of the bigger States,
because the smaller States are able to
approach the Commonwealth Grants
Commission and say, "We have budgeted
for these services Which will cost us a
further £2,000,000, and so our grant
must be increased." Therefore it is obvious that the Governments of the
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smaller States do not want the right to
impose their own taxation which would
need to be very heavy to maintain social
services that are now provided. The
rates of taxation would be heavier than
would be imposed in Victoria, New South
Wales, or Queensland. The only States
desirous 'Of regaining the right to impose
their own taxatlion rates are the three
major States.
Mr. MACK.-But the smaller States
would be able to obtain the money they
needed through the Commonwealth
Grants Commission.
Mr. CAlN.-The position is that they
have spent more money than they could
have done if they had imposed their own
taxation. If the scheme of uniform taxation was abandoned, the smaller States
would have to seek larger grants.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The Commonwealth
Grants Commission is still functioning.
,Mr. CAIN.-It is, and I repeat that the
smaller 'States would seek increased
gran ts from the Commonwealth in the
same way as they did in the allocation
of the revenue raised by the petrol tax.
That distribution is based on the areas
and populations of the different States.
Some States receive much more from
that source than does Victoria. That can
be defended logically because there is
much to be said for helping other States
who suffer from geographical disabilities
compared wi'th Victoria.
Opposition members see all the vices of
the Government, but that is fundamental
to our democratic system of government.
I do not believe in a Parliament that has
no Opposition, which is essenVial to keep
the Government on the right track.
However, I do not think members of the
present Opposition should regard themselves 'as being more virtuous than members of any preceding Opposition. Probably the present Opposition is n'Ot as
loquacious as other." have been, but its
members are looking with longing eyes
at the Treasury bench, saying, .. Some
day, somehow, we hope to get back on
to that bench in conjunction with its
present occupants." For that reason
they sometimes pull their punches, hoping that something will turn up. When
the Labour party is in Opposition, its
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members never pull their punches because they never eX'pect anything to turn
up.
'ihe

SPEAKER

(the

Hon.

Archie

lUichaelis).-I ask the honorable member to address me, and to relate his remarks to the motion.
Mr. CAIN.-From your long experience, Mr. Speaker, I am sure that you
appreciate the truth of my statement. I
think I have said enough to disclose my
attitude towards the principle of uniform
taxation. I think the Premier did very
well in obtaining an extra £1,300,000
from the Prime Minister, which was not
an easy job. He had to leave it to the final
arbiter, the Prime Minister, who is a Victorian. It was difficult for the Prime
Minister to say to the Premier, "I must
give you an extra £1,000,000." If he had
given it to New South Wales, he would
never have heard the end of the matter.
He was afraid that the Premier would
return to Victoria and criticize him.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The Premier is critical
of the Prime Minister.
Mr. CAIN.-I thought his remarks were
most reasonable. As the outcome of the
recent negotiations the State will receive
£29,500,000 from uniform taxation
revenue, and as the Premier has pointed
o~t, an extra £5,000,000 must be raised
by ~ncreases of stamp duties, probate
duties, totalizator returns, railway fares,
or land tax. I suggest that we cannot
raise the necessary money from anyone
of those sources, with the possible exception of railway fares. The revenue
from land tax is less than £400,000, so
that even if the present rate were doubled
the revenue would not amount to much
more than £800,000. I do not think any
great sum could be obtained from additional taxation by way of the totalizator
or increasing the betting tax. There is no
prospect of raising £5,000,000 additional
along the avenues I have mentioned and
the Government should not attempt to
raise such a large amoun t.
I am not a great believer in the indirect and specious method of collecting
money from the taxpayers, by increasing the betting tax, taking a greater
share from the totalizator turnover, and
so on. Neither do I like land tax,
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which in the event of a drought, becomes
unprofitable and really becomes a
capital tax. I favour direct taxation on
income under which nobody pays tax
on more than he earns. The States have
had taken from them the only source of
direct income tax, and now the State
Governmen ts are asked to ra~se money
by increasing charges on electricity, on
the railways, and in other directions.
Mr. BOLTE.-I think the late Mr.
Chifiey made a similar suggestion.
Mr. CAIN.-He did. We should adopt
a reasonable attitude. I do not think
that the States should provide free railway services and then expect the Commonwealth Government to provide the
money for those services, or on the
other hand do I think it is easy
for the Victorian Government to
raise a sum of £5,000,000 in the
fields of taxation left to it. The States
must obtain some means of direct access
to the correct method of collecting taxation, which is by taxing on income. Revenue should come from all persons in
proportion to their capacity to pay and
in accordance with their earnings. Invariably such indirect taxation as the
sales tax hits the family man the hardest.
Is it not better to tax those who have the
capacity to pay? If a person earns
£1,000 per annum from the land, or as a
member of Parliament, or from a business undertaking, he should at least contribute to the Government on an equitable basis. What happens when railway
fares are raised? That is a tax on the
man who has been loyal to the railways,
who has no other means of transport,
lives some distance from his work and is
helping to develop the outer suburban
districts. That applies particularly to
occupants of Housing Commission homes
which in the main are being built in areas
some distance from the city. Should a
worker in the outer metropolitan area
be asked to pay fares at a higher rate
than is charged a worker living in Richmond or Collingwood?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-You could make a
similar statement about the rise in the
cost of gas.
Mr. CAIN.-The position is not quite
as bad in that case. Residents of Hawthorn, or Richmond, or " down the line"
all pay the same price for gas, but when
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rail or tram fares are increased the position is different.
Probate duty is an
equitable taxing system to which I have
no objection, but the State raises about
£3,000,000 per annum from that source at
present and if it were decided to obtain
an extra £1,000,000 probate duties would
be increased by one-third. For the State
to obtain the necessary revenue from
the people on the broad basis of income
taxation is as simple as falling off a log
-in most cases they do not know that
they are paying. It is useless to suggest
that the State should increase the land
tax by a ~d. in the £1, rail fares by 3d. or
6d., and so on. The sooner the Commonwealth Government realizes the great
disadvantages confronting the States the
sooner will it appreciate that the scheme
it is now propounding is not justifiable.
I shall now refer to the loan programme. As the Premier has pointed
out Victoria's loan programme involves
the raiSing of a sum of approximately
£120,000,000, of which £78,000,000 is
for governmental expenditure.
Now
the State's loan
programme has
to !be cut 'by 30 per cent.
In
the £78,000,000 for governmental purposes is -included money for the State
Electricity Commission, for the extension
of the Eildon weir, for railways, housing,
and a number of projects too numerous
to mention. Would anyone seriously
suggest that the State should attempt
to prevent the State Electricity Commission from borrowing money for extension
of electricity supply? Possibly it could
be suggested with justification that the
Kiewa project should not have been
started at this stage. Originally, it was
estimated that it would cost £25,000,000;
the estimate has now risen to £50,000,000
and probably the actual cost will be
between £70,000,000 or £90,000,000.
I
sug.gest that the spending of £70,000,000
at Kiewa will not give anything like the
same result as the expendUure of a
similar sum at Yallourn. Eight or nine
years ago the State Electricity Commission went into this question and, acting
on the advice of the Commission, the
Dunstan Government took action. When
the Labour Government took office in
1945 it carried on the work. The Hollway Administration did likewise, and
the present Government at this stage
Mr. Cain.
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cannot stop the projeot which, it is estimated, will take another five years to
complete. Is there anything more important to the Commonwealth war potential nhan the provision of electric power?
The question is whether the State is
attempting to do too much, whether, for
instance, the Snowy river project should
have been held up until the Kiewa scheme
had been finished. It must be remem~
bered, however, that New South Wales
is the dominating influence in the Commonwealth Parliament, irrespective of
which political party is in power. New
South Wales representatives run the
Commonweal1)1 Government, because
they have the greatest number of members. That sister State is relying on the
Snowy river scheme being in operation
as early as possible, consequently, New
South Wales members are puShing for its
completion. Both the Snowy river and
Kiewa projects are being proceeded with,
to the ultimate disadvantage of the Australian pU'blic.
The Victorian and New South Wales
Governments have been directed to cut
their loan programmes by 30 per cent.,
which will probably mean cutting down
on the Snowy river project. What could
be more important to-day than providing
additional electric power and adequate
transport facilities? The la'tier is probably the greatest bottle-neck and the most
urgent difficulty to be overcome. There
has been considerable criticism of the
various railway services, but in times of
war, and even in times of peace no other
transport system can carry the heavy
commodities better than do the railways. No other transport system could
handle the mass shifting of metropolitan
population better than could the railways; therefore, we cannot afford to
allow our railway service to languish.
Admittedly, it is costing some millions
of pounds to bring railway engines from
overseas.
I was impressed by a suggestion made
by the Premier that the various Governments should be permit,ted to make use
of the £80,000,000 or £90,000,000 of
frozen assets in London to pay for
materials brought to this country. The
Premier did not tell us of the source
from which that suggestion emanated.
I understand that a sum of £700,000,000
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overseas is controlled by the Commonwealth Bank. The exporters of the commodities sold have been paid by the
Commonwealth Bank, and it has this
frozen asset overseas. W·ould it not be
a good thing if we could use some of
that frozen as~et, instead of going on to
the money market to raise addi tional
loans?
I shall now refer to a serious and, in
my view, misguided decision made by
the Premiers' conference to raise the
interest rate on Government loans from
£3 5s. to £3 15s. per cent. That decision
at this stage has ,caused a grave
injustice to tlhe State Electricity Commission. The Commission is attempting
to borrow a sum of £6,000,000; it has
advertised extensively, pushed the loan
as a gDod investment guaranteed by the
Government, and has offered an interest
rate of £3 10s. per cent.
A week
before the loan was due to close the
Commonwealth Government decided to
go on to the money market for a loan of
£40,000,000 and offered £3 155. per cent.
interest. Nobody but a fool would think
of putting money into the State Electricity Commission loan at the lower
rate of interest.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-There are still some
discriminating, patriotic people in Victoria who are prepared to lend their
money to the State Electricity Commission.
Mr. CAIN.-In the main they represent
the small investors, not the big investors.
Would it not have been wiser for the
Commonwealth to have waited until after
the State Electricity Commission loan
had closed before announcing the increased interest rate?
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Had I desired to be critical of
the Commonwealth Government I could
have told the House that I protested
against its decision three weeks ago.
Mr. CAIN.-It was a foolish decision.
The Commonwealth Government claimed
that it desired to do something to curb
inflation, but it would appear that the
only thing it wanted to do was to cut
down the State loan programmes on
essential works.
In Victoria, factory
production is increasing by leaps and
bounds. I do not know whether mem-
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bers have read the most recent pronouncement by Professor Copland who, I
understand, is an adviser to the Commonwealth Government. I would advise
members to read what he had to say on
such subjects as immigration, public
works and private expenditure on motor
cars. He pointed out that one of the
most uneconomic questions that must be
faced in the country to-day is the tremendous expenditure in the motor industry.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Expenditure on motor cars is
40 per cent. higher than is expenditure on
housing ..
Mr. CAIN.-Admittedly motor cars are
a convenience, but the amount of money
that is being spent on motor cars at present is a definite sign of the times. It
emphasizes how wise, shrewd and
thoughtful was the former Prime Minister, the late Mr. Chifley. Three years
ago he was asked, "Why do you want to
worry about petrol?" and his reply was,
"You will worry about it in three or
four years' time." We are now beginning
to worry about it.
Mr. TYAcK.-There are greater controls on housing than there are on the
disposal of motor cars.
Mr. CAIN.-In my opinion, we should
put controls back on hou~ing. There is
considerable profit in houses at present
but there is more profit in selling motor
cars, which is obvious from the fact that
a person can buy a new car and resell it
immediately at an enhanced price as a
second-hand car. Years ago it was understood that when a person drove a new
car out of the garage he lost £50 on its
value. It was claimed that if a person
purchased a Rclls-Royce car for £3,000
its value depreciated by £1,000 after the
first run. Nowadays a person can buy
a new car, drive it for twelve months
and then sell on the open market and
make from 50 to 100 per cent. profit on
his original outlay. I was extremely disappointed that the Commonwealth
Government which convened a conference in Sydney some weeks ago to deal
with inflation and filled the newspapers
with reports about what it proposed to
do, did not even raise the question of
inflation at the Premiers' conference in
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Canberra. If the country is facing a
critical situation, then there are two
places where it should be handled-in
the Commonwealth Parliament and in the
State Parliaments. I was ~urprised that
when the Premier reported to this House
to-day on the present difficult financial
situation confronting the Commonwealth
not one word was said about suggestions
having been made by the Prime Mini!ter
for dealing with inflation.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The subject was not on the
agenda for the Premiers' conference.
Mr.
HOLLWAY.-We would
have
thought that the State Premiers would
have raised the question.
Mr. CAIN.-Apparently, neither the
Commonwealth Government nor the State
Governments had the subject placed on
the agenda for the Premiers' conference.
Naturally, one would expect the Commonwealth Government to take the
necessary action because it was handling
the situation and then the State Premiers
would have been able to deal with it. It
would appear that they forgot all about
it.
The sitting was suspended at 6 p.m.
until 7.8 p.m.
Mr.OLDHAl\1 (Malvern).-So far this
has been a most remarkable debate.
First of all, there was a coy request
from the Leader of the Labour party to
the Premier for a statement regarding
the proceedings at the recent Premiers'
oonference.
Apparently the Premier
was reluctant to make a statement until
the Leader of the Opposition remarked
that perhaps the honorable gentleman
would like furtther time and that the discussion might be postponed until tomorrow. Then the Premier became extremely eager and my eyes wandered to
the public galleries where there was an
array of Treasury officials. The honorable gentleman then began his statement
-ilt was, of course, impromptu !-and
produced a set of nates of two or three
pages all ready for the occasion. Certain
points have emerged from the debate.
To begin with, there was the muddled
statemenlt~I use those wores advisedly
~f the Premier.
Mr. CAIN.-You mean that you use the
words politically.

Mr. OLDHAM.-No; my use of them
is strictly literal. I listened to the
Premier broadcasting at ten minutes to
seven on Saturday night, and on the
following Monday I read in the three
morning newspapers the same statement
as he made over the air. I mention that
because a technique has developed recen:tly in the Premier's Department by
which a statement issued-is alleged to be
published incorrectly in the press, with
the result that an entirely contradictory
statement appears the next day. That
te<chnique is puzzling to the average
member who tries to follow the trend o[
the discussions.
In the Premier's
muddled statement there was the remarkable asserrtion that, as the result of
the cut in the loan programme, taxes
wou}d have to be increased in Victoria by
£4,000,000 to £4,500,000.
If not for any other reason, <this discussion has been a fruitful one because
the Leader of the Labour party has
warned the Premier of the dangers of
increasing taxation. As a matter of fa'ct,
I intended not so much to warn the honorable gentleman as to point out the
dangers of increasing taxation along the
avenues stin available to the State in its
own right.
Honorable members will
appreciate just what the warning uttered
by the Leader of the Labour party
means. It means that there will not be
any increase in State taxation and, consequently, the burden of the remarks I
had proposed to make no longer falls
upon my shoulders. Wi th such eloquence
as may have been at my disposal I intended to point to the necessity for not
increasing State taxation in these days
of inflation. The Premier's master has
said to him" No more taxation," and so
we need not further discuss that angle.
I have a feeling akin to one of horror
when I hear, first from the Premier and
then from the Leader of the Labour
party, that at the recent conference at
Canberra there was no discussion on the
subject of the inflatllonary trend. All the
abuse ariSing from that lack of discussion
-H there were any laJCk-is, of course,
heaped upon the heads of the Prime
M.inister and the Commonweal,th Treasurer. In point of fact, however, the cut
of 25 per cent. in the loan programme
was, in itself, a definite measure to at
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least stem the tide of inflation that is
flowing in the community. It is well
known that th-e Premiers required a total
of about £300,000,000 ror the purposes of
their loan programmes.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The money
could not be spent even if it were
available.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is so.
The
Premier of Victoria has locked away
somewhere in the Treasury several millions 'Of pounds for railway repairs and
replacements, but he cannot put his
hands on it.
Mr. CAIN.-There was never a sum of
£6,000,000 in the Railways Renewa1s and
Replacements Fund.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Then why did the
Premier refer to it?
Mr. DODGSHuN.-He did not make the
statement in question.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I think the honorable member for Malvern can get along well without interjections.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I am quite happy
when Ministerialists interject.
The SPEAKER.-I am not.
Mr. OLDHAIM.-In view of the
quality of the interjections I can quite
unders1:and your statement, Mr. Speaker.
Coming to the question of the cut in the
loan programme, we know that the
Premier had his tongue in his cheek
when he said that he wanted £87,000,000
for Victoria this year. We know also
tha t the remaining Premiers had their
tDngues in their cheeks when they asked
for the respective amounts which went
to make up the huge total. It is qui~
impossible to raise that money on the
loan market. In other years it would
have been financed by 'the issue of
Treasury bills.
The Commonwealth
Bank. headed! by Dr. Coombs, the great
Panjandrum of the Labour party--

I

Mr. GALVIN.-He looks like being the
Prime Minister's new appointee tD the
Commonwealth Bank Board.
Mr. CAIN.-The Prime Minister is
forced into that decision because of the
sheer capacity 'Of Dr. Coombs.
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Mr. ODDHAIM.-I admire Dr. Coombs
who was first appointed by a Labour
party Government and his appointment
is being continued by a Liberal and
Country party Government. The Commonwealth Bank called a halt tD the
issue of Treasury bills. A statement
was made that it might be possible
to make available £200,000,000 for loan
purposes, which involved a 25 per
cent. cut. It must not be forgotten
that the Victorian Premier vQted for
that cut; he voted against a motion
to ,the contrary submitted by Mr.
McGirr. If the Premier had not VDted
with the Prime Minister in favDur of the
cut, the Commonwealth would have been
overruled; consequently, it is of no use
the Premier returning tD Victoria to kick
the Commonwealth, when he himself was
directly respons1ible. I do not criticize
the honorable gentleman for his action.
It is quite obvious, in these times of
shortages O'f man power and materials,
tha t loan programmes must be cu't in
order tQ restore some degree of sanity
to the finances of the community, and to
ensure that every Government and semiGovernment authority will not be competing in the restricted lDan market fQr
financial accQmmodation. Only a fortnight ago the Premier puffed 'Out his
chest and, backed by the cheers of the
Labour party, said, "I will not, under
any circumstances, consent t'O a cut in
our loan programme." The next thing
tha t happens is that the Premier proceeds to Canberra and votes for a cut of
25 per cen't.; he ensures that decision by
his own Vlote. In the Melbourne daily
newspapers, headlines appeared to the
effect that, "The Premier is a big boy.
I am going to Canberra; I am even going
a day earlier so that I can persuade the
other Premiers to hand over ,price control t'O the Commonwealth." Actually,
however, the Premier did not raise the
question at Canberra. He sat placidly
by while other discussions took place
and incidentally, in order to debunk
any mis'conception on the paTt of any
member of this House, I say that no
credit is due to the Premier for the increased taxat1ion reimbursement to VictQria.
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Moving n'Ow from the loan programme
to the provision of money f'Or the
ordinary services of the year, it is well
known that, long before the Premier
sP'Oke on this subject, the Prime Minister
-probably to his horror, but certainly
to the gratification of this State--announced that he would make the extra
allocation so that, in effect, the inJustice
which Vict'Oria had suffered for years
could be subs'tantially remedied. I read
with amusement, and n'Ot with any great
feeling af annoyance, that the Premier
claimed he was responsible f'Or the extra
grant. The honorable gentleman is welcome to any pleasure he derIves from
that claim, but the plain fact is that the
Prime Minister, ·Mr. R. G. Menzies, in
seeking to do justice to this State, made
the extra sum arvailable freely and
voluntarily, even before he was asked It'O
do so by the Premier.
Mr. CAIN.-That is sheer nonsense.
Last year the Prime Minister allotted
£15,000,000 three months after the meeting of the Loan Council.
Mr. OLDHkM.-When the Prime Minister was assured that a proper effort
was being made, he made available
additional res'Ources.
The next point I
wish to make is that the tragedy of- the
financial posi tion-and in this I share
the view expressed by the Leader of the
Labour party-lies in the fact that there
are great spending authorities such as
the States' which are not responsible for
the rais·ing of their own taxa ti'On revenue.
As must inevitably happen when certain
people are allowed to spend money belonging t'O 'Others, there ,is extravagance.
I predict that the time is not far distant
when the Commonwealth will hand back
to the States the responsibility of raising
the revenue they used to derive from
income taxation, because the burden is
becoming too heavy to be borne.
The
States are f'Orced, t'O some extent, int'O
programmes of extravagance in an effort
to 'Obtain something like the amount of
m'Oney they require f'Or their ordinary
services.
Mr. MaDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Will you indicate where there
are extravagances in Victoria?
Mr. OLDHAM.-I am not the Treasurer. Members are expecting to hear
from the honorable gentleman in that
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regard. I desire t'O make 'Only two more
points.
The first is that it inevitably
happens, whenever a debate takes place
in this Chamber, that the chief value
consists not so much of the contributions
we make as the silly interjections that
are made from time to time by the
Premier. The honorable gentleman let
the cat out of the bag this afternoon
when the Leader of the Labour party
was criticizing the grave injustice that
had been done t'O those persons who had
subscribed t'O the State Electricity Commission loan, and who now find that the
Commonwealth has entered the financial
field at a higher rate of interest. Our
" noble'~ Premier interjected, "I knew
about that three weeks ag'O, but I did
not want to embarrass the Commonweal th."
Tha t is an en tirely new
technique.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Premier said
that he "wired" the Commonwealth.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Any one can send a
telegram or call for a rep'Ort. The
Premier said, "I did not say anything,
because I did not want to embarrass the
Commonwealth." Those were his words.
The Deputy Premier can say what he
likes, but those words cannot be removed
from H ansard. If the Premier possessed
any worth at all, he would have" torn
down" Canberra when he was there to
ensure that justice was done to Victorian citizens who, on the faith of
expensive advertisements issued under
the authority of and with the guarantee
of the Victorian Government, subscribed
to that loan. If the Premier considers
he has salved his conscience by sending
a telegram to Canberra, all I can say is
that the people of Victori'a will be
extremely disappointed. If for no other
reason, the fact that this notorious disclosure-as I believe it to be--has been
made by the Premier has made the debate worth while.
I conclude by saying that Victoria is
faced with a contemplated deficit. It
will not be an actual deficit until the
Premier brings down his Budget and lays
before the H'Ouse what he considers
should be the financial provision for this
State. The Premier- has been refused the
right to carry out his announced intention to increase State taxation. It would
be foolish to think that the financial
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difficulty of the State can be solved by
seeking greater revenue from the totalizator, stamp duties, or probate duties.
Apparently, the State this year will be
faced with a Budget of between
£65,000,000 and £70,000,000. That will
be the largest amount ever handled by a
State Treasurer; it will be almost as
large as the Commonwealth Budget in
the immediate pre-war years.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Trea.surer).-The Commonwealth Budget is
now to be £1,100,000,000.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I do not dispute that.
The Premier has lulled himself into the
belief that, because the Commonwealth
has a huge Budget he should puff up his
chest and say, "I must have a huge
Budget also." I remind the Premier,
however, that he is dealing with the
savings of the thrifty people of the community. That fact must be borne in
mind, and the honorable gentleman must
not try to enter into active competition
with other States or the Commonwealth
Government. His duty is to make Victoria a sound State from a budgetary
point of view. The honorable gentleman
must not, in a frolicsome way, say to
the Opposition, "You tell me where I
can save money." That is his task, as
the Premier of this State. Victorians
expect results, and they will be disappointed if they are not forthcoming. The
debate to-night has been of great value,
in my opinion, because a plug has at
least been put into one of the Premier's
proposed schemes which would have
added to the inflationary spiral. My
belief is that if more opportunities such
as this were provided for ihe discussion
of grave problems, much good would
result. For that reason, I am very
pleased that the Leader of the Opposition
moved that the Premier's statement be
printed. I hope other members will take
advantage of the opportunity that has
been afforded to them to participate in
the discussion of this important matter.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I wish to address myself to the motion
before the Chair, because of the destructive criticism of Opposition members, wllich has in no way assisted the
Government to contend against the
trying times through which the State is
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passing. The remarks of the honorable
member for Malvern ranged from tax
reimbursement through the Loan Council
to the omissions by the Premier during
the discussions at Canberra. I have
before me the agenda that was presented to the Premiers' conference.
That agenda contained seventeen items.
Most of the subjects the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition suggested were neglected by the Premier are included in the
agenda. It seems unreasanable .to suggest that any man, whether he be the
Premier or a person holding any other
public position, could cover in full the
Premiers' conference and the meeting of
the Loan Council in a few minutes' discussion. The Premier outlined in brief
the main principles.
I noticed many
members of the Opposition take notes
when the honorable gentleman referred
to financial subjects. I consider that the
criticism levelled by the Opposition has
been unwarranted. For instance, I shall
mention one point. The Deputy Leader
of the OpPDsitiDn said that befDre the
Premier went to Canberra he was like
a raging lion Dn price control. That
subject, Df CDurse, was raised at Canberra, but the Prime Minister threw it
back in the laps of the States.
I was present at the Premiers' conference, and I took notes. I was one of
the" bits and pieces" mentioned by the
Leader of the OppositiDn. Personally, I
dO' not mind being called either a " bit"
Dr a "piece," but, to say the least of it,
it is humiliating for officers who were in
the gallery at the time--two of the most
respected and capable Treasury officers
in the CommDnwealth-to be called" bits
and pieces." Was the Leader of the
OppDsitiDn so efficient and so wonderful
when he attended Premiers' conferences
that he did not take such officers with
him to' ask their advice? He would be
a greater fDDl than I think he is if he
left them at home.
Mr. NORMAN.-He was referring to the
eCDnDmic conference held in Sydney,
when he referred to "bits and pieces."
Mr. DODGSHUN.-In my opiniDn,
what has been said about the Premiers'
conference does not apply to the con'ference held in Sydney, 'becaUse those
who convened that conference, tog~ther iWith the peDple who attended
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it, knew that no decision whatever could be made at that conferencethat it was all so much kite flying. While
at the PI"emiers' conference decisions
were made.
It has been stated
that at the Premiers' conference
there
was
no
discussion
about
inflation. There certainly was, as far
as the Premiers were concerned, and
every suggestion that was made was
noted by the Prime Minister and the
CDmmonwealth Treasurer. However, if
the Premiers pressed for elaboration of
any matter the answer was, "That is
budgetary. "
I have had the experience of attending
only two Premiers' conferences. On
each occasion the States were forced to
reveal their budgetary position to the
Commonwealth before the conference
started. All programmes were examined
and criticized by the co-ordinator of
works, Mr. Price, in front of the Premiers. The programmes were taken
piece by piece and, in his logical way I
the co-ordinator built on or subtracted
from the proposals. I propose to say
something about that later, because I
wish to divide my remarks to-night into
two sections. I shall speak first on the
question of tax reimbursement, which
affects us immediately in our current
services, and later about the loan programme, which affects prosperity. I
think we have to address ourselves to
that point quite as fully :18 to the question of watching expense. Wise expenditure in any case is not wasteful.
I wish to pay a tribute to the Premier
of Victoria and to those" bits and pieces,"
so called by the Leader of the
Opposition-the
officers
of
this
State who accompanied the Premier. No man at the Premiers' conference put the case fDr his State with
more clarity or in a more logical way
than did tJhe Premier of Victoria. That
statement can be verified by people who
are not political partisans.
I was
proud to be his deputy at that conference.
I am not a betting man, but I
am prepared to bet £1,000 that the Prime
Minister would like to have Jack McDonald in Canberra, because he would
have some one to help him think.
One of the main troubles to-day is that
people are not thinking; they are not
Mr. Dodgshun.
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thinking p'Oli ticaIly and they are not
thinkling of the proper development of
this country. It has been stated that by
1957 Australia wUl have a popula'1ion of
10,000,000 and by 1960 the population
will be 12,000,000. That should give
everyone a great deal of thought. The
primary producers will have to develop
their industries in order to feed the
people and to keep up the level of
eXiports so that a balanced economy may
be maintained. That has been the task
of the primary producers in the past,
and in the years to come much the same
principles will obtain, although not to the
same degree.
The Premier has given a resume of
what occurred 'On the first two days of
the Premiers' conference, and how it was
determined that Victoria should receive
the sum of £29,500,000 in tax reimbursement instead of just over £28,000,000. He
did not criticize the Prime Minister
because of that allocation. He stated
that under the formula the amount to be
reimbursed t'O the States amounted to
86.6 million pounds. The Commonwealth
Government need have done no more
than reimburse Victoria according to the
formula. However, the extra sum of
33.4 million pounds was provided for
the States on the adjusted population
basis. That was done as a result of the
Prime Minister's prerogative.
Under
section 96 ')f the Commonwealth Constitution the formula was disregarded.
As the Leader of the Lab'Our party has
stated, this was the first occasion that
the principle of the formula was changed
Cl t a Premiers' conference.
That illustra tes that people in high places are
beginning to realize the disadvantage
under which Victoria has suffered. This
State is probably the most thickly popul:lted in Australia; it is certainly the
most highly industrialized and it has the
greatest war and industrial potential.
People are beginning to realize that to
a great extent the wealth of the Commonwealth comes from Victoria.
The
Premier has pointed out that if Victoria had received only the am'Ount of
income tax reimbursement at the rate
and on the amount of income that was
taxed in 1939 this State would have
received an amount of £35,000,000. I
do not know Whether he stated that it
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has been assessed that the Commonwealth
is
now
receiving
aoout
£100,000,000 in income tax from
Victoria.
That means that Victoria
is receiving less than 30 per cent.
of the tax revenue that is raised in this
State; the balance is going to the other
States and to the Commonwealth. Research is made into the budgetary position of the States, but on no occasion and
in no ciflcumstances are the States
allowed to pry into the budgetary position of the CommolllWealth. The States,
which are an integral part of the Commonwealth, have to take what they are
given. As I have stated, I have attended
two Premiers' conferences. I have seen
an awakening of the realization that the
person who collects the tax is responsible
to see that the servkes to those who are
taxed are continued and are kept up to
standard. I believe that the Premiers
were unanimous in saying that their
States would take back their own taxing
powers. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has stated that he believes the
Commonwealth will hand the taxing
powe.t back to the States, and so do many
of us.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Do you believe
that a majority of the States wants it
back?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-They do want it
back, and they certainly do not wan t
two forms of taxation and two collecting authorities.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I challenge that
statement.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That may be so,
but that was the indication at Canberra.
It has been said that certain subjects
were not discussed at the conference. I
took l:lrief nates af what the Premiers
said at the canference, and on two
occasians while the subject of tax
reimbursement was being discussed I
'noted the fact that the officers left the
canference to confer. However, they
cauld nat came to' any agreement. The
representatives of Victoria were fighting
alane far their rights and were not
upheld by anyone until the Premier drew
the attention of the Prime Minister to' the
fact that under sectian 96 of the Constitution he had the power and the right to
allocate the amounts to the States. J
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am unable to speak on every subject that
was raised at the Premiers' conference,
but the first item on the agenda was
" butter" and the second item was "tax
reimbursement." The Premiers decided
that the second 'item should be dealt
with first, although when opening the
canference the Prime Minister said, "I
suggest that we first deal with the question of butter." He said that the fixing
of the price of butter was bound up with
tax reimbursement, but the second item
was of such vital interest to the States
tha t the Premiers decided that the price
O'f butter could be thrashed aut at a later
date.
I now Wish to refer to' the Loan
Council meeting. I have already stated
tha t the works pragrammes of the
States are scrutin'ized by the co-ordinator
of warks. Both last year and this year
the co-ordinator stated that Victaria
could do the job, that it could spend the
money and that it would not have a
oarry-over of laan expenditure.
The
co-ordinator has finmly suppoflted the
works programme of Victoria. The Prime
Minister has constituted what are termed
" steering" committees, some of which
have furnished reports.
The Premier
has informed members that this year
the State Electricity Commission needs
£54,000,000 to carry out capital works-this is the peak year of its capital
expenditure. All members must realize
the impartance of that statement. We
have got through the winter remarkably
weB in the matter of restrictions on the
use of electric power. We have read how
people in New Sauth Wales have suffered
through the blacking-out of electricity
supplies.
Mr. OLDHAM.-It is clear that you do
not live in Melbourne.
Mr. DODGSHUN.--There have been
few blaek-outs or curtailments of labour.
At the beginning of the winter, the
Government feared that industries would
have to close down on one day of every
week. When Colonel Kent Hughes was
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings three years ago, he said that this
winter would be the peak of our disabilities through lack of power. Under
the guidance of former Ministers, the
State El~ctricity Commission has tried
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to hurry up the day when it will be able
to say, "There is sufficient power available for everybody." As I have already
said, for the needs of the Commission,
the Government is committed to an expenditure o.f £54,00'0,000 on capital
works. For next year it was anticipated
that the amount would be reduced lO
£45,000,000, and that in the following
year it would be down to £35,000,000.
The cut in the State's loan programme
will not be one of 25 per cent.-it will
be 30 per cent. for the State of Victoria,
whereas some other States will not suffer
any cut at all. I wish to inform the House
what the steering committee had to say
in regard to supplies of electric power.
Mr. GALVIN.-Is its report copyright?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The report was
used at the Canberra conference. It was
not intended to present it, but the
Premiers asked for it, and so I feel that
I can use it to-night. I wish t'O quote
certain of the recommendations of the
committeeThe committee finds(a) As regards the projects of t.he
States0) that all the State projects are
of the highest order of essentiality, and that in view of
the increasing demand and
the strains upon existing
plant there wHI be a very
grave deterioration of the
power position if they are not
proceeded with;
(iD that the deferment of any of
the proposed projects would
radically
disorganize
the
general programmes of which
they form part, and might
thus seriously prejudice the
industrial position and security of the nation; . . . . . .
(iv) that the attainment of the programmes contemplated by the
States can be regarded as
practicable.
In the Budget
requirements a very high percentage of the total represents commitments both overseas and local, and, with the
exceptions referred to in Part
IV., labour 'and materials will
not have to be greatly
augmented to
reach the
objectives; . . . . . .
(vi) that in Victoria, the winning of
'brown coal and processing of
briquettes are a vital and
integral part of the State's
undertakrings for power production, and the programme
and Budget comprehend these
activi ties.
Mr. Dodgshun.
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I also direct attention to the following
comments that were made by the
committee:(a)

(b)

(e)

Plant is either delivered or on order
for all the projects on which
expenditure is proposed during
1951-52.
The approval of the expenditure
proposals fOT 1951-52 will involve
commitments in future years. While
these commitments cannot be precisely estimated at present, some
indication of their order of magnitude is given in Table Il. In this
connection the committee wishes to
lay special emphasis upon the fact
that power production planning
must, under existing condi Hons, be
carried out on at least a five-year
basis, and that forward commitments are inseparably involved in
bringing the planned projects to
completion.
The committee proposes to deal further with this
aspect of the posi tion in the full
report
which
it
will
submit
later . . . . . .
The committee recognizes that the
recommendation submitted in Part
Ill. proposes the allocation to
electric power production projects
of funds amounting in that aggregate, to a very large sum. Having
regaTd, however, to the great
gravity of the electric power situation, and the fundamental role of
power in the development of a
defence production programme, the
Committee is of the opinion, in the
light of all the information to which
it has had access, that its recommendation is the only one which
it can properly make.

I shall now discuss the position relating to the State Electricity Commission.
Of the amount of £54,000,000 that it
needs, £27,663,000 represents contract
payments known to be payable during
1951-52, of which £9,885,000 is payable
overseas and £17,778,000 is payable in
Australia. Most of the items of plant,
equipment, and so on, being manufactured in contractors' workshops are
at present adhering to schedule, and
delivery dates will approximate contractual commitments.
The Commission
must then be in a position to meet its
obligations. As the Premier has pointed
out, if the amount of £54,000,000 .is cut
by 30 per cent., the Commission will
have equipment stored in orates, but will
not have the money ,available to pay
labour; a similar state of affairs will
exist in other Departments. Tnat position is too terrible for us to contemplate.
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The Premier has indicated to each
Minister that he wishes during the next
few days to try to see how we can make
ends met. Should the Government say
to the State Electricity Commission,
"We will have to withdraw from the
Kiewa project a,nd concentrate on
Yallourn?" That would lead to the
breaking down of the programme and
then the Commission could not reach the
produotion figure which it was hoped
wou1d be reached in 1954; that objective
would not be a,chieved until 1960. If the
30 per cent. is aJpplied to the Commission
the proposed schedule will be delayed by
four or five years. Earlier in this sitting,
the honorable member for Glen Iris asked
by means of a question when it was
anticipated that the Kiewa scheme would
be 'Completed but the answer was vague.
The Government had hoped that the
work would be completed by 1956.
I agree that if this loan money is spent
wisely, it will be spent well. We should
consider the fact that the Government is
not merely providing for present needs,
but also for the future. The Premier
indkatej that a request had been made
to the Commonwealth to increase the
allocation of the revenue derived from
the petrol tax. When the matter was
being discussed, it was revealed that
some States had a carry-over.
For
instance, Western Australia had a credit
balance of £2,000,000 in the fund. In
this instance, also, a formula operates
against Victoria, which provides more
money from the tax than any other State,
but its allocation of the revenue is comparatively low.
It seems to me that Parliament and the
people must concentrate their thoughts
on these financial problems so as to
ensure that our State needs are met
from the Commonwealth and we are not
denied our !'lights.
I feel that the
criticism of the attitUde of the Premier
at Canberra was unwarranted. I ask
Opposition members-not from the
political point of view, but as one man
to another-to check what happened at
Canberra, with their colleagues there,
and to ask how the case was submitted
by the Premier. As I have stated
previously, the Premder put his case
10giC'ally and with all the knowledge and
power that he could use, and he did not
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abuse anyone. He directed attention to
the fact tha t oversea funds were
available.
Mr. OLDHAM.-If he did not abuse
anyone, he must be a changed man.
Mr.
DODGSHUN.-When
one is
abused, one cannot always turn the
other cheek. At Canberra, it was a case
of trying to find a way out in most
diilicul t circumstances. I think good will
accrue from the recent Premiers' conference. However, a very heavy burden
will be placed on Victoria's citizens if the
Government is f.orced to impose taxation
to raise the additional £5,000,000 that the
State must have.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The Premier gave the House a very fine summary
of proceedings at the recent Premiers'
conference. Possibly one may not agree
with all his activities as Premier, but I
think it win be admitted even by his
political opponents' that his handldng of
the affairs of the State at Canberra
brought credit to himself and to the
State. I use that expression well knowing that in years to come it may be
quoted against me, but I believe credit
should be given where credit is due. I
was impressed by the remark of one of
my colleagues after the Leader of the
Opposition had spoken for about five
minutes. He said, "The bottom has
fallen out of the debate already." At
least the Premier gave us some idea of
the inner workings of the Premiers' con,ference, whereas the only answer he
received from the Leader of the Opposition was abuse and political propaganda.
When the Deputy Leader of the Opposition spoke he appeared to flounder in a
state of animosity towards the Premier.
It is strange that a man who can be
logical should permit himself to display
such bitterness to the honorable gentleman.
What impressed me mainly was
the fact that the major problem of
inflation, with which the country is confronted was not gIven eonsideration by
the Prime IMinister at the Premiers' conference. Two or three weeks before the
conference he must have thought the subject was of some significance, otherwise
he would not have convened the earlier
Sydney economic meeting.
After it
had been held one would have thought
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that the Prime Minister wauld have There must be at least a semblance af
summarized the canclusians arrived at demacracy. That Chamber represents
and presented a cancrete praposal to. the citizens who are in the best pasition to.
Premiers' conference, but no. prapasal finance State activities. Only this evenwas sUbmitted.
ing with the honarable member far
I listened to. the Deputy Leader of the Barwan, who is shining his armaur and
Oppasitian attacking the Gavernment, sharpening his spears, we were discusthe State Electricity Cammission, and sing the subject with an officer af the
other State enterprises. In 1946, when State. We went back to. the time af the
the Leader af the Labaur party was Premiers' plan when it was decided that
Premier af this State, he indicated in his Victoria shauld increase its poal of
Budget what the Gavernment thaught af taxation by 15 per cent. The Assembly
the future. On that occasian, the hanar- appraved af the request fram the
able member predicted that 1952 would Premiers' canference, but the Legislative
be the mast crucial year far the State Council rejected it. After many haurs
in relation to. pawer and fuel. He pre- af canference the o.ther place accepted a
dicted that the difficult canditian wauld prapasal to. increase the paal by 7 ~ per
cantinue far same time, and that even- cent., and cansequently masses in the
tually Victoria wauld not be dependent State suffered cansiderably.
an New Sauth Wale.s. His statement was
I fear very much that the stage is
truly prophetic.
I shauld also. give
recagnitian to Calanel Kent Hughes, who. set again far the re-enactment of the
at one time was Minister of Transpart Premiers' plan of the late twenties and
and Minister in Charge af Electrical the early thirties. I wish to. pay tribu te
Undertakings in this State. Two years to. the present Premier, because he is
later he acquiesced in the praphecy made awake to. the position that cauld be'
by the Leader of the Labaur party. If created by a s'imilar appraach to. the
the Deputy Leader af the Oppasitian, State's present ecanamic problems. It is
remarkable to. see this attitude in favaur
who. was a member af the Liberal
Gover'llmen t, then learned certain things of re-enactment af the Premiers' plan
he evidently has fargotten them to-day adapted particularly by the Leader af the
in arder to. try to. gain same pali tical Oppasition who. has emphasized that we
are canfranted with a natianal crisis.
kudDS.
Hawever, the crisis has nat developed in
There has been talk abaut unifarm the last cauple af months. The fanner
taxa tion and the handing back af their Prime Minister, the late Mr. Chiftey,
taxing pawers to. the States. I do. nat predicted what wauld happen. Strangely
prapo.se to. make a survey af the figures
enaugh, the general tendency of the
presented by the Premier ta-day. I
Liberal party is to. seek to. create in the
realize that this State has had a very cammunity samething that may happen
parsimaniaus hand-aut ever since uniaver night. Mr. Chiftey told the Cammanfarm taxatian was intraduced. Various
wealth where it was heading thraugh inreaSDns far that have been advanced.
flatian.
ane af the most significant being that
Victaria's unfartunate experience was
One af the biggest prablems canfrantlargely due to. the niggardly appraach of ing the cauntry is the lack of uniformity
Conservative Governments to. the welfare in price cantral. It is recagnized that the
af the State.
Nevertheless, that fact
daes nat excuse any Cammanwealth States cannat control prices. In 1949
Treasurer far punishing Victarian citi- canditians were nat as bad as they are
zens because early Administratians had now. In that year the Leader of the
made an unrealistic appraach to the Oppasition spake af the Commonwealth
pasitian when he saidprablems af the State.
! wish to. make the pasitian of the
No one better knew than Mr. Cain why
Labour party clear. We wauld not sub- prices of commodities had increasfd. It
was not due in any way to what the Liberal
scribe to the idea af handing back the Government
had done. It was the legacy
taxing powers to. the State sa long as the of the policy pursued by the Chifiey
Legislative Cauncil is constituted as it is. Socialist Government.
Mr.
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One would have thought that with the
defeat of the Chifley Government the
difficulties and problems would have
disappeared. Another illuminating statement was made in January 1949 when a
general fall of prices was expected. The
honorable member for Malvern was then
archdeacon of the decontrol of prices,
but he is now the high priest of control.
According to the A rgus of the 2nd May,
1950, he saidWe must choose at this election whether
we will walk the path of freedom, with
free enterprise encouraged, taxes reduced,
and Government expenditure decreased,
solving the pdce spiral, or accept the
socialized state with its planned economy,
direction of labour, and eternal dictation by
petty bureaucrats.

It is interesting to note that earlier in

the evening the Leader of the Opposition
asked me whether I was going to speak
to-night and talk about cant and humbug.
I can quote from the A rgus of the 12th of
April, 1950, when he described the prices
referendum as humbug. Speaking of
subsidies he saidWithout these props, no Government,
whether Labour or non-Labour, could prevent rising costs which ultimately had to be
passed on to the consumer. The shorter
working week and constantly rising wages
had added to production costs.

I take it that the Leader of the Opposition would have no difficulty in supporting a motion of no-confidence in the
Prime Minister because he has not supported subsidies for butter. Last Wednesday the adjournment of this House was
moved in order to discuss the production
of butter. It is remarkable that the
Leader of the Opposition did not recall
that statement and point out that it was
unfair for the Prime Minister to unload
the extra price on the consumer without
providing a subsidy. I am quoting the
proposed solutions offered by th~se
honorable members only two years ago.
A speech delivered by the present
Leader of the Opposition and reported in
the Herald of the 13th of March, 1950,
appeared under this headingPRICE-DECONTROL AIM FOR VICTORIA.

The speech revealed the incapacity of
that Government and its lack of knowledge of what the future held for the
Commonwealth in general and Victoria
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in paflticular. In 1950, the same Government intended to drop price control but,
because of strong public agitation and
pressure which was brought to beaT by
honorable members on this side of the
Chamber, it was forced to retain some
semblance of price control.
Here are
some typical newspaper headlines of that
timePRICE-DECONTROL AIM FOR VICTORIA.
MORE PRICE CONTROLS OFF: CLOTHING, FOODS,
AND FURNITURE.

Nothing did more to increase the
inflationary spiral than did the decontrol
of clothing and furniture.
The effect
was so .great that the present Government had to re-impose controls.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The profit margin was brought back to 50 per cent.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is so, but previously it had been 100 per cent.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The margin is
still too great.
Mr. GALVIN.-Opposition members
must accept full responsibility for the
present plight in which this State finds
itself in relation to inflation, but those
who must take the major share of the
blame are the Leader and Deputy Leader
of the Opposition. Another newspaper
headline statesMINiSTER SEES END OF PRICE CONTROLS.

That was in February,
seventeen months ago.
continues-

1950-about
The article

Price control is useless, and I believe
public opinion is now shaping itself to
approve the aban~onment of price control
on commodities.

Tha t is a damning indictmen t of the
honorable member for Malvern, which
reveals his incapacity to handle the
situation. Yet, that member has the
effrontery to rise in this House to discuss
the question of price control.
The
honorable member for Malvern, according to the press report, statedWe have just fought an election, and
one of the main o.bjects in winning that
election was to rid ourselves of numerous
governmental controls and interferences
and restore private enterprise to its free
position. The spirit of private enterprise is
keen to-day, and there are few shortages
ofcommo di ties.
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The honorable
continued-

member

for

Malvern

That is why I believe that the public,
once they know the details, will demand
that price controls be abolished.

Here is another quotation from
daily press-

the

VICTORIA'S NEW MOVE TO LIFT PRICE CONTROL.

Price decontrol in Victoria of all goods
not subject to subsidy or marketing agreement was approved by a majority of
Ministers at last night's C~binet meeting.

The article continuedHe will recommend to the party that it
accept as policy his declaration at the last
Sydney prices conference that all controls
should be dropped as quickly as possible.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
was Minister in Charge of Prices in the
previous Ministry, and he spoke with
some assurance in this Chamber relative
to having some knowledge of Australia's
economic position, but he has proved
himself unfit to discuss the matter
because of his lack of vision and appreciation of where Australia was heading.
The honorable member said that the
only loyalty shown to the Prime Minister
at Canberra was that displayed by the
Premier of South Australia. That gentleman is a very wily person, who is now
on his way to America. If he is to be
restricted in his loan-raising capacity,
as Victoria has been, his trip to America
will be futile, because he will be unable
to purchase the equipment which he
desires, and which, I believe, is needed
for the generation of electrical power.
One factor which has been overlooked
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
is that South Australia is perhaps a
little more subservient to the Commonwealth than is Victoria. That State is
dependent upon a "hand-out" from the
Commonwealth Grants Commission.
I
had the privilege of attending a Premiers'
conference with the then Treasurer of
this State, the honorable member for
Northcote, when I was intrigued by the
way in which the then Federal Treasurer
played off those States which relied on
the Commonwealth Grants Commission
for assistance against the major States
which were totally dependent upon the
Federal Treasury for their reimbursement from the taxation pool. It was only
Mr. GaZvin.
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natural that the Premier of South Australia would remain loyal to the Prime
M'inister 'and the Treasurer of the day
because the extent of his loyalty would
determine the amount he would receive
as reimbursement ,from the Commonwealth Grants Commission.
No one more than the present Prime
Minister is seised of the need for development in Victoria. No one more than he,
in the Federal sphere, knows of the
advantage to which the loan money
allotted to this State has been utili~d in
past years. The Prime Minister has been
a member of the Victorian Oabinet and
has had some association with the
administration of the State.
The
honorable gentleman should know that
any developmental works in Vd'toriaparticularly fuose in relation to the production of power and fuel, W1a ter conservation, and the development of transport and roads-represent money well
spen't. There never has been a time when
it was more essential that Victorian
developmental works should be oarried
on. I fear that if the present position
continues and the loan prog,ramme of the
State is curtailed by 30 per cent., water
conservation works will be seriously
affected. Some may contend that thai is
unimportant, but I believe we are faced
with a serious problem in relation to
food supply. In that respect, Victoria
has cerbain limitations, and the only way
they can be overcome is by breaking up
large estates and pl'acing them under
int-ense cultivation, for which water is
required. If such work is to be curtailed,
as was done during 1930 and 1931, we
shall rue the day.
In 1930 a British econom'ic mission,
under the leadership of Sir Otto
Niemeyer, visited Australia and recommended that the construction of the
Hume weir be terminated half way up.
The result of the acceptance of that
recommenda tion is that it will now cost
the State £2,000,000 to complete a job
which at that time, would have cost less
than £500,000. What is the use of trying
to defend the country unless it is possible
to feed those who defend it? The production of food and power are two O'f the
most important problems with which we
are confronted. Hand in hand is the
question of transport, which brings us to
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a discussion of roads. There can be no
curtailment of the reasonable maintenance of our roads. The amount of
money at present being made available
is h1ardly sufficient to maintain the fine
highways which have been constructed
by the Country Roads Board, without
developing any new ones. My contention
is that the question of defence cannot
be discussed merely in terms of bombs,
guns, aeroplanes and uniforms. We must
think in terms of food, transport, and
power. Allly Government which does not
appreciate that fact is not worthy to
hold the reins of office.
I had intended to deal with the question
of overseas credits but I shall refrain
from so doing because the Premier has
placed the matter in its true perspective
-so much so that neither the Leader nor
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
found it necessary to criticize his sta tement. I am sure all Opposition members
agree tthat the approach to the sterling
credit overseas of £700,000,000 is reasonable 'and will not affect the present
inflationary spiral but will give the State
an opportunity to carry on its developmental programme. Do not let us say
within the next twelve months that we
regretted th'a t we cuntailed our developmental expenditure. The Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works should not
be forced to currail its programme for
the conservation of wa,ter for the vast
metropolis. To illustrate the incapacity
of the present Administration at Canberra to handle the finances of the CDmmonwealth in this time of national crisis,
I refer to the statement by the Leader Df
the Opposition that although the State
Electricity Commission, with the approval of the Loan CDuncil, decided to raise
money on the loan market, the Federal
Government has decided to increase the
rate of interest on CommDnwealth bonds,
thus making it difficult for Victoria to
fill the State Electricity Commission
loan, which has been on the market for
SDme time.
One remarkable fact
tha t was
demDnstrated as a result Df the
Premiers' conference was that the
two States
which
seem
to'
be
in the WDrst financial position are
thDse which do not conduct State lotteries.
It is evident that the Prime
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Minister must ap.prove of that means of
raising money, otherwise he would have
tIeeated this State much more liberally
than he did.
I wish ,to thank the Premier for
making his statement to-night, even
though it was referred to somewhat disparagingly by the Leader o.f the Opposition, who seemed to ridicule the idea
tha t the Premier could make a speech
extemporaneously.
The J>rremier must
be commended for having placed the
facts before the House while they were
fresh in his mind. The Leader of the
Opposition suggested that it would be
far better for the Premier to be given
an opportunity to prepare a statement
than to submit an HI-considered statement. I:du not think anyone would
say that the statement presented by the
Premier was ill considered.
Probably
the Leader of the Opposition regre.ts the
fact that this debate has taken place
to-night. As far as his own party is
concerned, particularly from the point of
view of his Flederal coLleagues, I am sure
it would have been far better had this
debate not proceeded as far as it has.
When the ,facts as presented by the
Premier become known to the people of
Victoria, they will realize the lack of
loyalty that has been shown by the
Prime Minister. He cannot be excused
because of his lack of knowledge of
this Staite, because he has a most
intimate knowledge of its problems and
knows only too well its requirements in
regard to power, transport, and water.
If he attempts to beat this State to its
knees by curtailing· the developmental
programme by restricting the amount of
money that will be made available for
essential national works, he will have
the wra th of the people heaped
on his head, and he may not
retain his office in Canberra as long as
he thinks. I know that ·members ot his
own party will revolt if there is any
attempt /to restrict the reasonable
nationaJ programme that has been laid
down for the development of Victoria.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I have followed the Deputy Leader of
the Labour party of my own choice,
because I expected to use a good deal
of my time in answering arguments
advanced by him. lfuwever, I am placed
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in the po.sition of having to express my
own thoughts without any inspiration,
because, apart from voluminous quot~
tions from ancient newspaper cuttings,
he had really nothing much to say. He
reminded me of a frustrated old maid
rummaging in the bottom drawer and
reading again, f'Or her own entertainment, love letters of the long-distant
past.
Several members on the Government
side have been at some pains to suggest
that the Premier was caught unawares,
and that, most reluctantly, out of his
own head and without guidance but only
from the depth of his knowledge, he
r.onsented to inform the House about his
visit to Canberra. He was prompted, of
course, by the Leader of the Labour
party. The Premier reminds me of the
l'ady who took her harp to the party and
nobody asked her to play.
The
honorable gentleman had a symbolic harp, represented by a pocketful 'Of notes, 'for this unexpected
speech, and in the gallery were the
principal officers of the Treasury.
A waiting community expected the
Premier to report on the doings at Canberra, because upon the results of the
Premiers' conference depend the wellbeing of every man, woman, and child in
Australia. All I have heard from the
Government side has been the mutterings
of little Victorians without a Commonwealth vision.
If I understood the
Premier correctly to-night, he is in
favour of every State in Australia, except
Victoria, economizing in the expenditure
of l"'2VenUe, in the imposition of taxes,
and in the borrowing and usage of loan
money. The Premier's speech was, to
me, important for its omissions. With
great 'agility he avoided all discussion of
the subject of inflation, which is the cause
of the very situation about which he is
complaining.
In medical 'and legal
circles-and presumably the same thing
applies in politics-before an ill can be
cured the root cause must be found. The
root cause of all our present troubles is
Lnfiation at home and abroad. That
factor is well demonstrated by the
figures submitted by the Premier. I
recaH that when I became a member of
this House about twenty years ago
ParJilament was staggered to receive a
Sir Thomas Maltby.

Slatement.

Budget involving the expenditure of
about £20,UOO,000 a year. The Premier
now compl,ains that he has not got fOO'
Victoria a sum eX'Ceeding the total Commonwealth eXlpenditure of about 25 years
ago. However, he has not explained to
the House one crucial fact or figure.
Instead of being grateful for the voluntary concession of greater funds for his
plans, the Premier is critical. He has,
on his own admission, returned to Victoria froITl the Premiers' conference
short of only about £1,500,000 of the sum
for which he asked.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -Tha t is not correct; that is
another distortion.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I am quoting
the Premier's figures. He stated that he
asked for £30,000,000 for certain purposes and received £28,500,000. Hansard
will record the fact that the Premier
stated that he received only £1,500,000
less than the amount he sought under
that heading. I know, of course, that he
also sought very much more than that
under one heading alone. I understand
that including the money required for the
St,a te Electricity Commission works an
additional sum of £34,000,000 was sought.
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Can you noOt distinguish between
statutory
reimbursement
and loan
money?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I can, but
the Premier bracketed the two. I do
not propose to be diverted from my line
of thought by anything that the honorable gentleman says. The Premier and
his Deputy said that the States desired to
revert to the rule of State-imposed taxation. Some one is wrong in regalfd to
that point, because according 1;0 the information available to me, Western
Australia, Tasmania, and Queensland, do
not desire to recover their taxing power
and, indeed, would resist its return. Both
honorable gentlemen are silent, therefore,
apparently they agree that is what they
said.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Of course, I said it.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I deny that
is a correct statement. The three smaller
States do not desire uniform taxation to
be abolished in order that they might
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recover their own taxing power. They
would not be so foolish as to advocate
that.
Mr. DODGSHUN. -Queensland is a
major State.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Will the
Deputy Leader of the Government concede that the three States I mentioned
are smaller than New South Wa'les and
Victoria? Does anyone think that if
the Treasurer of Victoria had one year
ago been given his own exclusive right
to tax and to borrow he would have submitted the demands upon the Victorian
taxpayer that he submitted upon his own
colleague, the Federal Country party
Treasurer? Of course he would not
have. He submitted his progrnmme on
the good Scottish basis-le If the other
fellow is paying, you cannot ask for too
much." I contend that the Premier would
not have submitted to this House as a
budgetary proposal that which he went to
Canberra to dem1and.
I should like to know why the Premier
did not make some proper reference to
the subject of inflation. After an, he
was reporting to his State. Both the
Leader and the Deputy Leader of the
Labour party chided the conference as a
whole for not dealing with inflation. As
inflation lies at the root of the present
situation, why was the Premier silent
about it? If the conference did not
discuss infi.ation, then he, as a member
of that conference, is equaUy guilty with
the rest. We were told that the first
subject for discussion was the price of
butter. However, butter is only one
commodity in the inflationary spiral.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You were not told
that. I said that the first item on the
agenda related to butter, :but that
the item of tax reimbursement was discussed first.
Sir 11HOMASMA11DBY.-That is what
I said. If it were proper Ito discuss one
item in the inflationary chain, namely,
butter, why was it not right to discuss
the whole subject?
Mr. DoOOSHuN.-Was it not discussed?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I thank the
Deputy Premier for that statement. By
inference we now know that the subject
was discussed.
Session 1950-51.-[1631
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Mr. DoDGsHuN.-When I was speaking
I told you that it was discussed.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The honorable gentleman made no impression
whatever on the auditory faculties on
members on this (the Opposition) side
of the House. So far everything that
the Premier has said has eLther been
ignored or been refuted by his Deputy.
I trust that some member of the
Government will tell us why it is that
the subject of inflaUon has not formed
a proper part of the debate on this
motion, the subject-matter of which
emanated from the Government side of
the House. Are we M understand that
the Premier's visit to Canberra wa~
entirely negative, that he had no con
clusions to report to this House, no
remedies to suggest, and even no criticism to offer of the failures of others,
as he has commented on so many previous occasions? Has he not anything to
tell us about the effect of the Loan
Council decisions upon the inflationary
spiral, or about the value of the loan
money that he is going to get, in the
light of the forecast by the Leader of
the Labour party of a 15s. increase in the
basic wage soon, to be followed early
next year by another rise? Will the
Premier merely spend his loan money
allocation on the assumption that there
will be no increase in costs? Why does
he come to this House complaining that
he is not getting enough loan money
when he knows that he has not yet
spent last year's allocation?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Will you give notice
of those questions?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I think I
would need to give at least a month's
notice if they are to be understood by the
Deputy Premier; but an intelligent member would be able to understand them
across the table. The Premier has not used
all loan moneys allocated to him last year,
and he has a substantial carry-over.
There is nothing to indicate that: if he
had received all that he sought last week
he could usefully spend it, that he would
have been able to get labour, material,
and plant to implement his programme.
That is where the question of inflation
is cl.osely related to the subject-matter O'f
this deba,te, because the States and the
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Commonwealth Governments, combined
with governmental and semi-governmental authorities, are the major spending authorities in the country. I would
cite the State Electricity Commission
prog,ramme f.or the current financial
year. Those are the greatest inflationary
influences operating in the Commonwealth to-day. I agree with those who
have said that certain of our projects are
somewhat outside our capacity to complete. No wise man would deny it.
Mr. MaDoNALD (Premier and Trea.5urer).-That is what the Hollway
~overnment always said and that is why
it did nothing.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-One can only
say ,that all the things that are now
being done by the Government were
planned or started by its immediate
predecessors.
Mr. BROsE.-That is another distortion.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY. - Consequently, whatever good ,comes out of
those works our party is entitled to a full
measure of praise for having initiated
them. In his report to the State on recent
events, the Premier made a speech of
omISSIOns.
I do not charge him with
being unduly crHical-I think he was
not-but I do not think his report covers
all the matters with which he should
have dealt. If he had received sufficient
finance for his complete plan, would he
obtain labour by outbidding p:r:ivate
enterprise? The Eildon weir project is
one of the worse possible examples of
inflating wages and costs.
If he were
able to attraot labour and material to
his Government's projects by inflationary
rises in wage incentives and in costs of
raw m~teriais, he would create the very
situation about which he is now complaining.
I think the best that the
Premier could do would be to make
effective use of the moneys allotted to
Victoria. He should examine all the
Government's projects, establish them in
"\rder of priority and importance, with
{ue regard being paid to the works which
~an be finished most quickly and become
revenue producing. If the money available will not cover tJha t, instead of doing
a lot of things partly, let the Premier
Cjncentrate on finishing a few jobs, so
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that the people can llave relief in the
form of benefits from additional supplies
of fuel, power, and water.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I have listened to as much of
the debClJte as is humanly possible and
consistent with my other duties and
responsibilities. I have not heard aB the
speeches made by Opposition members,
and frankly I am amazed at the paucity
of ideaS or worth-while suggestions
emanating from a body of men who
claim to consti tu te a political party
which has pretensi'ons towards leading
the people of Victoria as a Governmen t.
The Opposition has proved its complete
incapacity to face up to the rea'! problems
confronting the State. The Leader of
the Opposition said th'at Victoria is now
suffering because of the failure of previous Country party Governments led
by the late Sir Albert Dunstan who was
Premier for so many years. I challenge
any member of the Opposition to peruse
the record of all 'major works at present
under construction in Victoria and deny
that they were conceived, planned, and
started by Sir Albert Dunst'an. He
became Premier in 1935 as the Leader of
tIhe Country party Government supported
by the Labour party, which is exact,ly the
same political set-up <..s we have in Victoria to-day.
In 19.36, Sir Albert Dunstan conceived
the Kiewa hydro-electric project and it
was his Government that kept the works
going, despite considerable opposition.
The same dbservation applies to the Latrobe-valley development. It was my
honour and privilege to be Minister in
Charge of Electrical UnderVakings in
1943 when I took over from the late Mr.
Frank Old, the tfuen member for Swan
Hill. -It was during Mr. Old's regime that
a c.ommittee of experts was appointed to
report on the development of the Latrobe
valley. In 1943, as Minister, I authorized
the expenditure of the first £1,000,000
whIch created the pl'ann'ing for tlle extensions which are being proceeded with in
the Latrobe valley to-day.
The same
comment applies to the briquetting
plants. In fairness to succeeding Governments, I admit that the various schemes
have been stepped up, but the original
conception was due to the then Leader
of the Country party Government, Sir
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Albert Dunstan. Similar claims can be
made with regard to. the Rockl!ands dam
which will be cDmpleted this year, to the
Cairn Currnn water supply prDject and
the extensions to the Ei.ldon weir.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Who called the
tenders fDr the Eildon weir extension?
Mr. DODGSHUN .-AnybDdy could call
fDr tenders but it took brains to. prepare
for the wDrk.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The Dunstan Government tODk
office during the most depressed conditiDns that the world in generall and
Australia in particular had ever known.
There was supposed to. be no money
available fDr anytihing, yet that Government wen t ahead. Statements similar
to. thDse that are being m,ade against the
present GDvernment were at that time
made against the Dunstan GDvernmen t.
The honorable 'm emlb er ,for Bendigo
quoted certain press statements which
the honDrable member for Barwon said
were ancient news. Let us ID ok at the
facts and consider first the question O'f
gas supplies fDr the metrDpolitan area.
We knO'W that the Ho.llway Government
talked about improving gas supplies fDr
two and a haJlf years but did nothing.
The party which formed that GDvernment had done the same thing fDr twenty
years.
!Mr. HOLLWAY.-What abDut your
promises to reduce the price of gas?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I ask OpPDsitiDn members to.
indicate which of the propDsed works in
the loan programme they would stQP. I
am awaiting some really sound prDpDsitiDn from OppDsition members on those
projects. They have said th,at some of the
wDrks should be clDsed dDwn, but they
are nDt game enough to suggest which
ShDUld be stopped. They knDw that the
GDvernment dare nDt close dO'Wn Dn any
of the works, neither should we slow
down on them, if we are to. be prepared
to defend and feed the cDuntry, and
po. ssibly feed the trDops of Dther
cDuntries, ShDUld war break out.
OppositiDn members are clever at making speec'hes but their trouble has always
been to find out the facts. They are not
prepared to. do the deviUing and research
work necessary to ascertain whether Dr
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not the statements they make are correct.
Unless the GDvernment is prepared to.
cDntinue each and every Dne Df its
develDpmental schemes, Victoria cannot
have defence preparations worthy of the
name. In every State thrDugihout the
CommDnwealth there is an acute
shortage Df power, fuel, gas and water
supply. Victoria is not asking for money
to. erect luxuriDus buildings Dr to finance
a grandiDse scheme to improve parks and
gardens. What is being spent on the
latter work in normal circumstances
would be considered shamefully low.
Reference has been made to. railway
transport. The Country party GDvernment led by the late Sir Albertt Dunstan
during the war years increased the Railways Renewals and Replacements Fund
by a sum of £16,500,000. The Federal
Government at that time-I think rightly
so-asked the State to hDld up public
wDrks while the natiDn was at war. HDWever, preparatiDns for public works were
continued, and they were planned by
officers in State Dep:artments under the
guidance of Country party Ministers wlho
were kept in Dffice with the support of
the LabDur party. Will any memlber
da'im that the State sho.uld not have loan
mDney to purchase IOCDmDtives that
were Drdered by Mr. Kent Hughes when
he was Minister of TranspDrt in the
HDllway Government? Are we to maintain our roads in a good condi tiDn? That
is all we will be able to do this year
from the loan mo.ney available. Are we
to say that it is not right and proper
to do. these things? Will anybody s'ay
that we should not get the 500 new
SCho.DI class-,roDms which I have been
compelled to. order? There are hundreds
of children over school-starting age who
have not yet received any education.
As members know, many complaints
have recently appeared in the press
about the shortage of hospital accommodation fDr many people who requke
it. Am I to. say to thDse peDple that
they sho.uld nDt be provided with hospital faciHties? Am I to. remain dumb
and not be critical of what happened at
the Canberra cDnference in respect 'If all
these matters?
Should the housing
prDgramme be cut down because loan
funds fo.r additional work are not
ava'ilable?
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As I have previously mentioned, Australia has a credit of £740,000,000 in
London. Tha t credit really belongs to
the people of the Commonwealth.
I
contend that nobody has the right to say,
"Victoria cannot have ,more houses
because the Commonwealth has no
money." We all know that the money
is available, but that certain people will
not let us have it.
That is the real
position.
The Commonwealth Government has control of the money, and it
has the power to say that Victoria, or
any other State, cannot have it.
I am fighting for the people of Victoria who want homes, and I shall do
everything possible to ensure that they
will be provided with homes, notwithstanding the criticism of men who do
not wish to see people provided with
houses.
Apparent1~ they do not desire
homes to be imported, because that
would involve the expenditure of money.
Consequently. Victoria is told that it
must cut down its requirements. 1 shall
never adopt such an attitude.
The honorable' member :for Barwon
very cleverly tried to distort a statement
of mine which, he said, would be
recorded in Hansard.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-The honorable member's distortion was not clever; it was
clumsy.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--.J! was. He said that I said I
got nearly all the money I asked for; I
did not make any such statement. What
I said was that out of the £120,000,000
allotted by the Prime Minister-if the
allocation had been based on area and
population-Victoria would have received £30,800.000, which was the maximum I could have expected. He forgot
to tell the House that I said earlier that
the Premiers asked the Prime Minister
for £135,000,000, plus £30,000,000 out of
revenue, so that work could be done from
money provided from revenue, similar to
what was done by the Commonwealth
last year and what is being done this
year. If that had been done, Victoria
would have received a very substantial
allecation, but the honorable member did
not Jut it in that way.
I listened carefully to the honorable
member for Barwon when he spoke of
the Sydney conference. . Did I go to the
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conference unprepared or without any
clear-cut ideas on the financial requirements of this State? I assure him it did
not matter what ideas I might have
had or what I wanted, or what I 'said
at the conference, because at the opening of proceedings the Prime Minister
stated that decisions and votes would not
be asked for, because that was not the
place to decide those matters; they
would be decided at the Premiers'
conference.
I have s'aid very little about the Sydney
conference.
I realize that no Government deserves unfounded or illogical
criticism, but it is my duty, as Premier,
when I am attacked by the Prime
Minister's own supporters in the
Opposition in this House, to say something about it. Every schoolboy knows
that the Sydney conference was abortive.
In my opinion, it was nothing but
propaganda media to try to convince the
public of Australia that the country is
in a desperate financial position.
Mr. FRASER.-Do you not believe that
it is?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I do not. There is more mon~y
in this country than at any previous time
in i t~ history.
The in terjections of
members of the Opposition 'are most
amazing.
They should consider the
position for a moment, because they
admit that Australia has so much money
that it is embarrassing to them. I assure
them that it is not embarrassing to me.
Mr. FRASER.-You throw it away when
you get it.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-We shall see about that. The
Commonwealth has full control of the
financial and monetary policy of Australia, and it decides just how much loan
money is aiJIorted to the States. If the
Commonwealth Government aUows the
money position to be an embarrassment
in its policy, the fault is entirely its own,
and it is due to failure to shape up to
the problem of maintaining the economic
affairs of the Commonwealth on a
proper basis.
I went to the Premiers' conference
prepared to play the role of co-operation
wi th .the Prime Minister, if that was
necessary, and to accept a share o-f the
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onus of any unpopular decisions if it was
proper to make such decisions. Apart
from a discussion on butter and some
consideration of price control, which had
some bearing on the cost of living, and
therefore on inflation, there was no
discussion of anti-inflation proposals.
The Premiers stated what they and their
Governments were prepared to do, but
all tha t the Prime Minister promised was
that a Commonwealth Minister would
confer with the State Ministers in Charge
of Prices. However, apart from that,
nothing happened in relation to any plan
of anti-inflation. One would imagine--I
say this only 'because I have been
attacked by the Prime Minister's
colleagues in this HoustL--that after having led the people of Australia to understand that the Sydney conference on antiinflation measures was important, and
having heard all the views expressed at
tha t meeting, t'he Prime Minister would
have submitted proposals to the Premiers
to meet the inflationary position, because
the Premiers' conference was the meeting place of the executives of every
Government of the Commonwealth. However, no such proposals were presented,
so the fault was not with the Premiers.
I think it is fair to say that the Commonwealth has the prime responsibility of controlling the finances and the
monetary policy of Australia, also wages,
through the medium of the Commonwealth arbitration court. In addition, the
Commonwealth controls subsidies and export and import licences, each and every
one of which are foundationa1 factors
in any structure of price economy. In
fairness to the Prime Minister, I say that
after hearing the views expressed at the
Sydney conference, he considered that
90 per cent. of responsibility for the control of inflation lay in the hands of the
Commonwealth Government, and that it
should 'be dealt with by that Government.
I know that when various suggestions
have been made by the Premiers at conferences which I have attended they have
been told that any proposal entailing
Commonwealth action would be a matter
for consideration when the Budget was
being compiled, but that Budget details
could not be disclosed. For obvious
reasons, I accepted tha t explanation.
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Therefore, I did not criticize the Commonwealth Government until the Leader of
the Opposition and his colleagues in this
House attacked my Government most
unfairly.
Mr. DON.-Are you speaking for or
against the Prime Minister?
Mr. McDONALD (PremIer and Treasurer).-I suggest t>hat the honora:Me
member should read Hansard and study
what I have said. I point out that there
was no obligation on me to make the
statement which I made to the House
earlier to-night. I could have waited
until the State Budget was being prepared and in'corporated therein much of
what I have said in this debate. I am
not afraid of a discussion in this House,
nor am I afraid ()If public opinion. This
C;overnment has kept no secrets from the
people and it does not intend to do so.
lt is certainly not afraid of any criticism
of the Opposition. The more members
of the Opposition talk in this House, the
fewer votes will they receive at the next
election. I ask members of the Opposition to name the works which they would
delete from the State works programme.
Would they cut down on housing or
hospitalization? The Government is not
building
any
fanciful,
magnificent
hospitals.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The trouble is that the
Government is not building any.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-The Government is buiMing
hospitals, on the recommendation of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission to.
meet the needs of the people. I ask
again would members of the Opposition
stop the extension of school facilities?
Of course they would not. When it was
proposed that the States' works programme should be 'cut, it would have
meant that under the formula Victoria
would have suffered a cut of 42 per cent.
I pointed out the injustice that wow.d be
suffered by Victoria if tihat were done.
The Premiers ultimately decided that the
Victorian programme would have to be
cut by 30 per cent., although the
schedules of some of the States were not
to be cut at all.
However, there has not been one word
from the Opposition from that point of
view. The Whole of the debate has arisen
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from the criticism of the Opposition,
because I had the temerity to express an
opinion on finance. When the question
of loan finance was discussed and when
the Prime Minister announced that he
was prepared to raise the sum for distribution from £125,000,000 to £225,000,000,
the Premiers then conceived tJhe idea of
asking for supplementary assistance
from the funds awned in London and
controlled by the Commonwealth Bank.
That created a ,tremendous storm.
Money which is owned by the Australian
people is held by the Commonwealth
Bank. The States are committed to purchase £88,000,000 worth of plant,
machinery, and housing. We are committed to that. Any question of not
providing Victoria with the money would
amount to repudiation.
What an
advertisement that would be for Australia! Such action would result in loss
of confidence and peop]e would feel impelled to save their money rather than
maintain their courage and take the
view that these things should and can be
done.
\\l1en it was suggested that the Commonwealth should pay £88,000,000 on
behalf of the States and that the States
should issue a debenture, the suggestion
was made that the Commonwealth
Government should do as it did for the
trading banks; a special fund was created
for
them
in
the Commonwealth
Bank in which they were compelled
to deposit their surplus funds. That
fund has reached £440,000,000 for
which the
trading banks receive
interest
at
the
rate
of
10s.
per cent. When it was suggested that
the same principle should apply to overseas funds, I stated tJhat the States would
not object if the rate agreed upon was
£3 15s. per cen t. Wha t is sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander. The
Commonwealth is taking the money
which is owned by the trading
banks, which is the people's money.
The Commonwea1lth Bank is compelling the placement of that money
in a special fund for which interest at the
rate of 10s. per cent. is paid. The Commonwealth Bank,which has £700,000,000
more in London, is not prepared to make
any advances from that amount unless
IO'an money is raised in this country. On
Mr. McDollClld.
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the other hand, we are informed that
there is a limit to the amount of loan
money which can be raised in Australia.
I have been atta'cked by Opposition
members to-night for having ,presented
the scheme, but I believe that when the
experts thrash it out, anyone
possessing a knowledge of commerce,
finance, and 'business principles, will
agree that a practicalble, well-reasoned,
logical scheme of finance has been submitted to the Commonwealth, as a result
of which the States need not cut their
public works programmes at all. With
£225,000,000, plus £88,000,000 of overseas money, there will be available a sum
in excess of £300,000,000. The States'
governmental programmes total about
£300,000,000.
Therefore,
from
a
purely monetary point of view, there
is no need to cut the works programmes
of the States at aliI. The availability of
man power and m'aterials, of course, has
always been problematicaJl, but I can only
take heed of the steering committees of
which the Chief Secretary has spoken.
The most able men whom the Prime
Minister could get as chairmen of those
commi ttees made their reports and, in
every. instance, the steering committees
approved of the work as vital and necessary to the defence programme, to ease
shortages, and ultimately to ma'tch the
flaw of goods to the flow of money, as
nearly as is possible.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Prime Minister
wants to steer us on to the rocks?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member can
answer that question himself. All the
eX!perts regard the works programmes of
t!he States as being 'both ,worthy and
essential. Earlier this year, the Honorable R. G. Casey, then Minister foI'
DeVelopment, made a statement to the
effect th1at, upon examination of the
position, if South Australia, New Sou'tJh
Wales, and Victoria did no't order the
p}ant 'and equipment needed and get
their works under way immediately, they
would find tha't the position in relation to
power, fuel and wa'ter supply would be
even worse in 1956. That necessitated
my calling together ,those departmental
heads of this State who are responsible
for construction works. My Cabinet
colleagues heard from the departmental
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heads the programme which was foreshadowed. We had plant ordered for
3i years, about which the Honorable
R. G. Casey knew not:.~ing, but now that
we have planned to be re'ady by 1956,
we are told that we cannot get the necessary money. I shall never subscribe to
tha't view. If the debate has done nothing else, it has enabled me to correct
some of the misapprehensions th'a t Opposition speakers have created in the minds
of honorable members.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-In a
moment, I propose to tender what is
mean't to be a word of thanks to the
Premier, but first permit me to say that
certain aspects ()If the honorable gentleman's speech are suggestive of the
behaviour of the dog tha't bit the hands
of those who fed him. There have been
three aspects in connection with the
development of uniform taxation. The
first was that to which my Leader referred this afternoon, namely, the period
when each State was rewarded in proportion to its expenditure. It received a
tax reimbursement according to that
principle, and that alone, and it was
especially in that dire.ction that the
disabilities of Victoria were caused by
the parsimony of a former Country party
Government.
The second phase of uniform taxation
occurred when the famous formula
was introduced. Last year the stage was
reached when the Prime Minister and
the Federal Treasurer departed from the
formula and gave Victoria £4,000,000
more than the sum to which it was
entitled. That attitude has continued
and, as the Premier has so gladly
reported, Victoria is to receive about
£1,330,000 more than otherwise might
have been expected. The Premier has
stated that he went to Canberra prepared
to co-operate with the Commonwealth in
the fight against inflation; that Canber-ra has the responsibility of controlling the financial affairs of the nation.
To a large extent that is true. Canberra
has acted, and the States have been told,
"Spend less money on your ordinary
activities; use less man power on your
ordinary activities; prune your capital
works." Yet, despite all this, we are told
t'hat at the Premiers' conference and the
Loan Council meeting, there was very
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little discussion at all in relation to
infla tion. Those are two of the biggest
factors in the attack on inflation.
Re.gretfully one must conclude that
the Premier has created the impression
tha t
he
does
not
really
know
what inflation is. Opposition members
gained the -impression, a week or two
ago, that the Premier was in a foggy
state of mind when he said. "This is no
time of money shortage; it is not a
period of inflation; we have more money
than we know what to do with; it is real
money; we have no fiduciary note issue."
The honorable gentleman implied that
to have a period of inflation it would be
necessary to go back to the days of
Jack Lang and somp of his colleagues
when the issue of fiduciary notes was
contemplated. Our problem does not
concern money; it consists of balancing
the volume of money with the volume of
services and actual goods. That factor
does not seem to be properly understood.
We can thank the Premier for
the work he has done in inducing the
authorities 'at Canberra to return to
Victoria a lar.ger proportion of the
taxation receipts of the Commonwealth;
it is now approaching the stage when it
can be regairded as a fair proportion.
However, upon his return to Victoria,
the honorable gentleman does exactly
what he did at Canberra and what he
did before he went: He yells to high
Heaven and says that neither the
Liberal party at Canberra nor we of the
Opposition in the Victorian Pa,·rliament
care whether houses or hospitals are
built, raillways made efficient, or electrica>l projects undertaken. His contention that we are indifferent to all these
things is a misrepresentation of the
facts, and it proves the falsity of the
Premier's statement that he was prepared to go to Canberra to do aLl he
could against inft.a tion. The honorable
gentleman was .concerned with getting
his own way. Good luck to him insofar
as he was successful, but the problem
remains, and much of the discussion tonigh t has been like that of a cheeky
small boy who, when he cannot engage
in a fight with another, says to the other
feUow, "My f·ather can fight your
father, one hand, kneeling." We are not
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concerned with the other fellow, nor are
W~ concerned with the past. The problem
consists of what is to be done in the
immediate present.
Let us consider another aspect.
At
Canberra, the Premier made what
seemed to be an excellent suggestion,
namely, that big importations of capital
equipment should be financed out of the
£700,000,000 held in London by the CommonweaUh Bank. Although that appeals
as being a very sound suggestion,
there are two arguments that might be
advanced against it.
One is that the
more money that we or th2 Commonwealth Bank have in London the more
wHI we be enabled to cushion the effects
of any drop in the price of our exports.
I realize that the granting to Victoria of
about £800,000 to pay for importations
of capital equipment would by no means
exhaust the £700,000,000, but, once a
commencement is made there is apt to be
a snow-balling effect. The other point is
that what those who are working on the
problem of inflation really want is that
we should economize, not so much in
money as in effort; that we should
become effective from two points of view,
first to raise the standard of living of
our people, and, secondly, to increase our
potential from a defence aspect. The
question, therefore, consists of what this
Government is doing to review all its
activities--those that are financed from
r~venue and those that are financed from
Lan expenditure-to ascertain how our
man power can be applied more effectively, and how the best possible use
can be made of our material resources.
We are challenged all the time to make
suggestions as to what can be done. I do
not suppose anyone in his senses would
suggest that orders for material necessary ,for a briquetting factory, an electricity generating plant, or any of those
projects that are so essential for the
development of the State resources,
should be cancelled. By all means let us
obtain from abroad as quickly as possible
what we must have for such development. I believe that if the Premier were
to approach the Prime Minister and his
colleagues in the Commonwealth Government in 'a different spirit, he might
achieve much b€'tter results. The honorable gentleman has been uiing the
Mr. Whately.
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sledge hammer to good effect, but there
comes a time when one has done enough
of that kind of thing.
I bel,ieve that .if the Premier were to
take to Canberra, in a different manner
from that which he has adopted, such
questions as special expenditure on
heavy engineering projects of various
kinds, it is possible that he could arrange
for the financing of those proJects by a
method which he himseLf suggested.
Even last year, because Victoria was
"doing a good job" to which the
Premier referred, the Commonwealth
Government granted this State a sum of
£4,000,000 which it had no right to
expect. I contend that the Premier has
been doing nothing but bite the hands
of those who have been feeding Victoria,
and that seems to me to be a poor type
of statesm'anship, especially when we are
engaged in the battle against the Dabour
party-a ,party which is everlastingly
putting the emphasis in the wrong place.

The world will always have difficulties,
in the same way as the fanner wHI
always have droughts, floods, pestilences,
and so on. The farmer eXJpects eventuali ties of those kinds and he regulates
his Hfe to protect himself. For instance,
he protects himself against floods sometimes by building levee banks, or he
protects himself against droughts-hence
our water supply 'and irrigation systems.
Stin the farmer does not raise his voice
to high heaven, or blame the other
fellow; he merely tries ,the method of
putting by something in a good season
as against the experiences of a bad season. The Uibour party, however, wants
to have its own way all the time, and
criticizes people without any realization
of the fact that there are laws in this
world and that people get what they
deserve. The only way one can get anything out of life is by putting something
into it, and I object to anyone encouraging people not to make the best possible
use of all their resources, whatever they
may be. The resources may be merely
muscular or they may be those of a
machine. An expensive machine ought
to be worked practically 24 hours
of the day, for that is the way to cut
down the cost of living~
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Millions af pounds are sunk in capital
equipment in some factories. What a
farce it is tlhat highly expensive machines
should operate for only aJbout seven
hours out of the 24. Such questions
have to be faced by the Labour party
or the trade unions; by the Chamber
of Manufactures and ,-by everyone
else concerned. If we desire to become
strong in opposition to the great forces
tha t are being marshalled against liberty
in ~he WOI'lld, the time to do so is now.
The cutting down of revenue and loan
expenditure is only 'a phase of thUs
business of limiting luxury expenditure.
No one suggests that the Kiewa
project should suddenly be abandoned,
or that houses, schools, and mental
hygiene institutions should no longer be
built. On the contrary, aB such requirements are needed, but there should be a
careful scru tiny of every penny that is
spent and of the possibility of material
being wasted. If the Premier can devise
means of using available money in the
most effective way, those things that are
most urgently needed will be provided.
I suggest that the most urgent of the
State's requirements is the development
of electricity supply. In my view, that
is more urgen tat the moment than is
water conservation. Work on the Rockl,ands and the Cairn Curran projects is
proceeding, but I submit that attention
should be particularly devoted to the
enlargement of the Eildon weir.
Is it
reallized. however, that there could very
well be a channel system connected with
that undertaking that would be just
as ex~nsive as the enlargement of the
weir itself?
When that enlarge~ent has been completed, possibly its most important advantage will be that t,he water can be
used more for the production of electric
power than for irrigation purposes,
until such time as the necessary labour
is avaHable to construct all the channels
the State would like to install.
The
Leader of the Labour party referred to
the Kiewa project. It may be that that
project should not have been started.
The late Sir John Monash was not particularly keen on it in his time, and I
think that if we had known in pre-war
days what we know now, it would have
been decided then to import additional
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plant for the YaUourn undertaking. It
is necessary to complete the tunnelling
work at Kiewa and to install at least
one new power station there as quickly
as possible.
The Leader of my party
expressed a similar v,iew.
He said, in
effect, "Let us finish something." There
is no doubt that a new P9wer station is
required as soon as it can be provided.
It is considered essential to carry out
work along the tops of the mountains
so that finally there can be brought into
the system water that would otherwise
flaw into the west system or into anot,her
river. Still, such work could wait for
a whHe, so long as a power station is
constructed to utilize the wa t~r that wiJl
become available.
The State is probably committed to a
great expenditure of money overseas in
connection wi th the scheme for the
genera tion of gas in the MorwellYallourn area.
I think it would have
been wise if Victoria had adopted the
policy enunciated by my Leader and the
Liberal and Country party as a whole,
by which it was proposed that the
Metropolitan Gas Company should make
a reasonable profit and set up a plant
to generate. say, 1,500,000 cubic feet of
gas. That would have been a start and
would have made a great deal of difference to glas supply generaHy. It is the
kind of project that CGuld have been
undertaken in Mel'Qourne without enormous expenditure on a pipe line. When
the urgency of the situation had passed
there could have been undertaken the
more ambitious project that has now
been entered upon at Morwell.
I refuse to believe that all the projected expenditure of Victoria, whether
from revenue or from loan, is incapable
of revision. It is just too silly for the
Premier to tel,l us that he is out to fight
inflation and for him to refuse to do
anything about the tremendous demand
tha t is being made upon our human
and material resources.
Indeed, the
Government has a special responsibility
in setting an example to the public.
There are many persons who are prepared to invest money in various undertakings but the Commonwealth Government proposes to say to the promoters
"You n:ay make a lot of profit out of
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your enter,prise, but it is not important
and we Slhall not allow you to float a
company or to raise more capital." If
the Premier expects the Commonwealth
Government to adopt that atJtitude towards investors, surely he will agree
that the same Government has the right
to apply a similar principle to the States.
If the Premier and his Minister-ial
colleagues will handle the situation in
a more dLplama tic manner they will find
that at the end of the financial year the
posi tion w,ill not be as bad as, at the
present time, they say it will be. There is
a call for real statesmanship.
The tact is that when the Premiers
were summoned to the recent Premiers'
conference and Loan Council meeting,
they were not expected to discuss everything under the sun about inflation.
They were called to deal 'with the
ordinary business associated with such
meet1ings. It is true that the Commonwealth has the main responsibility in
connection with the financial affairs of
the nation, and when the time comes, the
Commonweal th Government will speak
in no uncertain fashion and, what is
more, it will act. In the meantime, all
the States can make their contribution
by cutting loan programmes in the
manner suggested as being essential in
all the circumstances.
Mr. DOUBE
(Oakleigh).-At an
earlier stage of the debate some Opposition members took an opportunity to
whitewash the present Federal administration and to absolve it of all the
responsibility of taking any action about
the present economic crisis. The Leader
of the Opposition, in particular, accused
the Premier of not having a plan when he
went to the Premiers' conference. The
honorable member implied that it was
the duty of the Premiers to produce a
plan for the Prime Minister to examine,
but I do not agree with that contention
nor do some of the conservative friends
of the Opposition party. For instance,
the Herald newspaper, in a leading
article on the 1st of August, when referring to the economic conference, at
Sydney, saidIt is from the Federal Government that
the first lead must come and quickly. At
tJhe risk of unpopularity on all sides, the
Government must take the responsibility

Statement.

of imposing measures which it helieves to
be necessary and which individuals are not
ready to initiate.

On the subject of the economic crisis, the
A rqus newspaper quoted Mr. Menzies as
saying there were three points which
must be borne in mind. They seemed to
constitute his idea o,f a way of overcoming that crisis. The points were-. 1. We must be strong In the event of war
so that we may defend ourselves and stand
wi th our friends.
2. We must overtake the arrears, due to
the last war, of battered transport systems
and inadequate power resources.
3. We must be prepared to deny ourselves
luxuries and trivialities and save money
instead of throwing it away.

I think most honorable members
will
agree
with
me
that
that
was nothing more than a play
on words.
It
did not represent
a concrete policy, and it is no wonder
that the Premiers' conference was a
failure when such ineptitudes were
indulged in. In view of the second
point regarding overtaking arrears due
to the last war and the reference to
transport sY'stems and power resources,
it is interesting to note that at the
Premiers' conference last week, the
Prime Minister declared that public
works programmes must be pruned. ~t
the economic conference he gave pubhc
works No. 1 priority, yet in a few
days he changed his mind and decided
that they must be cut. A change in ~e
mind of the Prime Minister is nothmg
new, as one appreciates when looking
back over the past few years. . On the
15th of August the Herald newspaper
expressed this viewAbove all, the people of this country want
relief from the rising cost of living.

Again-.-:and this refutes the charge of
the Leader of the Opposition that it is
the responsibility of the Premiers to go
to Canberra with a plan-the Herald
saidThe occasion calls for unity, but it is not
unreasonable for the States to look for a
Fedeflal lead. Mr. Menzies and his colleagues
should have an anti-inflation policy to put
to the Premiers.

The fact is that the Prime Minister did
not have such a policy but the Premiers
did. When we look at the report of the
conference appearing in the A rgus of the
16th of August, we find that the Victorian Premier put forward proposals
tha t were knocked back by the Prime
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So far as price control is
concerned, the Leader of the Opposition
said that the Premier had ganged up
with the Labour Premiers against the
Prime Minister. In the opinion of the
Leader of the Opposition, the three
impartial persons present were the Prime
Minister, the Premier of South Australia,
and the Premier of Western Australia.
It did not occur to the Leader of the
Opposi tion that those three gentlemen
may have ganged up on the other States.
The Prime Minister was asked to take
over price control, and the Premier of
Western Australia and the Premier of
South Australia became convinced that
it would be a wise thing if the. Federal
Government did so, because the Argu8
report sta tes-

I directed attention to the huge profits
that have been made by General MotorsHolden Limited. That concern so raised
the price of the Holden car that only
wealthy people can purchase H.
The
profits have been quadrupled during the
last trading year.
If the Federal
Government imposed an excess profi ts
tax on such companies, more money
would be available for the States and
the Commonwealth.
When the present Prime Ministel' was
speaking in Adelaide on the 24th of
November, 1949, the Melbourne Herald
reported him as having said-

Mr. P1layford and Mr. McLarty agreed to
refer this course to their Parliaments, if
the Commonwealth desired it.

The implication is that the Prime Minister believes in socialization as the
remedy of explaita tion.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Probably for the same
reason that one uses poison to kill rats.
Mr. DOUBE.-I did not make the
statemen t; I am merely reminding members of the Opposition of what the
Prime Minister said. I thought that they
would like to hear his views on that
matter. On the evening of the 23rd of
November, 1949, the honorable gentleman was also speaking in Adelaide and
said-

There we have the picture of all States
agreeing that, if the Commonwealth
des~red it, the State Parliaments would
pass the matter of price control over to
the Federal Governmen t. The fly in the
ointment was Mr. Menzies, who, without
making any statement as to the attitude
of the Commonwealth, is reported to
have said, " I suggest that we go on with
the next item." Earlier in the proceedings, the A rgus reports the Prime Minister as having stated that he doubted
whether Federal price con trol would be
any more effective than State price
control.
He rejected not only the
proposal of the Premiers to hand over
price control, but also the idea of holding
a referendum on the subject. He would
not allow the people of Australia to say
whether or not they favoured the Commonwealth Government taking over price
con trol. Possibly the honorable gen tleman imagines himself to be ·a complete
dicta tor in Canberra.
Mr. McGirr-the Premier of New
South Wales-seemed to have many
ideas. He suggested the imposition of
an excess profits tax. Opposition members will recall that an excess profits tax
is one of the planks in their political
platform, and in the course of the last
Federal election campaign, the Prime
Minister said that he would introduce
such a tax; the Federal Governmenrt
should honour that promise. Last week

If it could be shown that a monopoly
industry was exploiting the public he, as
Leader of the non-socialistic party, would
not hesitate to socialize it to-morrow.

I think socialization is SO detestably
opposed to the interests of the people that
I have dp.voted most of my life to fighting
it.

On the next night he announced that he
would socialize an industry if anyone
could show him that it was necessary to
do so. Mr. McGirr also proposed the
infliction of ceiling prices on shares,
the control of exports, the payment of
subsidies, and a careful selection of
migrants. One would have imagined
that the proposals would have evoked a
more considered reply by the Prime
Minister, but the Argus report states
thatMr. Menzies (lighting Il cigar), said,
"Really, Mr. McGirr, don't rush me,"

That was a statesman-like utterance.
Mr. RYLAH.-What has it to do with
the motion before the House?
Mr. DOUBE. - Opposition speakers
have tried to blame the failure of the
premiers' conference on to the Premier,
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and have attempted to whitewash the
Federal Administration which, in fact,
is responsible for what is happening today. I am merely directing their attention to statements made by their Leader
in the Federal sphere; apparently they
do not appreciate them. During the
referendum campaign of 1948 on the
~ransference of the con trol of prices, the
Prime Minister was then the Leader of
the Opposition and he said\Ve are opposed to this referendum for
thre-e ,reasons0) The States have ample power and
will undoubtedly use it if necessary when
Federal price control is relinquished.

The Prime Minister was a false prophet
because State price control has been a
failure, whereas it was comparatively
successfully administered by the Commonwealth. On that occasion the Prime
Minister also saidTherefore, those .people who desire ultimate freedom in this country and who are
opposed to the communistic and socialistic
doctrines of this Federal Government-

A Labour Governmen t was in office at
the time-and who resent the attempts of the Government to play upon their fears will vote
No.

r feel that there we have sufficient
evidence to prove that the proposals of
the Prime Minister to be decided by the
people at the forthcoming referendum
should not be carried, because his own
statement shows the complete irresponsibility of a man who declares the policy
of the Labour party to be communistic.
Imagine such a man having power to
control Communism when he has the
audacity to declare that the Labour party
is communistic, whereas it has done more
than any
other
party
to
fight
Communism.
Mr. BOLTE.-Are you advocating a
" No" vote?
"'Mr. DOUBE.-I am pointing out that
~\1r. Menzies should not be given the
power that he seeks because he has displayed such a degree of irresponsibility.
1f Opposit'ion members are fair, they will
admit that he made irresponsible statemeJ'lts.
I trust that the people will
remember those statements, and will
realize tha t the placing of wide powers
h-. his hands will be dangerous.
Mr. BOLTE.-Dangerous to Communists.

Adjournment.

,Mr. DOUBE.-It would be dangerous
to every democratic and liberal-minded
person in the community.
~Ir. BARCLAY (Mildura).-I move-That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-Is the
honorable member for Mildura in arder
in moving his motion?
The Di.;PUTY CHAIRMAN
(~Ir.
LUibus) .---The honorable member for
Mildura is in order in moving that the
deba te be adjourned.
lUr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).--On a
point of order, is the Minister of Transport-he is at present in charge of the
House-prepared to advise when the
Government will allow the motion to be
further debated?
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-The debate started early this
afternoon and now it is 10 o'clock. There
have been only two speakers on behalf
of the Government, although the debate
has con tinued for six hours. The motion
will appear on the Notice Piaper, and will
be brought forward again when the
Government thinks the time is appropriate to do so.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned unlil next day.
ADJOURNMENT.
FAIR RENTS BOARD: CHANGE IN PROCEDURE-GEOLOGICALMuSEUM: CLOSING - TRANSPORT
BILL:
STATEMENT IN
DEBATE - FLOODS IN
\VESTERN DISTR!CT-- -SOLDIER SETTLEMENT
COMMJSSION:
STATEMENTS
ATTRiBUTED TO CHAIRMAN-AGED ExSERVICEMEN: REPATRIATION HOSPITAL
TREATMENT-STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION: ELECTRICITY QUOTAS FOR
HOUSEHOLDERS-HOUSING:
PREFABRICATED HOMES.
l'lr. HYLAND (Minister of Transpart).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-There are two
matters that I wish to mention. The
first ari'ses out of the prooedure of the
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Fair Rents Board, which was intended
mainJy for the ,protection of tenants. In
the past, when a tenant has been faced
with an application by a landlord
for an increase in the rent, the
tenant or his representative could
visit the Board, ascertain the amount of
increase claimed, the valuation put in by
the landlord to support the application,
and generally to find out from an offioer
the Board's view in general terms. This
procedure has been useful in saving
tenants from the expense of securing a
fresh valuation when the landlord's
valuation cannot be contested, and it has
also saved expenditure on an agent or
solicitor at the hearing before the Board.
I was informed at a recent case I had,
tha t the practice had been discontinued.
This means that the tenant does not
know what valuation has been obtained
by the landlord. The landlord will ask
for a greater increase than he expects on
the old basis that if you ask for a lot you
may get more than you expect. So the
tenant has to go to the expense of a
valuation as he does not know whether
the landlord's is fair. The tenant has also
to employ some one at the hearing. If
the Board had continued its previous
practice both expenses would be often
avoided. I have had experiences of a
number of cases where the landlord's
valuation has been checked by the
tenant's representative and it has heen
found to be reasonable. Then the Board
has indicated that the tenant could
attend, but as the application would
involve only a small increase he need not
trouble to be represented. I ask the
Government to ascertain why this information is no longer disclosed.
1\Ir. HYLAND.-This matter comes
under the Attorney-General and I will
refer it to him.
Mr. RYLAH.-Approximately three
weeks ago I asked a question in regard to
the closing af the Geological Museum of
the Mines Department. The Minister for
Water Supply did not have an opportunity to reply to my query, but he
was good enough to write me a
letter, which in substance said that
the Museum had been closed 'temporarily
to provide accommodation for Commonwealth and State officers engaged in the
organization of vhe Royal visit, and that
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the Government intended to reopen it
after that event. Worthy as the object
is, I submit that a public statement
should be made giving the reason for the
closing of the Museum. If 'that were
done it would save time and trouble for
people wishing to see its exhibits. In any
case, the exhibits should be made available in some other suitable p1ace and
definite provision should be made to ensure that the Museum will be reestablished at the earliest possible date.
I understand that space is available in
the Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board
building. I know that it is dangerous
to refer to that body, but I hope
an investigation will be made to
see whether satisfactory accommodation can be found elsewhere ,for
those offioers, or alternatively whether
the Museum and the exhibits could be
set up in some other place and made
available to the Mines Department
officers, school children and others interested in them.
~lr. HAYES
(Melbourne).-I desire
to refer to a statement made on the
Transport Bill by the honorable
member for Grant which is not in
accordance with facts. However, this
is more of a personal explanation. The
honorable member saidFor about seven years, I was the sole coordinator in the State, and I do not think
I did a bad job. When I put the buses
mentioned by the honorable member for
Melbourne outside the city limits there was
a great" hullabaloo," led by the honorable
member for Melbourne and the honorable
member for Carlton. I had to gi,·e way,
owing to political pressure.

That is not so, and I object to the
comment which is not correct. There
were a number of other people who ent-ertained the same view as I did. I have
mentioned the· ma tter to the honorable
member for Grant, and he is prepared to
retract the expression.
Mr .. GUYE (Polwarth).-I wish to
dra,w the a tten tion of the Minister of
Transport to the fact that as a result of
heavy rains there has been a serious
flood in the Western District.
Mr. HYLAND.-And also in Gippsland.
Mr. GUYE.-It is too early to assess
the damage eXJperienced by individuals
and municipalities, but it is known that a
number of bridges have been washed
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away and much damage has been done
to roads. I had e~perience in a previous
flood in the Goulburn Valley, and I know
that immediate assistance is most beneficial. I would like the Minister to indicate whether the Government intends to
give assistance.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-On the
22nd of July, or thereaibouts, the chairman of the Soldier Settlement Commission was reported in the Argus as having
made certain provocative statements.
For the 'benefit of the House, and with
your permission, Mr. Speaker, I win read
them. According to the newspaper, he
saidDieha~d land owners are doing everything
possible to stop soldier settlement, Mr. H. L.
Simpson declared at the R.S.L. conference
yesterday.
Mr. Simpson, who is chairman, Victorian
Soldier Settlement Commission, said that
just after the war land holders were keen to
see returned men getting land.
It was different now. Owners of large
areas in western Victoria were fighting hard
against making land available.
"Where they know that areas of their
holdings are to become soldiers' farms they
allow them to become overrun with rabbits.
Then they cry aloud that the State's
rabbit-infested areas belong to the Soldier
Settlement Commission."
"These men," said Mr. Simpson, "occupy
seats on local governments. They are causing councils to put every obstacle they can
in the way of getting roads into soldiers'
blocks."
"Not only that, they entice carpenters
from work on houses being built on soldiers'
farms to repair their own woolsheds."
MATERIAL STOLEN.

.. These people don't want soldier settlement to continue-they want to stop it," Mr.
Simpson said.
He said the Commission had spent £750,000
to import building materials, so that other
citizens would not go without fencing wire
and galvanized iron on account of ex-soldiers.
This material had been put in dumps
throughout the country, and 'People had been
stealing it.
In three weeks £1,250 worth of iron had
disappeared from one dump.

Following the publication, the Opposition
made three inquiries on the subject.
The honorable member 'for Hampden
asked tlhe Minister for Lands what
evidence he had of land owners having
deliberately allowed portion of their
properties, gazetted for soldier set tIe-
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ment, to be overrun with rabbits. The
honorable gentleman answered that the
chairman has told him he denied having
said that owners deliberately permitted
their properties to become so overrun.
I personally ~sked the Minister for
Public Works what evidence he had of
shire councillors having delihem tely
obstructed ,the provision of roads in
soldier settlement areas. He replied tha t
he had no such evidence.
The honorable member for Polwarth
asked the Minister of Soldier Settlemen t
to quote evidence of pilfering from
dumps. The honorable gentleman specified only one case of proven theft, and
that was by a setder, and he also spoke
of a case of a Commission employee who
had yet to be brought to court. The
Minister quoted the losses of 102 heifer
calves, 6 chains of wire netting, 156
gallons of petrol from a bowser, fourteen
coils of plain wire, 34 feet of angle iron,
in connection with which no conviction
of anybody had been recorded. The
Minister also mentioned 400 sheep which
had been missed from a Commission
property, but had been found by an
officer on another paddock next morning.
It may be that Mr. Simpson did not
make the statements attributed to him.
Tf he did not, I should like the Premier,
or the Minister of Transport to indicate
to the House what steps had 'been taken
to repudiate them in the daily press. If
Mr. Simpson did make the statementsand it would seem to me that he did
say at least a substantial part of
tlhem-I should like to know what steps
the Government had taken to reprimand
him for what was a most offensive, untrue, or exaggerated statement.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I wish to
direct my remarks to the Minister of
Health on the important sU'bject of returned soldiers and others who took part
in the 1914-18 war, and who are now
between the ages of 55 and 70 years.
When those men become ill or are dying
they must be taken to a public hospital
because there is no hope of gett,ing them
into a repatriation hospital. I am given
to understand, that, before a person can
be admitted to a repatriation hospital. it
is necessary to pTove that his illness is
due to war service. The men to whom
I refer were discharged from the 1914-'18'
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war as physically fit, but some are
now approaching old age. A resident in
my electorate, who has a remarkable record of four years' war service from
1914 to 1918, was taken to the Royall
Melbourne hospital last Sunday week, in
a very serious condition. He was kept at
the l¥>spitaJ from 2 o'clock to 6 o'clock
in the afternoon and then sent home
again. The unfortunate wife has not
had the clothes off her back for a full
week because she has been nursing her
sick husband.
Mr. HYLAND.-Is this not a Commonwealth m'atter?
Mr. MUTfON.-No. I ask the Minister of Transport to request the Minister
of Health to endeavour to arrange for
the Commonwealth health authorities to
waive the provision that ex-servicemen
must be suffering from an illness caused
by war service before they can be
admitted to a repatriation hospital. My
contention is that if a repatriation hospital can accommodate such men it
should do so. Each year fewer men take
part in the Anzac Day march, and surely
it is n()t asking too much that those men
who fought for their country should be
admitted to repatriation hospitals if
accommodation for them is available.
Mr. DUNN (Geelong).-I direct the
attention of the Minister in Oharge of
Electrical Undertakings to what I consider is an anomaly in the fixing by the
Sta te Electricity Commission of electricity quotas for householders. Under
the present power restrictions, there is a
reduction of 12~ per cent. on the consumption for the corresponding period in
1950, which is taken as a base. That is to
say, if a consumer used 200 units per
quarter in 1950, his quota for the corresponding period in 1951 will be 175 units.
Obviously, to a person whose financial
position enabled him to purchase a lot of
electrical equipment, and who actuaHy
wasted electrical energy during '1950 and
previously, the 12i per cent. reduction is
of very little consequence, as compared
with a young married couple or an ordinary worker who, because of economic
condi nons, is able only to buy electrical
equipment piecemeal. Such a person is
debarred from using additional electrical
equipment because his quo~, based on
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1950 figures, is too small. I cite the
situation in four six-roomed houses. In
one, the month[y consumption in 1950
was 500 units; in the second, it was 800
units; in the third, it was 300 units; and
in the fourth, it was 400 units; making
a total of 2,000 units. The reduction of
12~ per cent. required for 1951 amounts
to 250 units, leav.ing a quota of :1,750
units for the four houses. I suglgest that
1,750 units divided by four 'Would give
437~ units for each house of six rooms.
I ask the Minister to bring that point to
the notice of the State Electricity Commission with the view of devising a more
equitable allocation of electricity than
that which operates at present.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport) .-1 remind honorable members
that, when questions are raised on the
motion for the adjournment of the House,
if the Minister concerned is absent fTom
the Chamber and cannot give an answer
immediately, all maHers referred to in
the debate are collated by the Premier's
Department and forwarded to the respective Commissions, Boards, and Departm'2nts for replies which are received
in due course.
'
I shall discuss wi th tJhe Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings the
question raised by the honorable member for Geelong. All members realize
that restrictions are undesirable but,
when the State Electricity Commission is
unable to generate sufficient electricity
to meet all demands, some action must
be taken. Undoubtedly, the Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings will
refer the suggestion to the State Electricity Commission, but I am afraid the
answer will be that in one six-roomed
house tJhere may be a fa:mily of six or
seven children, while in another there
may be no children at all; consequently,
more electricity may be required by one
household than another.
I think that the proposal made by
honorable member for Coburg is
dehnitely a Federal matter. However.
I shall refer it to the State Minister of
Health. Unfortunately, when an attempt
is made to interfere with the activities
of a Commonwealth Department a reply
is usually received to the effect that the
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Communists.

question will receive consideration and
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIl•.
that the answer will be given through
the Federal member for the district.
Wednesday, August 22, 1951.
Mr. MUTTON. - 11he matter is importan;t.
Mr. HYLAND.---<I realize that. This
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
Government is anxious to help ex- took the chair at 5 p.m., and read the
servicemen-not hinder them. In reply prayer.
to the honorable member for Polwarth,
I desire to say that there is no certainty
COMMUNISTS.
as to how far the floods will extend, nor
PROPOSED
LEGISLATION.
what da'mage they will cause. I shall
The following notice of motion by the
discuss the subject with Cabinet with the
view of ascertaining if something better Hon. A. E. McDonald was called oncannot be done than getting forms filled
That he have leave to bring in a Bill to
in. However, I can give no promise, disqualify Communists from holding Certain
Offices and for other purposes.
expressed or implied, because I am unSir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
certain about the financial aspect.
I shall mention to the Attorney- Province) .-As honorab1e members are
General the matter raised by the honor- aware, Mr. McDonald has been very ill,
able member for Kew concerning and is unable to attend the House to
the Fair Rents Board. With regard to move for leave to introduce this BiN.. He
the Geological Museum, as has been has authorized me to move that the
stated, the building will definitely be notice of motion be discharged from the
used for the Royal visit. I can inform Notice Paper. Mr. McDona'ld may desire
the honorable member that, before this to resubmit his notice of motion at a
decision was reached efforts were made future date.
in other directions to secure a suitable
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
office, but without success.
-The notice of motion will be auto. Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).- matically omitted from the next Notice
The matter I desire to raise concerns Paper.
probably every district in Victoria.
There are at present being unloaded preWRONGS (CONTRIBUTORY
fahricated houses which cover an area
NBGLIGENCE) Bll..L.
of eight squares, and these buildings are
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbeing erected in Preston, in the midst of bourne North Province).~I movea thickly populated area, where there are
That this Bill be now read a second time.
beautiful brick-veneer homes that cost
This
measure is one which I believe will
between £4,000 and £5,000 to build. I
do not object to the prefabricated houses, give fairer compensation to persons inbut I think it is unfair to erect them in jured in road and other accidents. It
situations where they will depreciate deals with the position in which a person
the value of homes that have already sues f.or negligence, and the damage is
been built. Arrangements could easily due partly to the negligence of that
be made for the prefabricated structures person and partly to the negligence of
to 'be erected in a special settlement. the other. In relation to accidents on
The blocks of land upon which land, for centuries our law has provided
the prefabrica ted houses are being that if the person suing contributed to
erected cost at least £300 each. An the accident-even though his negligence
eight-square house is about the smallest- was very slight and that of the other
sized dwelling that is permissihle at person very great---,he, the plaintiff, fails
presen t. and these prefabricated struc- utterly and recovers nothing. When two
tures have a ceiling height of 8 feet only. ships collide at sea, it is no answer to a
I repeat that it is most unfair to place claim by the owner of one ship for the
them in the ·heart of a district in which owner of the other vessel to say, "Well,
decent houses have been built.
you were also negligent." In maritime
The motion was agreed to.
matters the court, if both ships are to
blame, decides the proportion of the
The HOU3e adjourned at 10.28 p.m.
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negligence, assesses the damage, and
apportions it, hav,ing regard to the
degrees of negligence. That m'aritime rule
finds expression in section 64 of the
Supreme C'Ourt Act 1928.
Whereas a shipowner whose vessel
contributed to an accident recovers the
true proportion of his loss, in the case of
an accident 'On land, if a claimant is
negligent to only a small degree, compared with the fault of the other party,
he fails utterly. Take a simple case-as is seen in the courts almost
every day-in which a woman who
steps off a kerb wi'tihout looking is
struck by a fast-moving car. In such
dvcwnstances the negligence is contemporaneous; the woman failed to keep
a proper lookout and the car was travelling very quickly. As the present rule
of law operates, she fails utterly, even
though it may be though t that her
negligence in not looking was very slight
compared with that of the driver of the
car, which might have been travelling
at 80 mnes an hour. The origin of this
dates back t'O the days when the appropriate remedies were wrapped up in
forms of action rather than from a consideration of the remedies for wrongdoing. Such is the position whioh the
Bill seeks to remedy ,and, generally
speaking, the working 'Out of this
measure foUows on the lines of the maritime rule.
This measure is really a copy of the
English legislation that was introduced
in 1945, following a report from the
Lord Chancellor's Law Revision Committee. The English law has worked with
c'Onspicuous success during the last six
years. It formed the su1bject of discussion before the Law Council of Australia
a year or two ago, and that council
recommended its adoption as a minimum
reform. I shall quote from the report
of the Law CouncilThe committee accepted the view of the
Lord Chancellor's Law Revision Committee
1939 that the common law doctrines of contributory negligence(a) operated
narshly in the case of
some pl1aintiffs who were denied a
remedy;
(b) encouraged the Courts to find escape
from harsh results by applying
sUtbtle refinements of the doctrine
of Davies v. Mann (1842) 10 M. and
W.546.
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It was agreed that as a minimum reform,
the provisions of the English law Reform
(Contributory Negligence) Act 1945 should
be recommended for adoption.

I have suhmHted this Bill to the Law
Institute of Victoria which has approved
of its principles. I think that the words
of the Institute to me were that its
members adopted the Bill generally.
They have referred the matter to a joint
sub-'committee of the Bar and th~ Law
Institute. I am afraid that I cannot give
the House any enligh tenment as to ,what
tha t committee has decided. I sent
copies of the Bill to its members in June
last but QlWing to the vast amount of
work in connection with the Jubilee Law
Convention in Sydney, the committee's
report is not to hand. I am authorized to
say, however, that it approves of the
principles of the meClisure.
No doubt the Minister concerned will
be able to inform the H'Ouse later of the
views of the Attorney-General to whom
I submitted this Bill some nine months
or so ago. I am enlightening the House
in this way beoause I feel that in relation
to a technical measure of this character
h'Onorable members should know what is
the view of the professional mind. I am
not suggesting that the professional mind
is exhaustive, but it is of some assistance
to the House to know what the lawyers
think of the Bill. This is a simple
measure. As I have already indicated,
it seeks to remedy the harsh common law
doctrine of contributory negligence and
if it is passed it will ensure a fairer
method of compensation being worked
out on behalf of plaintiffs and defendants.
I come now to an explanation of the
clauses. Clause 2 contains certain interpreta tions and honorable members will
notice that the expression "court" includes an arbitrator. Therefore the provisions of this measure will apply to
claims which are settled by arbitration.
The expression" dependant" has relation
to the wife, husband, parent or child of
a deceased person within the meaning of
the Wrongs Act and touches upon a
situation in whi'ch a person is killed as a
result of an a~cident and his dependants
seek to recover damages.
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Clause 3 is the kernel of this measure
and honorablle members will observe that
if the Bill becomes law contributory
negligence will not be a complete defence
but will operate so as to reduce the
damages payable by a defendant in proportion to the degree that the plaintiff's
negligence has contributed to the fault.
Paragraph (a) of the proviso to subclause (1) of clause 3 sets outThis sUb-section shall not operate to
defeat any defence arising under a contract.

Honorable members may envisage a
case where the Railways Commissioners
issue a Hcket to a passenger on
a train. The effect of this exception will
be that the Commissioners will not be
deprived of the benefit of this Act. Paragraph (b) deals with the position that
arises under some statute where there is
a limitation of lia1bili ty-in the case of
the railways a passenger claim limited
to £2,000 and, in the case of third-party
insurance also, a passenger claim limited
to £2,000.
In regard to sub-clause (2) of clause
3, honorable members will notice that the
court shall find and record the total of
damages which would have been recoverable if the claimant had not been at
fault. Suppose that a claimant, if he
had not been negligent, would have recovered £3,000, but that the court allows
only £1,000; both of the amounts are
to be recorded so that a person can see
from the judgment of the court how
much in effect was taken off.
Sub-dause (3) of clause 3 deals with
the position that arises out of the Wrongs
(Tort-feasors) Act 1949, which relates
to proceedings against and a contribution between a joint and several tortfeasors. This is only a consequential
mMter. Sub-clause (4) deals with the
position in which dependants sue under
the provisions of the Wrongs Act, and
it is idle to remind the House that this
measure applies to those people also.
Sub-clause (5) is a necessary and vital
prOVISIOn.
The position might arise
where a statutory body such as the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board might be entitled in law to take
advantage of the fact that notice was
not ~iven within the prescribed period
The Hon. J. W. Galball1l.
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of six months. If that defence is set up,
the person setting it up is not entitled
to recover any damages or contributions
by virtue of such defence.
Sub-clause (6) of clause 3 merely
applies the general working of the Act to
the verdict of a jury. If the action is
tried hefore a Judge and jury, the jury
shall return a verdict for the amount in
ac'cordance with the Act, but it shall also
determine the total damages which would
have been recoverable if the claimant had
not been at fault.
Clause 4 preserves the rights of a
worker under the workers' compensation
law. This clause is designed to preserve
effectively the worker's rights when he
has unsuccessfully taken action at
common law. In that regard it does not
alter the position which applies generaUy
under our law at the moment; it merely
preserves his rights under this Bill.
Here, again, sub-clause (2) is designed
to apply the principles of the Bill to a
claim by an employer who has been required to pay compensation under the
Workers' Compensation Acts and who,
in pursuance of such Acts, is sUlbrogated
to the rights of the worker against the
person who caused or contributed to the
accident.
Clause 5 states that the Act, when
this Bill is passed, will not apply
to claims related t'O section 64 of the
Supreme Court Act 1928, whioh follows
the Maritime Conventions Act of Great
Britain and, as I have previously indicated, applies the maritime rule in Victoria. So if this measure becomes law
there will be the 'Same principles applied
to accidents on land as at sea. Subclause (2) of clause 5 providesThis Act shall not apply to any case
where the acts or omissions giving rise to
the claim occurred before the passing of this
Act.

It is submitted that this is a long overdue

reform of our law, which has become
even more pressing by reason of the
countless hundreds of accidents that
arise. The harshness of the old common
law position regarding contributory
negligence was not so apparent in the
days when a person took his occasional
remedy against the coachman who ran
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him down in the streets of London; but
to-day, with traffic accidents becoming,
unfortunately, such a feature of our daily
lives, a reform of this kind becomes
urgent and overdue. There is nothing
revolutionary in the measure. As I have
indicated, it has heen advocated as a
minimum requirement by the committee
of the Law Council of Australia. I am
not aware that similar legislation has
been introduced elsewhere in Australia.
n has been introduced in Canada and
has been working with conspicuous
success in Great Britain since 1945. This
is a non-party measure, and I trust that
the House will give it the speedy passage
which a reform of this kind deserves.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province) .-I think this House and
the community are indebted to Mr.
GalbaUy for the considered thought he
has given to this very desirable change
of the law. I do not propose to address
myself to its principles because I understand that the Government intends to
refer the measure t'O the Statute Law
Revision Committee. I hope that it will
come before that committee promptly
and that that body will as prom1ptly consider the proP'Osals in the Bill since, as
Mr. Ga~ballly has observed, the change is
long overdue. I trust that the Statute
Law Revision Committee wiH be emboldened, as was the Lord Chancellor'S
comm.ittee in Great Britain, to make this
favourable alteration in the law as it is
in the British statute of 1945. For that
reason, at this stage, I m'Ove-That the debate be now adourned.

The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until the next day
of meeting.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-AJs Mr. GaLbally has
said, and he was supported by Mr.
Slater, this is a very important measure,
as to which I have had a report from the
Law Department. It is usual, in regard
to measures dealing ,with complicated
matters of law, to refer them to the
Statute Law
Revision
Committee.
Therefore, by leave, I move-That the proposals contained in the
Wrongs (Contributory Negligence) Bill be
referred to the Statute Law Revision Committee for consideration and report.
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I wish to assure Mr. Galbally that I shall
have this measure brought before the
committee without delay. It will go to
the Law Department and be referred to
the committee immediately. I understand that the committee will meet next
Tuesday and wHI be in a position to deal
with the BiB on that day. I understand
also that the committee will bring before
it persons interested, such as representatives of the Law Council of Victoria.
The report of the committee should be
before the House within a week or so.
The motion was agreed to.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL BliLL.
The Order 'Of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I had proposed to bring
forward this Bill at to-day's sitting,
and I had everything ready to proceed
with my explanation of it on the motion
for its second reading. However, at the
requ'2st af the Leader of the Government
in this House, I now ask that the Order of
the Day be postponed until the next day
of meeting. The Minister has given me
an undertaking that the Government
has promised to intr'Oduce this Bill.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Not this Bi'll.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The Government intends introducing the BiU very
shortly.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Not this
Bill.
Sir JAlMES KENNEDY.-The Bill to
be introduced by the Government win be
similar to this measure although not of
its exact character. At all events, I
have the undertaking of the Minister that
that will Ibe so. If that is not true, I
shall go on with my own BilL It is because of the undertal<'ing given me that
I have asked for the postponement of
this Order of the Day until the next day
of meeting.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Sir James Kennedy has put the matter
in order by requesting that this Order of
the Day be postponed until the next day
of meeting. However, I see his difficulty.
It is a kind of conditional intention on his
part. I think I would be meeting the convenience of honorable members by saying
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that Sir James Kennedy has intimated
tha t in certain events he will not proceed
to-day with his motion for the second
reading of the Bill, and I will regard him
as having spoken by leave. That being
so, the Minister in charge of the House
may speak by leave upon that ,point.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-By creave, I desire to say
that I have consulted' the Chief Secretary in regard to this Bill and he has
assured me that he did on a previous
occasion give an undertaking that a Bill
somewhat similar in character or dealing
with a similar subject would be introduced by him in the other House as a
Government measure.
I assure Sk
James Kennedy that a Bill dealing with
the main principles of his measure will
be introduced by the Government, but I
cannot give an llndertak:ng that it will
be a precisely similar measure. I believe, however, that the Bill to be introduced by the Government will fulfil the
major requirement desired by Sir James
Kennedy which, I understand, is for a
referendum to be held before this House
can be abolished.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).~I accept the assurance given
by the Minister of Public Works that the
Government will introduce a Bill to deal
with this matter. It is difficult to decide
what is meant by his expressions
"similar in character," "similar subject," or "like conditions." I take it
that the major purpose of the Bill to be
in troduced by the Government will be
to provide for a referendum to be
taken before the Legislative Council is
abolished.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES-That is
correct.
Sir JAMBS KENNEDY.-In the circumstances, therefore, I moveThat Order of the Day, General Business,
No. 2, be postponed until the next day of
meeting.

The motion was agreed to.
RA:rLWAYS (FURLOUGH) BILL.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is similar to the Public Service
Bill relating to long-service leave, except

Bill.

in minor respects to suit conditions in
the Railway Department where they
differ from those operating in the Public
Service. Like the Public Service Bill,
this measure provides for the general
grant of long-service leave, commencing
forthwith. Also, like the Public Service
Bill, it accords the Railways Commissioners discretion as to the time of granting leave so that no service will be unduly affected by the g,ranting of such
leave to numbers of officers or employees
at or about the same time. In applying
the provisions of the Bill, it will be the
Commissioners' aim to grant long-service
leave to the fullest extent possible.
There is, however, an acute staff shortage
in the Railway Department, it being
estimated that some 5,000 additional
men are required. It should be understood, therefore, thr.l.t it will not be
possible to grant long-service leave to
any appreciable extent until the staff
position improves.
Clause 1 of the Bill sets out the usual
citation. Clause 2 is a defining proVISIOn. It will be noted that, for longservice leave purposes, "Railways Service" includes(c)

service as an officer or employee
employed at the State Coal Mine.

The original Railways (Long Service)
Act, No. 4930 of 1942, provided for the
inclusion of service on the administrative, professional, or clerical staff at the
State Coal Mine. In 1946, amending
legislation was passed-Act 5196-extending the provisions of the Railways
(Long Service) Act' to other officers and
employees employed at the State Coal
Mine. The Bill, therefore, obviates the
necessi ty for separate legislation for
miners at the State Coal Mine.
The provisions of clause 3 of the Bill
accord in principle with the corresponding provisions in the Public Service Bill,
but whereas the Public Service Bill
expresses the periods of long-service
leave to be granted in "months," the
present Bill expresses the periods of
leave in "weeks." This has been done
to accord with departmental practice.
Clause 4 is also the same in principle
as the corresponding provision in the
Public Service Bill. Clause 5 is a
machinery provision.
The sub-'clause
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in the Public Service Bill, which provides that any person holding an office
under the Crown or with a public or
governmental authority which, upon a
reco.mmendation of the Board, is certified by Order of the Governor in Council
to be an office substantially similar to
an office in the PU'blic Service, shall be
deemed to be an officer in the Public
Service, is unnecessary in this railways
Bill.
The provisions of the sub-clause in
the Puhlic Service Bill, which defines
the circumstances under which an
employee shall be deemed to be terminated, (a) on account of age, or (b)
on account of ill health, are also unnecessary in this railways Bill, because in the
Railways Service it is the practice to
" retire" an "employee," as well as an
"officer," whose service ceases because
of age or ill health.
The provisions of paragI1a ph (c) of
sub-clause (2) of clause 3 differ from
those in the corresponding section of the
Public Service Bill-paragraph (c) of
sub-section (2) of proposed new section
64--in that in the latter provision is made
for the grant of leave where the appointment of a female officer is terminated on
account of or in anticipation of marfiiage. Under thi.s railways Bill, however,
this right accrues when such termination
arises through marriage occurring after
the commencement of this amending
legislation. This difference is necessary
because of section 37 of the Public Service Act precluding the employment in
tha t Service of a married female officer
which means that any such officer who
married prior to the commencement of
the Act would have had her services terminated without the grant of long-service
leave. Unless the words "which took
place after the commencement of this
Act" are inserted, a railway female
officer who had married and continued
employrRlent in the Railways Servicethere being no statutory prohibition
against such employment-would receive
superior treatment to that accorded in the
Public Service.
I migh t expl,a'in that there are in the
Railways Service approximately 500 married female officers, most of whom are
employed as gatekeepers, caretakers, and
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such like. If they marry after this Bill
becomes law, they will receive a cash
consideration in respect of long-service
leave, but, if they retire before the Bill
is passed they will not come within its
ambit. The provisions relating to longservice leave w'HI be fulfilled by the length
of service and not by the status of the
persons' employed.
Irrespective of
whether a person is a supernumerary or
a permanent officer he will receive
benefi ts under this measure so long as he
is entitled to them by the length of his
service. I commend the Bill to the
House, and ask members to give it their
earnest consideration.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .~It is 'significant that the
:Vlinister of Education confined his remarks to a recapi tula tion of the various
clauses of the Bill. I think the honorable gentleman was justified in doing so
because the House ha's already approved
of the principles contained in the
measure. The only question which now
arises is whether the clauses meet the
situation. This Bill represents one of the
great advantages derived by railwaymen
irorn the present association of parties
in the Victorian political arena, and it is
cnly right that they should receive those
advantages. There was a time when the
Rail ways Service was considered to be
very popular; in fact, it was considered
a privilege for a parent to have his son
employed by the Raihvay Department.
Th1t time, of course, has long since
passed. To-day the Railway Department
is competing with other employers to
secure the labour force nece'S!sary to carry
out the functions oftpis g.reat SerV'ice.
When labour is scarce, those classes
engaged in it come into their own. If
the Railways Service is to be made as
attractive as other services, those employed in it must have the best possible
conditions. F~om my own ooservations,
extending over a number of years, I believe Victoria possesses a very effective
body of railway servants. Although I
sometimes hear comments in relation to
employees" going slow," I do not think
that can truthfoully be said of railway
servants. I travel around a good deal
and whether in the active operations of
transport or in the offices of the Railway
Departmen t, I find. everyone is busily
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engaged. My belief is that Victoria is employees? But for the declaration of
receiving not only useful, but faithful ser- the Minister that service and not classification will count, a female who had
vice from its railway employees.
Many times I have stated that the worked in an administrative office in
State should be a model employer. This the Railway Department f.or five years
measure merely does justice to a splendid and was about to be married would be
body of railwaymen who are scattered entitled to a certain period of longthroughout Victoria and who carry on service leave. On the other hand, the
the Wl()rk of a Department which is manageress of a dining-room at a
financially on the rocks. That is not to country railway station who had held her
say, however, that the worker should position for 25 years would not be probear the burden; he is doing his job and vided for under the measure if she were
should be properly compensated. We ex- not an officer. When I was a member
pect faithful service from railway em- of the Commonwealth Parliament I
ployees and they should at least be travelled thr,ough Seymour very often.
enabled to say, "I am getting the same There I used to patronize the railway
amenities and the same conditions a'S I refreshment rooms, where the girls emcould get in any other branch of the ployed in that service did excellent work.
State Service, 'Or from private emWill the girl.!) who are employed in
pl'oyers." I support the Bill, which I railway refreshment rooms be entitled
heartily commend to the House.
to long-service leave under the measure?
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla I doubt it; at any rate, I do not see any
Province).-What concerns me greatly in clause to that eff·coct. I have already
this Bill is the class distinction between raised the question whether all females
officer and empQoyee in the Railways in the Railway Department are classified
Service. It seems to me that the most as officers. If that is s·o, then the wordjunior clerk will be 'Classified as an officer ing of the measure is sufficient. Howwhereas the oldest and most skilled ever, if some females are not officers
engine driver will be an employee. I do then no provision is made under paranot know why such a differentiation graph (g) of sub-clause (2) of clause
should be maintained. In my opinion, all 3 for women in the Railway Departthose engaged in the Service should be ment who are not so designated.
regarded as employees. For many years In fact, I am not satisfied that the
invidious discrimination was made in re- measure will cover them. I am glad to
gard to sick pay; and an officer who took know that the Bill will benefit the staff
a day off on account of Hlness got his of the State coal mines but I do hope the
sick pay, but an employee in similar Minister wHl give a further explanation
circumstances lost his. A somewhat concerning the point that I have raised.
similar discrimination is contained in the
The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballara t
Bill.
Province) .-1 support the principle of
I was glad to hE¥'1ll' the Minister say that the Bill so far as it goes, but it does not
long-service leave would be decided not go far enough. A few weeks ago I spoke
on the classification but on length of on the subject of 'long-service leave for
service. I have been much struck by sub- the railway employees, and so I need not
clause (2) of clause 3 which dea[s with repea t my argumen ts tonight. However,
furlough and which states inter aliathe 1946 Act m'ade prov:ision for leave to
Where-be taken after the 30th of June, 1951.
(et) on account of age or ill health an
That means that leave was due on the 1st
officer or employee retires; or
af July of this year and became operative
(b) an officer or employee dies; or
then. Surely the date stipulated in this
(r) the appointment of a female officer is
Bill for the coming into operation of the
terminated on account of or in
anticipation of her marriage . . .
Act should have been the 1st of July
he or she shall be entitled to long-service instead of the 17th of July, nearly three
leave in certain cireumstances. I direct weeks later. Naturally, the railwaymen
special attention to paragraph (c). The expected that the date would be the
question is, who are regarded as female beginning of the financial year. It seems
officers and who are regarded as female to be the logical date for the beginning of
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this long-service leave.
Applications come from Horsham had been switched
for long-service leave have already been on to a turntable at Sunshine and sent
received by the Railway Department. straight back to Horsham to haul more
One employee who had forwarded his trains to Melbourne. That meant that
request received an intimation couched the employees had to be on duty for
in the following terms: Owing to the long hours.
Not only men but also
existing staff shortage, it is not possible women were called on to work in diffito grant long-service leave except in cuI t circumstances.
cases of sickness or of retirement from
Under the Bill, a female officer whose
the Service. In other words, the com- services are to be "terminated on acmunication tells the employee to wait count of or in anticipation of her maruntil he retires and the Department has riage" is to be really" wiped off." Many
finished with his services before he is to women are working on railway dining
have his long-service leave. The original cars but they are not protected in any
idea in granting this leave was to make way under this legislation. Surely a girl
available a period of rest after long and who has given efficient service in the
faithful service in the Railway Depart- Railway Department as an employee is
ment.
entitled to the same treatment as a girl
Another provision I should like to see who is termed an officer because she is
included in the Bill is one to the effect engaged in an administrative branch.
A number of railway employees will
that a man who had resigned from the
Service with a clear record should be be penalized because the legislation is to
entitled to this leave and the benefits come into operation on the 17th of July,
specified in the Bill. When members of instead of the 1st of July, the first day
the Public Service have such a right, it of the financial year. This provision will
should be granted also to railway officers affect 110 officers and employees. There
and employees. The original Act promised is another unfair aspect of the Bill in
leave to a man on the completion of . tha t in certain circumstances a man
twenty years' service. There is a moral who is either an officer or an employee
obligation on the Government to honour and has given long and faithful service
that promise. If the staff position per- cannot receive payment jn lieu of his
Having completed
mitted, no doubt, many men would re- long-service leave.
ceive that leave. I should like to know twenty or 30 years' service he may
why the Railway Department cannot re- desire to tender his resignation to open a
lease these employees and why they are business, and the money would be helpbeing penalized. As things are, a man ful to him.
with 30 years' service could retirf' and
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-An employee
receive no benefit of actual leave under in the Melbourne and Metropolitan
the legislation. That condition is unfair. Board of Works can receive cash in lieu
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western of long-service leave after twenty years'
Province).-One or two features of the service.
Bill do not please me. I do not believe
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-Railwaythat it measures up to what the Govern- men have rendered great service in dement intends it to do. Clause 3 con- veloping this State. Why should they
tains a distinction, as Mr. Paul Jones not be treated in the same way as an
has pointed out, between officer and em- officer of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
ployee so far as the female staff is con- Board of Works? The Government is not
cerned. As a country member who dur- showing gratitude to these employees
ing the war travelled long distances on for their services. Consequently I am
the railways I have great regard for the disappointed with several aspects of the
service rendered by officers and employees Bill.
of the Department during those years.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (MelI can visualize the wear and tear on the
bourne
West Province}.-I support the
health of the engine drivers and guards
during that period. I am still a regular Bill, the principles of which are the same
railway passenger. I know that on more as those of 'the recent mea'Sure relating to
than one occasion locomotives that h:vi long-service leave for public servants.
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Most remarkable speeches have been
made by some members, and I have enjoyed them. Not so long ago the party
to which those members belong had
charge of the administration 'Of this
State. At that time they did not introduce a Bill such as this, but now they are
making nice speeches, knowing full well
that they wiU not get anywhere with
them. Their only desire is to impress
railwaymen 'in certain secti'Ons who, they
know, will in future exercise a rote. I
d'O not think that certain members should
speak with their tongues· in their cheeks.
The Liberal party has had an 'Opportunity to give consideration to employees
in the Railway Department, but it has
not doOne so at any time. The Government that in 1946 brought in legislation
providing ,for long-service leave was
not :supported by either of the last
two speakers.
At that time no
person
could
foresee
that
when
empl'Oyees of the Railway Department
were due 'for long-service leave the manpower position would be as bad as it is
to-day. Mr. Rankin has asked why railwaymen should not be able to resign
after hav,ing completed twenty years' service, and receive payment in lieu of longservice leave. Mr. J ones, by way of interjecti'On, suggests that this is a free
country, but, in my opinioOn, there are
degrres of freedOom. It is rather pleasant
to hear so much about freedom at the
moment, but I remember the freedoOm
that many people enjoyed between 1930
and 1935.
If railwaymen had so desired, they
could have applied to the Arbitration
Court to have long-service leave provisions incorporated in the approOpriate
award, but the application was not made.
lf it had been, and the application had
been successful, the granting of longservice leave would have been compulsory.
This Bill proposes an improvement in the conditions of employees in the Railways Service.
I
do ndt think anyone will say that men
and women in the Depa'rtmen t are not
carrying out properly the tasks they are
asked to perform. I do not travel regularly by train, but I must agree that
when I do, g.ood service is given. Mr.
Kittson has suggested that the provisions
of this legislation should date back to the
The Hon. P. J. Kennelly.
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Is,t of July. We all know that is only
furthering an argumen t that ,vas advanced in the Legislative Assembly.
Whatever date is accepted as the commencing dare some employees will lose
certain benefits. The Government has a
right to say that aU Bills relating tD longservice leave shall date from the 17th of
July. Even if the 1st of January, 1951,
were made the date of commencement
some employees would lose benefits because of their retirement on, say, the
29th of December, 1950.
I do not agree with the argument advanced by Mr. Rankin that women employees will not come within the scope
of this Bill. All employees who have
served in the Railway Department for
twenty years will obtain the benefits of
long-servke leave, and if they remain in
the Department for a longer period they
will obtain whMever further benefits will
accrue. It is true that there is a slight
difference between this measure and the
Bill relating to long-service leave for the
Pu'blic Service, because although m'arried
women are eligible for appointment to
the Railway Department, that does not
apply as far as the Public Service is concerned. It is a fact that female officers
upon res'igning from the Service may receive pay in lieu of long-service leave. I
do not know whether Mr. Rankin wants
any more than that. I shall be happy to
support the party of which Mr. Rankin
is a member if it will bring in something
better than this measure. if it ever
again attains office in thi~ State.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-This is one of a series
of measures rei a ting to ,long-service
leave benefits. I support the argument
advanced by Mr. KlttsDn that this legislation should date from the 1st of July,
and not f'Or the reasons suggested by Mr.
Kennelly. One can only adduce that
there is an agreement or a bargain between the Government and the party
which supports it tD adopt as a compromise the 17th of July as the
commencing date.
I cannDt advance
any other reasoOn why that particular date was chosen. When ~he Bill
providing for long-service leave was introduced~ln 1946, the Minister who' had
charge of it in this House laid stress
'On the fact that benefits would result if
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the commencing date were made the 1st
of July. If that date was so important
in 1946, I should think it would be
equally important to-day.
However,
apparently
the
Government
has
decided upon the 17th of July,
in spite of a moral contract entered into with railway officers that
after twenty years' service they would be
entitled to six months' long-service leave
and further benefits aitter each additional
ten years' service. I do not know why
there should be any discrimina tion
against a few officers who reach the retiring age between the 1st and the 11th
of July. I should like to hear some good
reason why (the Government picked the
17th of July as the commencing date,
when many other people contend that the
legislation should apply as from the 1st
of July. I support previous speakers
who h'ave urged the Government to give
consideration to making the commencing
date of this legislation the 1st of July,
1951.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballarat
Province) .-I shall 'certainly support this
Bill, but rh ere is just one observation
that I want to make. The Minister in
charge Qf the Bill said that the Railway
Department would have great difficulty
because of the shortage of staff in granting leave to men after they had served
their twenty years. I have a solution
of the staff problem to offer, and that
can be brought about by having a
contented staff. The pOSition to-day
is that the railway employees are
getting their leave on the one hand and
having it taken from them on the other.
That is something like a case of " Thank
you for nothing."
The only time when a m'an can get this
leave after his twenty years of faithful
service is when he retires or has to leave
the Service through ill health or if he
goes, say, to England. In the case of a
female employee her retirement occurs
when she leaves to be married.
The
railwaymen are entitled to this longservice leave or they are not, and they
should get their leave after twenty years
of service. U a man cannot obtain it
then he should receive payment in lieu
of long-service leave. It! the Department needed the services of a man it
could say to him, "You can have your
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leave, but please come back and help to
relieve the very great difficulty that we
are in at present." If a man earns his
leave and cannot get it he should be
paid for it, in lieu.
The motion was agreed to.
The Biill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (Short title construction and
citation) .
The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballarat
Province) .-Sub-clause (2) providesThis Act shall be deemed to have come
into operation on the seventeenth day of
July One thousand nine hundred and fiftyone.

I move-That, ln sub-clause (2), the word
" seventeenth" be omitted with the view of
inserting the word "first."

An amendment on similar lines was submitted when the Bill providing for longservice leave for the Public Service was
being considered. The' 1946 measure
provided that the eommencing day for
railway employees should be the 1st day
of July.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province).~I ask ytOur ruling, Mr.
Chairnnan, whether this is a permissible
amendment seeing that the obvious effect
if it were adopted would be to impose a
burden on the Crown, which is not within
the scope of this House.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
RANKIN).-I gave a ruling on a
simil'ar point of order raised by Mr.
WaJ ters upon the Publk: Service BiH
when the Government submitted an
amendmen t along the same lines by proposing an alteration of the date stated
in that Bill to the 17th of July. My
ruling was that as the Bill was not a
money Bill the Government's amendment
would be in order. I therefore rule
similarly on this occasion and will permit the moving of the 'amendment.
The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballarat
Province).-All that I want to do is
to bring this measure into line with the
Act of 1946, which provided for longservice leave after the 30th of June,
1951. I feel that this legislation should
commence from the 1st of July of this
year.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).--J am afraid that in connection with many measures that come
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before this Parliament, and before all
Parliaments, it can be said that they are
considered not on their merits, not on the
justice of the proposals they contain, but
on their political implications.
Unfortunately, political expediency is a
very common fault with politicians. I
am a politician and it seems to me that
this proposal comes within that category.
Personally, I am ra ther inclined to
agree with Mr. Slater. There was substance in his argument, that this is a
border-Hne type of Bill. We can only
reiterate the arguments that were
advanced in connection with another
similar measure. The point that was
then raised was that the principle enunciated therein was accorded approval in
another place on the carrying of the
second reading of the Bill, and consequently the operation of the measure
was to commence from the date of the
acceptance of the principle of the Bill.
In order to be quite fair, the Government, I presume, is making the commencing day in nIl similar measures the
17th of JUly.
As a matter of fact, the democratic
section of this Parliament did not
approve of the principle of this Bill until
the 25th of July and. in the circumstances, the date of commencement could
have been made the 25th of July. But,
to be fair to the railway servants, it
was decided to make all the measures
consistent and not to discriminate as
between the police, the public servants,
and the railway employees. No matter
what date may be fixed, there are sure
to be some hard border-line cases among
those persons who get out of the Service round about the commencing date
of the legislation.
This is a Government measure. The
Government is proposing certain benefits for certain railway servants, and
now the argument is used that we should
increase those benefits. The Government is responsible for the finances of
the State. The Bill in its present form
will be of considerable benefit to railway employees generally. As unofficial
Leader of this House, I have not received
any application for amendment of the
Bill, so evidently the body of railway
servants are satisfied with the provisions
TJt,e HOtf,. W. J. Bukett.
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that have been drawn up for them by
the Government through its association
wi th the La1bour party.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education).-The Government cannot accept the amendment. In the first
place, in the Bill providing for longservice leave for the Public Service the
date fixed for its commencement was the
17th of July. We must be consistent
in this series of amending measures. The
reason actuating the Government in fixing the 17th of July was that that was
the day on which the Bill was read a
second time in another place. The
Government is opposed to retrospective
legislation of any sort. We believe that,
whatever date is fixed, somebody is likely
to be cut out.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why should
not the date of commencement be made
the first day of the financial year?
Surely the Government must have had
some intelligent reason for doing what
it has done.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-.J1f we
make this legislation retrospective and
fix the day as the first day in July some
one will say, "Why should not the date
be the 1st of June?" So we could go
back still further and fix upon any day.
The Government, however, considers that
the proper principle is that these Acts
shall come into operation not sooner
than the day on which they were introduced into Parliament.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-But the Government introduced its Bill for long-service
leave for the Public Service on the 21st
of June.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-There
is no moral reason why the Gove:'nmen t
should accept the amendment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What do
the bosses think abou t it?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-The
bosses had nothing to do with it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That implies that you admit you have bmses.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-The
bosses are the Cabinet which decided this
question, and the Cabinet made its
decision without consultation with anybody.
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The Committee cliVlided on the question that the word proposed by Mr. Kittson to be omitted stand part of the subclause (the Hon. R. C. Rankin in the
chair)Ayes
15
Noes
11
Majority
against
amendment. .

the
4

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Galbally
Harvey
Inchbold
Jones
Kennelly

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacAulay
Slater
Swinburne
Tuckett
WaIters.
Tellers:
Mr. McNally
Mr. Thomas.
Not:s.
Sir Frank Beaurepaire Mr. Kittson
Mr. Cameron
Mr. McArthur
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Warner.
Mr. Gartside
Tellers:
Mr. Grig,g
Mr. Isaac
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. MacLeod.
PAIR.

I Mr. Ludbrook.
The clause was agreed to.
The sitting was suspended at 6.35 p.m.
until 7.58 p.m.
Clause 2 (Interpretation).
The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballarat
Province) .-In the course of the secondreading debate, I foreshadowed an
amendment relating to the granting of
long-service leave to employees resigning
from the Service, but in view of the fate
of the amendment moved to clause 1, I
shall not pursue the matter further.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Furlough).
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 am not clear as to the definition of an "officer" and an "employee." The first line of sub-clause (1)
of clause 3 refers to "Every officer and
employee in the railway service" and it
is clear that the expression embraces the
whole of the Service. I do not know
where the distinction is drawn between
an 'Officer and an employee and I Sh'OUld
like enlightenment on the wording 'Of subclause (5) which refers to "any female
'Officer." Is that intended to include all
female employees? If it does not do so,
I think the position is anomalous. Does
it mean that all officers and employees
Mr. Fraser
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in the Service, including all female employees, shall come under the general
principles of the Bill, and that the proV1isions of clause 3 are something additional, so that a female officer on account
of or in anticipation of marriage, shall be
given special treatment? Is a female
porter an officer or an employee? If she
is an "employee," the provisions of subclause (5) will not apply t'O her.
If the committee received definite information regarding the distinction between
an officer and an employee, some light
would be thrown on the question. I
would ask the Minister to make a statement regarding it.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-----.Wben speaking on the
motion for the second reading I referred
t'O clause 3. I can recall having discussed
in this Chamber some years ago the
question of class discrimination between
railway employees in relation to sick
pay. At that time discrimination was
shown as between officer and employee.
If 'One 'Of the most junior officers who had
been in the employment of the Railway
Department for, say, a m,onth, took one
day off, he would be paid for it, whereas
the oldest and most efficient driver Wh'O
perhaps had served the Department fur
very many years, received n'O pay when
he took a day off. .During the secondreading debate I expressed the view that
this Bill contained the thin edge of the
wedge for class discrimination such as
dDes nDt appeal tD me.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 3 opens with
the words "Every officer and employee
in the railway service," and I assume that
that expression would include both males
and ,females. The sub-clause continueswho has been employed in that service
for a period of, or for periods aggregating
twenty years, shall be entitled . . . to be
granted . . . long-service leave with
pay . . .
The HDn. W. J. BECKETT.-That brings

in all females as well.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-It applies
to every person employed by the Railway
Department who has rendered twenty
years' service. Sub-clause (2) statesWhere(a) on account of age or ill health an
officer or employee retires; or
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an officer or employee dies; or
the appointment of a female officer is
terminated . . .

I should like to know why the words " or
female employee" do not appear after
the -words "officer" in paragraph (c).
If a female officer retires in order to be
married she is entitled to long-service
leave on a pro rata oasis, provided that
she has had five years' service, in which
event she will receive one-twentieth of
the period of six months granted in
respect of service for twenty years.
Under a subsequent provision she may
obtain pay in lieu of leave.
As the unofficial Leader has mentioned,
one does not know who among the
females are officers or employees. A
female oftker who has had five years'
service. and who retires to become
married will be entitled to pro rata longservice leave. Will a female Who is not
an officer, but who has been employed in
the Department for five years and wishes
to retire. to become married, be entitled
to long-service leave pro rata? I desire
an assurance that all females in the railway service, after having given five
years' or twenty years' service as the
case may be, will be placed on the same
basis in respect of long-service leave.
If those who are not classified as officers
do not obtain the same long-service leave
righ ts as do those ,who are officers.
justice whl!l not be done. I knawa number
of females in the Railway Department
who are not officers. I met some of them
in railway refreshment rooms more than
twenty years ago and they are still employed there. Are they not to !be granted
long-service leave as compared with a
fem1ale officer who has given only five
years' service and retires to be married?
Will the Minister give me an assurance
on the ,point I have raised. If such an
assurance cannot be given then, from my
point of view, the Bill is quite unsatisfactory.
The HOD. P. P. INCHBOLD (Ministfir
of Education) .-Honorable members
must understand that clause 3 confers
special benefits under the long-service
leave conditions. In the first place, all
officers and employees of the Railway
Department will receive long-service
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leave aHer twenty years' service. Then
the clause provides that where on
account of age or ill health an officer or
employee retires or dies, such officer shall
receive or-in the case of death-be
deemed to have been entitled to longservice leave or the equivalent sum
of money.
Paragraph (c) of subclause (2) refers to the appointment
of a female officer being terminated,
and a similar provision is contained
in the Public Service Act. It is one of
the recruitment concessions inserted in
the Bill in order to induce females to
become permanent in the Railway
Department. It is considered that 'this
concession will encourage young women
to do so.
There are a great number of permanent female officers; some are on the
clerical staff at headquarters, and others
are employed as gatekeepers and caretakers. Under section 2 of Act 5195, the
privilege is accorded to any female employee in the Department to become a
permanent officer aLter two years' service.
Consequently, immediately the
present measure has been passed, any
women who have had two years' employment in the Railway 'Department, and
have elected to become permanent
officers, will be entitled to the privileges
conferred by clause 3. Therefore, I
think Mr. Jones will admit that the
clause does confer a special benefit on
females who are officers.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Does that
mean that a female officer who has given
five years' service will 'be entitled to pro
rata long-service leave, and that a female
who is not an officer will not be brought
within the range of the concession?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOllD.-That is
the position. A female employee can
elect to become permanent, as I was advised by a Public Service officer during
the dinner interval.·
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-There is a tremendous number of supernumerary
female employees in the Department. Oan
they all become permanen t ?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-Yes. If
they have had two years' service, they
can elect to be appointed as permanent
officers.
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The Hon. E. P. CAMERoN.-Will that
include porteresses and waitresses?

POLICE REGULATION
(FURLOUGH) BILL.

The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-1 think
so.

The
Hon.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing) .-1 move--

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-The Minister has not answered my question. I pointed out that
in the first line of clause 3 the words
"every officer and employee in the railway service" appear. In sub-clause (5)
of clause 3 there are the words "where
the -appointment of any female officer is
terminated."
The words "and employee" are not included. Wha t is the
difference between an officer and an employee?

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Hon.
manency.

P.

P.

1NCHBoLD.-Per-

The Hon. P. J. IKENNELLY.-Under the
principal Act one who is paid a yearly
salary is an officer.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETI.-Therefore a porteress on a railway station is
an officer within the meaning of the Act.
Is that so?
The Hon. P. P. 1NCHBoLD.-Yes.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 think that the
clause must be interpreted differently.
For example, one expression readsWhere on account of age or ill-health an
officer or employee retires . . .

That meal1lS a male or a female officer or
employee, who on retirement will obtain
certain privileges. The expression where
" an officer or employee dies " must refer
to both male and female, and in that
event the dependants will become entitled to receive the concession. Paragraph (c) is meant to confer an additional privilege on the female whose
appointment is terminated on account
of anticipated marriage. If a male working in the Railway Department wished
to retire in order to be married he would
not receive the coocession, which is one
conferred solely upon the female. It is
something added, not taken away.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.

This measure is to amend the provisions
of the Police Regulation Acts relating
to the granting of long-service leave to
members of the Police Force, the object
being to apply to members of the Force
the code contained in the Public Service
Bill, which was before the House
recently. It is the wish of the Government, as no doubt it would be of any
Government, that persons joining the
Police Force should adopt the service as
a career and give long, faithful, and
contented service; and it is hoped that
the provisions of this Bill will assist in
ensuring such service.
It will be recalled that, in the year
1946, legislation was enacted by Parliament, which conferred upon the Public
Service, Teaching Service, and PoUce
Force, an entitlement to long-service
leave. That legislation conferred upon
members of the Police Force an entitlement to six months' long-service leave,
in respect of twenty years of service,
and three months in respect of each
additional ten years of service. However. service in excess of twenty years at
the passing of the Act (May, 1946) was
excluded. The Act also provided for payment in lieu of long-service leave to
which a member was entitled at retirement on account of age or ill health.
In the event of death, payment was
authorized to the member's estate.
The initial qualification for longservice leave, namely, twenty years'
service, is retained, but provision is made
for one and a half months' long-service
leave in respect af each additional five
years' service, instead of the present
entitlement of three months' long-service
leave in respect of each additional ten
years' servi'Ce" Other new provisions in
the Bill are that members of the Force
with more than five years' servicewhether or not a period of twenty years
have 'been completed-who retire on
account of age or ill health shall receive
pay in lieu of long-service leave on a
proportionate basis of one-twentieth of
six months' pay for each completed year
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of service. In the event of death, pay..
ment will be made to the estate of the
deceased member. In the case of females
whose appointment is terminated on
acc<?unt O'f or in anticipation of marriage,
pay in lieu, proportion a te to service, is
authorized.
The provision of the Police Regulation
Act 1946, which had the effect that
service of more than 1Jwenty years at the
passing of the Act in May, 1946, counted
as twenty years only has .been omitted.
This has been done so that there shall
be no distinction in the treatment of
members of the Force covered by this
Bill. The additional benefits granted by
the measure do not apply to any person
who attained the retiring age appro~
priate to his rank or who ceased to be
a member of the Force prior to the
seventeenth day of July, 1951. This date
will be common to all Bills relating to
furlough in the several Services. However, any rights in respect of long-service
leave which any such person may have
had under the 1946 Act are preserved.
I shall now summarize the clauses.
Clause 2 suhstitutes the new section contained in this Bill for section 24 of the
Police Regulation Act 1946, which contains the existing law relating to the
granting of long-service leave to members of the Police Force. Sub-clause (1)
of clause 2 confers on every member of
the Force, including the Chief Commissioner, an entitlement of six months'
long-service leave with pay in respect of
twenty years' service, and one and a
half months' long-service leave with pay
in respect of each additional five years'
service.
With respect to sub-clause (2) of
clause 2, at first sight, this appears to
be complicated because of the several
contingencies to be taken in to account,
and because credit is to be given for
each completed year of service in contrast with sub-section (1), where fiveyear steps are provided. The effect is
that members of the Force with more
than five years' service, whether or not
a period of twenty years has been completed, who retire on account of age or
ill health or who died shall be entitled to
or, in the case of death, shall be deemed
to have been entitled to long-service
The Hon. 1. A. Swinburne.
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leave on a proportional basis of onetwentieth of six months' leave for each
completed year of service. The same rule
applies in the case of females whose appointment is terminated on account of or
in anticipation of marriage. Sub-clause
(3) of this clause is to the same effect
as sub-section (2) of section 24 of the
Police Regulation Act 1946.
It may
happen that, in respect of a particular
period, a large number of applications
are made for long-service leave and the
absence of all the members concerned
at the same time would dislocate the
work of the Force. In such a case, the
Minister would have power to spread the
leave so as to prevent impairment of the
efficiency of the Police Force.
Sub-clause (4) of clause 2 repeats the
provision contained in sub-section (4) of
section 24 of the 1946 Act. It retains
the right of a member of the Force who
retires, on account of either age or ill
health, to elect to take pay in lieu of
long-service leave. As sub-clause (2)
provides that a female member of the
Force whose appointment thereto is terminated on account of, or in anticipation
of, marriage shall be entitled to longservice leave on a proportional basis, subclause (5) of clause 2 gives her the right
of election to take pay in lieu of such
leave.
Sub-clause (6) provides that, where a
member of the Police Force who is entitled to long-service leave or pay in lieu
thereof dies before he has enjoyed such
entitlement or any part of it, the monetary value of his entitlement or of the
balance of his entitlement, as the case
may require, shall be paid to his estate.
A similar provision at present exists in
sub-section (5) of section 24 of the 1946
Act.
Sub-clause (7) of clause 2 provides
that the nature and computation of U service" for the purposes of long-service
leave and the method of computing
U pay" shall be prescribed by regulations.
Specific authority is given for the recognition by such regulations of service
in any prescribed office under the Crown;
service with a public or governmental
authority; or service with the Government of the Commonwealth or any other
Australian State.
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Sub-clause (8) stipulates that any
long-service leave already taken or payment already made in lieu of such leave
shall be deducted from the member's
entitlement under the Bill. Sub-clause
(9) provides that the new Act shall not
apply to any members of the Force who
have reached the statutory retiring age
or ceased to be members of the Force
before the com,ing into operation of this
Act-the 17th of July, 1951. However,
any rights in respect of long-service leave
which any such member may have had
under the 1946 Act are preserved. This
is necessary in the interests of a small
number of men who have reached the
statutory retiring age but, under section
42 of the Police Regulation Act 1928,
have been retained for some special purpose; for example, service with the
guard of the Shrine of Remembrance. It
may also be required to protect the interests of persons to whom payments in
lieu of leave have been authorized but
not actually made. Clause 10 makes
formal provision for the making of regula tions by the Governor in Council and
for their publicaNon in the usual manner.
I trust honorablemembers will give
the Bill favourable consideration and a
speedy ,passage so that the members of
the Police Force, who serve this State
so well, shaH receive the benefits of this
type of legislation.,
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-For our consideration to-day
we have on the NoUce Paper three
measures of very similar nature providing for the same privileges and amenities in respect of three different branches
of public service. The argumen ts used
in respect of anyone of these measures
can be fairly applied to the other two.
The basic principle of long-service leave
has been already established in this
Chamber by unanimous vote of its members. In furtherance of that principle,
and in order to have uniformity of conditions of service and amenities, this Bill
is now before us.
In each of the three measures there
are, naturally, slight variations owing to
the dlifferences in the conditions of the
branches of the Service. Still, the basic
prinCiple of uniformity of rewards and
of conditions of service applies.
I
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heartily commend ,the measure and have
no doubt that it will be passed without
delay.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province).-This Bill is one which
I think will commend itself generally. If
the Cain Labour Government did nothing
else but to pass legislation such as this,
governing the conditions of employment
of public servants, including teachers
and police, it can be said that it did something that was well wovth while.
In relation to the police, the legislation
that was passed in 1946 gave the Force
a new charter. That new charter was a
provision, for the first time in the Police
Regulation Acts, conferring the privilege
of long-service leave.
The principle
which animated the Cain Labour Governmen t was that the Government should
present itself to the community as a
model employer so far as its own servants were concerned; and I bring into
that category its teachers, its public servants generally and its police. We endeavoured to create for that army of
State employees the best possible conditions of employment. We felt that that
was the highest: example that a Government could set the community if it
realized its duties and obUgations to its
employees. It did set that example, and
it was one which invited the private employing community to follow.
The principle of long-service leave was
something that had been earnestly sought
by servants of the State for very many
years, and it remained for a Labour Administration to place on the statute-book
the legislation conferring it. I hope that
powerful and wealthy employers will
follow that example. Some of them, I
know, have encouraged the establishment
of superannuation schemes, mostly, it is
true, on a contributory basis. Very few,
however, have made provision for a longservice scheme for their employees such
as has been so generously and properly
given by the State.
Tha t is a real benefit worth following
by private employers, because if they
generously encouraged such a scheme
they would ensure to themselves a more
contented body of employees and one
likely to remain with them permanently.
In saying this, I am looking particularly
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at my hon'Orable friend, Mr. Warner. 1 with the principle. 1 believe that, after
do not suggest that there are no em- twenty years' service, an empl'Oyee
ployers who do this kind of thing, but should have the opportunity of going
they are ,few and far between. So some- away for six months. He ,will usually
thing can be said of a Government, in- come back refreshed and I also think
spired by socialistic principles, which set that, if possible, he should be given
out to make itself the best possible em- sufficient means to enalble him to d'O a
ployer in the community. Of that record little travelling, which will broaden his
I am very proud, and 1 gladly support the mind.
proposals finding expression in this Bill
1 was very interested t:o learn that this
to liberalize the long-service leave pro- Bill h'ad been introduced because of
visions for the police. That, in essence, what Mr. Slater was pleased to describe
is what this tHin will do and that is why as the inspiration of the Socialist party.
it should commend itself to all members
I should have used a word different from
of this House.
" inspiration" to describe the forces
I do not need to elaborate the case pre- which at present control the Country
sented by the Minister by discussing in party, but perhaps 1 should be going too
detail the clauses of the Bill which, in far if I were to say what I really think
short, will Uberalize the scheme and in that regard. I desire, however, to dismake it more flexible, while adding to cuss the proposed com,mencing date of
the benefits which are conferred by the this measure. Apparently there is someprincipal Act on a body of men whose thing secret in rei a tion to the 17th of
service to the community has been July. Why should it not be the 14th of
very real indeed. It should be remem- July which, 'after an, was the date when
bered that there are fewer than the Bastille was stor.med in the French
3,000 members of the Police Force Revolution? Again, the 4th of July is
in Victoria and in their hands lies American Independence Day, which also
the protection of the life and property might have been suitable. Nevertheless,
of approximately 1,750,000 citizens. The my contention is that the 1st of July
integrity and standard of conduct of is obviously the correct date for the
members of the Police Force is as high commencement of the measure because it
as that of the Police Force of any other marks the beginning of the financial
civilized community in the world. The year. The Minister of Housing is in
members of the Victoria Police Force charge of the Bill this evening and I
have a magnificent record O'f service and think he should let the House into the
the correct course is being foHowed in secret in regard to the choice of the 17th
libeI1alizing and making more flexible the of July as the commencing date. My
benefits that wiN be enjoyed by those suggestion is that the m~asure could
men who so richly deserve the bene,fits commence to operate from the 1st of
July without doing an injustice to any
to be conferred by the measure.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higin- one and I hope that the Minister, 'Of his
botham Province) .-1 thoroughly agree own volition, win move an amendment to
with the remarks O'f Mr. Slater. Vic- that effect.
The Hon. D. J. WALTEUS (Northern
toria possesses a very fine Police Force
Province).-I support the Bill but I
whi~ has improved considerably during
the last fi.fteen years. Some of that im- think Mr. Warner has misunderstood the
provement undoubtedly is due t'O better remarks of Mr. Slater, and I cannot
working conditions and some of it is due allow him to get away with that misto the present Chief Commissioner of understanding. Mr. Slater said he was
Police. 1 was very interested to hear proud that a socialistic Government, or
the remarks 'Of Mr. Slater in rel'ation to a Government that had socialistic ideas,
private employers and, in case there ol1iginally introduced, in 1946, legislami,ght be any misunderstanding, 1 should tion providing for long-service leave for
like to say that in my company long- the Police Force. He did not say that
service leave is granted on somewhat this particular measure was inspired by
simi!lar conditions to those embodied in a socialistic Government. I think the
this Bill, and 'I am fully in accord record of Country party Govemments
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in the past is sufficient tQ reveal that
legLsla tion of this character has always
been ,introduced by a Country party
Government, and the Country party dQes
not need inspiration frQm either the
Labour party 'Or the Liberal party.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 providing, inter alia(2) This Act shall be deemed to have
come into operation on the seventeenth
day of July One thousand nine hundred
and fifty-one.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I move-That, in sub-clause (2), the word "seventeenth" be omitted with the view of inserting the word "first."

The amendment was negatived, and
the -cLause was agreed tQ.
Clause 2 (Furlough).
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
PrQvince).-This clause 'appeals to me
much more than a somewhat similar
'One in the RaJilways (Furlough) Bill.
Sub-section (2) of proposed new section
24 of the principal Act reads, inter

aliaWhere(a) on account of age or ill health a
member of the force retires; or
(b) a member of the force dies; or
(c) the appointment of a female member of the force is terminated on
account of or in anticipation of
marriagethat member shall in accordance with the
regulations made under this section be entitled, or (in the case of death) shall be
deemed to have been entitled, to be granted
by the Minister on the recommendation of
the Chief Commissionerwhere the completed years of service
are not less than five but are less
than twenty, then in respect 01
such completed years of service;
where the years of service are more
than twenty, then (in addition to
any entitlement under sUb-section
(1) of this section) in respect ot
such completed years of service
(not exceeding four) as exceed the
next lower multiple of five10ng-seTvi,ce leave with pay on the basis
of one-twentieth of six months' leave for
each such completed year.

The point to which I direct attention is
that the wording in this instance is
different from rthat in the Railways
Session 1950-51.-[164]
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(Furlough) Bill beoause it refers to
female members of the Force whereas,
in the milways Bill, a distinction was
drawn between female officers _and
female employees.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-All
members of the Police FQrce are per~
manen tofficers.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-I realize
that, but I am opposed to class distinction in any form and, fQr that reason,
I prefer the wording in this measure.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed thrQugh
its remaining stages.
MILK BOARD BILL.
The debate (adjQurned from August
14) on the momon of the Hon. Trevor
Harvey (Minister of Labour) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The lion. J. "". GALBALLY (Mel~
bourne North Province).-More than
any 'Other farm pDoduct, milk is recognized as a food which is vital to tne
health 'Of the community. Every day
milk must rea'ch hQspitals and homes
where there tare little children, despite
storms, strikes, ,0rciV'il disturbances.
No young child can live without milk.
Widespread is the recognition that the
production and distribution 'Of milk are
industries which are vital to the life of
all residents in urban centres.
For those reasons I believe that some
form of governmental control of milk is
essential. It might be said that milk is
a public utility, like water, gas, and electricity, and is entitled to be treated
as such by the legislature. For many
years milk production and distribution
flourished in an atmosphere of complete
laissez faire and freedom from economic
activity. Coupled with the" let alone"
philosophy was tihe belief tha t unrestricted freedom of 'competition would
bring in its wake more efficient methods
of dealing with mil'k production and dis~
tribution and would eliminate wasteful
methods, and ,generally would act in .the
public welfare. These theories', born of
the industrial revolution, and suckled by
economists of the 19th century, were
buried with almost indecent haste by the
depression of .the 1930's.
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Claims w~re made by farmers for which is most important in our daily
higher prices for their products and lives, and also the fact that the young
harassed retailers joined them in ad- cannot exist without it, it is necessary
vocating some form of governmental that some governmental control of the
control. It was in that atmosphere that milk industry shall be applied. It is only
the Milk Board was born. It came as a a question of taste whether Government
reaction from the early thought of the control is applied or, as Mr. Warner
last century, and it was forced on the would like to have Lt, control is exercised
legisla tu re of the day by the producers by a private monopoly. I think it is
and distributors alike who were unable desirable that, by reason of its public
to carry on under the conditions which utility character, there should be
then existed. Stripped of accessories Government control of milk. At the
and details, the prime purpose of the Milk same time I measure the dangers inBoard is to stabilize and raise the farm herent in giving a Board wide powers
price O'f milk and to licence a monopoly without any right of challenge by those
in the selling of that product to the con- affected.
sumer. If honorable members will grant
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You are
me those objects, I do not think that the backing and filling a bit.
Milk Board has failed in its objectives.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
The Minister has told us that the Milk trying to be reasonable. I heard with
Board must now be granted enlarged great interest the remarks of Mr.
powers. He has stated with almost Warner, but I think they are well suited
bucolic simplicity that this measure is to a fine day and a cloudless sky. When
welcomed by producers and distributors things go wrong with big business, then
alike. I would have thought that his re- Government intervention is always
marks were an understatement.
It sought, as it was during the depression.
must be assumed that those people know I pass now to a. considera tion of a person
on which sIde their 'bread is buttered. who appears to have been forgottenThey have seen the Milk Board firmly the consumer. There does not seem to
established, and this House is now asked be anything in this measure to give him
to give it wider powers.
protection.
The Milk Board will not have failed
The Minister has said that the Bill
has been rendered necessary by the in its functions if it is able to narrow
actions of some disgruntled retailers. the margin that exists between the price
He did not use those words, but I of m'ilk that the consumer pays at his
think they were used by other members doorstep and the price the farmer rein this Chamber. It is weB 'known ceives at his gate.
What happens
that some so-called disgruntled re- between those two places is a most vexed
tailers challenged tlle authority of the problem, which at present does not
Board to levy on the price of milk. appear to be capable of solution. That
Those misguided individuals went so far is the prime problem which must be
as to approach the High Court, which faced by the Milk Board. My theory is
upheld their contention. In pl'ain lan- that if the Milk Board is able to exercise
guage, they were upholding the law, and enlarged powers, the price of milk will
the MHk Board was breaking it. Tha t rise, and in that event the consumer will
is calling a spade a spade. We ought to suffer. The question of a fair and just
,be thankful to them as guardians of the price to the consumer must not be overlaw of our country, and the Milk Board looked. Under this Bill the producer
should be reprimanded for its unlawful and the distributor will be well cared
activities. I trust that there will always for; that is a simple mathematical probe in the community, people who are pre- position, the details of which have been
pared to take upon themselves the public carefully excluded from this measure.
odium of challenging Boards in this way.
Of course, irrespective of how wasteTha t is the spirit I like to see abroad.
ful may be the methods by which milk is
It seems to me that, for the reasons produced in the community, the Milk
I have sought to outline, and by Board will add a fair measure of profit
reason of the special position of milk, to the producer. Distribution costs will
The Hon. J. W. GalbalZy.
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be incurred and they also will be added to
the price of milk to the conswners. It
must never be forgotten that the cow is
the original source of the supply of milk,
and no matter how competent this Chamber or any legislature may be, not one
drop 01 milk can be created other than
by the cow.
I turn now to some of the details of
this Bill.
I say, particularly for Mr.
Warner's information, that I support the
measure, but I have some misgivings
abou t certain clauses and I would like
enlightenment thereon from the Minister.
I should like to direct attention, first, to
sub-section (1) of proposed new section
26 which relates to the transporting of
certain milk by road without 'a milk carrier's licence. The sub-section reads as
follows:Any ~person who (either alone or in conjunction with any other business) carries on
the business of transporting by road milk
for sale or distribution in a milk district
(otherwise than solely in the course of distribution of milk by retail) shall, unless he
is the holder of a milk carrier's licence
granted under this section and in force, be
guilty of an offence and liable to a penalty
of not more than One hundred pounds.

I should like the Minister to consider
this possibility. "X" is a dairy farmer,
1! miles from Bacchus Marsh. He sells
his milk to the Bacchus Marsh Co-operative Company, which is a registered milk
depot, and he decides to cart his own
milk to that company.
Mr. Warner is
continually interjecting. I wish to assure
him that I do not like bureaucrats any
more than he does. If he will listen to
what I am saying, I shall try to assure
him of my bona fides in that respect.
To return to my point, I should like to
know whether the dairy farmer whom I
have instanced will be required to go
through all the rigmarole of obtaining a
transport licence. I think I heard somebody say" No." But why not?
I have f'Ound that Boards have a tendency to stick to the letter of the law.
I can almost see the gentleman in the
Milk Board's office, with the Act opened
in front of him. I can almost see the
fellow with the furrowed brow saying,
"That is the Act, and I cannot do anything about it." It might be said that
the farmer I have mentioned is not
carrying on business in the transportation of milk by road, but is he not doing
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so if he has to carry that milk by road
twice a day? I should think that he
would be required to obtain a milk carrier's licence. I am not in iavour of that
particular provision.
I now direct attention to proposed new
section (17) which reads as follows:(1) Any person who sells or distributes
any milk in a milk district shall, unless that
milk has previously vested in the Board
pursuant to this Act, be guilty of an offence
and liable for a first offence to a penalty
or not more than Fifty pounds and for a
second or any subsequent offence to a
penalty of not more than One hundred
pounds.
(2) In any prosecution for an offence
under this section a certificate signed or
purporting to be signed by the secretary
of the Board to the effect that, before the
date on which the offence is alleged to have
taken place, the milk in question had not
vested in the Board shall be prima facie
evidence that the milk had not so vested.

I do not Hke a clause that shifts the
onus of proof, and so this one displeases
me. Under the measure certain country
areas may be defined as milk districts.
Suppose Wodonga is so defined. A dairyman crosses the border from N aw South
W'ales and sells his milk in that town.
Under section 92 of the Constitution of
Australia, trade and commerce between
the States are free. So according to
that provision he is entitled to do what
he has done, but what is the decision
of the Government's legal advisers?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is it not
free so far as the transport is conc~rned?
Once the dairyman is in Victoria would
he not have to comply with the Victorian
law?
The Hon. J. W. GA~ALLY.--sup
pose he sells milk to a retailer and the
r~tailer is prosecuted. Under this clause
the milk is to be deemed to be vested
in the Board. That would be prima facie
evidence of his guilt. I am not being
obstructive, but these points should be
considered. The Minister has spoken
of legal opinions. I understand that the
measure was considered before it was
resolved to give the Board these large
powers. What has the legal opinion to
say as to the effect of section 92 of the
Constitution? I speak as a layman in
these matters. Most of us do in dealing
with the hierarchy of section 92.
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-According to the lawyers' convention in Sydney,
tha t section has been the greatest gold
mine that the lawyers have ever had.
The Hon. J. W. GAuBALLY.-I have
always feh some difficulty about State
Boards and section 92 of the Constitution. I would have thought that this
subject would have been considered, but
the Minister did not refer to it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think it
is worked on the principle of a little
power at a time; grab what you can.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Apart
from section 92 of the Const'i tution, I
do not like tD see provisions being introduced into Victorian Acts which make a
man guilty before he has been found
guilty. Clause 38 seems to me tD be
very wide and unnecessary. I will read
it to the House-Save as otherwise expressly provided in
this Act no person shall be entitled to receive compensation from and no action
claim or demand shall lie against the Crown
the Treasurer of Victoria the Minister or
the Board or any other person in respect of
any .damage loss or injury sustained by
reason of the passing of this Act or of its
operation or of anything done under this
Act.

This measure on any reading gives
tremendous powers tD the BDard. It
will decide the price of fluid milk at the
farm, and will license retailers. The
BDard will have great powers that I
need not enumerate. There may be circumstances in which persons might be
injured by the Board, and in such a
case I dD not see why they should nDt
have the ordinary legal remedies. Whatever reaSDn there is for this prDvision, I
suggest that it should be carefully explained. If the Board has done something fDr which it is actionable why
ShDUld it nDt pay damages? If anyone
of us commits tort or a breach .of CDntract we are liable under the ordinary
prDcesses of law. Why should nDt that
apply to the Board?
The HDn. A. G. WARNER.~BDards are
privileged classes.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-<I dD
not relish such proceedings in these days
when in the wide sphere of Government
activities the old maxim-the King can
do no wrong-is out of date. The in-
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violability of the Crown should not be
left as it is in Victoria at the present
time. We do nDt see it in the Commonwealth legislation under which a person
can sue the Crown, but it remains on the
Victorian statute-hook tD our lasting disgrace. Here the Government is proposing tD insert that cDndition in a brand
new Bill.
Milk oarriers have tD be licensed,
according to the measure. All sort's of
conditiDns are laid down with which they
wiH have to comply. I do not like that
sort of legislation. I am aware that milk
has to be properly handled.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If the
Transport Regulation Board regulations
are different frDm the Milk Board regulations, which will have priority?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Mr.
Warner will have to ask a lawyer. I
should have ,thought that this matter
would have been dealt with by laying
dDwn condH-ions in the Act under which
milk must be carted. Then if a person
did not dbserve them he would be liable
tD prDsecution. I dD not like the proposals in the Bill for the filling up of
fDrms. According tD the measure, if the
Board gives a decision and a person does
not like it he may appeal to the Minister.
Tha t does not seem tD be in conformity
with our system of law. I think that an
appeal to a court of law would have been
more suitable. This provision is like an
appeal frDm Caesar tD Caesar. I hope
tha t the BDard, which is to be clothed
with these great powers, wiU consider
the consumers. After all in dealing with
most bDdies a little commDn sense is
needed. I recall the lines of Pope---For forms of government let fools contest
Whate'er is best administered is best.

The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (SDuth-Eastern
Province).-There is room for difference of opinion on this Bill, and much
difference has been evidenced in the
speeches delivered SD far. In my opinion
this is a good and important measure. It
is in fact far more valuable than some of
the Bills that have -occupied a good deal
of the time of the Chamber, and which
required the spending of much public
money. The subject .of coal gas has produced marathon speeches in this House,
and the manufacture of CDal gas will
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cost many mHlions of pounds. Milk is
infini tely more important than coal gas.
H is used in practically every house, and
it is necessary for the nourishment of
children. This measure is a very important step in the sequence of Bills that
have improved the quality and cleanliness of milk, and through it the health
of peop1e, particulaflly of children. I see
this Bill, not as an isolated measu.l.·e considered by the House, Ibut as a step ensuring a safe, continuous and nourishing
whole milk supply for Victoria.
So far as I can ascertain the first move
was in 1905, when a Milk and Dairy
Supervision Act came in to force and a
new branch of the Agriculture Department was established. That was the first
step towards improving the cleanliness
and quality of whole mHk. I recaLl when
as a youth, about that time, I visited
dairy ,farms and saw conditions that we
would now consider as disgusting. I saw
the black greasy slime falling from the
hands of the milkers into the bucket. I
saw unwashed hands, unwashed udders.
I saw the dairy sheds without any cement
or other impervious floor, the churned-up
filth in the yard and the dust which could
blow about and settle in the milk.
Now the condition of dairies and of the
production of milk has improved out of
all recognition since the passing of the
original 1905 Act. In connection with the
distribution of milk, I remember one of
my friends of the old days telling me of
certain things. I was then a lad and he
was a milk retailer. He told me of the
practices carried on among dairymen.
Competition was very keen, and one
li ttle dev'tce that was sometimes employed in what might be described as
friendly compeUtion was that of dropping a pmch of dirt into the milk jugs or
billies of customers served by the opposition. Bottles were not then used. The
idea was that the rival milkman should
get the reputation for selling unclean
milk.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-And was he a
friend of yours?
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-He was a
friend of mine but he did not tell me that
he carried on that practice. It was cer~
tainly done to him. At any rate, that
kind of practice did obtain and both in
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regard to the production and the distribu~
tion of milk the improvement is now almost beyond recognition. To-day there
is in general use a type of bottle with
the latest form of aluminium cap which
cannot be removed without detection and
replaced in the course of a dairyman's
round. The milk as it is bottled from
the pasteurizing plant goes almost without possibility of contamination into the
drinking vessel of the child in Its home.
I have related the first step. The
second was taken in 1922 by means of the
Milk Supply Act, and the third step was
in the consolidating Act of 1928. Each
of these measures made an advance. In
1932 there was a Hoard of inquiry appointed into milk production and distribution. The outcome of that was the
appointment of a Board tD inquire into
the whole question and make a recommenda tion to Parliament within six
months. In 1933 the Milk Board Act was
passed, and in 1934 the Milk Board was
constituted. Since then there have been
three amending A,cts, an improving the
original Milk Board Act.

In 1949 the Milk Pasteurization AIct
was passed, and I understand that pasteurization is being carried on at as rapid
a rate as possible in view of the difficulty
of o'b1aining machinery and equipment.
To-day I believe we have as good, wholesome and safe milk in the whole milk
distributed in the milk districts of Victoria as there is anywhere else in the
world.
The most obvious .purpose of this
measure is to provide funds for the
operations of the Milk Board. The previous method of making funds available
was by means of a levy which was declared invalid by the High Court in 1949.
However, there are other purposes in
this measure, and one of them is to
ensure continuity of supply. In regard
to the production of mIlk there is a
flush when the product, in the sprin~
and early summer, is in abundance.
Then there is the slack period during the
win ter. One of the purposes of this Bill
is to provide continuity of supplies
throughout the year. Another purpose
is to ensure regular payments to the
producer, and still another is to regulate
and supervise milk in transport.
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Honorable members know that milk
above a certain temperature causes very
rapid increase of bacteria, and if there
is not supervision in transport-if
lorries are left standing in the sun during
the summer days-the milk will deteriorate very rapidly. Therefore, for
many reasons it is desirable that there
should be control by the Board of milk
in transport. These are the other purposes which go to strengthen this
measure and help to make a further
advance.
I would like to tell the House now
of the organized sections of the industry
which support this Bill.
They are
the Milk Producers' Association, of
which Mr. Harold Keys is the secretary;
the Victorian Dairy Farmers' Association, of which Mr. Baird is secretary; and the Milk Distributors'
Association, of which Mr. Welch is
secretary.
I discussed this Bill with
these three gentlemen. There are also
the milk carrier's section of the Road
Transport Association, and the Country Milk Depots Assvciation, inAll supcluding the co-operatives.
port this Bill.
I understand that
the Australian Primary Producers'
Union, which at first opposed the
Bill, now supports it. The reason for
that support is twofold.
First, these
organized bodies associated with the industry believe that the Bill will make
for more effective stabilization. It is
just as important to have stabilization
in this industry as in any other, having
regard to the value of the product 'as a
food, and also to the fact that without
stabilization we could not expect the
money to be spent on providing proper
conditions for the production and distribution that are necessary. Stabilization is
an important factor in the wholesomeness
of fuis product. These organizations also
desire that the industry should remain
under the present Board, and I believe
that that desire is not for individually
selfish reasons.
Regarding the operations of the
Board, in its early days its revenue was
provided by a levy of one farthing a
gallon on milk distributed in the
metropolis. This was gradually reduced
to one-tenth of a penny per gallon. I do
110t know of any other Board or Depart'Phe Hon. O. E. Isaac.
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ment that has worked voluntarily O'n a
reduced revenue. This Board started
out, as I have described, by levying at
the rate O'f one farthing a gallO'n and,
vO'luntarily, as it effected ecO'nomies it
reduced that levy progressively until it
had through t it down to' one-tenth of a
penny. On that the Board built up a
reserve fund of £54,000. Of that amount,
£25,000 was used in free milk distributlon in 1949; the balance has financed
the Board since the levy was declared
invalid, up to the present time. This is
very remarka:ble and is greatly to the
credit O'f the Board. Instead of increasing its expenditure as is commonly dO'ne,
it worked ecO'nO'mically and quite evidently efficiently, on a reducing revenue.
The average annual cost of the Board
is £'17,000. Its present staff numbers
fifteen. At one stage it had a staff of
twenty. I wou}d like members to tell
the House of any Board or Department
that has reduced its staff without reducing its efficiency.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Agriculture Department has 94 peO'ple' inspecting the prodUction of milk.
The Hon. C. E. IiSAAC.-This BDard
has had its present res.ponsibility right
through. There is the dairy supervision
branch of the Agriculture Department,
which is quite distinct and has distinct
duties.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-And has a
staff of 94.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-Yes, and the
Board does a very large part of the rwO'rk
with a staff of fifteen. It has been said
that to' carry out the provisions O'f this
Bill vastly increased staff will be necessary. The chairman of the Milk Board
assures me that an increase of from six
to' eight is all that rwill be required and
that the total eJependiture then would be
round about £24,000.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-It will be
interesting to see haw your figures are
borne out in two or three years' time.
The Hon. C. E. lSAAC.-I shall he just
as ilnterested, and we willlboth look to see
what the result proves to be. Now I
want to' say a little 'about the pricefixing inquiry which has just come to' its
conclusion. I made it my business to
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ttend that inquiry for a couple of short
periods. I think this Board is unique in
having a price-fixing inquiry open to the
{:ublic at which consumers as well as
everyone else interested may attend and
give evidence. I have here a copy of the
evidence given !by Mrs. Gladys Hain for
the Housewives Association and it is, in
my opinion, a very good case for the
consumer.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Did the
Board take any notice of it, though?
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-Undoulbtedly
it did.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-One would
not think so by the way it has raised the
price.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-Any one
interested in the consumer can attend
and put the 'case for the consumer just as
the other interests put their own case.
I question whether there is any other
price-fixing authority that hears its
evidence in public and gives everyone
in terested an opportunity of heing heard
by it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We agree
with you that they are mostly Star
Chamber price fixers.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-The Milk
Board is not a Star Chamber. I propose
now to comment on some of the remarks
made in the course of the present debate
and in so doing I shall frankly criticize
speeches by members of my own party.
I am sure that they will not take offence
for, naturally, I am not going to say
anything that win be offensive. The first
criticism of the Bin on which I shall
comment is contained in a remark by
Mr. Warner that the industry will be
completely socialized. At present the
production and extraction of milk are
under
private
enterprise
entirely.
Private enterprise is certainly controlled
so that unhygienic practices shall be prevented. The distrihution of milk is also
under private enterprise. There is only
one short period ibut, I think, a critical
period, between the production and the
distribution of milk in which the milk is
vested in the Board. In view of the importance of milk to the health of the
community it is a good thing that at some
stage an impartial body should have the
ownership of the product.
Cl
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You must
admit that the milk is controlled completely almost from the time it leaves
the cow, because it must be sold to the
Board.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-I have already
said that during one comparatively short
period-in my opinion, a vital stage-when the milk is passing from the producer to the retailer, it is the property
of the Board. That is not for quite so
long a period as some members seem
to think. It is not the property of the
Board until it is delivered. to an agent of
the Board.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The essential factor is that a producer cannot sell
his milk anywhere else.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-The producer
cannot sell it anywhere else within that
milk district, and I would say that is an
excellent idea: In: my opinion, it is necessary for the control of milk to be in the
hands of some impartial body in order
tha t the consumers, particularly children, may be protected. It has been stated
that the present staff of the Board will
This
have to be doubled or trebled.
matter has agitated the minds of a number of members. Mr. Beckett referred
to it, and Mr. Cameron said "The present Board will, of necessity, have to
employ a very large staff." Sir James
Kennedy said that the result would be
the creation of a huge, new Government
staff.
The chairman of the Board suggests that only eight additional members wj.ll be required. That gentleman
has had long experience; he was the
secretary of the original committee of
inquiry appointed in '1933, which recommended the constitution of the Board;
he has been in the :service of the
Board as secretary and as chairman
through the whole seventeen years of
its operation. The Board has gained
experience, it has worked economically
and has won the goodwill of al1
associated with the industry. EvPII
the representative of the consumers ha~
no reflection to make on the Board nor
does she cast any doubt on its im'Partiality. It is quite probable that a Board
consisting of three impartial members
is better than one consisthg of representatives of sections.
I think eX.Deriencp
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has proved that representatives of various
sections on a Board are constantly at
loggerheads. An impartial Board that
hears evidence in an open inquiry is probably better than one consisting of sectional interests.
Mr. Warner ventured the opinion that
the Milk Board will create a monopolistic position for milk producens and
milk distributors. I do not think there is
any evidence to warrant such a statement. Free competition will be permitted, on the one hand, between producers,
and, on the other hand, between retailers.
It will be possible for milk not vested in
the Board to be sold in a milk district,
provided that the distributor is also the
producer.
During his speech, Mr.
Beckett saidNothing is said about the interests of consumers . . . Throughout the war period,
bottled milk of the highest quality cost not
more than 7d. a quart in Melbourne, but
to-day one is forced to pay Is. 2d. a quart.
Who is getting the rake-off between 7d. and
Is. 2d.?

I should like to know what commodity
has not increased to that extent or more
since the war years. Many commodities
have trebled or quadrupled in price. An
increase from 7 d. to Is. 2d. a quart is
explained by the increase in costs. Until
a compa1ratively recent stage the wages
paid in the dairying industry !Were not
comparable with those applying in other
industries, and the hours worked by employees were considerably longer than 40
or 48 hours a week, probably in the
vicinity of HO hours. There is every
justification for a rise in Ithe price, without a rake-off t'o anyone.
Finally, Mr. Beckett said, " I am sorry
that the constitution of the Board cannot
be amended." In my opinion, the record
of this Board indicates that, instead of
its constitution being amended, it should
be taken as a model for aH Boards.
I question whether any other Board-for
instance, the so-called orderly marketing Boards-has a record comparable
with that of the Milk Board. As an
example, take the Egg Board, where
representation is changed-The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
---Drder! A statement about the functions of the Egg Board will throw no
ligh t on those of the Milk Board.

Bill.

The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-In other
Boards a factor operates, which, I think,
makes them inferior Ito the Milk Board,
which could well 'be taken as a model.
The personnel of other Boards is changed
every year or so, there is no possibility of continuity of policy, and members have no opportunity to gain a fun
appreciation of the industries they are
controlling. I consider that the Milk
Board has worked satisfactorily because
there has been a continuity of policy and
members of the Board have become expert in regard to its functioning. I believe that it should be taken as a model
for the handling of primary produce, because it operates in a far better way than
do the so-called orderly marketing
Boards. I have dealt with the general
case as I see it; I have no intention of
going into the details ,of the Bill. However, I believe that it is a very good
measure and will help to ensure that
Victoria has a safe, continuous and
wholesome supply of whole milk.
The motion was agreed. to.
The Bill was read a second time and
commit:ted.
Clause.1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to Board to appoint
au thorized agen ts) .
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minister of Labour) .-It is not my intention
to comment on every point that has been
made, but I should like to clear up some
misunderstandings that have arisen. I
should like to inform Mr. Warner that
every producer of milk will be able to
please himself w ha t he does wi th the
milk he produces. A dairy farmer producing, say, 120 gallons of milk a day
may contract with the Milk Board to
send 20 gallons a day to Melbourne, and
he will please himself what he does with
the balance. He may separate it on the
farm and sell the cream to a butter factory, or sell the milk to .a processing
factory. Further, if he is also a retailer,
he will be permitted to sell his milk to
consumers.
Comments have been made that the
cost of the administration of the Milk
Board will be increased as a result of the
passage of this Bill. At present, approximately 60 per cent. of the milk
supply of Melbourne comes from sixteen
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depots, which are supplied by 2,456
dairy farmers. There are also 1,099
direct suppliers of milk to Melbourne.
At present depO'ts are paying dairy
farmers for milk supplied for manufacture, as well as for milk supplied for
Melbourne. When the milk is vested in
the Board, the Board will send a compo si te cheque to each depot, and the
depots will con tinue to pay the dairy
farmers. It is quite safe to assume
that an additional staff of only six or
eight will be required; therefore, the
cost of administration will not be increased to any extent. Mr. Warner also
referred to the amount of money owing
by defaulters.
The average amount
owing for twelve months to suppliers
who claimed on the bond lodged
with the Board is £500. If the total
is spread over all suppliers, it is equal
to £2 a head. I wish to correct the
sta tement made by Mr. Warner that the
value of milk consigned to Melbourne is
£13,000,000; it is £6,000,000. Mr. Galbally mentioned a producer at Bacchus
Marsh 'having to obtain a licence to cart
his milk to a factory. That will not be
the case and a producer may please
himself as to whether he tak~s the milk
to a depot or sends it there by a licensed
carrier. It WiH be necessary for the
Board to license carriers. Many years
ago when horse-dra wn vehicles were
used, carriers had to stop at hotels to
give their horses a drink, and they had
a drink, too. Now that they drive motor
trans1ports, they still stop at the same
places. In the summer the vehicles are
exposed to the heat of the sun, and that
affects the milk. In some cases carriers
have been detected selling milk to retaUers and retain'ing the proceeds. The
licences of S'Uch persons will not be
renewed automatically.
All carriers
~hould be honest and trustworthy men.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province) .-As a producer, I
am well aware of the meaning of the
Bill, and if I do not protest against the
measure at this stage the dairymen
with whom I am associated will come
to me later and will say, "Why did you
leave us in the clutches of a Government
Department?" Under the measure, the
mllk and machinery of dairy farmers
wiH be vested in the Board, yet the
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Minister of Labour, who is in charge O'f
the BiB, says that producers will be at
liberty to sell th~ir milk where they
wish.
I know what happenS' with
Government Departments. For instance,
I receive a pension, and I have to give a
receipt to the Department concerned before I am paid. The Milk Board will say
to producers, "You must sign a receipt
before we give you your money."
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-The principle of this Bill has been operating for
more than eighteen years.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Yes,
but all milk produced has not been veste~
in the Board. The measure also provides that representatives of the Board
will have access to farms, which will be
run by a Department. At one time the
Minister of Labour-he is a primary
producer-expressed his horror of
Government Departments, and said
tha t he would not permit officials of the
Agriculture Departmen t to in terfere
with his affairs, yet the honornble gentleman i,s now permitting dairymen to be
controlled by a Board. For the reasons
I have stated, I oppose the Bill, which
is socialization in its worst form.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-:So that honorahle members
will not be deprived of their privileges
in discussing the measure, I would point
out that clause 2 covers sixteen pages
of the Bill, and I wish to comment on
sub-section (3) of proposed new section
19, which relates to the power of the
Board to determine the retail price of
milk. One of our problems is to retain
prices at their present level and at the
s'ame time to give primary producers
the jU'st reward of their labours. It hals
been rightly stated that the only mean's
of achieving that o'b~ective is to eliminate
the middleman, because distribution
charges, in most cases, more than equal
production costs.
The Board wil'l have the right to
determine the retail price of milk,
according as to whether it is delivered
to a purchaser or sold elseWhere. We
knolW that the house to house distribution cost is e~essive. I have heard that
it costs 4d. a quart to deliver milk in
that way, and so I think it is strange
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that people are not encouraged to pur- sake of the r.ising generation, every step
chase their supplies from depots or milk should be taken to increase the consumpshops and thus eliminate those high tion of milk.
costs. I am certain that the housewife
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (HiginWho needs to purchase at least a quart botham Province) .-Do I understand
of milk a day would go to a depot or that the Committee may deal with clause
a shop for her supply if by so doing she 2, containing new Parts n., Ill., and IV.
could save 2d. a quart. However, to-day,
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
one has to pay Is. 2d. a quart, whether
RANKIN).-That
is so.
milk is delivered to the home or purThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think
chased from a shop. Tha t does not
encourage customers to patronize depots the only way I can deal with the points
or mHk shops. More milk should be I wish to raise is to go through the new
consumed in this State; every growing provisions paragraph by paragraph.
child should be given at least 1 pint of
The CHAIRMAN.-If it would suit
whole milk daily. The consumption rate honorable members the sections conin other countries is much greater than tained in the proposed new Parts can be
it is in Victoria. I have been present at taken one by one.
public functions in the United States
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
of America where one-third of the guests deal with proposed new section 15.
drank milk. In Victoria I attend a publi'c There seems to Ibe some doubt as to the
function at least once a week and I find full powers of the Milk Board. I think
that other guests are drinking beer, that Mr. Isaac does not fully comprehend
whisky or champagne. If there are 200 the legal oonsequences of the words conpeople present at the luncheon to- tained in this measure. I point out that
morrow, I shall be the only one all my experience in dealing with Governwhose drink will be milk. When I go ment Departments, whether Commonto functions it is known that milk drink- wealth or State, show that when an Act
ing is part of my dietary, which is help- comes before a Department for attention
ing me to retain my vigor a t an advanced the departmental head has to administer
age. I contend that a much greater it exactly in accordance with the words
quantity of milk should be consumed by used. In carrying out his duty he will
the community generally, and that the deal with it word by word and paragraph
supply should be made cheaper than it by paragraph, and will naturally be
is by eliminating as far as possible the anxious to have an adequate staff to deal
unnecessary middleman. The Milk Board wi th everyJbody and everything concerned
should encourage any tendency in that -line by line, para1graph by paragraph,
direction.
and word by word!
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Do you
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-Is not that
not think that practically all the milk an exaggeration?
produced in years to come will be sold
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No.
as whole milk 'and that butter-fat will When departmental heads find that there
become 'a thing of the past, as has been are not sufficient words in an Act they
the case in most European countries?
resort to a few regulations so that there
The Hon. W. J. BECKE'IT.-I a'm not are more paragraphs and more words to
concerned with that phase of the subject, consider. I am now, of course, discussing
but I am concerned with the quantity of proposed new section 15. I do not
milk consumed by families. People are criticize the men who comprise Boards;
I fully
not buying as much as they would like, I am criticizing the system.
simply because the price is excessive. realize that if I were head of a DepartWhenever I endeavour to encourage by ment, ex;pec1!ed to carry on a job, I should
precept, I like to encourage by showing a like to make it as big and as important
good example. I have advanced my as possible, and to have as many powers
point of view for the sake of the milk and as large a staff for departmental
producer. It is much better for him to purposes as I could obtain.
The Hon. C. 'E. ISAAc.-That is not the
sell his commodity for home consumption
than for its butter-fat content. For the policy of ~e Milk Board.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not before this Bill has been passed. I am referring to the policy of the Board after
the measure has reached the st'atutebook.

The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Has not
the Milk Board always had such powers?
The Hon. A. G.WARNER.-Not one
member of this House who has had
Ministerial eXlperience does not know
that Departments" keep on keeping on,"
obtain more and 'more power and become
bigger and better Departments. They
love to exercise control over every section of their work. That is demonstrated
perhaps more clearly in the Commonwealth sphere than in the State.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.---,Would it
not be better if all activities were
planned?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In that
event I can visualize the stage being
r~ached when there would be one poor
little enterprise carrying the whole world
on its shouMers. What fun the Department concerned would have with it.
Proposed new section 15 sets out clearly
that the Board will have an opportunity
of appointing agents, and of discontinuing the appointments later. The Board
will be able to fine an agent if he does
not do as he is told; it will have power
to delicence him in due course. Under
one provision in this Bill the agent will
'e given the remarkable privilege of
lppealing to nobody. He will have no
:ights even if he does think of appealing.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-He can be
lned £25.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes, if he
has the impertinence to suggest that he
has the right to appeal.
A man who
perhaps has experienced some misfortune
may seek to become an agent for the
Milk Board. In the first place he applies
to the Board and, being possibly "a
friend of the family," he ohtains the job.
If he does not behave himself he can be
fined £25. He can be sacked and will
have no appeal. If he is cheeky about
it he will be dealt with under another
provision. In all seriousness I suggest
that this is not the kind of legislation
which members of this Chamber, who
are supposed to be protecting the liberty
of the subject, should think of passing.
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I have dealt with one of these provisions

so that we can thoroughly understand
how viscious are the powers to be given
to the Board, and how limited are the
powers for the protection of the individual who will come within the jurisdiction
of the Board. I hope that all members
will realize that when once this Bill has
been passed the ordinary man in the
street, the ordinary dairy farmer or
dairyman, will have a very small chance
in the next twenty years of having the
legisla tion amended. There is probably
nothing harder for a citizen to-day than
to have some injustice corrected in an
Act of Parliament.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province) .-Proposed new
Part IT. deals with the supply, sale and
distribution of milk. Apart from what
we have heard from Mr. Warner, who,
is perhaps the champion of private enterprise in this Chamber, who is enti tIed to his views in that regard, and
whose judgment I respect on nany
occasions, I think he must recognize that
Australia is undergoing a very S( vere
economic strain. In that connection the
question O'f planning arises. I believe that
the sale of milk ought to be planned and
that its distribution ought to be zoned.
If planning is good enough in a time of
war, what is wrong with it in a time of
stress, though it be in a period of peace?
What Mr. Be'ckett said about ever-rising
costs is true. The rainfall in Victoria
is better for the purpose of the dairying
industry than the rainfall in any other
State, and I doubt whether in any other
State there are larger stretches of country more suitable for that industry than
those in Victoria. Yet the householder
is paying 7!d. a pint for milk. When
will the rise in the price of that commodity cease? Mr. Warner knows as
well as I do that one of the curses of the
dairying industry in the past was the
waste of labour. For example, four or
five carts would deliver milk in one small
street. It is unnecessary to go as far
back as the days to which Mr. Isaac referred to find examples of cut-throat
competition in serving with milk four or
five houses in the same street.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Milk was not
7d. a pint in those days.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-It was
not.
Consider the conditions under
which persons laboured to produce milk
in those earlier days. Every one knows
that prior to Ithe advent of the Milk
Board, sweating in the dairying industry
was greater than in any other.
The
dairying industry existed, so to speak,
on the work of women and kiddies. I
speak with some feeling, because the
first job I ever had was on a dairy farm
for a wage of £1 a week and my keep.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE.-YoU look
well now.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That
may be so, but the fact is that both Mr.
Warner and Sir Frank Beaurepaire desire
that they should at least obtain a reasonable return for capital they have invested.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE.-Now you are
off on a different angle altogether.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The
honorable member does not like to be
told the truth. He would probably disapprove of my exammmg in this
Cham!ber the bonus shares issued by the
companies with which he is connected. If
Sir Frank Beaurepaire wants me to do
that, I will do it, and I would act similarly in respect of all those people who
wave flags and make profits in excess of
what is fair both in times of peace and
Nar. They have very little to say, but I
lIhall have something to say when that
kind of talk hits me. It is rude and it
is wrong. I ask for the withdrawal of a
remark made' by Sir Frank Beaurepaire.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
Rankin).-I did not hear the rem.ark.

The Hon. P. J. KEJNNELLY.-I regret
that you didJ not, Mr. Chairman. I get
a little annoyed by people who are seldom
here, who show extremely little interest
in what takes place when they are here,
and whose interjections are unfair.
I do not mind how hard a fellow
member hits me if his comments
are fair and I am allowed to hit back,
but I do not intend to stand for something that is altogether unwarranted.
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE.-I think you
ought to be asked what is the remark
that you object to. I have not made any
derogatory comment about you.

Bill.

The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Some
people seem to thing that because the
producers of a commodity have in
recent years been obtaining a price
in conformi ty wi th prices realized
in other industries, they ought to be
dealt with. These same people contend,
of course, that Boards and all other such
bodies are always wrong. One of the
faults that I find with the Milk Board is
that it perm'itted the more or less breaking down of the system of zoning. Even
to-day, although there is a limited operation of zoning in the distribution of milk,
I still believe that if the Board had adhered to its war-time practice of compulsory zoning and of insisting that the
commodity must be of a certain standard, milk would be cheaper so far as
the average consumer is concerned.
If it is the desire of some people that
the consumer should obtain his milk for
the .price at which he gat it in years gone
by and that those engaged in the industry should work under sweated conditions again, I can only say that I do
not support that. Those engaged in the
industry are at least entitled to living
standards such as we expect for men
working in secondary industries.
While we may look hard at the price
of n d. a pint to-day, we must also take
into consideration that the 7!d. with
which we buy the pint to-day is not
equivalent to the 3d. that we paid ten
years ago. In 1949 the £1 was worth
16s., taking 1939 as a basis. To-day the
£1, compared with 1939, is worth no
more than 6s. to 7s. The price of any
commodity to-day, compared with its
price in 1939, has just about doubled. I
do not desire to ~ee this commodity selling at a price that will cause people to
refrain from doing what Mr. Beckett
does. Everybody knows the value of
milk as a food.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why not
move an amendment to put some consumers on the Board specially to represen t the consumers?

The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-At
present there is a directly appointed
representative of the consumers on the
Board. I understand that Mr. Warner
does not want any Board. However
much people may object to planning and
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to direction by a Board, I believe that
if the decisions of this Board will mean
a cheaper commodity of the best possible
quality no one will say that there is
anything wrong with it. Even if at
this s'tage the Board were to go back
to its war-time policy of zoning the
delivery of milk, I think that would
help to make the commodity cheaper,
and it would certainly help in increasing
the consumption of the product.
I marvel when I hear all these objections to Boards and to planning. There
was not so much objection expressed in
the crisis through which this nation was
passing from 1941 to 1946. From an
economic point of view, I conS'ider that
the nation to-day is in a greater crisis.
If it is good to plan during the crisis of
war, I cannot understand why it is not
good to plan in times of crisis in peace.
Of course, some people are prepared to
put up with anything in time of war,
because they are frightened; but in
peace time they want an " open go," and
that has aLways meant more to those
that have and less to those that have
not. I have never yet heard an argument raised even by Mr. Warner, whom
I respect, why there should not be some
orderly planning in times of crisis in
peace. No doubt, Mr. Warner is capable
of advancing reasons why there should
not be, but I have very great doubt
whether otther members of this House
could do so.
I ask the Minister in charge of the Bill
to discuss with the Board the matter I
have spoken of, or to take it up with the
Department, and I advise the Government not to worry too much about what
may be said in the press.
Obviously,
the press will not like planning. It will
say vhat that is tinged with a red
thought. At least in my view, planning
may give the people a cheaper commodity
while still leaving the producers with
something for the work they do.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-I have been rather surprised
to hear the opposition that has been
expressed t'O the Bill both in this House
and in andther place, because its main
principles are the same as were in the
Act of 1933, which was brought down
by a Li'beral party Government. I have
been particularly surprised to hear the
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opposition to SUb-sections (1), (2), and
(3) of proposed new section 15, dealing
with the supply, sale, and distribution
of milk. Those sub-sections have practically the same wording and meaning
as the agreement any businessman would
make with his agent in the country.
They are not nearly as hard as the conditions sought to be made by certain companies to-day in connection with the sale
of petrol.
I appreciate that suh-section (4) is in
a somewhat differen1t category in that it
is a penalty clause, and there may be
some slight o'bjection to that. However,
if a man takes on a monopoly in the sale
of milk in a given area he is entitled
to have his activities supervised. This
is a very wise monopoly.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Will you
tell us the difference between a monopoly
and a wise monopoly?
The Hon. D. J. "'·ALTERS.-There
is a lot of difference. But when I hear
objections to those four sub-sections it
is getting too much for me, for the
reason that every businessman in this
Chamber has signed agreements time
and again with his agents, and their provisions are similar to those of the subclauses in question.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I can understand the
Government supporting producer Boards
as the producers are desirous of looking after their own interests, but thp
Milk Board will not be in that category;
it is a Government-appointed Board.
As Mr. Isaac said, we like the present
Board. However, other Boards will succeed the present one down the years and
it seems that in their hands will be placed
unnecessary powers. Proposed new sec·
tion 16 of the princJ.pal Act wiH give to
the Milk Board powers wider than are
needed. Under it the Board will be pn·
abled to do practically everything except
sell milk by retail. The MHk Board
could, in effect, set up in opposiiJon to
Nestle's for the production of powdered
milk and could manufacture and sell
dairy utensils, &c.
The record of Government trading in
the past has been a dismal failure, and
once again it is proposed to set up
another Government trading authorit).
I do not op.pose the principle of the Milk
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Board arranging for the distribution of
clean milk. Tbat has been the practicp
for a considerable time, and long may it
continue. The question is not one of thp
dairy farmer receiving a payable pricp.
for his milk The danger lies in the
difference between the price which the
farmer gets and that which the consumer
pays. If we could see into the future and
know the extra cost that will be incurred as a result of the implementation
of the provisions of this Bill, we should
h'ave the answer to our objections. 1
should like the Government to consider
whether it is necessary for the Milk
Board to have the powers proposed to
be conferred upon it. The producer
should receive a fair .price and the Board
should be allowed to carry on the good
work which it has performed until now,
but why should there be all the impedimenta which is contained in the various
clauses of the Bill ?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 address myself to
proposed new section 16 of the princ'ipal
Act. There has been some discussion
on this aspect and there seems to be some
misconception by Mr. WaIters and other
members as to the power of the Board
to buy and sell milk. The posi tion is that
the Board has power to treat milk and
buy milk 'and no one else in a milk district has power to sell milk excert a
dairy Ifarmer who has a licence to sell
it from his own dairy. Therefore, no
person who produces whole milk can sell
it as such unless the Board is prepared
to buy it from him. lif the Board is not
prepared to do that, the producer cannot sell it elsewhere i~ a milk district.
There may be some milk district miles
away fro-m his fa!'Tl1 which has not been
proclaimed, but the practical posi tion is
that a man who produces whole milk
must sell .it to the Board under those
-terms which the Board prescribes, and
if he is nol prepared to' do that he cannot sell his milk elsewhere except under
the conditions which I have stated.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBRooK.--Can he
not sell the milk as a producer-retailer?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Jf he has
a licence under Part n. of the principal
Act and produces the milk out of his own
herd, he may sell it from his own dairy
if he has a licence to do so.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-He may sell
the milk to ice ·cream manufacturers or
to Nestle's 'for the production of powdered m'ilk
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so, provided he has a da-iry herd in a milk
district and he sets up as a milk producer. I am thoroughly convinced that
there are very few dairy farmers who
understand the real import of this Bill.
They may say they want the measure,
but do they understand what is to be
given to them?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Their officials understand.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not
competent to argue on that aspect. 1
concede that I do not know what the
officials have said, or whether they properly represent the views of farmers.
However, I am strongly inclined to the
view that if I were a dairy farmer I
should be very upset at the proposal to
establish the proposed ~oard. Let us
assume that I am a dairy farmer and that
I have paid a high price for a herd of
cows suitable for the production of whole
milk for human consumption. If the
Board does not like me or the way in
which I do business it will be enabled to
say, "We will not buy your milk," and
there is nothing tha't I can do about it.
I shall have no redress at law. The
Board will not be compelled to buy any
milk and I shall be unable to sell it
unless I can do so under Part II of the
principal Act. There are very few dairy
farmers to whom that provision will
apply. Dairy farmers who sell milk for
consumption in the metropolitan area
at present could be put out of business
by one stroke of the pen by the Milk
Board, and there is not a thing in the
world that they could do about it.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-They could
do something.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There may
be a few dairy farmers who could do
something, if they were to get together
and make proper representations to
Parliament, but if a person were merely
one man in an industry, it is unlikely
that his competitors would rally around
to help him, irrespective of how painfully hurt he might be.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Let us hear
another Aunt Sally.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr. WaIters may think it is an Aunt Sally, but I
have been engaged in an industry in
which there have been between 400 and
500 competitors, but when something
was done to me by a Government Department, my competitors did not show any
degree of enthusiasm to come to' my
assistance.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
Rankin).-In view of the lateness of the
hour, I ask honorable members to refrain
from interjecting and to' allow Mr. Warner to continue his speech. If IMT. Wal'ner
will take no notice of interjections,
honorable members will hear more of his
argument.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-As Mr.
Isaac said, this is a most important Bill.
It is important not merely because it
deals with milk but because it deals
with the subject of human liberties. The
Board may refuse to buy milk from a
dairy farmer who has established a farm
for the express purpose of supplying
whole milk to vhe metropolitan area, and
having done that it may enter into a
contract on any terms and under any
conditions to obtain milk from anO'ther
district or from another producer.
Sub-section (7) O'f propO'sed new section 16 deals with the question of payments. I would point out that if a dairy
farmer claimed he had delivered £1,000
worth of milk and there was a dispute
about the quantity of milk delivered, the
Milk Board could pay the producer a
l'csser or greater sum than was due, or
could refuse to' make any payment at all.
The producer would have no legal redress
against the BDard. PrDposed new section
38 provides th'a t a dairy farmer shall
take no actiDn against the Baard. The
only person who will have legal redress
against the BDard will be a third
party who holds a mDrtgage or a
lIien for cartage, or something of that
sort. The producer is to be completely
disfranchised and his rights taken away
from him. I wonder how many dairy
farmers realize that they could supply
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milk for three months, at the end of
which time payment could be refused
and they would have no right to approach a court of law. The dairy farmer
has been specially selected to have his
righ ts taken away from him by a Board
that is beyond even the power of Parliament. If that is what dairy 'farmers are
actually trying to secure, it is certainly
a surprise to me.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (MelbDurne North PrDvince) .-Sub-section
(2) of prDpased new section 17 provides
tha t a certificate signed or purpDrting to
be signed by the secretary of the Board
shall be accepted as prima facie evidence.
It is most undesirable that when a man is
taken to' court the proof Df his offence
should be presumed. I should like the
Minister to indicate why this extraordinary prDcedure is deemed to' be necessary.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (HiginbDtham Province).-As Mr. Galbally has
sta ted, this proposed new sub-section
provides that a certificate signed by the
secretary of the BDard throws the onus
of proof upon the unfortunate dairy
fam1er. The defendant, in effect, has to
disprove every statement made by the
Board, which can be as casual and as
careless as it desires. The Board call
make the wildest statements, and the
dairy farmer will have to disprove them.
The Han. J. W. GALBALLY.-No statements are made; the secretary of the
BDard simply signs a certificate.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
correct. I wDnder how many dairy
farmers are aware of that positian? I do
nat know whether those who voted
strongly in favour O'f this Bill had
that matter placed before them. I do
nat think that dairy farmers thoroughly
understand this Bill. I should now like
to' direct attention to para,graph (b) of
sub-section (2) Df proposed new section
19, under which the BDard is to be given
pawer to determine different prices for
milk. In ather wards, a dairy farmer
can receive more for his milk than
another producer in the same district.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That
wO'uld not 'be practicable.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Jt may
not be practicable, but I am poinling out
that the Board will have that power. As I
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understand the position, the Board has no
power at present to determine different
prices for milk for different people, but
this provision gives the Board power to
determine different prices in different
districts or in the same district, even in
part of a district. The Board will be able
to do anything it likes in regard to
prices; it wiLl be able to fix different
prices for milk produced in various districts or on different farms, or even for
milk delivered in certain kinds of containers. I again suggest that very few
dairymen realize just haw 'far the Board
can go. I agree that the Board will not
impose these provisions during the first
week of the operation of this legislation,
but these powers will gradually be
widened. U there is any weakness,
prohably regulations wiLl be m,ade to
tigh ten up any loopholes so that the dairy
farmer and the dairyrrnan will have no
possible chance of retaining any form of
liberty.
Proposed, new section 20 relates to
returns to 'be furnished and books and
records to be kept by agents, dairy
farmers, and dairymen.
The Board
shall have power to require many things
to be done, and the dairy farmers and
dairymen and agents will have no redress against its decisions. Tt is wonderful what forms can be evolved by
various Boards.
I think they have
collated all the questions asked by all
other governmental authorities and then
added a few more questions, and
embodied them in a new type of form.
I do not know whether this provision means tha t those concerned, in
order to keep ,a set of books, records,
and accounts relating to milk, will be
required to employ a specially qualified
accountant. However, it is quite possible that they will 'be compelled to do
so. They may even be required by the
Board to install a mechanized system of
accounts. If they fail to keep their
books and accounts as prescribed by the
Board, they will be Hable to a fine of
£50. Even if a person were fined £50
and pa'id it, the Board could refuse to
renew his licence iIf he were still not a
good boy. It therefore has power not
only to fine him but to take away his
means of livelihood. In this respect
The Hon. A. G. Warner.
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the Board will exercise a life-and -dea th
power over dairymen, dairy farmers,
and agents.
Under proposed new section 21, an
agent, a dairyman, or a dairy farmer
can be required to produce to any offi'cer
of the Board any accounts, books, or
documents that may be required for
inspection.
Under this provision an
officer of the Board may at any time
walk into the premises of these people
and demand the production of their
books and accounts. Truly. ~he dairyman's home has ceased to be his castle.
I shall not discuss proposed new
section 22 relating to the cancellation of
licences, but I pass on to the next provision-proposed new section 23, which
relates to the determination of dairies
from which milk may be distributed in
defined areas in milk districts, and to
the payment of compensation. Under
this provision, the Board will have power
to close dairies and to open other
dairies, also to determine how many
dairies shall operate in a particular area.
Of course, after the Board has made
an inquiry to suit its convenience, a
licence holder may make a claim for
compensation for any loss or damage
sustained by him by reason of a decisdon
of the Board, and he has the very great
privilege of going from the boss-that
is, the Board-to the super-boss-the
Minister---,to have the Board's assessment of damages reviewed.
I wish honorable members to appreciate this point. A dairyman might
have spent £5,000 in the purchase of a
dairy in a district in which he has
operated 'for perhaps ten years. However, somebody might not like the 'colour
of his eyes, and his licence may be
taken from him and 'allotted to another
person who may be more favourably
looked upon by the Board. The person
affected has no legal redress against
any unfavourable decision, as that right
of legal redress has been carefully removed under proposed new section 38.
All he may do 'is to 'appeal to the Minister, who could grant him £100 in respect
ofa debt of £5,000. The Minister, after
considering the matter, could ~ay, "We
have robbed him of only £4,000; give
him another £50."
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I suggest that in this section of this
Bill power is provided to enable the
Board to push the dairyman around and
to treat him in any way desired, without
giving him any real right of appeal.
Therefore, I am stiB at a loss to know
why those engaged in the dairying
industry are anxious that this Bill shall
become law.
Proposed new section 24 follows the
same principle as the previous provisions
to which I have referred. The person
concerned is required to make an applica tion for a licence in the manner prescribed by the Board. A person will not
be entitled to make an application in the
normal way; he must do so in the
manner prescribed. If the Board directs
that the appl1ication shall be made on
pink paper, or any other type of paper,
the applicant must do so, and he must
answer all the questions which the
Board and its staff put to him.
a dairyman wishes to sell his
business he can do so only with the
approval of the Board, and he may sell
only to an approved person. If the Board
does not like a particular person, it can
approve of the sale of a dairy to Brown
for £1,000, while refusing a sale to Smith,
who might be prepared to pay £1,500.
In other words, the Board has the right
to determine who shall get the licence
and how much shall be paid for it. As
I previously mentioned, new section 38
prevents the aggrieved person from
suing the Board if he suspects he has
been the victim of any chicanery. Yet
the dairymen are supposed to be in
favour of this Bill. I wonder if they really
understand what it means. Of course,
as I said before, they will' have the
wonderful opportunity of seeing the
Minister.
If

Proposed new section 26 covers the
transportation of milk by road. I do not
propose to speak at length on this provision, but I realize that the dairy farmer
must obtain a licence from the Board
for the carrying of milk. I see no power
within this provision which will entitle
a dairyman or a dairy farmer to transport his ,own milk. If the Minister
assures me that I am in error, I shall
be pleased to hear him say so.
The
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section refers to " any person." I understand tha1t "any person" means, in
effect, all persons, unless any particular
individual is specifically excluded.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It relates
to persons engaged in the busin~ss of
carrying milk, not in the productIOn of
milk.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I should
think that any person who carts milk
from his farm to a milk factory would
be engaged in the business of carting
milk.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-That is not
so.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-U a dairy
farmer conforms to the regulations of
the Board he will have no difficulty in
obtaining 'a licence, because the public
would be assured of a clean and wholesome product.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I think Mr.
Ludbrook has the right idea. Provided
that a dairyman conforms with the requirements of the Board, he will be permitted to cart his own milk. When he is
making his application for permission to
do so, he will have to state the route over
which he intends to travel. He will not
have a licence to use a different route,
and I presume that the milk will have to
be carted in the way tha t the Board
desires. He will have to attend on a
certain day so that the Board may consider the application that the man is
going to make to be permitted to cart
his milk. Except in those cases, it is
clear that the work will be done by carriers who, I presume, will transport milk
at such a price that will compensate them
for all the bother they are put to, and
that cost will be passed on to the consumer.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-I previously
discussed sub-section (1) of proposed
new section 26, which provides, inter
aliaAny person who (either alone or in conjunction with any other business) carries
on the business of transporting by road
milk for sale--

Those words cover a dairy farmer who
carts his own milk every day by road.
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That is a business of transporting milk
by road, and is not a haphazard function.
Under this provision, the dairy farmer
will be bound to register with the Board.
It is no answer for the Minister to say
that the Board will not ask him to do
so. Members are not here to guess what
the Board will do in certain circumstances, and it is our duty to analyse
legisla tion to ensure that it is drafted
correctly. We should amend this proposed new sUb-section to make sure that
. its provisions will not apply to a dairy
farmer carting his own milk.

Bill.

any condensed concentrated dried or
desiccated milk or any milk powder
or any colouring or preservative
mattershall be guilty of an offence and liable
to a penalty of not more than Twenty-five
pounds.
(c)

If, unbeknown to a dairyman, a person
leaves a separator or some other contrivance on his property, he will be
liable to a penalty. It is of no use the
Minister saying, "The Board would not
sue a man in those circumstances."
This is another example of faulty
draftsmanship.

The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minister of Labour).-I assure Mr. Galbally
that the provision will not apply to producers, who will be free to cart milk
where they desire, as it will not be the
property of the Board. If a producer
wishes to sell his milk retail, he may do
so, provided that he complies with the
provisions of the Milk and Dairy Supervision Act. If he chooses, he may cart
the milk to a depot.

Provided that the Board on the written
application of any dairyman may grant to
that dairyman for such period and subject
to such ·conditions as the Board thinks fit
an exemption in writing from a1l or any
of the provisions of this sub-section.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).--Then, to whom
will the provision apply? When a dairy
farmer reads ,the Bill, he is bound to say,
" If I cart my milk by road to the depot,
I must obtain a carrier's licence from the
Board."

That wording does not cover the situation
I have outlined. It is bad for the community to regard as an offence some
contrivance being left on the premises
of a person, and which contrivance is
capable of being used for nefarious
purposes.

The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY.-The man
will not be carting milk in order to make
a profit from that work.

The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Under the
legislation, a dairyman could be branded
as a criminal.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That is
not stated in the sub-section, which refers
to any person who carts milk for sale.
A dairy farmer would not cart milk
merely for the fun of doing so. The subsection is badly drafted, and it should
not be passed in its present form. I
next wish to refer to sub-section (2) of
proposed new section 30, which provides-

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It appears tha t our liberties are fast disappearing.

Any dairyman from whose dairy milk is
sold or distributed in a milk district who
standardizes any milk or sells any standardized milk or has at his dairy(a) any mechanical separator (whether
operated or capable of being operated by power or :by hand) which
is .,capable of being used for the
separating of butter-fat from milk;
(b) any contrwance whatsoever capable
of being used for the standardization
of milk; or

Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Probably, the
provision appeared in the principal Act.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That
does not correct the position.
The
proviso says-

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbatham Province).-Proposed new section 31 is part and parcel of the principles of this Bill. Assume that a dairyman is over-supplied with milk on a
Thursday morning. Either he can allow
that milk to go bad or he must apply
to the Board for permission to dispose
of it, because in paragraph (b) of subsection (,1) it is provided that" the Board
may, in exceptional circumstances,
authorize the purchase of milk" otherwise than in accordance with the contract that the man has signed. The dairyman will have to ubtain written authority
from the Board to sell the milk, and its
price will be determined by the Board.
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The condition is that" It shall not be less
than the minimum price." That is in case
any person should seek the advantage of
buying cheap milk. Of course, we must
not let the consumer receive the advantage of any over-supplies; that must be
stopped! Ag.ain, a dairyman could purchase milk only in the limited quantity
forming the subject of the contract, the
period of the duration of which will be
limited, and 'So forth. This means that
it will be made impossible for the dairyman to sell any over-supply of milk he
may happen to have on hand.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Any surplus
a dairyman has he sends to the factory.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-It is the
Board which will have the milk-the
dairy farmer will not. Will the Minister's
explana tion of thi-s section be like his explanation of another provision regarding
which he said, in effect, "The members
of the Board would not be such naughty
boys as to do what has been suggested." Proposed new section 31 would
mean the complete and utter destruction
of anyone ,who wanted to sell surplus
milk. While the prescribed rigmarole
was in process the milk would be going
bad.
I direct the attention of the
Labour party-which is supposed to be
the party tha t looks alfter the poor
unfortunate low-income man who desires
to buy goods at low prices-to the real
meaning of the provision. Arpparently
the members o'f that party are sponsoring
this Bill. In sub-section (2) of propo~d
i1ew section 31 there is a reference to the
price and, Heaven forbid, it must not be
less than "the appropriate minimum
price." It could be as high as the dairyman Uked; he could slug anyone.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-How could he
slug anyone? He could not retaii more
than two gallons of milk and could not
exceed the maximum price for retail purposes.
The Hon. A. G. 'W'ARNER.-The maximum price as determined by the Boardnot by the prices Commissioner, public
opinion or Parliament, but by the nice
little Board which' will have such a
nice little jab in this wonderful growing
empire. In order to make certain that
there is noth-ing further wrong with this
proposition, any dairyman who happens
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to be guilty of the villainy of buying
surplus milk outside the scope of the
prescribed terms is to be fined £50.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-The tende:r:lCY
wculd be to prevent the buying of stale
milk at a cheap price.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Surely
the honorable member does not suggest
tha t th'2 Board would allow milk of a low
quality to be vested in it.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-It will be a case
of one dairyman buying from another.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-He will
not obtain any other kind of milk than
that vested in the Board.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-Milk does not
stay good for ever.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I will
guarantee that it does not, but, while
it remains good, the dairyman will not
be able to sell it unless he goes through
this rigmarole, during which period the
milk will be turning bad.
I cannot
really concede that the Committee is
conscious of the full import of proposed new sec Non 38.
The section
actually means that no person shall be
entitled to receive compensation from
any action, claim, or demand in relation
to anyth'ing the Board does. I do not
know just how wide that provisi'On is,
but it seems to me that the Board could
have trucks by which people could be
injured, but the Board could commit no
wrong.
People could be swindledthere could be embezzlement 'Of funds
within the Board. A gr'Oup of dairy
farmers could have five or six thousand
pounds due to them and the money might
be misappropriated by some one. Those
dairy farmers would have no claim
against the Board, and there would be
nothing they could do about 'it.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-If the
honorable member will consider the
words "or anything done under this
Act," he will realize that half of what
he is saying does not hold water.
The Hon. A. G.WARNER.-This
proposed neW section employs the words
"in respect of any damage loss or
injury sustained by reason of the passing of this Act or of its operation." I
should imagine tlha t "the operation of
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the Act" would mean that the Board
could say to the dairy farmers, "We
shall be kind enough in your 'Case to
allow you to sell milk to the Board at
our price." The milk may be thus sold
and some one, in handling the cheque,
may misappropriate, say, £5,000.
It
w(~uld
be a loss incurred by the
Board and a loss to the farmer,
owing to the peculiar operation of this
legislation, and I use the word
" peculiar" advisedly. This means that
the farmers would in such circumstances
not receive a penny.
Is that what
Parliament is seriously setting out to
do?
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.--Can you
suggest an amendment?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes.
Let us wipe out the provision altogether
and give every British citizen the right
to sue another person -for payment.
What is there about a dairy farmer that
makes it necessary to deny him his
righ t of access to the courts? Has he
done something wrong; has he offended
the communi ty?
Any other type of
farmer or any manufacturer has the
right to sue anyone who does not pay
him.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Under the
principal Act the Milk Board is a 'Corpora te body capable of suing and of being sued. If the Board buys milk from
a dairyman it is under an obligation to
pay for it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
not so. The only way in which the
Board can be brought in to the issue is
under a prOVISIOn by which a third
party has a claim in respect of milk
sold.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If the Board
defaulted in payment action could be
taken.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-According to proposed new section 16, payment shall be made by the Board" to
the person appearing to the Board to be
entitled thereto and such payment shall
discharge the Board from any liability
with respect to the milk." Suppose the
milk is charged to the wrong person or
some one steals the money; what
happens?

Bill.

The Hon. C. E. ISAAc.-In the 1933
Act similar provisions appear word for
word.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Including
new section 38?
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-Yes, that prov,ision is in the 1933 Act.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There was
something that was previously known as
the divine right of kings, which was
wiped out, yet now we have it reappearing in propoS-cd new section 38.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is following the normal drafting procedure.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Minister of Public Works might term it
as such but I have never previously seen
a similar provision in any other BHl
before the House. Is it reasonable? Suppose the Board does something frightful, why should the dairy farmer be
selected as the person who should be
deprived of the right of taking action
agains t the Board?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-There is a
similar provision in every marketing of
primary products Act.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why do
the farmers put up with it? What is
there about a dairy farmer that makes
him incompetent to take the Board to
court? Why should he be denied that
privilege? If I supplied some one with
wireless sets and he did not pay I could
sue him. Is not that reasonable? Why
should not a dairy farm-cr be able to sue
the Board? If some one set aligh t to
my building, or broke into the building,
I could take action; but supposing a
Board's inspector went on to a dairy
farm and burnt the farmer's books and
lost all his records proceedings could not
be taken against him. I repeat, what is
wrong with farmers? I do not see why
this provision has been included. Why is
the Board frightened to stand up in court
and defend itself. Is it suggested that the
courts are not competent to judge in
cases against the Board? The Bill plaocs
the Milk Board beyond the control of
Parliament, of the courts and of public
opinion; it virtually becomes a law unto
itself. Hitler had nothing on th~s Bill,
and I suggest that the Minister should
agree at this stage to progress be:ng re-
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ported so that he can look further into more closely it would appear that the
this provision. If he is not agreeable, proposed new section has been widely
then at least he should withdraw pro- drawn. It provides, inter aliaNo action claim or demand shall lie
posed new section 38.
against the Crown the Treasurer of Victoria
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-In previous the Minister or the Board or any other
proposed new sections of the Bill the person in respect of any damage loss or
Board is given the right to enter into con- injury sustained by reason of the passing
tracts. As that right is also expressly of this Act . . . . . .
provided in the Act is it suggested that That would mean by reason of the fact
there is no right to sue ,for breach of tha t there is to be a Milk Board and
collective marketingcontract?
or of its operation or of anything done
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There is under this Act.
no right to sue for a breach of contract. " Anything" is very wide. Suppose the
The Board is a corporate body \but pro- Board sends a truck driver to a farm
posed new section 38 takes away the and, unfortunately, the driver runs over
right of a person to sue the Board. Every a pedestrian and kills him. Does that
power given in other parts of the Bill is mean that the dependants of the victim
taken away by proposed new section 38. have no remedy against the BoaTd?
Perhaps legal members of the House will
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-No.
advise me whether I am wrong in my
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think
contention. If proposed new section 38
does not debar people from suing the that is what it does mean.
Board then what is its meaning?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I do not
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY.-Under think we should be left to guess at it.
section 5 of the principal Act the Board I do not know if there is any judicial
decision on ,the matter, but I can see no
is capable of being sued at law.
harm in members asking these questions.
The Hon. A. G. \VARNER.-That is so,
The clause was agreed to, as were the
but the proposed new section providesremaining clauses.
Save as otherwise expressly provided in
The Bill was reported to the House
this Act no person shall be entitled to
receive compensation from . . . . . .
without amendment, and passed through
and SO on, but the Act is silent on many its remaining stages.
ma tters such as torts and damages which
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
migh t occur, and the dairy farmer is
(OVERDRAFTS) BILL.
deprived of his right to sue this alleged
This Bill was returned from the
corporate body.
I should like the
Minister to tell the Committee if that Assembly with a message relating to an
is not so. I do not believe he will say amendment.
tha t proposed new section 38 does not
It was ordered that the message be
r.:1ean what I say it does.
taken into consideration next day.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (MelMARKETING OF PR'rMARY
bourne North Province).-I think the
PRODUCTS (TOMATOES) BILL.
Committee is at cross-purposes about
This Bill w.as received from the
proposed new section 38. What I think
it is intended >to mean is this: Under this Assembly and, on the motion of the
Bill a collective marketing scheme is Honorable P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
established and by reason of that scheme Public \Vorks), was read a first time.
the Bill provides tha t no person shall
ADJOURNMENT.
be heard to say, "By reason of the
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
activities of the Milk Board I have been
denied the right to make a profit. If I Public Works) .-By leave, I move--That the House, at its rising, adjourn
had been allowed to sell milk in any
other way I could hav·e made a lot of until Tuesday next.
The motion was agreed to.
money." That is the kind of action that
The House adjourned at 11.34 p.m.
this proposed new section is intended to
stop, and I agree with it. Looking at it until Tuesday, August 28.
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Wednesday, A ugu~ 22, 1951.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.24 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
GROUP CONSTRUCTIONS PTY. LTD.
ACTIVITIES OF MR. PETER RUSSELL--CLARKE.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Chief Secretary1. Whether the Police Department has
made any recommendation or given any
advice, information, or opinion on the question of the prosecution of Peter RussellClarke in relation to his activities in connection with Group Constructions Pty. Ltd.
and associated companies and firms; if so,
what action (if any) the Law Department
has taken as a result thereof?

2. If he will lay on the table of the
Library the file or files in connection
therewith?

l\lr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).This matter concerns the Law Department which has furnished the following reply:1. The facts are that at the request of
the Law Department the Chief Commissioner of Police caused an investigation to
be made and a report furnished.
The
Crown Solicitor advised that the contents
of that report disclosed such a prima facie
case as was required by the Companies
(Special Investigations) Act 1940, with the
reSUlt that a competent inspector was
appointed under the provisions of that Act.
The inspector made a report after a preliminary survey by him and, on that report,
an application was made to the Supreme
Court to wind up Group Constructions Pty.
Ltd.
Mr. E. T. Spackman, accountant and
official liquidat.or, was appointed provisional liquidator in the winding up, but to
date his report has not been received.
Until that report is received, the question
of the prosecution of Peter Russell-Clarke
in relation to his activities in connection
with the company cannot be considered.

As to the second part of the question,
I am unable to lay the official file on the
table of the Library because it is in the
possession of the liquidator.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Chief SecretaryIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the file or files dealing with the recent
increase in rates of third-party motor car
insurance?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The file has been laid on the table of
the Library. I may add that, in addition
to correspondence 'With the
premiums committee, I discussed all
aspects of the question with the chairman of that committee and the State
Insurance Commissioner.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
ROSANNA STATE ScHOOL: SEWERAGE
INSTALLATION.
For Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill),
Mr. Towers asked Mr. R. T. White
(Honorary Minister), for the Minister
of Public WorksWhether the provision of sewerage facilities at the Rosanna State School is dependent on the acceptance of the conditions of
approval as set out by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works in a letter,
dated 23rd May last, to the Public Works
Department; if so, whether the Commissioner will have the question of the acceptance of the Board's conditions treated as
extremely urgent?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The answer furnished by the Minister
of Public Works is(a)

No. The Secretary for Public Works.
by letter of the 27th of June last,
informed the Board that the Department accepted the Board's
conditions of approval, and requested the Board to arrange for
the work to proceed as early as
possible.

(b)

For the honorable member'S information, it is added that the work of
providing additional out-offices and
sewerage installation has been
publicly advertised twice for tenders, closing dates being respectively the 24th of July and the 21st
of August, but only one tender was
received, and it was considered too
high for acceptance.
The work
will be re-advertised for tenders.
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REGISTRATION OF DEATHS.
SURREY HILLS AND MONT ALBERT
DISTRICTS.

Mr. REm (Box Hill) asked the Chief
Secretary1. How many deaths have been registered
since the first day of March, 1951, as having
occurred in the districts of Surrey Hills and
Mont Albert?
2. In respect of each such death what was
the date of occurrence; (b) the precise
address at which it was reported to have
occurred; (c) the name and address of the
informant who supplied particulars to the
Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages;
and (d) the name of the undertaker appearing from the particulars lodged with the
Registrar as having carried out the funeral
arrangements?
--(et,)

l\fr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-Registrations of deaths in the metropolitan area are not segregated into
districts or suburbs. As the deaths
registered in respect of the metropolitan
area since the beginning of this year
number 8,975, to give the ,information
sought would entail the examination of
each individual registration.
If the
honorable member will let me know the
particular information he seeks, I shall
inquire whether it can be obtained for
him.
HOUSING.
INTEREST RATES ON LOANS.

Mr. MUTTON
Treasurer-

(Coburg)

asked the

1. Whether the Housing Commission and
co-operative housing societies pay interest
rates of 3~ per cent. and 3~ per cent.,
respectively, on moneys borrowed for purposes of home building?

2. Whether he is aware that payments
made by purchasers of certain Commission
homes include an interest charge of 8 per
cent. on capital cost, while this charge in
respect of co-operative housing societies'
homes remains at 3~ per cent.?
3. Whether he will take steps to enable cooperative housing societies to borrow at the
same interest rate as does the Housing
Commission?
4. Whether, to give~ffect to the promise
made in h~s policy speech, he will make provision for an interest charge of 2 per cent.
to persons purchasing homes through either
of these organizations?
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answers are-1. WHh the exception of two loans raised
privately at £3 7s. 6d. per cent., all loan
moneys required by the Housing Commission are supplied by the Commonwealth
under agreement, the present interest
charge being 3 per cent. In the case of cooperative housing societies the rate has been
£3 17s. 6d. per cent. with the exception of
three loans on which it was £3 15s. per cent.
2. As purchasers of Housing Commission
homes pay cash for these homes it is not
known on what basis their finance is
obtained.
3. Unlike the Housing Commission, the
co-operative housing societies make their
own arrangements to obtain finance from
banks and other financial institutions. Unless
the Commonwealth Government is prepared
to finance these societies on a basis similar
to that of the Housing Commission it will
not be practicable to bring the societies'
rate into line with that of the Housing Commission.
4. In view of the changed financial
position, particularly in regard to the recent
rise in interest rates, nothing can be done
at the present time, but the matter will be
kept under notice.

FORESTS
DISTRIBUTION

COMMISSION.

OF LOGS FROM MT. COLE.

Mr. STONE HAM (Midlands)
the Minister of Forests-

asked

Whether log deliveries compared with
allocation ex Mt. Cole to sawmills, during
the year 1950-51, show any variations of
defiCiency in supply; if so, whether 'appropriate adjustments are being made, or will
be made, in deliveries to individual mills
during the current year to counterbalance
last year's unequal distrioution.

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister
Forests).-The answer is-

of

1949-50: Certain mills in course of construction were not in need of logs, therefore available logs were supplied to those
mills erected and ready to cut. In other
cases payment for logs fell into arrears and
log supplies were suspended.
1950--51: Haulage generally was carried
out from bush landings to mills by contractors employed by sawmilIers, and this
resulted in unequal distrilbu tion of logs.
This practice is being discontinued.
1951--52: The Forests Commission is now
arranging to undertake the felling, snigging,
and delivery of logs to mills.
This will
enable any trucks of logs to 'be directed to
any of the mills of the group, and thus
achieve more equitable distribution.
The
Commission wi'll exercise eV1ery praetical
endecwour to meet the annual allocation to
each mill in the group during the cUI'rent
year.
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COUNTRY ROADS BOARD.
OF

Mr. REID (Box Hill) asked the Hon.
R. T. White (Honorary Minister), for
the Minis ter of Public W orks1. Whether the Minister has declined to
recommend to the Governor in Council the
approval of a 'by-.}aw passed by the Council
of the City of Box Hill prohibiting the
erection of licensed premises within the City
of Box Hill?
2. If the Minister will lay on the table of
the Library all files concerning this matter,
including the correspondence on the subject
with ,the Crown Solicitor?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The answers supplied by the Minister
of Public Works are1. Yes, on the ground that Parliament had
established a special au thortty-the Licensing
Court-to hear and determine applications
for licensed premises.
2. The relevant file will be laid on the
table of the Library, as requested.

HOUSING COMMISSION.
STAFF SALARIES: OFFICE
ACCOMMODATION.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Hon. R. T. White (Honorary Minister),
for the Minister in Charge of Housing1. What is the total annual salary 'bill of
the Housing Commission?
2. How many officers of the Commission
receive annual standard salaries of-(a) less
than £300; and (b) £300 or more?
3. What office space ,is occupied by the
Commission in Government-owned buildings?
4. Whether the CommiSSion leases any
office space; if so, what is-(a) the area of
such space; (b) the location of each office;
and (c) the annual rental charge on each
lease?
5. Whether the Commission is ex.periencing serious administrative difficulties as a
result of staff shortages; if so, in which
branches of the administration these shortages exist?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The answers are1. £1'10,661 19s. 8d. for the year ended the
30th of June, 1951.
2. (a) 50; (b) 167.
3. Three floors of the State Government
offices at 179 Queen-street, Melbourne, of an
approximate area of 15,000 square feet.
4. No.
5. Yes, in all branches.

HOSTEL AT MOONEE PONDS.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Hon. R. T. White (Honorary l\iinister),
for the Minister of Public Works1. Whether the Country Roads Board has
acquired a property at Moonee Ponds for
use as a hostel; if so, when?
2. Whether any people were thereby
evicted from this property?
3. How many rooms are in the hostel?
4. What has been the average number of
people accommodated in the hostel each
week since the acquisition?
5. How many people are accommodated
in the premises at the present time?
6. How many vacant rooms are in the
premises at the present time?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
- The answers furnished by the Minister
of Public Works are-1. Yes-July,

1950.

2. No.

3. Thirty-six.
4. Nineteen.
5. Twenty.
6. Sixteen.
LANDS DEPARTMENT.
USE OF LAND AT SALISBURY WEST.

Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo)
Minister of Lands-

asked the

Whether, in view of the concern of the
eucalyptus producers in the Inglewood
district, he will lay on the table of the
Library the file relating to the application
made by Mr. Drummond and others to have
an area of 800 acres at Salisbury West made
availahle for grazing or other purposes.

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) .-1 will be pleased to lay the file
upon the table of the Library, as
requested.
HIRE

PURCHASE.

FURNITURE AND DOMESTIC REQUIREMENTS.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Premier-Whether, if hire-purchase facilities are to
be restricted in respect of furniture and
domestic requirements, he will abtain an
assurance from the Commonwealth Government that cash prices of these articles will
not be increased by additional sales tax
thereby placing them beyond the reach of
the average working man?
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Mr. McDON ALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 presume that the honorable
member is speaking for his party, and I
will be pileased to bring his views to the
notice of the Commonwealth Government.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
SALES OF ELECTRICAL ApPLIANCES: HIRE
PURCHASE.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
PremierIn respect of the Gas and Fuel Corporation and the State Electricity Commission
respectively--1. What is the total of hire-purchase
debts outstanding?
2. What
percentage
deposits
are
required from hirers?
3. What are the maximum periods permitted for repayment?
4. How many collectors are employed to
collect hire-purchase payments?
5. How many persons are employed in
the office staffs in respect of hirepurchase business?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The question relates to the
operations of the State Electricity Commission and the Gas and Fuel Corporation. I ask the honorable member to
repeat hi,s question on Tuesday next in
respect of the latter undertaking. The
answers supplied by the State Electricity
Commission are1. £183,000.
2. Not less than 20 per cent.
3. From one to three years according to

make and value of appliance sold.
4. No collectors are employed.
5. No member of the staff is employed
exclusively on hire-purchase business' this
work is undertaken in the course of 'other
normal offi'ce duties.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(OVERDRAFTS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from July 11)
on the motion of Mr. Hyland (Minister
of Transport) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. HACK (Warrnambool).-The purpose of this Bill is to effect a slight
amendment of the principal Act, but
that will be wider than appears to be
the case at first sight. It will involve
every municipality, because it affects the
amount that municipalities may borrow
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by means of bank overdrafts. The
amendment particularly concerns municipalities that engage in quarrying operations or conduct local abattoirs. The
need for the introduction of the Bill was
clearly stated by the Minister of Transport in his second-reading speech, in the
course of which he mentioned that the
shire councils of Warragul and Buln
Buln have been carrying on extensive
quarrying operations, and have sold supplies of stone to semi-governmental and
governmental institutions, but those
municipalities were finding it difficult to
collect amounts due to them.
I understand that the Minister of
Public Works tried to ensure that
Government authorities, such as the
Railway Department, the State Electrici ty Commission, and so on, would
accelerate payments to these municipalities, so as to save the latter from having
to obtain financial accommodation by
bank overdrafts.
Unfortunately, the
system of paying accounts involves much
checking of items and so on, which leads
to delays before payments are made, and
in some instances the councils concerned
have accounts outstanding for as long as
six months. For that reason, the Government has introduced the Bill, to permit
local authorities to increase their bank
overdrafts by an amount equivalent to
one-third of the sales of the output of
municipal quarries during the previous
year. Advantage is being taken of the
opportunity to permit municipalities
controlling abattoirs also to borrow by
means of bank overdraft to the extent
of one-third of the fees received in the
previous year. I do not know whether
tha t proposal win affect the Shires of
Warragul and Buln Buln, but it is
reasonable. Sub-section ( 1) of section
435 of the Local Government Act 1946
providesFor the temporary accommodation of
councils of municipalities it shall be lawful
for such councils to obtain advances from
banks by overdraft of the current account
upon the credit of the municipality; but
except where the contrary is expressly
enacted, no such overdraft or accommodation
shall at any time under any circumstances
exceed the amount of all general and extra
rates and one-third of all charges for the
use or consumption of gas and electricity
received by the municipality in the prior
year.
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Until this amendment becomes law, the
maximum bank overdraft of a municipality must not be more than the
equivalent of >the previous year's rates,
plus one-third of the amount of gas sales
or one-third of the amount of electricity
sales. I suppose that most municipalities
now find themselves in the same CQlIldition as the State Government doesthey have extreme difficulty in financing
their undertakings. This measure should
be welcomed by the municipalities O'f
Victoria as it will enable them to gain
financial relief by borrowing on overdraft. For that reason the Opposition
does not oppose the Bill, but I shall move
one small amendment when the measure
is in Committee.
The proposals in the measure will be
af substantial benefit to the Shires of

Warragul and Buln Buln, and, in fact,
generally to all municipalities. Although
the Bill will grant all municipalities
extra borrowing power it does not compel
them to exercise that power-they can
please themselves, but at least they will
have the additional scope. Every municipality is faced with the difficulties that
the Government is confronted with on
The councils
account of rising costs.
have raised their rates, but they are still
struggling to make both ends meet. 1
expect that every member of this
Assembly, who is a councillor, realizes
thoroughly that the financing O'f muni~
cipalities is extremely difficul t.
In the
circumstances, the councils have a great
deal of trouble in preparing their estimates, because they have to forecast,
before'striking a rate, the expenditure
for the forthcoming twelve months. No
doubt they aUow f.or increases in the
basic wage and other rising costs, but it
must be very hard to budget so that they
will achieve a balance in accordance with
the orilginal estimates.
I wish to refer to the section of the
principal Act which' permits municipalities that conduct gas works to borrow an
amount equal to one-third of the value
of the previous year's gas sales. Such
bodies deserve all the 'Consideration that
we can give them, because gas enterprises have been difficult propositions not
only in Melbourne but also in the
country centres. One of the difficulties
Mr. Mack.
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that have confronted municipalities conducting gas works has resulted from the
Victorian railway strike of las't year.
At that time gas undertakings had to be
conducted at all costs, and so c()al had
to be carted to them by road. In the
case of the City of Warrnambool the
extra cost incurred on that account
Ilmounted to £3,000. I do not care, nor
does the Warrnam'bool council care, as
to whom the gas works belong, so long
as the municipality secures relief from
some of its responsibilities. That is a
perfectly honest statement.
When the
municipality was faced with the extra
expenditure, it recalled that some time
previously this Government had subsidized gas works in the metropolitan area
and also in the co un try.
Mr. CAIN.~Including Warrnambool.
Mr. MACK.-Yes, the Government
subsidized the Warrnambool works more
substantially per 1,000 feet of gas than
the Melbourne or Bendigo gas en terprises. Members will agree that if it
was right to subsidize the Metropolitan
Gas Company it was equally proper to
subsidize the country undertakings. The
Government paid subsidies to try to keep
the price of gas down to the consumer.
An approach' was made to the Government that it should consider subsidizing
country gas works because of the railway
strike.
They had been put to extra
expense on account of the tnansport of
coal in that period. Neither the municipalities nor the gas works had any
control over the strike, but they had to
secure supplies of coal. The Warrnambool municipality had to transport coal
by motor truck from Geelong to the
local works. Even if it had been possible to secure supplies at Portland, the
coal would have had to be carted from
tha t port to Warrnambool. Wherever
the coal was unloaded at the wharf it
still had to be moved by road, and the
cost involved was an added burden to
the gas undertaking. Although representations were made to the Government that it should suhsidize country
gas works on account of the railway
stoppage, it said it could not do so, and
the municipalities had to carry the extra
cost themselves. They were placed in
a difficult position in meeting that outlay. No one could tell how long the
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strike would last. If it had continued
only a day or two, or even a week or
two, the cost would not have been very
much. In that case, there might have
been only one or two shipments of coal
to be tm.nsported by road. However,
the strike continued for a long time and
much coal was carted by road, and the
Warrnarnbool council had to find an
extra £3,000.
Mr. CAIN.-What
subsidy.

was

the

total

Mr. MACK.-It was £1,300, but that
was in respect of a different matter, and
it was paid to the gas enterprise so
that it would not need to increase its
prices. The Government indi-cated that
it would subsidize the extra amount that
otherwise would have been charged for
gas, but that had nothing to do with
the problem which I am now discussing.
The effect of the added cost due to the
milway strike, plus the poor quality of
the coal, added to the council's troubles.
Everybody in this State is in the same
position in that matter. It is amazing
that at present it is possible to obtain
from one ton of coal only 8,500 cubic
feet of gas, whereas in 1939 the minimum output from a ton of coal was
13,500 cubic feet. A larger output necessitates a greater consumption of coal,
which raises the costs and adds to the
price paid by the consumers. I shall cite
the prices of gas charged in Warrnam0001 since 1939. From that year to 1943,
the price was 6s. 3d. per 1,000 cubic feet;
from 1943 to 1947, 7s. 1d.; in 1947 it
went to 7s. 11d.; in October 1947 it wa~
8s. 9d.; April 1948, 9s. 7d.; November.
1949, 11s. 3d.; May 1950, 12s. 1d. ;
October 1950, 14s. 2d. The interesting
feature of the figures is that from May
1950 to October 1950-including the
three months covered by the Government subsidy~the price was 12s. id.
a 1,000 'oubic feet. When the subsidy
was lifted the council raised the prke
by the amount which it has received
from the Government during the previous quarter, and the pdce became
14s. 1d. 'In November the price went
to 15s. 5d.; in July 1951 to 16s. 3d.; and
in August, 18s. 9d. From 1943, when
the price was 6s. 3d., until to-day when
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the price is 18s. 9d. there has been a
300 per cent. increase in the price to
the consumer.
I am using these figures to prove tna t
this gas undertaking has not been giving its commodity away; it has been
raising its pri,ce to try to cope with the
increased oosts that have applied. Similar figures can be supplied concerning
the higher charges for residuals which
comprise mostly coke and tar.
Mention was made some time ago that
coal could have been obtained from
Portland. At that time suppHes could
not have been secured from that port,
because no arrangements had been made
with the Joint Coal Board for a shipment to be sent there. Since then a
shipment of 1,000 tons was sent to
Portland; and it was used for gas
underta.kings in the Western District of
Victoria, and, I believe, some of the
·coal was delivered to Mount Gambier in
South Australia. Out of the shi'pment of
1,000 tons of coal the gas works at
Warrnambool received 315 tons. Two
days later the council received from the
Raillway Department an account for
freigb t .for the ·sum of £402. As far as
I know, that account was due within
seven days. From information I have
received, I understand that, although the
Department requires payment within
seven days, in some cases it is not prepared to pay accounts in 30 days.
Although munidpalities in the Western
District are able to receive greater
quantities of coal at anyone time when
the coal is unshipped at Portland, that
coal still has to be paid for.
Mr. BOLTE.-When the coal is sh1pped
to Portland, does the gas undertaking at
Warrnambool receive it at a cheaper
rate?
Mr. MACK.-The landed price at
Warrnambool of coal ex Por1Jland would
be approximately £7 a ton, which is not
very different from the landed price ex
Geelong. However, it must be remembered that coa'l received from Portland
must be transported by rail on a most
circuitous route----.from Portland to
Hamilton, through Koroit and thence to
Warrnambool-so that the rail distance
from Portland to Warrnambool is similar
to that from Geelong.
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Mr. HOLT.--The freight rate per ton
mile is not based on the rail distance but
on the direct distance.
Mr. MACK.-The TQlWn Clerk of
Warrnambool, who furnished me with
the information, informed me that there
would be very little difference in the
landed cost of coal ex Portland or ex
Geelong. I hope that the shipping of
coal to Portland will be conttnued, so
that Western District communities and
industries might receive additional supplies of fuel. The Warrnamboo~ gas
works would receive probably three times
as much coal from one shipment of coal
to Portland as from a shipment to
Geelong. The Warrnambool City Council
is glad to have the coal put in the dump,
but it must be paid for. The cost of
the last shipment of coal ex Portland
was approximately £2,200.
The only criticism I have of the
Bill is that. it does not go far
enough.
From the information I
have given to the House, it is quite
obvious that the Warrnambool City
Council is in financial difficulties as a
result of conducting the gas undertaking.
It is extraordinary that, ail.though it is
possible for a council to borrow on overdraft one third of the amount received
in the previous year from the sale of
gas, it is not possible to borrow on overdraft on the sale of residuals. There is
no logic whatever in that situation. If
it is proper that a council should borrow
on overdraft one third of the amount
received in the previous year from gas
sales or in respect of fees from abattoirs,
is it not right that it 'should be permitted
to borrow on the sales of gas residuals?
I do not know why the sales of residuails
were omitted from the principal Act
when gas sales were included. It might
well be that residuals did not play a
very i1mportant part in those days, but
at present the saJles of residuals equal
50 per cent. of the amount received from
the sale of gas.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-The sales of residuals would be rather profitable, wou1d
they not?
Mr. MACK.--That may be so, but
overall I should say tha,t no gas undertaking is profitable, and that is a
matter of concern to us. Consequently,
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any municipality that has the onerous
task o·f conducting a gas undertaking is
in financial difficulties. Municipalities
opera ting gas works are giving a real
service to consumers of gas. I have been
informed by the Under Secretary that
the quality of gas supplied by the
Warrnambool undertaking has been as
good as any other supply throughout the
State. Within reason, the service has also
been good. I admit that in the last year
or two there has been rationing of gas,
but that has also occurred in other
districts.
Because of the increased costs that
were incurred during the railway strike,
which have not been recouped, in consequence of having to pay for larger quanHties of coal, and because it has been
almost impossible to increase the price
of gas to the consumer in comparison
with the rise in cost, the municipal gas
works in Warrnambool are in a bad financial way. It is anticipated that for the
year ended the 30th of September, 1951,
the undertaking will incur a loss of
between £12,000 and £13,000. By and
large, that loss can be paid only out of
the bank overdraft. The present overdraft is £28,000, but the council has been
able to borrow that amount only because
it is permitted to borrow on its municipal
fund. Having borrowed so much to
finance the gas works, the council is
faced with a serious problem, until the
new rate is struck and additional income
is received next year. I suggest that all
municipalities conducting gas undertakings should be able to borrow on overdraft one-third of the sales of residuals
as well as of gas sales.
Mr. BOLTE.-Approximately what extra
accommodation would that provide?
Mr. MACK.-If the amendment proposed by the Government in regard to
abattoirs' fees is accepted, and an increased overdraft is also allowed on the
basis of the sales of gas residuals, the
Warrnambool City Council will be able
to borrow on overdraft an increased
amount of £5,000, which would be
of great assistance. I do not know
whether 'other municipalities conducting
gas works require extra accommodation.
I am informed that apart from Warrnambool the only municipalities in Victoria
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conducting gas works are Kyneton,
Mordialloc, Port Fairy, Portland, and
Traralgon. I understand that the MordialloC' gas undertaking buys its gas in
bulk and retails it to the consumers;
therefore, it is not in quite the same
position as undertakings conducted by
country municipalities.
Mr. G. E. WHITE (Mentone).-Some
of the gas for the Mordialloc undertaking is bought in bulk.
Mr. MACK.-I understand that at
Traralgon a. similar arrangement is in
operation. I gather that the Portland
and Port Fairy councils are concerned
about the restriction of their borrowing
powers on overdraft. Whether the proposal in the Bill will afford them the
relief they desire, I do not know, but I
am aware that they hope that authority
will be given so that th~ir borrowing
power may be increased.
I know that the Minister of Public
Works, who administers the Local
Government Act, is concerned at the position that has been disclosed to him in
regard to the City of Warrnambool.
Officers of his Department have agreed
that my arguments are logical, but they
suggest the remedy I propose is only a
palliative, and it will not solve the
problem. I must agree with tqat contention. The Warrnambool City Council is
in financial difficulty at the moment. If
it can obtain this extra assistance, it
will be in a position to budget for next
year, and overcome its problems. It is
wrong that a well-conducted municipality
should be in trouble solely as a result of
difficulties associated '.vith its gas
undertaking.
I understand that the provisions contained in the Bill will be greatly appreciated by the honorable member for
Gippsland West. and by certain councils
in his electorate. The Opposition commends this measure, but in the Committee stage I hope to convince the Government that a slight amendment is necessary. The Opposition has no desire to
delay the passage of the Bill. I trust
that it will give to the two shires, for
whose benefit it was primarily introduced, some real benefit, and that it will
be of assistance to every municipality
that is conducting electricity or gas
undertakings and abattoirs.
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Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West).This Bill reI a tes to the borrowing powers
on overdraft of municipalities which a're
conducting gas, electricity, or quarrying
undertakings, or an abattoirs. I am
particularly interested in the quarrying
aspect. Some four or five years ago the
municipalities of Buln Buln and Warragul were experiencing difficulty in obtaining road-making materials. Various
quarrying concerns had been operating in
the district, but they had gone out of
production. To obtain supplies of metal
for road-making purposes, shire councillors in the municipalities I have
mentioned formed what is known as the
Buln Buln and Warragul Joint Quarrying
Committee. At that time the main proposal was to meet all quarrying requirements for the two municipalities, but the
committee was also prepared to make
supplies of crushed metall available to
neighbouring municipalities and State
ins trumen tali ties.
The commencement of operations at
the quarry coincided with the increased
development of the Latrobe valley, and
the committee was inundated with orders
from various concerns which required
crushed rock and other materials. The
demand was so great that the committee
was not only supplying the needs of
various shire councils, but it was also
being called upon to pI10vide crushed
rock for the Railway Department in connection wi'th the duplication and electrification of the Gippsland line. Supplies
were required also by the State Electricity Commission for its various extensions and enterprises at Yallourn and
MorweU, by the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, and by the Country
Roads Board.
The latter authority is
confronted with the huge problem of
obtaining metal 'for essential roadmaking needs throughout Gippsland
generally.
In 194'6 the output of crushed rook
from the joint quarrying concern was in
the vicinity of 8,000 cubic yards.
By
1950 the output had been stepped up to
50,000 cubic yards, and in the financial
year that is now nearing completion the
concern will have supplied considerably
more than 100,000 cubic yards of crushed
rock. The financing of the project has
crea ted much difficulty for the two municipalities concerned, due rto the lag
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between production and the payment of
accounts rendered. The joint committee
found that the overdraft of the two
municipalities, on quarrying activities
alone, at times reached £14,000 to
£,16,000.
The result was that general
municipal maintenance and other works
could not be undertaken to the extent
desired. The development of the shires
was retarded and the ratepayers seriThis Bill should
ously inconvenienced.
receive the support of all members. It
is urgently required for the municipalities of Buln Buln and Warragul in particular, because of the work undertaken
in providing State instrumentalities
operating in the Gippsland area with
much needed crushed metal. I commend the Bill to the House and trust it
will have a speedy passage.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-This Bill has
been presented mainly to meet the pressing needs of the two shires mentioned by
the honoralble member for Gippsland
West. As the Minister explained in his
second-reading speech, the Government
decided to extend the power of increasing borrowing on overdraft to all
municipalities.
My approach to the
subject will not be from a parochial or
personal viewpoint, but will relate to the
effect of the measure on all municipalities which are conducting gas,
electricity, or quarrying undertakings, or
abattoirs. In common with the Government, municipalities have found it extremely difficult to obtain finance, particularly because of the circumscribed
methods
prescribed
for
municipal
finance. The councils have no sidelines such as were mentioned during
the deba te in this House yesterday
on the Ministerial statement regarding
the recent Premiers' conference and Loan
Council meeting at Canberra. The municipal councils have only one means of
obtaining revenue, which is by direct
taxation on ratepayers, and they are
finding it almost impossible to cope with
ever-increasing costs.
The purpose of this measure is to
permit municipal councils to increase
their borrowing on overdraft to an
amount equivalent to one-third of their
returns from quarrying, gas or electricity
undertakings. I do not think there is
much wrong with that proposal. There
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would be no quarrying in some districts,
if it were not for municipal activities in
that direction. Numerous efforts were
made by private enterprise to quarry
metal in the Buln Buln and Warragul
areas, but they all failed. Ultimately, a
combined committee of the two shires
took charge of the quarry. It is not long
since I heard strongly advanced arguments in this House against permitting
municipalities to sell crushed metal to
private interests. On the statement of
the honorable member for Gippsland
West, this joint committee has increased
production from approximately 10,000
cubic yards in the first year to 100,000
cubic yards in the last financial year, and
it is safe to say that the major portion
of the output has been purchased by the
State Electricity Commission, the Railway Department, and other State instrumentalities requiring metal. The councils
cannot obtain payment for metal supplied
with sufficient rapidity to keep them out
of financial difficulties. They are providing a valuable service in Gippsland.
Brigadier TOVELL.-It is a profitable
industry.
Mr. CAIN.-That may he so, but it is
a municipal job that is being effectively
performed by the two councils concerned,
and apparently they have been the only
undertakers who have been able to
operate the quarry successfully.
The
honorable member for Warrnambool
submitted a case from the point of view
of municipal gas undertakings, and
intimated that the Warrnambool undertaking was in dire financial straits.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Queenscliff
Gas Company cannot give its works
away.
Mr. CAIN.-That may be so. Opposition
members frequently sneer about the
Government's recent action in establishing the Gas and Fuel Corporation to take
over the Metropolitan and the Brighton
gas companies' undertakings. If that
action had not been taken, and public
money had not been used to carry on
the works, metropolitan residents would
not
have
been
able
to obtain
sufficient gas within the ne",t few
years. Now the Warrnambool undertaking .is
asking
the Gas
and
Fuel Corporation to take over its works.
r well remembp.r the views expressed by
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Opposition members over the years on sidering the limitation of the overdraft
the gas question. They now want the powers of municipalities, we should inGas and Fuel Corporation to take over clude revenue from residuals of the
other gas undertakings which are faced municipal gas works. In round figures,
with financial difficulty, particularly in last yea'r the Warrnambool undertaking
received £30,000 from the sale of gas
certain country centres.
Sir THOMAS MALTY.-By Government and £12,000 from the sale of residuals;
action on price fixation, the metropolitan therefore, what is suggested is not uncompanies were forced out of business. reasonable. All country gas undertakings
It would be possible to obtain almost any are not in the same parlous financial
condition as is the Warrnambool one.
business in that way.
The suggestion is that the proposed
Mr. CAIN.-I have never argued that amendment of the principal Act should
that was not so, but I have not been be widened to permit gas companies to
presen ting tha t aspect. My references include their sales of residuals. I think
are to the principle involved.
members should regard this request
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-It was Socialism broadly and not from any parochial point
by back-door methods.
of view. We may be asked to assist a
Mr. CAIN.-That is not so. In the gas undeI'ltaking at Warrna'mbool to-day
Gippsland quarrying business the two and a Bendigo concern to-morrow. It is
municipalities were able to succeed where our duty to do so, and therefore I ask
private enterprise had failed. They now the Government to give sympa thetic
ask for permission to increase their over- consideration to
the foreshadowed
draft, so that they can carry on until amendment.
they receive payment for goods supplied.
Honorable members may be interested
The industry is growing, and will con- to learn of the profits and losses made
tinue to grow, because of the extensive by the 'WarrnambooQ undertaking for the
developmental works in the Latrobe following years: In 1939, there was a
valley, the extens-ion of the State Elec- loss of £1,870, and at that period the
tricity Commission works at Yallourn, State was receiving supplies of excellent
and the duplication and electrification of gas coal, from which it was possible to
the Gippsland railway line. Reverting to manufacture 13,000 cubic feet of gas a
gas companies, anybody who studies the ton compared with 8,000 cubic feet
balance-sheets of those companies imme- to-day. In 1940, the loss was £292; in
diately loses interest in them as a means 1941, £799; in 1942, £3,672; and in 1943,
of investment, because the balance-sheets £409. In '1944, the profit amounted to
make unpleasant reading. In five years £62, and in 1945, it lWas £839, but in 1946,
the price of gas has risen from 7s. to 18s. it fell to £22. In 1947, the profit disapa 1,000 cubic feet; in the last two years, peared and a loss of £1,812 was made. In
gas prices have risen more rapidly than 1948 this was increased to £2,478, and in
has the price of any other commodity, 1949 it rose to £6,697. In 1950 the loss
and we do not know where they will was £3192, and for 1951 the loss is
stop.
eXlpected to approxtma te £13,000. Since
It is our obligation, irre<;pective of our 1939 there have been increases in the
political party views, to preserve the price of gas per 1,000 cubic tfeet, and I
welfare of
country
municipalities, would point out that no undertaking was
whkh
are
doing
such
valuable entitled to raise the price from 7s. lld. in
service in the community in con- 1947 to 18s. 9d. in 1951 if, at the same
trolling quarr1es, abattoirs, and gas time, it kept down the price of its
and electricity supply undertakings. The residuals; on that aspect, I have no inforresidents of Warrnambool are as entitled mation before me. The cost of residuals
to receive that service as are residents should have been raised to correspond
of Me1bourne or any other part of the with the increased price of gas.
Mr. MACK.-'Later, I will inform you
State. The Warrnambool people are not
asking for anything else. The honorable of the cost of residuals.
member for Warrnambool says that the
'Mr. CAIN.-It is generally conceded
gas undertaking i~ prepared to meet its that residuals represent a:bout 50 per
obligations, but he suggests that in con- cent. of the total income. I urge the
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Government to consider including the the State Government in this way: The
value of residua~s in order to meet the Premier is able to meet the Prime
wishes of five or six gas companies Minister and his advisers at round-table
situated in various country centres. The conferences, when many differences are
acceptance of the amendment wiN not settled. However, municipalities must
harm the Government, because the Bill aocept the decrees of Parliament; there
in the ,first place, was intended to benefit is no method by which their repreonly the quarrying undertaking of the sentatives can make known their points
shires of Warragul and Buln Buln. Now of view. It appears to me that we are
that the matter has been broadened, I now fast approaching the time when a
repeat that the Government should comprehensive survey must be made I)f
sympatheticahly consider the fore- municipalities.
If local government
shadowed amendment to include the authorities are not able to finance their
value of the residuals of gas companies. own undertakings, the State will be
There is little hope of the Gas and saddled with additional expense.
Fuel Corpora tion taking over the
The Government is to be commended
activities of the Warrnambool gas for this effort to provide municipalities
works at this stage because the with an opportunity to finance their
Corporation is fully occupied with affairs during the present inflationary
the developJ.1""lentof the brown coal period. I was pleased to hear the LeadeT
fields in the Latrobe valley. It will not of the Labour party say that munihe concerned with other undertakings cipalities render good service to the
until it has supplies of gas available for State. I trust that members will never
distribution throughout the State. The forget what local bodies have done for
Corporation was Established ostensibly Victoria during the last 100 years.
to supply gas to the metropolitan
Parliament should make certain that
area and country tOlWns, and also their efforts are appreciated and n{)thing
to produce briquettes. The amendshould be done to increase their finanment that has been suggested is cial problems.
A mistake made by
reasonable and will meet the wishes of
Parliament in that way could lead to
the Warrnambool City Council, which
disaster in many centres.
will be permitted to borrow up to £10,000
on its sales of gas, and an additional
Men Hon has been made of the desire
£4,000 or £5,000 on the value of the of municipal gas undertakings to come
sales of the residuals. I have discussed under the control of the Gas and Fuel
the matter with the town derkand I feel Corporation.
That is the natural
certain that the council will put the sequence to the passing of the legislamatter on a sound basis.
I am tion constituting the corporation. These
prepared to admit that the suggested undertakings are fearful of the future
amendment wi'll not solve all the prob- because they realize that vhe legislation
lems of the Warrnambool concern, but will f.orce private companies out of
the council will be able to increase its business. I suggest that Parliament's
bank overdraft Ifor the time being socialistic approach to the problem has
and, I take it, put its gas works on a caused many of these concerns to make
sound financial footing.
losses. The proposal of the honorable
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn).-The Bill is member for Warrnambool to include the
not controversial because members of sale ,of residuals with the sales of gas
all parties are satisfied that munici- is commendable.
The prospects of
pal undertakings should be rendered recovering lamounts outstanding is as
financial assistance in the way that this good in one case as it is in the other.
measure contemplates. It seems to me As the honorable member mentioned,
that all municipalities are in financial almost half of the financial year expires
trouble and are endeavouring to "pass before a municipality can expect any
the buck." The financial dealings be- appreCiable return in the form of the
tween the State Government and the payment of rates, and a similar comCommonwealth Government differ from ment applies to the sale of gas, electhe dealings between municipalities and tricity, stone from quarries, and so on.
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These concerns have to sell on the same
trading terms as ordinary commercial
undertakings, and accounts may be outstanding for any period up to 90 days
from the date of sale. When municipalities have dealings with Government
Departments, possibly they have to wait
for even longer periods before they are
paid.
Therefore it seems reas'Onable
that Parliament should give municipalities the right to obtain further accommodation from trading banks, and so I
support the amendment that has been
foreshadowed by the honorable member
for Warrnambool.
Mr. TOWERS (Collingwood).-If the
principles of this small measure were
carried to their logical conclusion, it
would be found that they would have
;far-reaching repercussions on municipal
finances. Every municipality is suffering from lack of funds, and this
measure is really the outcome of circumstances.
If Parliament had not
decided to hasten the development of
the Latrobe valley it is possible that the
Bill would not have been brought down.
Its opiginal purpose was to relieve the
Shires of Warragul and Buln Buln in
the financing of their quarrying undertaking. I understand that the output
of the quarry, 2, 3, or 4 years ago was
between 3,000 and 4,000 cubic yards, but
now it has grown to 100,000 cubic yards.
Any person who has a knowledge of
quarrying operations knows that the
biggest item in the cost of that work is
wages which, incidentally, must be paid
weekly.
The municipalities which will
benefit by this measure supply big quanti ties of metal to various governmental
instrumentalities, including the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
the State Electricity Commission, and
the Victorian r,ailways. It frequently
happens that three or four months
elapse before accounts submiHed to certain Departments are paid, and it will
be realized that in consequence the
municipalities concerned have difficulty
in financing their operations pending
receipt of payments for the metals
supplied.
The immediate cause of this Bill
arises from the joint quarrying operations of the Warragul and Buln Buln
Session 1950-51.-[165]
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shires whose output this year ~s estimated at 100,000 tons of metal. At a cost
of £1 a yard, a considerable expenditure
is involved. As I said before, the
grea ter part of the cost of quarrying is
absorbed in the payment of wages and,
consequently, it can be appreciated that
the Shires of Buln Buln and Warragul
may encounter financial difficulties.
The problem of raising the necessary
finance to carry on their various undertakings is 'One with which most municipalities have to contend. I have the
privilege of belonging to a municipality
which is one of the finest in the metropolitan area, but even this municipality
at times finds itseU in an acute position
regarding finance.
The tendency at
present is l.for Governments to attach
more and more obUgations to municipalities, which, incidentally, are finding
it progressively more difficult to raise the
requisite money from rates-their main
source of revenue--to finance their
activi ties.
I should like to give an
illustration of one of the factors which
is increasing the difficulties of municipali ties. It may surprise some members to learn tha t as a result of the
action of past Governments in exempting
specific classes of property from rating,
the revenue received by municipalities
has 'been appreciably decreased. The
latest figures indicate that the finance
lost to municipalities on account of
exemptions 'from rating amounts to
£341,678 per annum. Notwithstanding
this, munIcipalities are called upon to
undertake more and more activities.
I recently received a letter from the
council of the City of Fitzroy in which
it protested regarding the contribution
it is required to make to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. The contrLbution for which that municipality has
been assessed this year is £4,778 3s. 2d.
That sum is required to be paid, but the
municipaUty receives no return for it
The assessment is £1,773 more than last
year's payment. It will be evident that
the finance ava1ilable to the inner municipalities is becoming progressively lower.
Recently, they had an obligation cast
upon them to provide superannuation
benefits Jor their employees. The cost
to the municipality to which I belong
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for the payments to the superannuation
fund is approximately £2,500 a year, or
3! per cent. of the payroll.
Another point to which I desire to
direct attention is that every municipality which bases its rating system on
the net annual valuation of properties
has not been able to increase its rates
since 1940, in which year rents were
pegged. The cost of all materials used
by municipalities, and the wages of
labol:lr employed has risen enormously.
For Instance, the cost of a ton of bitumen
in 1940 was £6, but the present-day cost
is £20. My municipality uses approximately 400 tons of !bitumen a year, so it
will be appreciated that in respect of
that item alone a considerably higher
expenditure is involved annually. In
1940 the average wage for outside municipal workers was £5 a week, but to-day
it is £12 or £13. Consequently, the
munic1palities are finding it extremely
difficult to carry on their operations.
The honorable member for Warrnambool spoke in relation to the sale of gas
residuals by his municipality and
suggested that the amendment of the
principal Act in respect of increased
overdrafts might be extended on the
security of revenue from that source.
I suggest tha t an inquiry should
be held into the whole set-up of
municipal admLni.stration in Victoria
wi th a view to ascertaining the full
extent of present-day responsibilities
and activities of municipalities and
of evolving means to assist them.
Possibly in the near future, by way of the
Greater Melbourne scheme, they may be
given some relief.
I think it is recognized that amongst
various f11unicipa:Iities 1here is a certain
amount of duplication. For instance, one
municipality might own a bulldozer
which would cost £6,000. Adjoining
muni'Cipalities might also own similar
equipment. The plant might be used for
only one month in the year. Possibly if
there was a -mutual arrangement
between a group of municipalities, such
as Collingwood, Richmond, and Fitzroy,
it mtght be possible to effect economies
in the purchase and use of equipment of
that type.
Mooicipalities are called upon to perform numerous functions, apart from
purely local government activities,
MT. Towers.
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-including the administration of public
health centres, kindergartens, creches,
pre-natal clinics, and other activities. I
notice that during the past twelve months
the cost of street lighting in my municipaUty rose hy £1,400. This measure has
been introduced to assist the Shires of
Buln Buln and Warragul in their quarrying operations, and I fully support it.
I. should like some enlightenment from
the Minister in charge of the Bill on
another poin1. According to section 504
of the Local Government Act no municipalHy within a radius of 23 miles of
the General Post Office is pennitted to
enter into contracts with other municipalities for the sale and supply of· any
road-making materials. The reason for
that provision is somewhat obscure
and I should like an explanation
of it.
The present measure, if
passed,
will not apply to any
municipality within that radius of 23
miles from the General Post Office unless
approval is granted by the Governor in
Council. Of course, that might mean
cmything, depending on the Government
in office at the time. I commend the
Bill to the House and I hope that it is
the forerunner of other measures to provide further financial assistance to
municipalities which are finding it
difficult to carry on their administration.
The sitting was suspended at 5.55 p.m.
until 7.22 p.m.

Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby) .-In
common with other Opposition members,
I support this Bill, which empowers
municipalities under certain conditions to
raise additional money by overdraft. It
is not on that point, howevE:r, that I wish
to address the House. This Bill is an
example of many measures presented,
which stress the need for the consolidation of the statutes. Of recent date, a
fairly comprehensive and up-ta-date
consolidation of the Local Government
Act was passed, but since then numerous
amendments have been added to the
consolidated Act. You will remember,
Mr. Speaker, that eminent and fine old
statesman, the late Mr. George Prendergast, who was a member of this House
for many years. With my then immature support from time to time, he
raised the question of the simplification
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of the statutes to the degree that the
ordinary man in the street, who represents probably 98 per cent. of the people
in the community, could understand what
was meant by them.
I appreciate that there are at present
several eminent members on the Opposition side of the House, including some
who doubtless will, in the future, grace
future Ministries in the highest position
available to members of the legal profession. But it is not for them that the laws
are written; neither is it for those
members of the community whose
parents were in the fortunate position
of being able to send their sons to the
university that the laws of the State are
propounded. I suggest that we should
simplify the wording of the law instead
of continually adding amendment after
amendment to the statutes, couched in
the most unusual and pedantic language.
Even this ~ill could be simplified and
be presented in a few well-chosen words,
instead of being couched in the academic
language which it is no doubt customary
to use when a Bill Is being drafted. The
ordinary man in the street prefers t6
read old books re-written in modern
language rather than having to puzzle
over the language used 300 or 400 years
ago. The present Government has an
opportunity of adding its name to the
long list of famous Ministries that have
graced the Treasury bench by sponsoring a simplification of the language used
in the wording of the laws of the State.
It could lay down the principle that as
the laws are enacted for the people as
a whole, they should be understood by
all the people, and not solely by the
privileged sections of the community who,
because of some particular training, are
sufficiently endowed with the necessary
knowledge to understand what is meant.
Mr. MUTTON.-I suggest that you read
aloud the preamble to the Bill.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-I shall not do
that because you, Mr. Speaker, would
probably rule that I should not refer to
a certain personage whose name is not
permitted to be mentioned during debates
in this Chamber. A continuous consolidation of the law would be justified.
Why should Bill Smith or Tom Jones be
cast into a state of perplexity if he
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should find it necessary to read the'
statutes? Should not the statutes be
written in ordinary common language
that we can all understand?
Why
should any person who desires to obtain
information from the Local Government
Act be required to refer first to the,
recently consolidated Act, and then have
to read several amending Acts which
have since been passed before he can
learn that municipal councils are permitted to increase their borrowing
powers on overdraft? That would not
be necessary if a continuous consolidation
were undertaken. I suggest that, to
understand
the apparently simple
amendment made by this Bill, it is
necessary to look through two amendments of the Local Government Act
before consulting the recent consolidation. I am trying to convey a hint tt)
the Government that it should take steps
to simplify the statute law of this State-a course which previous Governments
have been loath to follow.
Mr. REID.-This Government is as
famous as was King Solomon.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-This Government, however, is certainly not holding
up a child by one leg and, as a test Qt
wisdom, proposing to cut it in halves,
as did King Solomon. I do not desire
my words to fall on deaf ears. I suggest that Parliament should take care
to see tha t its Acts and regula tions
under them are set out in a simple form
of wording so that they am be understood by all and not only by those who,
by privilege of birth or opuleoce, possess
the key to elucidate the complicated
legislation that is now on the statutebook. The Bill, as we see it, is excellent. It will give to municipal councils
privileges which they have not previously enjoyed, but the fact remains
that we call ourselves democrats, which
means that we represent the ordinary
people of the community. I wonder
whether we do. I fear that when we
enter this Ohamber we sometimes forget that we still retain in our legislation
the archaic language which was used
400 years ago.
Brigadier TOVELL.-How do you know
that?
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Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Prohably the
honorable member has not acquainted
himself wi'th the traditions and customs
of Parliament during the preceding
centuries, but I have taken the trouble
to do so.
To-day we are using the
;archaic language of statutes of past
centuries whi'ch, in many cases, were
unhappy times for the people whom
those statutes governed. I hope that
this and succeeding Governments will
take action on this very necessary and
vital reform.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I have listened with much interest to the honorable member for
Scoresbyand am pleased that he expressed himself in the way he did. I
can now say that, early this year, I
discussed
with
the
Parliamentary
Draftsman the very question which has
been raised by the honorable member.
Tha t officer agreed that many Acts are
beyond the understanding of laymen,
and even those associa ted with the
interpretation ·of the law experience
difficulty in determining eX'actly what is
the l'aw of the land. The Parliamentary
Draftsman considered that it would be
possible to effect a continuous consolidation of the statute law.
With that
objective in mind, therefore, he has been
sent to Europe. Before leaving, that
officer informed me that in Great Britain,
Holland, Ireland, and, I think, Sou th
A,frica, there is in operation a form of
continuous consolidation. I instructed
the Parliamentary Draftsman to present,
on his return, a full and complete report as to the possibility of conducting
a continuous consolidation of the Victorian statutes. The honorable member
for Scoresby, therefore, will understand
that the Government acted some months
ago in the direction that he desires.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).Briefly, I support the general contention
of the honorable member for Scoresby,
but I suggest that we should not await
the report to be submitted by the
Parliamentary Draftsman. On the contrary, in this Bill, effect should be given
to the suggestion made by the honorable member for Scoresby.
I have
before me Act No. 5479, which was
passed on the 14th of November, 1950.
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That Act amended the Building Operations and Building Materi.als Control
Act 1946. Sub-section (2) of section 1
readsThe Government Printer of Victoria may,
after receiving a certificate of a law
ofilcer in that behalf, issue copies of the
principal Act as amended by this and any
previous Act, and including the SchedNle
to the principal Act as amended by any
proclamation before the commencement of
this Act.

Since the honorable member for Scoresby
iniUated this discussion, it is his right,
at the Committee stage, to move for the
insertion of a similar sub...clause in this
Bill.
Mr. CAlN.-This Bill is designed to
amend only one section of the principal
A'ct. I do not think it would be practicable to insert an amendment of the
character you suggest.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-My point 1s
that, instead of having a separate Act
in addition to the principal Act, 1:he
provisions of this Bill should be incorporated in the principal Act so as to
fulfil the desire expressed by the honorable member for Scoresby, and to give
effect to the long-range plan enunciated
by the Premier. That will mean that,
instead of having many reprints in
future, there will be only one. Aocordingly, I suggest that the honorable member for Scoresby should exel'lcise his
right and move an amendment along the
lines I have suggested, which would
represent one step toward rectifying the
series of anomalies and frustrations from
which we all suffer as intrepreters of the
law.
Mr. HOLT (Portland}.-By way of
comment on the statement made by the
honorable member for Scoresby, and
without going very deeply into the matter
raised by the honorable member for
Barwon, I cannot visualize, at this stage,
how such an amendment as is suggested
could be made in this particular Bill. I
am not alone in expressing the opinion
that the consolidation of the Local
Government Acts was a very bad one,
and the need for a total consolidation of
our laws applies not only to the man in
the street but also to the solicitor who
is trying to interpret those laws on his
behalf.
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The difficulties which beset municipal
gas undertakings-I am interested in
two, namely, those at Port Fairy and
Portland-are, unfortunately, too well
known for me to spend time in their
reiteration. The difficulties of transport
during the railway strike, and the huge
extensions which rapid development, particularly in Portland and Port Fairy,
necessitate, increase beyond all proportion and alm'Ost beyond human endurance
the necessity for more financial assistance
than even this measure contemplates.
The recent importation of coal through
Portland, which was mentioned by the
honorable member for Warrnambool,
saved the Port Fairy Gas Company
2s. 9d. a ton, landed at the works, which
is a considerable saving in view of the
increases which are constantly being
forced upon the municipal undertaking
by the increases in the price of coal,
apart from the mounting costs of labour,
and so forth.
The other great factor which assisted
the companies considerably was that the
coal imported contained a far greater
percentage of Maitland black coal than
the residuary coal which is usually
received through Geelong after other
municipalities and industries have
taken out their share.
It was
found, however, that a better quality
of gas could be maintained, and
that the residuals in the form of coke
and so on sold from such gas resulted
in additi'Onal income to the undertakings.
Despite that, the shipment of coal was
late in reaching Portland, although action
had been taken through the Commonwealth Minister for Supply and Shipping
fifteen months beforehand. I have an
assurance from the Joint Coal Board that
further regular shipments of coal will be
made through Portland.
I can only suggest to the honorable
member for Warrnambool, in respect f)f
the difficulties that he expressed regarding rail freights, that negotiations should
be entered into with the Railways Commissioners with the view of having a
special freight rate applied between
Portland and Warrnambool, based on the
actual distance and not un the number
of rail miles traversed in the delivery of
the coal. We have been able to make
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such an arrangement in relation to
another industry, and the chairman of
the Railways Commissioners has expressed his willingness to consider
favourably an appli'cation by an undertaking close to Warrnambool-I refer
to Nestle's-to take its product fron.k
Dennington to Portland on a basis comparable with a direct route.
It may weH happen that the benefit
of the coal imports through Portland
could be extended to Warrnambool by
the making of a similar application
which would have the wholehearted
support of every:body concerned. In my
opinion the Bill does not go far enough.
It has been suggested that a further
benefit could be provided if the limit of
the temporary borrowing powers of
municipa1'ities was increased to an
amount equivalent to a third or even a
half of the revenue from residuals sold
by gas undertakings. I'f that were done,
further relief would be given to those
municipalities which are manfully trying
to battle on and provide the essential
services to the townsfolk.
I have the greatest confidence in the
two municipalities to which I have
referred to continue their good work,
particularly if they are assisted by legislation passed by this Parliament. Only
once to my knowledge has gas rationing
been imposed in Portland.
Naturally,
the municipality has imposed no restrictions on lighting. It was during the rail
strike that the last gas rationing had to
be imposed, but that was necessary for
only a short period. The record of thE'
gas undertaking in Portland must bE'
unique. The cost of administering the
service is borne by the municipality in
the full knowledge that it is providing an
essential social service, thereby giving
the lie to one or two remarks of the
honorable member for Camberwell in
regard to socialistic undertakings.
I stress the difficulties of the two
municipalities in my electorate and
I have suggested means whereby they
can be overcome, particul'arly by the
importation of coal through Portland,
which eventually will mean a flood of
trade 'in that district. However, despite
efforts to overcome those difficulties they
are not being solved, and the passing of
amending legal legislation on the lines
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now under discussion will be necessary,
particularly to provide for borrowing to a limit of one-third or onehalf of the revenue from sales of
residuals by the gas undertakings. I
have much pleasure in commending the
Bill to the House. I reiterate the desirability of extending the borrowing
powers of municipalities in the way
suggested.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-All members of
the House will agree that it is perhaps
unfortunate that during the present time
of prosperity it should be necessary
to pass 'a Bill to extend ,the 'borrowing
powers of municipalities. It would be
well to bear in mind that the prevailing
prosperity is one of the factors contributing to the n~cessity for an extension of
those borrowing powers. As the honorable
member for Warrnambool pOinted out,
municipalities
conducting quarrying
operations are finding it difficult, owing
to shortage of staff and pressure of
:t>usiness, to have their tallies made up,
invoices sent out, and accounts paid
within a reasonable time. Consequently,
it is necessary that they should be able
to borrow against moneys due to them.
This Bill limits the horrowing power of
the municipalities concerned to onethird of the payments to be received.
The honorable member for Portland
pointed out that probably the limit
should be extended to one-half of the
value of the sale of residuals of gas
'undertakings, and it m'ay be that such
'a procedure would not be unwise at some
'future stage.
It may he unwise
at present, as any increased borrowing facilities might tend to accentuate
inflation. The honorable member for
Warrnambool made a proposal, which
was supported by the Leader of the
Labour party, that the borrowing
powers of municipalities should be extended to include one-third of the value
O'f payments received from the sale of
residuals of gas making, and that
appears to be perfectly logical. I trust
tha t when the Bill is being dealt with
in Committee the proposal will be given
due consideration.
There 'are one or two matters which
ha ve already been mentioned in the debate on .this measure,
and on
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which I should like to romment.
The first is the ever-pressing question of the consoliidation of our
legislation.
I do not quite agree
with the honorable member for Scoresby
who said that the consolidation of the
Local Government Act of 1946 was an
excellent one. I could describe that consolidation in words whi-ch I should not
like to use in this House. The fact remains that the 1946 consolidation-I
think the Parliamentary Dra1ftsman
will agree with me on this point-was
mainly a scissors and pas,te job. In
other words, the 1928 Act and the
amending Acts were put together piecemeal to form the 1946 consolidation.
The danger of merely fitting amending
provisions piecemeal into existing Acts
is well illustI'a ted by the Bill now before
the House. It would appear that a
simple amendment is being made to
sub-section (1) of section 435 of the
principal Act. The amendment contained in clause 2 of the Bill provides,
in effect, that there shall be taken out
of section 435 of the principal Act the
wordscharges for the use or consumption of gas
and electricity received by the municipality
in the prior year-

and that in place thereof there shall be
inserted the following words:charges received by the municipality in the
previous year for the use or consumption
of gas and electricity for the sale of
materials produced from quarrying undertakings of the council and in respect of any
abattoirs conducted by the council.

If that is done section 435 will then

read as follows:For the temporary accommodation of
councils of municipalities it shall be· lawful
for such councils to obtain advances from
banks by overdraft of the current account
upon the credit of the municipality--

that is a nice simple statementbut except where the contrary is expressly
enacted--

in other words, one must read through
all the amending Acts to see if anything t'O the contrary has been enactedno such overdraft or accommodation shall
at any time under any circumstances exceed the amount of all general and extra
rates 'and one-third of all charges received
by the municipality in the previous year
for the use or consumption of gas and

~
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electricity for the sale of materials pro'duced from quarrying undertakings of the
council and in respect of any abattoirs
conducted by the council.

Then sub-section (2) of section 435 extends the borrowing powers which have
already been provided Ifor in sub-section
(1). Sub-section (2) reads as follows:Notwithstanding anything in sUb-section
of this section, any council (in addition
to the amount which it is authorized to
obtain by way of overdraft under the said
sub-section> .may for the temporary accommodation thereof obtain any advances from
banks by overdraft of the current account
on the credit of the municipality which
are necessary to meet any expenditure incurred or to be incurred by the council
(1)

Incidentally, that sub-section also was
amended in two different places. The
succeeding sections Nos. 436, 437, and
438 all relate to further advances which
the council may obtain in certain
circumstances. It is a difficult task for
a lawyer, let alone a layman, to tell any
person exactly what section 435 means.
I suggest that the House is failing in its
duty if it is continually passing amend ..
ing legislation in a form which renders
it necessary -for any person to ask a
legal practitioner or anyone experienced in statute drafting to interpret exactly what is meant by an Act.
The honorable member for Scoresby
was discussing the question of consolidation. 1 was reading the minutes .01
evidence taken by a Joint Select Committee of the House of Lords 'and the
House of Commons on the consolidation
of Bills. The Marquis of Reading, in
the opening proceedings of the Joint
Select Committee on the Marriage Bill,
pointed out that the committee had cer..
tain powers in reference to consolida..
tion, which may well commend themselves to this House. He pointed out
that the committee's power was limited
to recommending corrections and minor
improvements, and that when they were
recommended they had to be submitted
to the Lord Chancellor and the Speaker
for their approval before they could Qe
brought before the Parliament. He also
said thatcorrections and minor improvements meant
amendments of which the effect was confined to resolving ambiguities, removing
doubts, bringing obsolete provisions into
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conformity with modern practice, or removing unnecessary provisions or anomalies
which are not of substantial importance,
and amendments designed to facilitate improvement in the form or manner in which
the law is stated.

I think every honorable member will
agree that if the visit of the
Parliamentary Draftsman t·o England
will lead to the bringing back
of recommendations to the Government
that something on those lines should be
introduced in this Parliament, it will
have the approval of all membens.
I am in favour of this Bill, which will
assist municipalities in dealing with the
very big financial problems with which
they are faced. A number of the municipalities are rendering excellent service in controlling gas undertakings and
supplying power to consumers. No person in this community and no Government, private company, or municipality
or board set up for the purpose, is entirely happy about the running of gas
undertakings. It is probably an even
more thankless job than being a Minister
in control of a Government Department
which cannot get anything done because
it is short of money. In adverse circumstances, the municipalities have done a
great job. I think all members were interested in the account given by the honorable member for Warrnambool of the
local gas works. I hope that the Government will accept the amendment to be
moved. I support the measure but I
bel1eve it can be improved in one or two
directions.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2In SUb-section (1) of section four hundred
and thirty-five of the principal Act as
amended by any Act for the words " charge!
for the use or consumption of gas and electricity received by the municipality in the
prior year" there shall be substituted the
words .. charges received by the municipality
in the previous year for the use or consumption of gas and electricity for the sale
of materials produced from quarrying undertakings of the council and in respect of any
abattoirs conducted by the council."

Mr. MACK (Warrnambool) .-1 moveThat, in clause 2, after the word .. sale"
the words .. of gas residuals and" be inserted.
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I fDreshadDwed in my secDnd-reading
speech that I wDuld submit this brief
and simple amendment. There is nD need
fDr me tD say anything mDre, except that
the adDptiDn 'Of this prDpDsal will enable
municipa}lities cDnducting gas wDrks tD
bDrrDw up tD 'One-third 'Of the previDus
year's sales 'Of gas and residuals. I informed the Leader 'Of the LabDur party
that I wDuld tell him of the prices charged
in Warrnam'bDDI fDr cDke.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-I wanted them, tDD.
Mr. MACK.-I can gD back 'Only priDr
N Dvember 1950 when the price was
£4 10s. a tDn. It was raised tD £5 15s. in
NDvember 1950; £7 5s. in April 1951;
£7 15s. in July 1951; and tD £10 15s. this
mDnth. The figures reveal a prDper
attempt tD keep the residuals 'On a reasonable basis.
tD

Mr. CAlN.-The residuals have risen in
prices at the same ra tiD as gas in the
last tWD years.
I

Mr. MACK.-I believe that the amendment is a gDDd 'One, and I knDw it has the
apprDval 'Of the Municipal AssDciatiDn '01
VictDria. I trust that the Minister will
accept my prDpDsal.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister 'Of
Lands).-An express desire has been in
evidence this evening 'On the part 'Of all
members tD dD sDmething real tD relieve
certain municipalities.
The Bill dDes
nDt apply tD mDre than five cDuncils in
the State, but that fact has nDt deterred
the GDvernmen t frDm trying tD help
them. The WarrnambDDI City CDuncil
is particularly cDncerned abDut the prDpDsals because it is in a rather unfDrtunate financial pDsitiDn tD-day.
The
GDvernment was mindful 'Of that fact
when it had the Bill framed. That is why
gas manufacture has been associated with
quarrying. The GDvernment had in mind
the quarries at Warragul and Buln Buln
which are 'Of advantage tD natiDnal
undertakings and the La trDbe valley
scheme.
The statement made by the
hDnorable member fDr Warrnambool has
been 'Of value tD the HDuse, and it shDwed
tha t the IDcal cDuncil has been prDgressively lifting the prices 'Of the residuals
sDld. The latest price at a recent date
was encDuraging tD the GDvernment, and
WithDut it the matter wDuld nDt have
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IDDked SD well. We desire tD help the
municipatities and we accept the amendment.
The amendment was agreed tD, and
the clause as amended was adDpted.
The Bill was repDrted tD the HDuse
with an amendment, and passed thrDugh
its remaining stages.
FIREARMS BILL.
The debate (adjDurned frDm August
7) 'On the mDtiDn 'Of Mr. Dodgshun (Chief
Secretary) fDr the secDnd reading 'Of this
.Bill was resumed.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-As the Chief
Secretary stated in his secDnd-reading
speech this Bill is tD cDnsDlida te and
amend the law relating tD firearms. It
is substantially an administrative measure, and it is nDt 'Of a type likely tD
eVDke any great pDlitical cDntrDversy.
All pDlitical parties agree that it is essential tD have a better system 'Of cDntrDI in
regard tD the use, the pDssessiDn, and the
sale 'Of firearms. The purpDse of the Bill
is tD cDnsolidate tWD previDus Acts having reference tD the 'PDssessiDn and sale
of firearms; it alsD introduces SDme farreaching amendments. The OPPDsitiDn
agrees with the m'Otives behind the intrDduction of the measure and in principle
with the propDsed cDnsDlidatiDn.
The Bill cDntains 51 clauses and, in
additiDn, an extensive regulatiDn-making
pDwer which will permit regulatiDns
under the law tD be prDpDunded for the
contrDI 'Of firearms. The honDrable member f'Or MorningtDn was in charge 'Of this
measure fDr the OppositiDn !but unfDrtunately he has gDne intD hDspital this
week and althDugh, after detailed research, he prepared many nDtes on the
Bill I am at a disadvantage when I
attempt tD discuss the clauses in detail.
I shall limit myself at this stage tD a few
general remarks and indicate the attitude
of the OppositiDn 'tD the Bill. There will
n'Ot be any great cDntrDversy as between
pDlitical parties, but because of the CDmplex nature 'Of the measure I feel that
the detailed provisiDns merit the closest
cDnsideratiDn.
HDnorable members will n'Ote, fDr
example, that there are many CDmplicated definitiDns included in clause
3.
For instance, the definition 'Of
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" firearm" covers twelve closely printed
lines and the definition of "machine
gun" extends over a!bout twenty lines
of print. If I lWere to attempt to read the
la tter definition, probably I should be
accused of wasting the time of the House.
A ,more expeditious means of dealing
wi th complicated Bills of this nature
should be adopted. The Opposition will
suggest that because this is a consolida ting measure and contains some
new provisions, it might be referred to
the Statute Law Revision Committee fo,r
a closely detailedconsidera tion of ,the
various lengthy amendments. If that
course is not acceptable to the Government, the Opposition will suggest .that an
all-,party com'mittee should be appointed
to examine the Bill in detail.
When .deba ting a previous measure the
honorable member for Kew referred to
the good work that has been achieved
in the Parliament of Great Britain by the
use of the committee system in dealing
with Bills of a technical or administrative nature. I understand that the honorable member will elaborate that theme
when debating this Bill. It is a desirable
principle that could be adopted here as
it would minimize the time that would be
occupied in the Committee stage on a detailed discussion of each clause. Following the lines of research undertaken by a
previous Chief Secreta1ry-the honorable
member 'for IMornington-I shall refer to
the various exemptions that are incorporated in clause 4. For instance, it is
proposed to exempt from control antique
firearms. I think the intention was to
refer there to that ancient family 'relic,
the blunderbuss. It might also be desirable to add to that clause exemptions
relating to fairly modern firearms which
are trophies of war retained as
mementoes by members of the armed
forces in recent wars.
In clause 26 persons are exempted
from the operations of the Bill, including
any person in the armed forces; members
of the Police Force or gaol ,staffs ; various
people who are legitimately dealing in
the sale of firearms; any person having firearms on board ship or on an aircraft as part of the equipment; people
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under instruction in the use of fireanns;
members of rifle clubs or cadet corps,
and so on. It is suggested that a further
appropriate exemption would be a person
who required firearms in connection with
the slaughtering of anima'ls, a starter at
athl'etic events, or people taking part
in theatrical performances who might
require firearms for show purposes.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-They would have no
trouble in obtaining permits.
Mr. CAIN (to Mr. Reid) .-If the exemption clause is extended it is possible that
many undesirable people will escape control.
Mr. REJED.---oI appreciate that, but the
provisions should be carefully examined
to ensure that we are 'on sa,fe grounds
in regard to both the consolidation
and the amendments that are to be introduced. I do not propose at this stage to
go into a detailed explanation of the
various amend-men ts; I shall reserve any
commen ts I desire to make on those subjects until the Committee stage is
reached. The Opposition approves of
the introduction o,f this Bill to consolidate
and amend the law relating to firearms,
but in view of the complicated nature
of the measure it is felt that it should
receive careful examination to make sure
that it covers all matters of control
which should be covered, as well as all
legitimate exemptions.
This consolidating measure relates to
two existing Acts, and at present there
is also on the Notice Paper of this House
a Bill rela ting to that section of the
Police Offences Act which deals with
firearms. I think it would be useful if
those m'atters were considered in relation
to each other 'by an all-party committee,
or it would be an appropriate subject to
be referred to the Statute Law Revision
Committee for consideration in detail.
That committee has done excellent work
on other technical and consolidating
measures; it reaches its conclusions in
an impartial manner and has rendered
excellent service to the Parliament and
the people of Victoria. If the Chief Secretary is not willing to refer the Bill to
the Statute Law Revision Committee,
perhaps he would consider the appointment of an all-party committee to report
on it.
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. Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-This measure
could be referred to as 'a relic of the last
war. At the 'cessation of hostilities many
guns, pistols, and machine-guns became
available to the public. The Commonwealth Government decided to sell to the
oommunity a number of powerful rifles
which would kill at any distance up to
a mile. I do not know why people wanted
to buy them, but they were sold. At the
time, various State Governments protested against the indiscriminate disposal
of these weapons to 'all and sundry. A
protest was made at the Premiers' conference in 1946 when the representatives
of the various State Governments discussed the problem wi th the Commonwealth Government, claiming that sometning should be done to afford adequate
~l'Otection to the -community.
Members will recal'l what happened recentlyoutside the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, when a man armed with 'a
machine-gun opened fire on a passing car.
Apparently certain persons do not shoot
people singly nowadays, but set out to
kill them in groups. That kind of thing
cannot be permitted in a civilized community. The State Governments attempted to meet the situation and in
abou t 1927 legisla tion rela ting to the
control of firearms was introduced in
Victoria.
This measure proposes a consolidatipn of the principal Act and also proVides for certain amendments. The
honorable member for Box Hill has
suggested that it should be referred to
the Statute Law Revision Committee. I
do not think there is justification for
that procedure. I would expect some
constructive contributions from the legal
mem'hers of the House on this Bill, because they may know more about the
people who use guns than anyone else.
From time to time they have opportunities to appear on behalf of such people
in the courts, sometimes effectively, and
in other cases without success. This
legislation affeoets many people in the
community. No one wants undesirables
to have possession of guns in any circumstances, because they are dangerous
in their hands. This Bill proposes to
make it difficult ifor anyone to obtain
possession of a rifle-other than a pea
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rifle-or a pistol, which is defined as a
firearm with a barrel up to 16 inches in
length. No member of this House or,
indeed, no sensible member of the com·
munity would protest against legislation
designed to prevent the carrying of firearms by undesirable persons.
In his second-reading speech, the Chief
Secretary statedAs the Bill now before the House is somewhat complex, it is proposed to give a
general survey of its contents at this
juncture, rather than to discuss it clause
by clause, which may properly be done at
the Committee stage. Although largely a
consolidation and extension of the existing
law, the Bill contains several new features.
First, machine guns, namely automatic
weapons, commonly known as sUib-machine
guns, tommy guns, m'achine rifles, and
machine pistols, are prohibited, and no
person m'ay ma.nufacture, sell, purehase,
possess, or carry such a weapon.'

I do not think that is particularly complex; in my opinion, it is fairly simple.
I agree entirely with that proposal and
have no misgivings about ut. I do not
want a lawyer to advise me on that
matter, because, as a sensible member
of the community, I am satisfied that
those types of guns should not be manufactured. In my opinion, it is a nonessential industry; it is one which the
Prime Minister would have every justification in closing down. I think that a
Bill designed to prevent the manufacture,
sale, or use of those types of guns has a
very laudable objective. I do not think
that provision will present any difficulty,
because I am sure we are all agreed on
its necessity. I am certain that my views
on this question must be shared by many
people in the community. The Chief
Secretary a'lso saidAs such weapons are WIdely used by the
armed forces, exemption is necessarily
granted in favour of the armed forces of
His Majesty the King and of the Commonwealth.

They are the only persons who should
use those weapons. However, iI hope
tha t there will never again be any
necessity for even the armed forces to
use them.
The Chief Secretary continuedSecondly, all firearms-excluding smoothbore shot guns and pea rifles-must be
registered.
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No exception can be taken to that proposal.
Under present legislation the
Chief Commissioner of Police is permitted to grant a licence to carry a gun
to a person who may handle large sums
of money. I know of one man who was
licensed to carry a pistol in order that
he might collect rents. Legislation is
designed to prevent certain undesirable
people from carrying pistols, but if a
good case can be made out to the Chief
Commissioner that a pistol is required
for self-protection a licence may be
granted. The Chief Secretary stated
furtherThirdly, the system of registration which
now exists in the case of pistols has been
amended to embrace the registration of
those firearms which will have to be registered when this Bill 'becomes law-mainly
the various types of rifles, excluding pea
rifles. Fourthly, the whole machinery of
the existing J8/W hasbe'en examined closely
and brought up to date in the light of experience gained by the lpolice over the years
during which it has opel'ated.
Part I. of the Bill contains the introductory provisions. Terms used f.requently
throughout the Bill ,are defined. An exemption from the proVlisions of the Act is granted
to the Trustees of the National Museum,
who have a large historical collection of firearms. . . .
It is proper that obsolete types of guns

held by museums for show purposes
should be exempt from registration, and
should not be brought under the provisions of the Bill. The Chief Secretary
continuedPart H. deals with gun dealers' licences.
No person m1ay manufacture, sell, deal in,
repai,r, test, or proV'e firearms by way of
trade or carry on business ·as a gun dealer
unless he holds a gun dealer's licence in
respect of the premises.

That provision is most essential, because
an unsatisfactory gun dealer may be the
source from which an undesirable person
migh t obtain possession of a gun. It is
necessary that a gun dealer should be a
fit and proper person and should be
licensed. The Chief Secretary also saidAuctioneers and wholesale gun dealers
need not take out a licence but must keep
a register of transac.tions in the same manner as a licensed 'gun dealer . . .. All firearms must ibekept on the licensed premises.
Provision is made for the granting of licences
to firms and oompanies and for the assignment, transfer, annulment, and cancellation
of licences. t.A licensed gun dealer will 'be
required to keep a register of transactions
in fir~anns which must :be .open to inspection
by the police during ordinary business hours.
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It is essential that the police should have
access to places where guns are made,
repaired, or sold, and it is equally necessary that gun dealers should be licensed.
The following statement also appeared
in the Chief Secretary's second-reading
speechp.art III.affects directly the lndividual
member of the community. It :provides for
the control of fire-arms other than smooth
bore shot 'guns and pea rifles. In .practice,
the control will apply to rifles and ;pistols.
The co.ntr()ll will be differential, in that it
w.ill Ibe mucl1 less onerous in the case of
rifles than in ,the case of pistols.

No one will be permitted to possess a
large rifle or a pistol unless it is licensed
by the Police Department.
In my opinion, this Bill will have to be
studied clause by clause in the Committee
stage. I think all members will agree
on the need for the consolidation of legis·
lation relating to firearms and also the
necessity of preventing undesira'ble
people from obtaining possession of
pistols. It is said that more people are
killed on the roads by cars than are
killed with pistols, but in most cases
accidents are responsible for road deaths.
The need for further control over firearms results from activities during the
last war, when certain undesira'ble per·
sons in the community were ·given the
opportunity of using such weapons as
tommy guns. We should do everything
possible to prevent persons from having
possession of weapons which are of
danger to the public. I consider ilia t this
Bill is justified, but J feel it 'can be dealt
with more effectively in the Committee
stage.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I share the misgivings of the two previous speakers with
regard to the best method of handling this
measure. I agree to some extent with
the honorable member for Box Hill that,
being a consolidation, it could with ad·
vantage be referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee; 'but, as'a member of
that committee, I would not welcome the
prospect of pondering over the consolidation of the law on firearms. I referred
in an earlier debate to a committee th·at
operates in the House of Commons to
examine consolidations. If this Bill were
wholly a consolidation, consideration of
it by a committee of that type might
prove advantageous.
However, a Bill
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of this nature, which is a combination
of consolidation and new law, presents
certain difficulties.
I assume that the
Chief Secretary intends to explain in the
Committee stage each clause as it is
called on, because in his second-reading
speech, he saidFourthly, the whole machinery of the
existing law has been examined closely and
brought up to date in the Hght of experience
gained by the police over the yea,rs during
which it has operated.

The Chief Secretary was referring to the
1928 Act and the 1932 amending Act.
I trust that the honorable gentleman will
inform members of the experience of
police officers in this connection, which,
I assume, is the main justification for
bringing down the Bill. In the course
of his second-reading speech, the Chief
Secretary raised three main issues
which have been commented upon by
the Leader of the Labour party, and the
aspect to which I desire to refer was this
commentThe whole machinery of the existing law
has been examined closely and brought up
to date in the light of experience gained
by the police over the years during which it
has operated.

I feel that members cannot be expected
to make an intelligent approach to the
measure, unless that information is
made available to them. The Bill is
really a consolidation which must recommend itself to the House. It has been
prepared in an attractive form, and has
been divided logically into various Parts
which contain adequate definitions. In
most cases, reasonably modern language
has been used. I am under the impression that the definition of a machine gun
was obtained from an English Act.
Mr. DoDGsHuN.-That is what was
done.
Mr. RYLAH.-The definition is most
interesting"Ma'chine gun" means any lethal firearm or other weapon of any description
which is so constructed or which can be so
adapted that, if pressure is applied to the
trigger or other like appliance attached
thereto, bullets or other missiles continue
to be automatically discharged there from in
succession until the pressure is removed
from the trigger or other appliance or the
magazine containing the bullets or other
missiles is empty, and without affecting the
generality of the foregoing includes every
firearm or weapon which is commonly known
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as a machine gun a sub-machine gun a
tommy gun a machine rifle or a machine
pistol, and also includes any such firearm
or weapon from which for the time being
bullets or other missiles cannot 'be discharged as aforesaid because of the a'bsence
or defect of some part or parts thereof or
because of some obstruction therein, but
Which, if such part or parts were replaced
renewed or repaired or such obstruction
removed, would again be capable of discharging bullets or other missiles as aforesaid.

Doubtless, that definition was given
considerable thought in England.
I
examined i t car~fully to ascertain if 1
could find some form of machine gun
that was not covered.
Mr. DoDGSHUN.----4 think the simplici ty of the definition would meet the
complaint of the honorable member for
Scoresby.
Mr. RYLAH.---Tn this instance, the
Parliamentary Draftsm'an has drawn a
long definition in comprehensive wording, but it is intelligent and simple to
understand. I think the quarrel of the
honorable member for Scoresby was
that archaic terms are used and that
the language of some legislation is
complex.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Would you exclude
legal phraseology?
Mr. RYLAiH.-iJ think the Parliamentary Draftsman and I agree that too
much legal phraseology should not be
used. It may appear to be a heresy to
some members of the legal profession,
but I consider that a lawyer will more
often do an effective job by drawing an
agreement in simple language.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-He would have to
allow his client to draw the agreement.
Mr. RYLAiH.-Possibly I have not had
the novel experience of the honorable
member for Sunshine of members of
the legal profession. When the Parliamen tary Draftsman returns from
England, doubtless he will report that
the tendency there is to simpHfy the
language used in 'legislation. I wish to
comp~iment the Chief Secretary on the
defini tion of "machine gun."
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You should compliment the draftsman.
Mr. RYLA'H.-I compliment the Chief
Secretary on having brought down a Bm
containing such an effective definition,
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DU t I ta'ke a point with him in relation
to another aspect of the Bil'!. Clause 21
providesIn t.his Part .. firearm" means any firearm within the meaning of section three of
this Act other than a pea rifle within the
meaning of section two hundred and five
of the Police Offences Act 1928 as amended
by any Act.

That emphasizes the contention that was
raised earlier this evening. It will be
necessary for one to search the Police
Offences Act to ascertain the definition
of a rifle for the purposes of Part Ill.
of this measure; the Police Offences Act
has been amended on some fifteen
occasions.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-This definition has
not been amended.
Mr. RYLkH.-That is true, but my
point is that an ordinary person who has
not the advantage of the industry of the
clerks of this House will not know
whether a particular section has been
amended or not. After reading this
measure and ascertaining what can or
cannot be done under its iprovisions, why
should an inquirer have to obtain a copy
of the Police Offences Act and
study the definition of "pea rifle?" A
sui table definition appears in that Act,
and it should be included in this measure,
which is assumed to be a consolidation of
the law relating to firearms. I suggest
that that aspect should be considered by
the Governmen t.
I feel some concern as to the defini tion
of "firearm." There is provision in the
Bill that it wil:l be an offence to cut off
a portion of the barrel of a shot gun or a
similar weapon. I think honorable members will support the proposal because, on
occasions, such weapons have been used
for n·efarious purposes. HOIWever, it is
most unlikely that a sportsman would
shorten such an important part of his
rifle or shot gun. I think the definiHon of "firearm" as it appears in
suh ... clause (1) of clause 3 is satisfactory, but certain exclusions are
made, including a smooth bore shot
gun or an air rifle-other than an air
gun or an air rifle declared to be
specially dangerous. I suggest that if it
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is to be an offence for a person to cut
down the barrel of a shot gun, the Bill
should also provJde that it should be an
offence to be in possession of a cut-d.own
shot gun. The definition of "firearm"
should include a ,shot :gun with a cutdown barrel.
,Mr. DODGSHUN.-It would be difficult
to carry a sawn-down shot gun in a hip
pocket.
Mr. RYLAH.-It seems peculiar that it
is to be an offence to cut down one ty1pe
of firearm excluded from the definition
unless it is declared to be of a specially
dangerous nature.
Clause 26 relates to exemptions from
the provisions of the Act, and I direct
attention to the exemptions applying to
members of the defence forces ca,rrying
firearms in the performance of their
duty. Paragraph (a) .of sub-clause Cl)
of clause 26 excludes a person actually
on duty carrying firearms and paragraph
(h) refers to a member of a rifle club
or cadet corps. I fear that the Parliamentary Draftsman has not made the exemption sufficiently generous. Paragraph
(a) providesin the case of any person actually serving
in the naval military or air forces of His
Majesty or of the Commonwealth---;by having in his possession or carrying a firearm
the property of His Majesty or of the Commonwealth issued to him for the performance of a detailed duty and during the actual
performance of such duty;

Under the amending Act of 193'2 such a
person was exempted for the performance of a detailed duty and during
ta,rget practice. I am happy that the
exemption for target ,practice has been
eliminated, but I do not know whether
the Chief Secretary realizes what the
effect of the exemption will be as it is
doubtful whether a m'an is given protection when he t'akes a rifle home to keep
it there until he has next to go on
parade.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The man will be
under orders when he takes a rifle home.
Mr. RYLAH.-I repeat that I have
grave doubts about 'the matter. A man
may be under orders and may take his
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rifle home with the approval of his
commanding officer, but that will not be
in the performance of a detailed duty.
Therefore I suggest that the Chief
Secretary should examine that aspect
also. I support the suggestion made by
the honorable member for Box Hill in
regard to protection being given to the
proprietor of a slaughter house or
knacker yard for the purpose of storing
firearms for safe custody or using them
to destroy cattle. I ask the Chief Secretary to re-examine paragraph (a)
and paragraph (h) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 26.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I intended to direct
your attention to the provisions of paragraph (h) which protects a member of
a rifle club or cadet corps going to or
returning from target practice.
Mr. RYLAH.-That is more generous
protection than that given to members
of the defence forces.
Mr. DODGSIIUN.-I do not think ·there
is any difference between the two provisions.
Mr. RY,LAH.-The point I wish to
make concerning paragraph (h) is that
the member of a rifle club or cadet corps
is protected when he carries a rifle between his home and a rifle range, but
he is not protected when it is at his'
residence.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I think he is protected if he is a member of a rifle club,
or a cadet corps.
Mr. RYLAH.-When appearing in
cases before magistrates I have met with
regrettable experiences in connection
with exemptions.
The rule of law
generally accepted in the court is that
the statutes should be construed most
strictly. In a case in which a statute
tends towards the commission of an
offence it works to the advantage of the
accused person, but when the statute provides for exemption from offences it can
often work very harshly against the person who is accused and who claims an
exemption.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The point the honorable member has raised will be investigated, but I think that most persons
owning a rifle will be properly licensed to
do so.
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Mr. RYLAH.-As regards the regulation-making power, in general principle
I agree that it is necessary to have regulations prescribing forms, fees, and so on,
but I consider that the tendency in
this legislature-as in practically every
other legislature-is to extend the regulation-making power whenever possible.
Possibly that happens rather naturally
because it is the draftsman's duty to produce to the Minister a Bill which will
cover every contingency. In case he has
forgotten anything when preparing the
measure, he makes the regulation-making
power as wide as possible.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That is not always
the reason.
Mr. RYLAH.-It is a factor that influences him in making the regulationmaking power comprehensive. I think
that every member of this House, including the Chief Secretary, agrees that
government by regulation is most undesirable. Members object to that form
of government because they have no
practical control over regulations. True
it is that provision is made for regulations to be laid before both Houses of
Parliament.

Mr. BOLTE.-That does not mean a
thing.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable member
is right. As a rule, regulations come
into operation as soon as they are placed
before the House. Again, most honorable members receive such a mass of
material concerning regulations that
they have little opportunity to read and
examine it. They must be particularly
alert to pick out some of the dreadful
things that are done by regulation. There
has been one example in connection with
the somewhat notorious Egg and Egg
Pulp Marketing Board, but I do not propose to dilate on that subject. During
the last war there were many instances,
particularly in the Commonwealth Parliament, in which government by regulation almost went mad. While I realize
that there are certain matters which
must be the subject of regulations, I
would ask· the Minister to reconsider
clause 51 with a view to determining
whether its provisions could be restricted
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in a way that would prevent this legislation from being extended simply by
regulation. Generally, I have no objection to the Bill.
If the Minister will
explain the new provisions in Committee,
I think they could' be debated with advantage to all members.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
MARKETING OF PRIMARY PRODUCTS (TOMATOES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from June 27)
on the motion of Mr. Moss (Minister of
Agriculture) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
!Ir. BOLTE (Hampden).-When explaining this measure on the 27th of
June, the Minister of Agriculture said it
was important and should be dealt with
expeditiously,
because the
tomato
growers were most anxious to have the
machinery necessary to enable them to
conduct a poll with the view of determining whether a marketing Board should
be set up for the current season.
I
asked for an adjournment of the debate
for a fortnight, but the Minister declined
on the plea that the measure was urgent;
but he agreed to the debate being adjourned until the following Wednesday.
That was about eight weeks ago, and if
the Bill had been brought forward again
during the following week, it would have
been on the statute-book by now. There
has been no desire by Opposition members to delay its passage, the only question being how soon the Minister would
arr'ange for the debate to be continued.
The fact that it is being resumed to-day
is indicative of the state of the Notice
Paper, on which very few items of
business appear. I suggest that it would
be possible to deal with all of them in
two weeks of steady debate.
The object of the present measure is to
include tomatoes in the definition of the
term "product" in the Marketing of
Primary Products Act. The Minister
occupied only about three minutes with
his explanation of the Bill, the purpose
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of which, he said, was to" enable the
tomato growers, if they so desired, to
petition the Minister requesting that a
poll should be taken. If at that poll 60
per 'cent of those entitled to vote did vote,
and if 60 per cent. of the voters were in
favour of the establishment of a Board,
it would then be established. From the
Minister's second-reading speech, I assume that the sole object of the proposed
Board would be to fix a price for tomatoes
sold for processing.
The honorable
gentleman did not suggest that the
growers would desire table tomatoes to
come under Board control. It seems to
me that if the Board is established it will
be difficult to exclude all table tomatoes,
leaving the Board to control merely the
fruit intended for processing.
As the Minister indicated, the price of
tomatoes in the past few years has been
4s. 6d. a case, and the growers felt that
they had been victimized. I believe that
the price paid has been altogether too
low, but I desire to point out to both the
Minister and the growers, that there will
be no guarantee of a price even if all
these steps associated with establishment
of a marketing Board are taken. The
price will not be negotiated by the Board
and the processors. Evidently it is the
policy of the Government that the Prices
Commissioner, Mr. Waldron, shall be the
authority to determine the price of
tomatoes. Consequently, the growers
will realize that the setting up of a Board,
following the passage of this Bill, will
not be the answer to the price question,
since that angle will be left to the jurisdiction of the Prices Commissioner. For
the purposes of other marketing Boards
that official is the price"fixing authority.

Mr. Moss.----Not in every case.
Mr. BOLTE.-In most cases. For
example, the Potato Marketing Board has
to submit a case to Mr. Waldron before
an increase in price can be approved.
The ,Marketing of Primary Products Act
established the principle that the producers of any community would control
their product; in other words,a Board
would be producer-controlled. r suggest
that tomato growers who will sell processing tom'a toes to the Board will contend that the control of their product
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will mean their having a voice in fixing
the price to be paid by manufacturers.
The proposi tion envisaged by the BiB.
may noOt be the answer, but I am not
opposed to it, because I believe in the
principle of the Marketing of Primary
Products Act. When a majority of the
growers of any commun'ity vote for
the establishment of a producer-controlled marketing Board I am democratic enough to agree that they should
have it, but, in passing, I express the
view that marketing Boards are not the
be-all and end-'all. I have just had an
opportunity of .casting a vote on the
question whether there should be 'a wool
scheme, and I do not hide the fact that
I voted an emphatic" no" against any
scheme for that industry. If the measure
now before the House IS passed it will 'be
for the tomato growers to determine how
they will market their products. r am in
a'ccord with their having that right, but
they should examine the proposition most
carefully. Should it mean that all table
tom a toes as wel:l as processing toma toes
become vested in the Board I fear that it
will become too complicated a business
for the Board to handle. The tomato is
a most perishable primary product and
as such it should not be delayed in
transit, in collecting, inspecting or in distriibution. The growers know their own
industry best but I shall advise them to
examine the proposals carefully ,when
they are submitted and to understand
defini tely that only processing tomatoes
will be con trolled.
Many country residents depend on the
production and sale of tom a toes as a
means of obtaining income. I do not
wan t anything done that ,will injure
what I believe is an essential industry in
the community. For some reason members seem toO be in a good humour today.
It has been refreshing to notice that
the Government is accepting sensible
suggestions in ,the right spirit.
It
is not my intention to upset members on the debate on this Bill to
which the Opposition has no .objection.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I have some
knowledge of the fight put up by tomato
growers to obtain a reasonable price for
their product. I know that it took experts in the Agriculture Department
many years to decide whether a tomato
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was a vegetable or a fruit. In 1936, the
Bendigo Trades Hall Council, recognizing
that grave injustices were being perpetrated upon tomato growers in Victoria, and particularJy those in Bendigo
where the :bes't tomatoes in the Commonwealth are grown, decided to organize
the growers.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-Have you
forgotten the tomatoes that are grown in
Robinvale?
Mr. GALVIN.-The big difference between tom a to growers in Robinvale
and those in Bendigo is ,that the
Robinvale
producer
has
tomatoes
ready for sale early in the season ,when the price is at its maximum, whereas the bulk of the growers
in Bendigo and other parts of the State
produce for canning, pulping or processing punposes. The Bendigo Trades Hall
Council realized the grave injustices
that 'Were being done, .particularly
to local tomato growers.
Although
it
represented trade unionists in
the main, the council recognized the
disabilities under which this section of
the primary producers were labouring.
Unionists appreciated the fact that the
problems confronting primary producers
and workers generally were identical. At
that time both sections were being exploi ted, due to the conditions under which
we were then living.
The Bendigo
Tomato Growers' Association was formed
and ultimately branches were established
at Sheppa'rton, Calivil and even interstate. The Victorian Tomato Growers'
Association was then estabUshed and
later an Australian tomato growers'
conference was held and the growers became more or less a united body. However, that did not overcome their difficulties, nor will this Bill do so, although
the tomato growers feel that it will.
I commend the Government on giving
the growers an opportunity of proving
whether this scheme will give them the
economic security to which they are entitled. There are two main sections or
tomato growers, those who grow for the
table and those who supply the bulk. of
the tomatoes that are processed in the
various factories. In the Bendigo district, factories have been established by
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Kia Ora Proprietary Limited, by F.
Longmore and Company Limited-White
Crow-the Rosella Preserving and Manufacturing Company Limited, Henry
Williams and Sons Proprietary Limited,
the Australian Jam Company, H. J. Heinz
Company Proprietary Limited and
other companies for the processing, pulping and canning of tomatoes. It is generally recognized in the industry that whenever tomatoes from other districts are
processed there is always added pulp from
tomatoes grown in the Bendigo district.
So famous have the Bendigo tomatoes
become tha t even on barrows in the
streets of Sydney in October I have seen
Bendigo tomatoes offered for sale,
although they do not ripen until January or February. The Bendigo tomato
is so good that it will keep from January
to October.
Tomato growing in Victoria owes its
developmen t to the early Spanish
migrants who were brought to Bendigo
by ex-Councillor Curnow. I refer to the
Borrells and the Montes. When those
settlers came in to the district, they
revolutionized tomato production, and
there are still descendants of the
Montes and Borrells living around the
Bendigo district. Members who occasionally cross the Saltwater river near
Keilor have probably seen where the
descendants of the Borrells later developed their market gardens. We could
do with more of that type O'f migrant in
Australia at present.
I have given a brief historical survey
of the tomato industry and I shall now
turn to a discussion of the economics of
the problem. The reason why the Bendigo Trades Hall Council formed the first
tomato growers' association was that
growers were receIvmg as low as
9d. a case for their product and they had
to supply their own cases. A return of
1s. 3d. and 1s. 6d. a case was considered
a fairly good price. Frequently in those
days, growers took their tom a toes to the
processing factory only to be told, "We
have plenty to-day, we do not want
them." Tomatoes that are picked on a
straight pick start to ripen rapidly and
do not last very long. The growers were
not permitted to dump their rejected product at the tip because they were liable
Session 1950-51.-[166]
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to be prosecuted for so doing. They had
to dispose of the tomatoes somewhere
out in the bush.
Much is heard nowadays about the cost
of living, but even at present the processor pays as much for a case of
tomatoes as an ordinary member of the
public pays for a dozen eggs. The processors pay 4s. 6d. a case for straightpick tomatoes which are used for processing purposes. The tomato-growing
industry has always received a raw deal.
For prime tomatoes used for canning
purposes the grower receives 6s. a case.
In the flush of the season, I have brought
cases of toma toes to Melbourne for
friends whose wives bottle the tomatoes
for use during the winter months. I can
purchase a case of prime tomatoes for
8s., but at Queen Victoria Market, the
retailer pays 35s. a case, and the public
pays 1s. 6d. a pound in the shops,
and there are 48 pounds in a case.
That is the direction in which we
can start to straighten out this problem.
Metropolitan residents are continually complaining about the price they
are charged for cabbages, cauliflowers,
and so on, and at times, the press photograph vegetables and display the price
charged.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-In most cases, those
items are not included in the" C " series
index which is used in the compilation
of the basic wage.
Mr. GALVIN.-What is required is an
attack on those who are exploiting the
public. Only a few weeks ago, cauliflowers were being sold in Melbourne for
3s. 6d. each, and they were not of prime
quality even at that price. In the Bendigo
district growers were considered to be
fortunate if they received 1s. each for
their product.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
-This Bill rela tes to toma toes-not
cauHflowers.
Mr. GALVIN.-My content~on is that
what is taking place in respect of cauliflowers and other commodities is also
happening in regard to tom a toes. I ask
members to consider that in the Bendigo
district tomatoes can be 'bought for 8s.
a case of 48 lb., but those tomatoes are
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being retailed at £3 12s. a case. I appreciate that certain overhead costs must be
incurred, but there is something radically
wrong when the cost of distribution
amounts to 64s. a case. The tomato
grower will be exploited, even if he is
given the protection of a Board, because
his is a perishable product.
Those
growers who reside at Robinvale or
in the Murray valley region around
Colignan do not want a tomato marketing Board. They can get good prices
for their product before the flush of the
season, when ample supplies of tomatoes
are available from the Goulburn valley
and Bendigo districts. Even if a Board
were decided upon. it could fix only the
maximum price; it could not fix the
minimum price. The honorable member
for Hampden mentioned that the Prices
Decontrol Commissioner would fix selling prices for tomatoes, but that officer
has nothing to do with the fixation of
those prices. Even if he had that power,
he could fix only a maximum price and,
tomatoes being such a perishable commodity, by the time the price was determined, the product would have rotted.
Many processing firms have installed
modern equipment for the treatment O'f
tomatoes. Those machines are automatic,
and the tomatoes are not touched by
human hands from the time when they
are placed on the conveyor belts until
they emerge as tomato juice or pulp.
Difficulty will be experienced by the
growers if those machines are turned
off for a week or more. During that
period their crops could. ripen and rot.
In Bendigo. the flush Df the season is
uS'lally towards the end of January and.
varying according to the season, extends
until about the end O'f April. During the
last couple of years, because of heavy
rains. there have been considerable losses
on account of flooding.
Tomato growers probably think the
establishment of a Board will mark the
commencement of their millenium, . but
my belief)s that they are doomed to disappointment, and that they will be
caught up -in the law of supply and
demand. I remem,ber when, only a few
years. ago, tomato growers declared a
two-day strike and there was almost a
state of civil' war in the Shepparton
11-:11'.
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district.
Tomatoes were thrown off
trucks and were contaminated with kerosene. Victorian processors have stored
up in tins thousands of tons of tom a to
pulp. If they do not handle the product
of the growers for t,wo, three or four
weeks, they will not Ibe greatly concerned; at the worst, they may be a little
short at the commencement of the following season but they will soon catch up.
Toma to growing coupled with the
development of suitable cans, has meant
much to the development of secondary industries in the Bendigo district. Last
year growers from various parts of the
State contacted me in relation to the
price which was determined by the factories. I will say to the credit of the
Bendigo Preserving Company, which
has properties on to which men are
put to grow tomatoes, that it was prepared. to increase the price to growers
but it had to compete with other firms;
consequently, it !Was compelled to say,
"We will not go any higher than such
and such a price." It is difficult for some
processing firms to increase the price in
an effort to afford asistance to growers
when they have to meet competition.
That is why I consider that, even with
the establishment of a tomato Board,
growers will be in the unfortunate
position of heing inevitably caught up in
the law of supply and demand. Cases of
tomatoes cannot be placed in cool stores
because they are bulky and much space
is required for export commodities and
eggs.
I do not think those growers in warm
clima tes will wish to pool their returns
with those in cooler climates, but that is
their only hope of success. It is unreasonable to expect those growers who
receive £2 a case for tomatoe.s to pool
their returns with those who receive only
.4s. 6d. a case. If the growers can work
out a scheme which will be effective, the
public will not complain. I am certain
that Melbourne residents cannot be exploited to any' greater extent than at
present by those who sell tomatoes by retaiL Wh~n there is a margin. of 800 per
cent. on the price which is paid to the
grower, som'eon,e is b~ing eXlploited in
the proce~s of distribution. I hope that,
if the gtowers ,approve the. estaplishinent
of a tomato Board.
they'. will work out
.: .
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some scheme by which they will he able
to unite and act as a whole instead of
trying to progress as individuals.
I trust that the authority-if one is
eventually created-will, with the assistance of the Agriculture Department,
be able to put into operation the
most scientific method ,of producing
tamatoes. Much has already been dane to
produce a fruit of uniform size, and the
industry was given a great fiHip at the
time the American traops were in Australia. The processing section af the industry was given a great hoast.
I remember an occasion on which I
discussed this subject with one af
America's leading agriculturists, whO'
visited this country as an adviser on matters af diet to' the military authorities.
He gave the growers the benefit of his
wide knawledge of the industry, particularly in regard to' planting, grafting,
and the crossing of varieties. In that
way the quality and types of tomatoes
were caru;iderably improved. I trust that
those aspects of the industry will nat he
overlooked by the Board which may be
set up in connection with this industry.
I express my views sincerely, as I desire that growers who produce the bulk
af tamataes in this cauntry, particularly
for processing, shall receive a fair deal.
At present, they are not much better off
than they were in pre-war days, because
althaugh they have to' meet increased
costs in the same way as all ather
citizens they are nat receiving a carrespandingly increased price far their produce. It is to' be haped that tomato
grawers will be encauraged to' remain an
the land and to' ,continue to' praduce craps.
If in future processors think that they
will still be able to buy tamataes at 4s. 6d.
a case they will receive a rude a wakening. In the lang run the people whO' will
suffer mast will be the cansumers, unless
the tama to-growing industry is placed
an a satisfactory basis.
In the district 'which I represent, many
tama to' grawers are farced to' gain far
sidelines, such as paultry and vegetable
grawing in the off seasan,' in arder to'
make a' livelihaod:' . Hawever, they' are
becaming discouraged and are leaving
the :famato-growing indu'stry to' accept
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mare remunerative work in other occupatians. Unless something alang the
lines suggested is done to' imprave the
canditions of the tomato grawers, this
country will in a few years' time be imparting instead af exporting vegetables
and foodstuffs, including tomatoes.
Grawers will not remain in the industry
if they are to receive only 4s. 6d. a case
for their product. I trust that the Bill
will result in persons engaged in tomato
growing being given some security of
livelihood which will enable them to
enjoy a reasonable standard of living.
(Swan
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH
Hill) .-'1 was pleased to hear the remarks
of the hanorable member for Bendiga on
this Bill, which I support. For many
years past tamato growers, particularly
thase aperating north of Bendiga, have
suffered a cansiderable disadvantage. I
refer to' grawers in the Rabinvale, Swan
Hill, Kaondrook, ,and surrounding districts, which are a coru;iderable distance
fram the processing factaries. Far that
reasan they are placed at a cansiderable
disadvantage, particularly in the hot
weather, when they lose a big praportian
af their fruit.
I am pleased that at last tomatoes have
been given the designation of "fruit."
If a further Act is passed providing for
the appaintment of a Board in relation
to' this industry, I am sure that tomato
grawers and the public will appreciate it.
The tomato-growing season is rather
shart, and as I said before, growers who
are situated a considerable distance from
the markets areaperating at a distinct
disadvantage. In the Robinvale district,
abaut 600 acres of land are under
vegetables, half af which, I am informed,
are tamatoes. Therefore, this Bill is one
of grea t interest to the people concerned
in my electorate.
During the war period, I had the
oppartunity of controlling 150 acres of
tamataes, and for that reasan I can confirm the remarks af the honorable member far Bendigo in regard to the handling,
pulping. seeding and marketing of the
fruit. Those points might well be made
by any member of this House, because
persons engaged in many other types of
primary production are protected. However, tomato growers have not ,been' so
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fortunate, and if they can be assured of a
r:asonable return for their product, provIded that it is delivered in a reasonable
condition, everybody concerned will be
satisfied.
I wish to mention another point, and
that is the provision of adequate facilities
for the handling of tomatoes which are
delivered to factories for canning and
pulping. All fresh tomatoes of good
quality are saleable, but they cannot be
held for any great length of time. I am
doubtful whether the cool stores could
help the tomato growers to any great
extent, as the fruit is a very perishable
article. If the proposed Board is appointed growers will have an opportunity
of making their voice heard in the
adoption of a system of marketing which
will be to the benefit of the industry.
The only remaining point that I desire
to raise is in regard to the quality of the
fruit produced, and I trust that some
consideration will be given to this
matter when the Board is functioning. Unless the requisite facilities for
marketing and processing tomatoes are
available within a reasonable distance
of the tomato-producing areas, the
growers will not be able to finance their
operations for any great length of time.
The Opposition supports the measure,
and I trust that it will be given a speedy
passage.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) .-1 realize
that this is really a Bill of anticipation,
which is to be passed in the hope ,that the
toma to growers will create their own
Board.
I am concerned more about
tomatoes for table use than those marketed for processing. I am pleased also
that at last the tomato has been designated as a fruit. However, I wish to
direct attention to the fact that in today's market reports, tomatoes are still
quoted as a vegetable. One thing about
which I am concerned is that it is necessary to obtain tomatoes from other
States for sale in Victoria. That is unavoidable because sufficient tomatoes
cannot be produced locally to meet requirements in this State.
Yesterday, toma'toes from Western
Australia were sold on the local market
for 20s., 24s., and 28s. a case. South
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Australian tomatoes were marketed at
prices ranging between 30s. and 38s. a
case, and for special qualities 42s. was
paid for a full bushel case. I desire to
know which role the proposed Board will
play, if any, in fixing the price of table
tomatoes. We know that during the flush
summer period tomatoes are plentiful in
Victoria. I am anxious to learn how
the price of table tomatoes will be
fixed. Tomatoes grown inter-state frequently cost from 2s. to 2s. 6d. a pound.
In past years during the peak tomatogrowing period in Victoria it was possible to buy three pounds of tomatoes
for 6d. Last year and in previous years
tomatoes reached exorbitant prices, even
during the peak-production period.
Is the Board to be created for 'the express purpose of processing a certain
grade of tomato at 4s. 6d. a case to the
producer-the price quoted by the Minister during his second-reading speech?
There is no justification for the price of
toma toes being as high as it has been in
past seasons during the peak period.
Apparently, S0me members who have
spoken on this Bill think that the
crea tion of the Board will greatly benefit the tomato growers. In some instances that may be so.
As the honorable member for Bendigo
said, tomato growing is an art. A large
area has been cultivated for tomatoes by
Spaniards in my district. The average
Australian who engages in tomato growing does not devote the same attention to
the enterprise as the Spaniards do.
Their success is largely due to their
method of pruning. They prune a plant
that will produce eight or ten fairly
la'rge tomatoes for the table. On the
other hand, the Australian grows
tomatoes for
processing.
I
wish
the proposed Board every success, but I
should like to ~{now what will happen
when, as at the present time, tomatoes
come in from South Australia and
Western Australia because insufficient
can be produced in Victoria. A hitch
must occur with the Board on account of
the importation of tomatoes fIUn the
other States. I am ,not so much concerned
ahout the processing side of the industry.
If the creation of this Board would give
the Victorians a cheaper table tomato
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and save consumers from being exploited
by some people interested in processing
activities so much the better. Not many
members are aware that the Egg and
Egg Pulp Marketing Board has discovered about eight different grades of
eggs.
A similar grading could be
adopted with respect to tomatoes.
Local citizens relish tomatoes, and
no doubt will like them ever so
much more now they are to be
a fruit. However, to-day's market report
classes them as a vegeta'ble. No doubt
the Board will have to decide whether
a tomato is a fruit or a vegetable.
Some time ago a small hottle of tomato
sauce cost 9~d. and a large one Is. 6d.
Now the price of a small bottle is 2s. 6d.
and a large one 3s. 6d. The consumers
of tomato sauce are being exploited. 1
should like to know what the price
control authorities are doing. The tomato
industry is a big one, and I am glad that
the Government is trying to foster it.
Mr. IRELAND (Mernda) .-Under the
Bill the tomato is to be classified as a
fruit. The remarks made by the honorable member for Coburg would have
formed the basis of a .first-rate
speech on the subject of the proposed establishment of a tomato
Board. The measure is for the
protection of the broad-acre tomato
growers of this State, who engage in
different forms of tomato culture.
Tomatoes are obtainable on the Victorian markets for twelve months in the
year. I should like the Minister to give
an assurance that in the event of a
tomato marketing Board being established the growers of table tomatoes in
the metropolitan area would 'be excluded
from its oper.ations. The broad-acre
toma toes are grown in the Goulburn
valley and Murray valley, where they
are produced at little cost. The crops
are enormous.
As tomatoes are a
perishable commodity, the problem is to
get the fruit on the market and to have
it processed in as short a time as possible.
Although the Bill designates the tomato
as a fruit, it is a fruit that will not last
in cool storage. Other commodities classified as fruit can be held for varying
periods. Apples and pears can be kept
in cool stores for eight or nine months.
Session 1950-51.-£167]
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and then brought out in perfect condition. If tomatoes are stored even temporarily they collapse and become like
bags of water. Tomato marketing is
more or less a seasonable occupation.
It would be difficult for growers in the
metropolitan area to vote for a Board.
Many of them would produce tomatoes
probably only every other year. Then
tomato plants have to Ibe staked, and that
is a costly job in comparison with
broad-acre growing. Then, too, there
must be careful pruning and treatment in
many ways. A whole crop could be lost
on account of inclement weather, such
as was experienced last summer. Something should be done to ensure a payable
price for the tomato growers on broad
acres.
The tomatoes ripen between
November and February or March.
From March to July the Melbourne
market relies on the tomato growers in
the metropolitan area. Their crops were
finished recently and so tomatoes are
now being received from the other States.
Wha t would be done by a Victorian
toma to marketing Board in regard to the
imported goods would raise a troublesome
problem. I think it would be difficult
to conwol the industry under a Board,
except in the case of tomatoes intended
for processing. I can envisage a good
deal of opposition from the metropolitan
growers of taJble tomatoes i.f growers of
tomatoes throughout the State desire to
come within the ambit of a marketing
Board. The growers of tomatoes in the
broad acres are jusUfied in seeking a fair
return for their activities. The present
condition of affairs has been brought
ahout because processers have not paid
reasonable prices to cover the g.rowers'
costs.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-The purpose behind the Bill is to make possible
the formation of a tomato marketing
Board. When the Bill was submitted to
the House I undertook to place before
the Minister and honorable members the
views of the tomato growers in Quambatook. I have received a letter from the
secretary of the local growers, !but unfortunately I have not it in my possession this evening. In ,the circumstances
I must give the honorable gentleman the
contents 'Of the communication as closely
as I can. I understand that the secretary
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discussed the subject with the secretary
of the tomato growers' organization
at Shepparton. The people I represent in this matter are not impressed with the necessity for the formation of a tomato marketing Board, and
they have asked me to place their views
before the Minister. They have specially requested that before 'Such a Board
is established a poll of growers will be
taken.
Mr. Moss.---Df course a poll of the
growers will be taken.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-As the
honorable member for Mernda has
pointed out, tomatoes are very difficult
to hold in store. Potatoes can be pitted
for a considerable period and left
without attention, but a marketing
board could not hold tomatoes indefinitely. I was asked to submit these
representations on behalf of the tomato
growers to whom I have referred so 3.S
to indicate that as 'individuals they do
not consider that it is desirable that a
tomato marketing Board should be established and that representations should be
made to ensure that no such Board
should be foisted on the industry without
the growers being given an opportunity
to vote on the subject. I am pleased to
receive the assurance of the Minister of
Agriculture that no such attempt will
be made.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
AIDJOURNMENT.
PRICE CONTROL NEW AND SECOND-HAND
WOOLPACKS~PRICE OF BABY RUSKS
-RAILWAY DEPARTMENT: CLAIM FOR
LONG-SERVICE
LEAVE-BuTTER:
INCREASE OF PmCE.

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
- I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next, at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
- I move-That the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment:

Mr. iMlBUS (Borung).-I desire to
direct attention to an absurd position that
has arisen in connection with the fixation
of prices for new and second-hand woolpacks. The price of the new article has
been fixed at 16s. 6d. per pack, but for a
second-hand woolpack, once used, the
price is fixed at 25s. 9d. That decision
has been made at a time when Australia
is desperately short of all types of jute
goods and the inevitable result will be
that wool growers will not buy the onceused packs. The position becomes more
absurd when one considers that the
second-hand woolpacks were purchased
new last year at approximately 16s. each.
The chief source of supply of the secondhand packs is from wool brokers who
carry on bulk classing, interlocking and
dumping of wool. As far as I know,
the wool brokers have not asked for the
fixa tion of the price of the second-hand
woolpacks. Unfortunately, the Minister
in Charge of Prices is absent from the
House this evening on account of illness,
and I ask the Minister of Agriculture to
bring this matter to his ilotice.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-My purpose
in rising is to direct the 3.ttention of the
Goyernment to the extremely high price
that is being charged for an essential
commodity which most members have
probably not had occasion to use in
recent years but might have purchased
from time to time. I refer to baby
rusks. I do not know whether they
are described as an article of food, but
they are used mainly for helping
children to develop their teeth. One
of the dearest ways in which to buy
wheat is to purchase that commodity
when it is made up in the form of baby
rusks. The absurdity of the position becomes apparent when one compares the
price charged for other flour and wheat
products. Chocolate-coated biscuits are
selling at 4s. or 4s. 3d. a pound, but probably that price is to some extent due to
the difficulties experienced in manufacture. Ordinary biscuits sell at from 1s.
9d. to 2s. a pound, but baby rusks,
which are an essential commodity
necessary for the development and
health of a child, are sold at 4s. a pound.
I am aware that they are used for only a
short period, during the early stages of
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a baby's life, but it is absurd that that
price should be charged. If the rusks
do come under price control, then I ask
the Minister in Charge of Prices to consider taking the necessary action; if the
price is not controlled then I direct
attention to this matter with a view to
having the article declared.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-I desire
to bring to the attention of the Minister
of TransPDrt a subject that has already
been refer-red to him by correspondence.
Cert~in events have since ta,ken place
which makes it necessary for me to raise
the subjeot at this stage. In March last,
an employee of the Railw,ay Department
received a letter from the Department
intimating that his services would be
terminated in May. ThecoI1Jcluding paragraph of the letter included this
message-In conveying this decision to you, I desire
to express my appreciation of the services
you have rendered to the Department extending over a period of 31 years.
I
sincerely hope that you will long be spared
tu enjoy your retirement.

That employee had given the Department
31 years' ,service and was retiring on
account of age. He joined the Department when he returned from the first
world war in which he had served with
the 14th Battalion.
He had been
employed continuously in the Department from September, 1919, first as a
casual employee, then as a supernumerary, and later as a permanent officer.
lit would appear tha t under the 1946
Railways (Long Service) Act he was entitled to long-service leave. The principle
involved in this matter was discussed in
this House by the honorable member for
Bendigo during the debate on the Railways (Furlough) Bill, and in reply the
Minister of Transport said-
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Mr. GALvIN.-The word" 'to-morrow"
was apparently used there in 1he same
way as it is used in the forms of this
House--to-morrow never comes.
Mr.MACK.-The case to iWhich I have
referred is similar to those mentioned by
the honorable member for Bendigo. If
the regulations preclude this officer who
served with the Department for 3:1 years
from obtaining long-service leave, I suggest that the Minister should consider
whether some ex gratia payment in lieu
of leave could he given.
Mr. MORTON (Ripon) .-In the metropolitan newspapers to-day it was reported
tha t the Minister in Charge of Prices had
said that the price of butter was to be increased shortly by 11~d. a pound. I have
been ;told that since that pronouncement
some storekeepers in the city are already
saying that there is a shortage of butter.
Th'at means that the available supplies
are going" under the counter" until the
price rise becomes effective early in
September. I ask 'the Minister of Agriculture to ascertain if the Government is
prepared to take action against any storekeeper or any other supplier who hoards
butter for the purpose of taking
advantage of the rise f.orecasted in the
Minister's statement.

Mr. MOSS (Minister of AgricultUlej.
'-I shall confer with the Minister in
Charge of Prices to-morrow on the
subject raised by the honorable member
for Ripon. Any action taken by storekeepers along the lines he indicated will
not be countenanced by the Government.
The question raised by the honorable
member for Horung concerning the price
of second-hand woolpacks, and that of
the price of baby rusks mentioned by the
honorable member for Oakleigh, will also
be brought to the attention of the Minister in Charge of Prices. The honorable
The honorable member for Bendigo remember for Warrnambool made Teferferred to casual employees and asked that
ence to the case of a former employee of
their claims for long-service leave benefits
the Railway DepaI'ltment and his eligishould be given consideration. I shall bring
bility ,for long-service leave. I shall take
that matter to the attention of the Railways Commissioners to-morrow, to ascertain up that matter with the Minister of
what can be done in such cases. I do not
Transport and the honora:ble member wiN
know the position, 'but I shall discuss it with
receive a reply in due course.
the Commissioners.
I do not know if the honorable member
for Bendigo has received any further
in tima tion f'rom the Minister.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10:;30 p.m.
until Tuesday J A U{lU8t 28.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.47 p.m., and read the
prayer.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
CLASSIFICATION OF FEMALES.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister of Public
WorksAre all females in the Railways Service
classified as officers; if not, how many
are classified as officers and employees,
respectively?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers are-(1) Not all females in the Railways Service
are classified as officers.
(2)~

Permanent
Staff.

The
number
classified
as
officers is
The
number
classified
as
employees is- --

Supernumerary
Staff.

Total.

172

342

514

23

1,232

1,255

GAS AND FUEL COR'PORATION.
ACQUISITION OF LAND AT MORWELL:
HOUSING PROJECT.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) asked the Minister of
Public Works(a) What area has been or is being
acquired by the Gas and Fuel Corporation
at Morwell?
(b) What housing arrangements are being
made at Morwell by the Corporation?
(c) Is the Minister satisfied that the
extent of the area proposed to be acquired
and of the housing plans are absolutely
essential?
(d) Is
the Minister assured that all
development by the Corporation at Morwell
is being planned in co-operation with all
other interested authorities?

M embers of Parlwment.

(c) Yes.
The 373 acres are necessary to
implement the project outlined in the report
to the Premier by Dr. R. S. Andrews and.
Mr. R. J. Bennie. The housing plans are in
step with the above-mentioned report.
(d) Yes. All other authorities have 'been
consulted from time to time and advised
of developments. There has been complete
co-opera tion.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT.
RAILWAY TRANSPORT: COST TO STATE.
The Hon.W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) asked the Minister of Public
Works(a) What
amounts were paid by the
Government to the various State 'and Commonwealth railway authorities in 'the year
1941 for the privilege of free 'transport for
members of Parliament?
(b) What amounts are being p,aid at the
present time?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers are-(a) The amount of £109 was 'paid to the
Commonwealth railway authorities in the
year 1941. No amounts are payable to any
State Governmen!t other .than the Victorian
Railways.
(b) The sum of £142 has been paid to the
Commonwealth railway authorities for the
current year.
AVtention is invited to the amount of
£9,000 provided in the last Appropriation
Act in Division No. 52, Item No. 1, which
covers the payment to the Victorian Railway Department in respect of the issue of
passes to the State Governor and Staff,
members of Parliament, &c.
Executive
Councillors, and members of Parliament of
other States.

STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
STATUTE LAW REVISION BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) presented a report of the
Statute Law Revision Committee on the
Statute Law Revision Bill, 1951, together
with the minutes of evidence.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table and be printed.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers are--

TRANSFER OF LAND (FORGERIES)
BILL.
The
Hon.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I move--

(a)

About 375 acres.
The Housing Commission of Victoria
has been advised of the Corporation's estimated housing requirements from 1951 to
1961---a total over tJhat period of 507 houses.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

(b)

In 1939 the Transfer of Land (Forgeries)
Act was passed by this House, the object
of which was, generally speaking, to
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compensate any person who in good
faith claimed any estate or interest in
land or in any mortgage or charge affecting land by virtue of the registration of
any forged instrument or other document, or by virtue of the making or cancellation of any entry or memorial in the
register book of the Titles Office pursuant
to any forged instrument or other document, which register book is subsequently
rectified so as to cancel or remove the
effect of such forged instrument or other
document. As an example, if "Mr. A "
transfers to "Mr. B " a block of land by
means of a forged instrument, "Mr. B "
being ignorant of the fact that the instrument was forged, "Mr. B" upon
subsequently ascertaining that the document was a forgery, can claim against a
fund known as the assurance fund.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is, if
he becomes the registered proprietor.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That
is so. In circumstances such as I have
just described the existing 1939 Act
applies. Unfortunately, however, that
legislation does not apply where" Mr. A,"
having sold to " Mr. B" by a forged instrument, and " Mr. B " before discovering that the document is indeed forged,
sells to " Mr. C." Then," Mr. C " cannot
claim against the assurance fund because
nothing has passed to him. I emphasize
that fact because it represents the
genesis of this Bill.
The case that stressed the need for
this Bill was heard last year before His
Honour Mr. Justice Dean. The facts
are that a man named Thomas J ames
Davies, who is " Mr. A " in my illustration, was the registered proprietor under
the Transfer of Land Act 1928 of a block
of land at Mentone. Davies worked as a
groom at a certain establishment, but he
spent the week-ends with a Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton. Mrs. Clayton was a friend uf
some relatives of Davies and, during a
week-end trip, Davies handed over to
Mrs. Clayton the certificate of title of his
block of land, together with his bank pass
book. Mr. Clayton proceeded to forge
the signature of Davies to a transfer of
the land to one Edward Michael Ryan, on
the agreement that Clayton would sell
the land to Ryan for £293 15 0 and that
Clayton should have the right to re-
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purchase it for £450; further, that Ryan
should enter into a contract of sale to
Clayton at tha t price. Ryan was the
"Mr. B" of my story, and he was
absolutely unaware of the true state of
affairs. He had no idea that Clayton had
forged the signature of Davies. Actually
Davies knew nothing of the situation
until he noticed a building being erected
upon his block of land.
The next stage of the story is that on
about the 1st of June last year Clayton
under a contract of sale, sold the block
of land through an agent to a Mr. Edward
J ames Ford and his wife, Ida Minnie
Ford, of North Road, Ormond. The land
was that which he had purchased from
Ryan under the previous agreement. The
Fords are the "Mr. C" of my story.
The solicitor for the Fords properly made
an immediate search at the Titles Office,
which revealed that the title to the land
was registered in the name of Edward
Michael Ryan; thus, Ryan was free to
deal with it. Therefore, the solicitor for
the Fords, having seen that according to
the document at the Titles Office Ryan
was free to deal with the land, carried
on with the transaction. Settlement
under the contract took place at the
office of a solicitor who acted for both
Clayton and Ryan, the sum of
£597 10s. 2d. being paid over to the
solicitor. That amount comprised the
consideration which appeared on the contract of sale, less £2 9s. 9d. representing
adjustment of rates and so on.
In exchange for the payment, the
solicitors for the Fords received their
certificate of title and a transfer signed
by the then registered proprietor,
Edward Michael Ryan, and by Clayton by
direction. On the 5th of July 1950, the
certificate of title and the transfer were
lodged for registration at the Titles
Office. The point is that neither the
solicitors for the Fords nor the Fords
themselves had any knowledge or reason
to suspect that there was any defect in
the title and that Ryan was other than
the registered propr,ietor of the land they
had bought. The transfer had not been
regtstered at the Titles Office by the 21st
of Augus,t, 1950, when Thomas James
Davies, the owner of the land, went past
his block of land and to his surprise
noticed a building on it. He taxed
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Clayton with the fact that Clayton had
sold his land, and as a result Davies took
pl"oceedings to have a certificate of title
in the name of Ryan rectified, and to
restrain registration of the transfer te·
the Fords on the ground that an earlier
transfer was the result of a forgery.
This matter came for trial before Mr.
Justice Dean last year. The learned trial
Judge was satisfied that forgery had
been committed, and he proceeded to discuss the situation of the people concerned.
He dealt first with Davies, the owner 01
the land, and ordered the rectification of
the register book by deleting the entry of
Ryan as proprietor, with consequential
rectification of the duplicate certificate
of title. He also ordered that the
duplicate certificate when so rectified was
to be handed back to Davies. He stated
that the plaintiff, namely Davies, had
been reinstated as proprietor by virtue
of his judgment; therefore Davies required no further relief except in respect
of costs, with which he dealt later.
Dealing with the defendant, Ryan, His
Honour said that as he had become registered by virtue of a forged transfer
and as the register was to be rectified by
cancelling such registration he was entitled under the Transfer of Land
(Forgeries) Act 1939 to recover the loss
suffered by reason of such rectification.
The Judge found, however, that Ryan in
fact suffered no loss and could therefore
make no claim.
The learned Judge then dealt with the
case of the Fords, who he found were
the real losers. They had paid £600 fo::
land which now exceeded £800 in value
and they had spent over £100 upon the
land. He addressed his mind to the
question of whether the Fords could re
cover any damages from the assuranc(
fund. They had paid money and incurred expenditure in reliance upon the
registration of Ryan as proprietor.
They could not, however, His Honour
said, recover any of this money from
Ryan because there was no contract between them and Ryan, but they could
probably recover damages from Clayton
for the purchase money paid by them, if
he could be found and if he had any
assets. He assumed in favour of the
Fords that such rights were of no real
value.
The Hon. I. A. Swinburne.
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Mr. Justice Dean held that they could
not recover under section 246 of the
Transfer of Land Act 1928, which confers
a right to compensation from the assurance fund to any person deprived of land
or any estate or interest in land in consequence of fraud, because they were not
deprived of any land by reason of any of
the matters referred to in the section.
He further stated that for the Fords to
succeed in a claim under the Transfer
of Land (Forgeries) Act - 1939, they
would have to show that they in good
fai th claimed an estate or interest in
land" by virtue of the registration" of a
forged instrument and that the register
book was subsequently rectified so as to
cancel the effect of such forged instrument, and that they had suffered loss by
reason of such rectification. His Honour
continued by stating that the crucial
question was whether the Fords could
claim an interest in ,the land" by virtue
of the registration" of the transfer to
Ryan. In his opinion they could not, as
when the transfer was registered they
acquired no rights by viI1tue of it.
He stated that he could not see, as a
matter of language, how they could be
said to have acquired any rights "by
virtue of the registration" when they
entered into a contract with Clayton,
who ,was not the registered proprietor.
In the first place, he said that they did
not contract with the registered proprietor, but on the faith of such registration with a person, namely Clayton,
who claimed that he was able to obtain
a transfer from such proprietor. In the
second place, their rights in the land
were not rights claimed "by virtue of
the registration" of Ryan as proprietor,
but by virtue of their contract with
Clayton.
His Honour stated that the Act was
concerned with the effect of registered
instruments only, and equitable rights
arising under contracts were not dealt
with by the Act. In his opinion, therefore, the Fords must be left to pursue
such remedies as they might have against
Clayton, if they were able to pursue
them with success, because they had no
claim against the Registrar of Titles
The Judge said that. therefore, the only
course open to the Fords was to see
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what they could do with Clayton, but, as
can be understood, it is fairly hopeless
owihg to the fact that Clayton has
vanished and that he is considered as
not having any money. The Judge
said finally that the Fords had no claim
against the Registrar of Titles.
As the case Clf the Fords cannot be
brought within the ambit of either section. 246 of the Transfer of Land Act
1948 or the Transfer of Land (Forgeries)
Act 1939, they are beyond the scope of
relief from the assurance fund, and all
they have is this fruitless claim against
Clayton. The solicitors for the Fords
correctly sUbmitted that their clients
had the strongest possible grounds for
obtaining the relief which the assurance
fund was designed to provide. This is
exactly the type of case with which the
original Act of 1939 was created to deal.
The Fords paid over their money and
incurred the expenses on the faith of
the registration of Ryan as proprietor,
and only on obtaining from him, as registered proprietor, a transfer, together
with a duplicate certificate of title showin~ him to be the registered proprietor.
The Fords could not be expected to
know that Ryan-the court held, innocently--had become the registered proprietor as the result of a forged
instrument. It would appear that as
the Fords \vere unable to make a claim
under the Tran~fer of Land (Forgeries)
Act, an anomaly under that Act has been
disclosed. I entirely agree with the submission of the solicitors for the Fords.
It is quite clear, as the Judge said in his
,iudgment, that if Ryan had remained the
beneficial owner, he could have claimed
against the assurance fund upon his title
being rectified, because he was an immediate party to, and claimed under, a
forged instrument. It WOUld, therefore,
appear tf) be unreasonable that a person
innocently dealing with such a registered
proprietor should be denied the same
relief. In other words, the Fords innocently dealt with a proprietor-Ryanwho came under this classification.
The Government feels that this case
discloses a hardship, the compensation of
which was in contemplation when the
general proposition was being considered
and which led to the passing of the
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Transfer of Land (Forgeries) Act 1939.
This was just such a contingency with
which the 1939 Act was intended to deal.
Before passing to the details of the
Bill, I should like to say that the Judge
in his judgment, stated that it was no
duty of the Registrar of Titles to ascer·
tain that the signature on the transfer
was not that of the registered proprietor
of the land. He said that to claim that
the Registrar of Titles was negligent in
failing to perceive that the signature on
the transfer was forged would amount
to an allegation that he was in breach
of some common law or statutory duty
owed to the registered proprietor by
reason of his failure to detect the forgery_
The Judge found that there was no legal
basis for any such claim and that the
Registrar was under no duty towards
persons who are registered as proprietor9
of any interest :n land to take care to
prevent forged instruments from being
registered. The Judge held that thp
Registrar of Titles was not liable in any
way for damages resulting from t~
registration of the forged instrument.
Honorable members will notice that
the proposal is, in the first instance, to
provide generally for such cases as thE1'
one to which I have already referred; in
other words, the case of Fords and the
cases of any other persons who find
themselves in a £imilar situation. This
is accomplished by adding to SUb-section
(1) of section 2 of the Transfer 'Of Land
(Forgeries) Act 1939 the words contained in sub-clause (1) of clause 2 of
the Bill. That clause provides thB.lt th~
provisions thereof shall not, in effect ..
affect the operation of the existing
section 2 of the Transfer 'Of Land
(Forgeries) Act 1939, which means that
the provisions of that section and thp
proposed new provision in this Bill shaD
operate side by side. It provides that
a person who, in dealing with land or
any mortgage or charge affedting It, in
good faith pays any money or consideration to any other person on the strength
of the entry in the register book, which
was made pursuant to a forged instrument OT other document, shall '~
regarded, for the purposes of the Bill, to
be a person who in good faith claims an
estate or interest in the land, mortgage,
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or charge, as the case may be " by virtue
of the registration of the forged instrument or other document."
These words bring people who find
themselves in the same position as the
Fords, and the Fords themselves, within the scope of the operation of section
2 of the 1939 Act, 'and thus enable them
to claim compensation from the assurance fund for 'the losses incurred. In
other words, it gives the 1939 Act the
effect whkh was originally intended.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 2 of the Bill
limits the .operation of the Bill to future
cases s.o that anybody who in the past
was in the same position as the Fords
obtains no benefits under the Bill. No
such previous cases are known and it is
not expected that any will be discovered.
Clause 3 provides for the payment of
compensation to Edward John Ford and
his wife Ida Minnie Ford for their
losses fr.om the assurance fund. It will
be seen that the sum of £843 11s. 5d. is
regarded as the total amount lost by the
Fords. This total -is represented by the
sum of £600 paid as 'consideration for
the transfer of the land, together with
expenses in oonnection with that dealing,
£worn by the Fords t,o amount to £105
7s. 5d. In addition, the costs incurred
in the action, plus those involved in the
nDtice of appeal and setting down,
amounting to £133 4's., must be included,
making the total that now appears in
the clause, £843 11s. 5d.
The action t,o which I refer was that
taken by the registered proprietor,
Davies, against Ryan and the Fords,
and the Fords were compelled to defend
the action in an endeavour to preserve
the asset which they thought they had
purchased in good faith. It is Dbvious
that when the 1939 Act was introduced
it was not contempla'ted that such a
case as this would arise, but ,as in principle it is no different from those cases
intended to be covered by the 1939 A,ct,
I feel that this extension of the provision's o'f the earlier Act will be received with approbation by all members of thIs House. I trust that the
measure will have a speedy passage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
PrDvince).-The concluding note read
by the Minister evidently places a re-
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freshing amount -of confidence on his
part in honorable members-that is,
when he suggests that a measure of a
na ture 'such as this will receive a speedy
passage. It is quite simple, of course,
for any ,Minister to read the notes prepared by his eX'pert officers, but I have
had oonsiderable difficulty in understanding the tenor of this measure,
bristling as it does with legal technicalities. It is actually one .of those
measures that Parliament specially provides for. This Parliament has established a standing committee to deal with
a matter such as this. It is quite true
that there are most unusual features
about this measure and that it is not'
to be accepted as a precedent. Still, if
the members of this House were fortified by the advice and assistance .of the
Statute Law Revision Committee we
should be able toO approach the Bill with
a greater degree of confidence than can
be expected of us in present circumstances.
On behalf of honorable members, 1
have waded through this measure and
have tried to understand it with the
small amount .of legal training that 1
have had. But it is one that in its
essence requires a legal training such
as several members of this H.ouse have
had, and they probably could explain
it so that we might be able toO consider
it on its merits. In the first place, the
very submission of this Bill is somewhat
unusual. It is generally accepted as an
axiom of parliamentary law that a
measure should be introduced to Parliament not merely to benefit one individual
but only toO deal with any alterations of
the law required on general principle
for the benefit of the whole community.
The notes read by the Minister state--Sub-clause (2) of clause 2 of the Bill
limits the operation of the Bill to future
cases so that anybody who in the past was
in the same position as the Fords obtains
no benefits under the Bill.

I quite realize that it is beyond the
capacity of myself or of any Minister
with his own knowledge to explain such
a measure a'S this, which requires the
technical advice and assistance of the
departmen tal experts to enable the case
to be put properly before the House.
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Stripped of the verbiage we have heard,
it appears that a man named Dav.ies
owned a block of land and, with a touching degree of confidence which unfortuna tely is often displayed in cases of this
description, he handed the certificate of
title and also-I think it states in the
notes-his bank book to a lady friend
and her husband. As to whether that was
for a consideration or merely for safe
keeping, the measure is silent. However,
apparently they were friends. No wonder
confidence trick experts grow fat in this
country when events such as this take
pla'ce. The real owner of the land temporarily left the scene. Then Mr. Clayton
who, through his wife has the certificate
of title in his possession, has a brain
wave. He says" Apparently this title is
clear and is a valuable instrument; all I
have to do is to forge the signature of
Davies to a transfer and I can oibtain a
fairly large and substantial sum of
money from some one," which he does.
He sells the land to a friend named Ryan
for £293 15s. on the understanding that
he shall have the right to repurchase it
for £450. It is rather a peculiar transaction.
At this stage, the beneficia,ries of this
measure--a man named Ford and his
wife-,come on the scene. In the meantime the Titles Office, apparently in good
fai th, accepted the forged signature of
Davies as genuine, and issued to Clayton
a revised certificate of title plus the contract of sale entered into with Ryan.
That created a situation bristling with
legal technicalities.
Then apparently
Clayton and Ryan sell to Ford and his
wife, who seem to be the only genuine
persons in the transaction. The title
apparently was still in the name of Ryan,
although there was a contract of sale to
Clayton for a higher amount. However
Clayton and Ryan got £597 10s. 2d. from
the Fords. The measure is silent as to
how that amount was divided between
Clayton and Ryan; we can assume they
shared it on a 50-50 basis.
At this stage, the plot thickens. The
Fords, thinking they are the genuine
owners of this block of land which seems
to be increasing in value with each transaction, spend about £100 on building
o.perations. The mystery becomes deeper
a t this stage.
Some one has warned
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Davies that, by devious means another
person has obtained possession of bis
block of land. He is surprised to find that
building operations have commenced,
and decides to investigate. I am not clear
whether he sought advice from a legal
firm as is usually necessary in cases such
as this, but my own e~erience has
proved that a man who is his own lawyer
is a fool. Davies told the Fords that they
were occupying land that did not helong
to them. I do not know whether the
Fords were wealthy or not, but they were
home builders.
The Fords ascertained that they could
do practically nothing because the land
had been transferred in goO!d faith by a
Government Department. This incident
proves that the possession of a document
indica ting that a person is the registered
proprietor of a property of any descrip...
tion does not in itself convey a right to
any title; it is only an indication that certain documen ts have been filed.
When legal proceedings were taken by
the Fords they found that they would not
have much legal standing unless they got
an order from the court. The case was
heard before His Honour Mr. Justice
Dean, who rightly, not only on a point
of law but as a matter of justice,
ordered that the title be revised,
that the dealings be struck out, and
that rhe land revert to its original
and proper owner. My view is that
when a person by his own neglect,
or as a result of misplaced confidence,
places the interests of a third party in
jeopardy, he ought to accept some share
of the responsibility. That is the point
that appeals to me as an ordinary" John
Citizen." So far, so good. The ends of
justice have been met, but what about
Ryan and Clayton? Is it not a punishable offence to forge the name of an
individual on such an important document as a contract of sale to be endorsed
later on a certificate of title? Has a
warrant been issued for the arrest of
Clayton? If so, why has it not been
executed? What has been done to defeat
the ends of justice? On these aspects
the measure is silent.
The Bill deals only with the question
of the Fords an~, stripped of its legal
technicalities, it merely states, " By some
mischance, for which we claim we are
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not responsible, the Department has
wrongly registe~ed a title in your name;
you are the sufferers to the extent of
the money you have paid for the land
and the building operations." His Honour
Mr. Justice Dean rightly held that Davies
was the real owner of the land; he could
not give the Fords any compensation, because that was not provided by law.
According to the notes supplied by the
Minister O'f Housing, there are ways and
means of getting something out of the
compensation fund, but that does not
apply to the Fords. As I said before,
this measure deals only with the rights
of the Fords. Those persons who have
been robbed in the past cannot regard
this Bill as a precedent.
The measure merely states that the
Fords will be allowed to obtain from the
compensation fund the amount of money
they have expended on the purchase of
the land and toward the building of the
house. They will not be recompensed
for their time and trouble and the fact
that in acquiring a home site their purchase was made in good faith. They
will receive merely their out-of-pocket
expenses. Davies, who has the certificate
of title, becomes the owner of a block
of land which has nearly trebled in
value, plus ,the value of the building
operations conducted thereon. There is
a Providence which protects fo'Ols when
a man can be compensated by this means
for his folly. I should like to ha ve a
matter such as this referred to the
Statute Law Revision Commi.ttee. As I
said previously, this House is fortunate in
having as members a number of gentlemen of the legal profession. I feel sure
t~at, following the simple explanation
gIven by me, as an ordinary citizen, the
House will be indebted to those members
if they will explain the measure more
fully so that members will be assisted in
giving the Bill careful consideration.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province}.-I agree with the view
put forward by the unofficial Leader that
this Bill should be referred, even at this
late stage, to the Statute Law Revision
Committee. In 1934, an injustice was
done to certain people in this State by
virtue of a transaction entered into under
the Transfer of Land Act. In the deal-
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ing in that case, there was a forged
discharge of a mortgage, as a result of
whioh the intend1ng purchasers of the
proper,ty lost some hundreds of pounds.
Following on long and expensive litigation, which went to the Supreme Court
and later, on appeal, to the High Court
in 1939, and as the assurance fund ~nder
the Transfer of Land Act was not available to recoup the loss to those who
suffered, Parliament passed a Bill, first
to indemnify ~he people concerned
against the loss they had suffered, and
secondly to provide for the protection
of transferees in the future who might
suffer loss by reason of a forged instrument in relation to the transfer of land.
The Bill was passed in 1939 and its title
was the Transfer of Land (Forgeries)
Bill.
It was thought that, in combination
with the then existing Transfer of Land
Act, the 1939 legislation would meet all
future cases of this type. Yet, a few
years later, we are now discussing
another Bill designed to achieve exactly
the same end-first, to recoup certain
people on account of loss incurred by
them by reason of a forged instrument,
and secondly to provide for the protection of purchasers of property in future
transactions. I do not know whether
this Bill will achieve the end suggested
by the Minister. It is for that reason,
particularly having regard to its technica~ nature, that I agree with the suggestIOn that even at th is stage it should
be referred to the Statute Law Revision
Committee to consider how it will dovetail with the proposed new Transfer of
Land Act.

The facts which gave rise to this case
are most remarkable.
The unofficial
Leader has dealt with most of them, and
he did so in a more trenchant style than
did even the learned Judge who heard
the case. I do not think the unofficial
Leader's criticism of the parties in this
case is wide of the mark, when one considers these additional facts: When Clayton got Davies' certificate of title, he
~rst <?'f all wanted to raise money on the
title Itself. A mutual friend introduced
Clayton to Ryan and his solicitor with a
view to Ryan advancing money to
" Da vies."
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Apparently, Ryan was not very keen
on lending the money, but he suggested
that he would be prepared to buy the
land for £293 15s., and at a subsequent
stage to resell the land to Clayton for
the sum of £450. Eventually, that was
agreed upon, but at this stage Clayton
had a title in the name of Davies. When
Ryan advanced the money, his sol,icitor
was somewhat perturbed as he was dealing with Clayton who was producing a
title in the name of Davies. On being
questioned, Clayton said, "That is all
right; I am Davies. I put the title in
the name of Davies so that my wife
would not know, but I am Davies; we
are identical."
The solicitor then said, "I should like
a little proof of that," and he asked
Clayton if he could supply it. Clayton
said, "Certainly I can prove it; I will
produce to you my bank book. My bank
book shows that I have my money in the
name of Davies." The solicitor then
said, "Very well. Now I should like
you to make a statutory declaration that
you, Clayton, and Davies are identica1."
Clayton said, "Very well, I will do that."
Clayton then made a statutory declaration to that effect.
I also agree wi th the unofficial Leader
who wanted to know what the authorities have done, having regard to the
fact that these facts were brought out
in sworn evidence before the Judge, to
ascertain the whereabouts of Clayton.
The Judge has s'aid, in effect, that Clayton may not be worth powder and shot,
and if the Fords were left to pursue any
civil action against Clayton, they might
not get anything.
But is there ;J.ny evidence before us
that Clayton 'is a man of straw? The
Minister says he has been in'formed that
Clayton cannot be found. If I wanted to
find him probably I could not do so, but
when a warrant is taken out jn the
proper way and put into the hands of
the police, they are generally able to
locate the person wanted. If the law
was put into operation, perhaps we would
be able to determine whether Clayton
is a man of straw or not. H, at a later
stage, it transpires that Clayton .is
endowed with sufficient assets to pay
the judgment and the costs, he should be
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forced to do so. At present, it appears
that the State is paying those costs out of
the taxpayers' money, and it has not
taken proper steps in an effort to ensure
that the money shall be paid by those
responsible.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Has not
an offence been committed under the
Transfer of Land Act?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Apparently, Clayton has oommitted a nwnber
of offences. The purpose of the T,ransfer
of Land A:ct, or, as we knew it, the
T.orrens system, was to provide an easy
method, or a simplification of registration and dealing in estates in land, and
at the same time to give more or less an
indefeasible title to purchasers. When
land is brought under the Act, the
registered proprietor has what the
lawyers call an " indefeasible title," and
his rights are paramount over all other
righ ts. Any person who subsequently
purchases the property from the
registered proprietor stands in the
previous owner's shoes, subject to certain
specific statutory exemptions. For instance, if he bought from the registered
proprietor and there happened to ,be a
tenant in possession of the property, the
purchaser wouLd acquire the land subject
to that tenancy, and subject to certain
charges and other matters.
The legislature also realized that there
could be cases in which registration was
,made through fraud. In order to build
up a fund to protect itself in indemnifying the titles which it issued, it provided
for the creation of an assurance fund..
Into that fund there were paid certain
sums in oonnection wi th dealings and applications to bring land under the Act.
In each case a certain percentage of the
value of the t,ransacti.on was assessed as
the amount of money to be paid into the
assurance fund.
In other cases where the Commissioner
of Titles was not quite satisfied as t.o the
indefeasibility of the title-although
thinking that the outstanding interest
was of such a negligible character that
there would not be any difficulty in the
future about it-he sometimes issued a
certificate of title upon the person claiming to be the registered proprietor paying
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such sum as he assessed into the assurance fund in order to protect the revenue.
In the event of it transpiring in later
years that there was some attack upon
the title, the assurance fund was built
up to indemnify and recoup people who,
acting upon the faith of the register book
in the Titles Office, suffered financial
loss.
I have stated the underlying principle
of the legislation on this subject. In
1934 a case occurred in these circumstances: "A" sold a property, subject to
a mortgage, t'0 "B," who intended to pay
cash for the land in the sense that he
intended to have the mortgage discharged. He paid a deposit, and the
balance of the purchase money was about
£'1,200.
The balance owing on the
mortgage was £800--the registered
mortgage being an encumbrance on the
title--and the sum of £400 was the
remainder of the purchase money. The
purchaser paid the whole of that sum to
the vendor's husband, who happened to
be an estate agent, with directions to
apply the £400 in satisfaction of the
balance of the purchase money and £800
for the discharge of the mortgage.
Wha t happened was that the agent
paid his wife the £400, but he did not
discharge the mortgage, for which purpose the purchaser paid the £800. Thereupon the agent decided to act on somewhat similar lines to those on which
Clayton acted. He forged a discharge of
mortgage, in the name of the mortgagee,
and presented a transfer of the land,
together with a duly executed discharge
of mortgage to the purchaser, and, upon
settlement, received the money. Later,
it turned out tha t the discharge of
mortgage was a forgery, and the
mortgagee sought the recovery of the
sum of £800. In the course of litigation
it was held by the Judge, in the fill'st instance, that the purch'aJSer had no claim
against the assurance fund, because he
was not acting upon the faith of the
register book. The purchaser did not
deal with the registered proprietor of the
mortgage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Had not the
mortgage been discharged on the title?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Yes. If I
remember correctly, the transfer of the
land also was registered, and the pur-
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chaser's name appeared as the registered
proprietor on the title. The point I am
making is that as between the vendor and
the purchaser, once the purchaser's name
appea,rs on the title, he is given protection, provided he is dealing with the
regi'stered proprietor. In the case of the
mortgage, the purchaser did not deal at
any stage with the mortgagee, with the
result that the purchaser was not entitled
to protection under the assurance fund.
It wa,s to overcome such a position as
arose in that case-----Clements and Ellisth'at Parliament in 1939 passed an Act to
indemnify people who might suffer loss
in that way.
It was thought that the Act of 1939
would protect people who, bona fide,
acted upon the faith of the register book,
even though a forged instrument
occasioned the registration, and that
they would be able to regard the register
book as the final record of entitlement
to land. Despite that hope, we are now
faced with another Bill whkh, members
are assured, will cover all future cases.
The Minister cannot say whether it will
or will not do so.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I am
merely repea ting the legal advice tha t
I have been given.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The
House has before it a Bill that will not
only consolidate but will also amend
the transfer of land legislation. It has
been said that regard should be paid
to the Transfer of Land Bill and also
t'0 this Bill, but the latter has not been
referred by the Government to the
Statute Law Revision Committee. If this
Bill does not prove to be satisfactory,
the Government should not blame members of the legal pflofession in this House
for the present state of the law because,
I rep ea t, this measure should be referred to the Statute Law Revision
Committee.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-All members are indebted
to previous speakers for the way in
which they have enlightened us in relation to the Bill. I have before me a
copy of the Minister's notes, which were
mentioned by the unofficial Leader. I
must confess that I found it difficult to
follow the legal position, which is most
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involved. 1 thought the major consideration was to ensure that Mr. and
Mrs. Ford should be reimbursed the sum
of £800 which they are out of pO'cket.
The House was informed that the purpose of the Bill was to rectify an injustice that had been done, and I agree
with
com'ment of the Judge that it
was a most mysterious state of affairs
under which a man agreed to sell a
block of land for £290 and to repurchase
it for £450. The transaction was registered in his name, but how that was
done is not disclosed in the Minister's
notes.

the

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There was
a delay during which the other party
was trying to raise the money to buy
the second man out.
Sir J,AMES KENNEDY.-Doubtless
Mr. Fraser has read the report of the
case.
Apparently the Fords were
assured as to the legality of the title;
when they v,isited the Titles Office they
saw that the land was registered in the
name of Ryan. Their solicitors assured
them that everything was in order, and
so they paid their money in good faith;
they felt protected in view of the fact
tha t the ti tIe was registered at the Titles
Office. However, that was the outcome
of a forgery, and being third parties
they could not be assisted out of the
assurance fund. From a common-sense
point of view, the Bill should commend
itself to members as it will enable these
unfortunate people to obtain the repayment of their money which, otherwise,
they would have no hope of retrieving.
The motion was agreed toO.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 4689,
section 2 (1)).
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 should like the Minister to
inform mem'bers as to what will be done
to the villain of the piece and what proceedings the Law Department proposes
to take against him? By his negligence,
Davies a!l'lowed innocent people to be
defrauded, yet the law has placed him
in his original ~osition; an additional
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£100 has been put upon the value of his
land. I am wondering whether this man
was in the scheme from its commencement.
A complicated Bill has been
brought down to rectify the villainy of
one individual, but not a word has been
said as to what is to be done to the man
who forged various documents. That is
a serious offence, and I am wondering
whether a warrant has been issued for
his arrest.

The
Hon.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-ln the Judge's
summing up of the case, His Honour
found that Ryan was not involved in the
fraud. A man named Clayton has been
put in the position of being at fault,
and the police are investigating the
matter, but they have not been able to
ascertain the whereabouts of Clayton.
The Government is concerned as to the
interests of the persons who were
deprived of their asset; they should be
compensated from the assurance fund.
In the Bill, the Government is endeavouring to cover cases that may occur in the
future. Members can rest assured that
if the villain in this case is apprehended,
he will be dealt with.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-ln his reply, the Minister
said that the police are inquiring into
this case. The Judge determined that
a certain person had committed forgery,
and 1 want to know why the Police
Department has not issued a warrant for
his arrest.

•

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
Police Department may have done so.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Members
should be informed on that aspect.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (M~lbourne
North Province).-As members of Parliament, certain obligations rest upon us,
and in this instance we are asked to
pass legislation of a special character
to benefit two individuals; that is most
unusual.
These persons are to be
benefited at the expense of the State. It
is true that the Bill will cover all future
cases, and it is desirable that it should.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The money that
these people are to be paid will come out
of the assurance fund.
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The Hon. A. M. FRABER.-It will, but
the fund is the money of the State. It is
there, and it has been protected very well
by Treasurer after Treasurer.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Is it a big fund?
The Hon. A. M. :8RASER.-It is a big
fund. The Titles Office does not pay any
money out of it without very full investigation.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It requires
to be a big fund because if there were a
forgery on a large scale it might all go
in the one case.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-In this case
there is a culprit. What steps are being
taken to find him? Perhaps he has £800,
and we may be able to get it out of him.
All these facts came to light in November, 1950. Can the Minister tell us from
the information in the file just how far
the inquiries have gone and what steps
have been taken?
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT'-They have
given Clayton a good run.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The point
is that he has been running over everybody. I should like information as to
what steps have been taken to find Clayton with a v,iew to ascertaining if the
State can be recouped this amount of
£800. Sometimes we members of ParNament are very cheese-paifing when we are
d'ealing with money Bills. Here, however, we are giving away £800 in circumstances in which there is no legal obligation to do that, and a special Act of
Parliamen' is r~uired ·in order that it
may be done. Before we assent to this
Bill we should have some infoImation bef.ore us as to the whereabout'S of Clayton.
The Minislter should also tell us if he
does not know what in fact the police
have done.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-It is the duty of the
Police Department to apprehend Clayton,
and we can safely assume that a charge
has been laid.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-How can you
safely assume that, if the Minister in
charge of the Bill has not been so
advised in his notes?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-This man
has committed a criminal ad, a forgery,
and, having broken the law, I presume
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that the police have taken necessary
steps against him. Information to that
effect is not relevant to this Bill.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You mean
that Clayton's name is not in this Bill.
He is not honoured to that extent.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-He has
noth,ing to do with it. This man has no
assets.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-How do you
know? What is the evidence of that?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The Department has made full inqukies.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-We have not
been told that.
The Hon. P. T.lBYRNES.-The Department has found that he is a man who has
no discoverable asset:s.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-If he cannot be found, and nothing has been known
of him for eight months, how do you
know that he has nothing?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
think we should assume that the Law
Departmen t is anxious to hand money
out of a public fund unless it has made
all possible inquiries first. It is almost
a world's record to .get anything out of
this assurance fund.
Hundreds of
thousands of pounds have been put into
it for an .obvious purpose, but that is no
reason why any of the money should be
paid out without full inquiries first being
made. We are assured that full inquiry
has been made. The Fords are sufferers
because of a loophole in the Act. In
c.orrecting the Act for all future cases we
are at .the same time remedying the damage done these people. Parliament has a
perfect right to protect any individual
who suffers because of a loophole in an
Act of Parliament.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.~I am satisfied that the Government has done the
right thing.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I will
undertake to contact the Chief Secretary
and ascertain what the Police Force have
done, if anything, in this case.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-But you told
us that they have done a 1O't.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-! have
undertaken to make further inquiries.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-I think this matter is
being treated by the Minister as a real
joke.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-No.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-We have
been told that the police have been making inquiries and have been trying to
apprehend Clayton. The police do not
run around doing this kind of thing,
unless some one directs them and unless
a charge has been laid. Has any charge
been laid against this man? Is there a
warrant out for his apprehension? The
Leader of the House said just now that
he would contact the Chief Secretary and
(liscer;tain from him what inquiries, if
any, have been made. I thought we
had had the definite statement that inquiries had been made and that step.s
were being taken to apprehend this man.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).~Mr. Fraser is usually
very qukk on the up-take. In this instance he may have misunderstood what
I intended to convey. As members ap:"
pear to be somewha t dissatisfied with the
police in their efforts concerning this
case, I will convey that feeling to the
Chief Secretary.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-I have listened with interest
and patience to the discussion, and it
seems to me to be the opinion of some
that until this man Clayton is found the
Fords are to suffer. They have been
done out of some hundreds O'f pounds
through no fault of their awn. Their
ti tle seemed to them to be perfectly clear.
The purpose of this Bill is to give some
redress to these people, who have suffered
loss through no f,ault of their own, they
having acted on the understanding that
they had a clear title. Are they to have
no redress until such time as Clayton is
found?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-No one has
suggested that.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-&>mething
should be done to give them redress, and
that, I understand, is the main intention
of this Bill. If Clayton has not been
found, I say, 11 Find him and deal with
him." Meanwhile, let us give redress to
these people who have been put to loss
of their money.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-No one has any
desire to withhold from the Fords their
just due, but this business has been going
on since November, 1950. Surely the
Minister in charge of the Bill could now
agree to progress being reported so that
he might be in a position to make further inquiries and provide the House
next Tllesday with the required information. If I were waiting on an amount
of some hundreds of pounds from the
Leader of the House, I should not worry
over the matter of a week longer, and
I do no t think that if there is a further
week's delay t!hat will cause the
Fords undue hardship. Everyone wants
them to get their money. Meanwhile, it
seems to me remarkable that the questions put by Mr. Fraser have not been
satisfactorily answered. The Fords must
know that they are going to get the
money; therefore, all that would be done
if the Minister agreed to my suggestion
would be possibly to keep them out of
their money for another week.
The
lion.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I realize that
the i.nfor~ati~n supplied to me regarding
the investigatIOns of the police, or as to
the action taken by them to find Clayton's
~herea'bouts and take further proceedmgs, has not been. all tha't we wouLd have
liked. However, I do not think that
has any direct bearing on the principle
of the Bill. I would refer honorable
members to the evidence placed before
them in the departmental notes supplied
to me and con taining the sta temen t of
the Judge who dealt with this claim.
The Judge said that even if Clayton could
be found it was considered, on the
evidence placed before him, that since
Clayton had no money no good purpose
could be served in that dir~tion. All
I am concerned with is that the Bill
itself and its purpose should be amply
placed before members. Concerning the
position of Clayton, I am informed by
the Department that action has been
taken and authority handed to the police
f.or the pur,pose of having him apprehended and dealt with.
.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-If Clayton
were round to-morrow this Bill would
still have to be passed, would it not?
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The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNrE.-There
is nothing to justi'fy us in adopting any
other course than to sanction the payment of the money out of the fund, which
is there for the purpose of compensating
people defrauded in circumstances such
as occurred here.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-I think the Committee has
considered the matter very fully, and tha't
the measure can now be safely passed.
There is just one point that has occurred
to me which possihly explains the genesis
of this whole transaction; it had escaped
me in the course of my speech on the
motion for ,the second reading. The
Minister stated ~hat Mrs. Clayton was a
friend of some relative of Davies, and
that during a week-end trip Davies
handed to Mrs. Clayton his certificate of
title, together with his bank book. Was
the week-en'd trip between Dav'ies ant1
Mrs. Clayton only?
At 6.29 p.m. the sitting was suspended
until 7.58 p.m.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province) .-Before dinner
memlbers were seeking further informamon on clause 2. I understand that the
Minister is now in a position to an,SiWer
the reasonable questions raised by honorable members.
The Hon.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Mini,ster of Housing) .-Dfficers of the
Department concerned have been able to
obtain for me information as to' what
action has been taken against Clay.ton.
He is wanted by the police on several
charges. Arising out of the transactions
referred to in the Bill a warrant has been
issued but it has not yet been executed,
beoause the whereabouts of Clayton are
not known. When he is found a charge
will be laid against him on the subject
matter referred to in this Bill. I can
assure members that both the Police
Force and the Department concerned are
doing everything possible to see that this
man is brought to heel to answer the
charge referred to.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Payment of compensation to
Edward J ames Ford and lda Minnie Ford
out of assuranee fund).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-I should like more informa tion on this clause which makes
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provision for the payment of a sum of
£843 1.1s. 5d. out of the assurance fund.
That sum is made up of £600, being
the consideration paid for the land,
£133 4s. Od. being legal costs involved in
the hearing of the summons before Mr.
Justice Dean, and £105 7s. 5d. which is,
according to the notes supplied by the
Minister, the amount sworn to by the
Fords as being the expenses in conneCtion
with the transfer of the land. That latter
amount seems to me grossly excessive.
If duty costs and everything else were
included I do not understand how they
could amount to any.thing like £105 7s. 5d.
I should like to know precisely how that
sum was made up.
The Hon.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-During the dinner interval I was unable to obtain the
information required by Mr. Fraser,
because the file re'la ting to the case had
been handed to the Police Department for
the purposes of its investigation.
1'he Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-Possibly an error has
arisen to the extent that the reference in
the explanation of the Bill may be to
expenses incurred during the transfer.
It appears that not only did the Fords
buy the land but they also proceeded
with certain work on it, and in that
regard some expenditure would no doubt
have been involved. Again, there may
have been expenses in other directions,
including perhaps a payment by way of
commission. There is no reference in the
Minister's notes as to what the expenditure on the building amounted to, but it
is stated that, when passing his block,
the owner, Mr. Davies, noticed that a
building had been oommenced. Obviously,
the Fords had been under expense
additional to that of purchasing the land.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-The Minister of Public Works has made a felicitous attempt
to answer the question. I followed the
second-reading speech of the Minister of
Housing who used exactly the same
words as appear in the notes to which I
referred earlier. The honorable gentleman, in support of the passage of the
Bill, set out that the total amount was
" represented by the sum of £600 paid as
consideration for the transfer of land~
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together with expenses in conection with
that dealing sworn by the Fords to
amount to £105 7s. 5d." I do not propose to allow this Bill to be passed tonight unless an explanation is given in
regard to that sum. Every lawyer member of this House knows that the sum of
£105 is £70 or £80 more than the right
amount. Legal members who are more
experienced in conveyancing than I am
will agree with me that the expenditure
would have been say, £5 for duty, plus
£1 for a new title, plus registration and
other expenses, the total not exceeding
£20. It is no use the Minister of Public
Works suggesting that the amount mentioned, namely, £105, relates to building
and this, that or the other expenses.
For all I know it could be for gambling,
but before I am prepared to agree to the
Bill being passed to-night I shall require
to know the details.
The Hon.
I.
A.
SWlNBURNE
(Minister of Housing) .-As I said earlier,
I endeavoured during the dinner interval
to obtain the required information, but
I was unable to do so. Mr. Fraser is
justified in seeking further details, and
so I suggest that progress be reported to enable me to obtain them.
Progress was reported.
NEWPORT

"A" POWER STATION
BILL.
The Hon.
I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I mov~
That this Bill be now read a serond time.

The purpose of this measure is to authorize the transfer of the Newport "A"
power station from the Railways Commissioners to the State Electricity Comm'ission. By Act No. 5272 the ownership of a generating station known as
Newport" A" Power House was transferred from the Railways Commissioners
to the State Electricity Commission.
This was effected by the Act divesting
the proper.ty in the station from the Railways Comm'issioners and vesting U in
the State Electricity Commission. Subsection (2) of section 10 of the Act provides as follows:"The Commission and the said Commissioners may agree as to the amount to be
paid by the Commission as consideration for
the transfer of the property and any matters
incidental to the change of ownership afore-
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said and any questions not settled by agreement shall be decided by the Governor in
Council."

Pursuant to this provision the State Electricity Commission and the Railways
Coomissioners agreed upon the amount
toO be paid as being the. sum of
£1,728,738 14s. 5d. made up as follows:Land, Buildings, Plant and
Machinery
(excluding
rail tracks and sidings)
Stores and Materials
Coal Stocks at 20th January 1951
Sub-stations and cables for
the supply of certain
bulk consumers of electrical
energy
(Substations t19,781, Cables
£12,980)

° °0

£1,561,199
113,004 10
21,774

4

5

32,761

°0

The two parties further agreed that
the settlement should be made by a
transfer of loan liability equivalent to the
value of the assets concerned from the
Railways Commissioners to the State
Electricity Cl)mmi~sion. However, when
the Treasury was requested to make the
necessary adjustments, doubt was expressed as to the legality of Ithe procedure
proposed, and ultimately legal opinion
wa's toO the effeot that amending legislation would be necessary to carry out the
original intention of trans'ferring an
equivalent amoun~t of loan liabili'ty in the
books of the Treasury from the Victorian
Railways CoOmmissioners to the State
Electricity Commission. The details of the
transfer and the amounts involved were,
I believe, made known to honorable members when the Bill which became Act No.
5272 was before the House and, shortly
stated, the present Bill will make that
transfer legal in compliance with that
legislation. It will enable settlement to
be effected by the transfer of loan
liability to the State from one party to
another rather than by cash settlement.
I commend the Bill to the House for
favourable consideration.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-This measure represents· the
completion ()If a move that was started by
Colonel Kent Hughes when he was Minister of Railways and Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings. lit was suggested then that the generating station af
the Railway Department should be transferred to the State Eleotricity Commission. I should imagine that tb-M Commtission generates 90 per cent. of the
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electricity used in Vi'atoria. Ever since
the RailJJway DepartmeIllt had its generalting station it has always been a I'Ogical
propositiDn tD me that the Commission
should be the generating body. I can
remember when the Railways Commissioners played a very useful part in
respect of the supply of electricity to
Melbourne.
During the first w'Orld war when it was
impossible to extend generating stations
i,n the metropolis, the Railway Department had a surplus of eleotrtdty. In
other words, ,the Department did not use
f'Or driving its trairus all the electricity
produced at its power station. I can recalltha:t a cDmpany wilth which I was
concerned spent a large SUP.l of money in
acquiring from America a number of
f.requency ch angers for use in Victoria.
I understand that the current produced
by the Newport" A " power station is 25
cycles, whereas the 'current consumed in
factories and households is 50 cycles, S'O
conversion from 25 to 50 cycles is necessary. At the time to which I referred
the pDsition of electric lighting in Melbourne was safeguarded. One hears continu'Ous references to the necessity f'Or
rationing electricity at the present time
but I W'Ould point out that if frequency
ch angers had not been obtained during
the period of the first world war, Melbourne would probably have had to do
withDut electricilty. In those days one
did nOlt hear private concerns complaining about shortage of electric current as
they do now. Nevertheless, we were, so
to speak, hanging on by the skin- of our
teeth fDr about three years, and no one
knew that at one time the capaci:ty to
supply electricity to meet requirementlS
was completely exhausted. StiB, we got
through without the people knowing that
there was any shDrtage.
The Railways C'Ommissioners are now
parting wi th thei~ power station to the
State Electricity Commission and Will
probably /be charged f'Or electricity
supply the same bulk rate as is charged
t'O other big users, such as the Melbourne
and MetropDlitan Tramways Board.
This Bill fixes the amount to be paid by
the State Electri:city Commissi'On for the
Si" James Kennedy.
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transfer. I remember that when the
Commission acquired the electrical
supply undertaking with which I was
associated, after the agreement had been
entered into-say, in June--it was ratified by Parliament in December. I happened t'O be the officer who had to wDrk
out all the terms and c'Onditions and the
amounts payable, and I fDund that there
had been a mistake. That meant that
we W'Ould have gDt about £90,000 m'Ore
than we should have obtained. I took
the matter tD the directors and 'Our
s'Olicitors. We did not want tD take
'advantage of the CommissiDn so we consulted a very wise counsel, Mr. Owen
Dixon, and he remarked that the law
was a very peculiar thing. He said to
us, "I suggest that you work 'Out the
exact amount that the Commission has
to pay you and that YDU then see the
Commission and get that body to agree.
Then draw up the agreement, fixing it."
That was done, and the agreement was
ultimately ratified by Parliament.
In the case of the transaction set out
in this Bill the situation is on sDmewhat
similar lines. Here, there is an amount
of £1,728,738 14s., which is the sum
that both parties have agreed upon. It
is rather interesting to recall that 'Our
company was supposed to be paid in
cash and that at the last stage, when
we were to get the cash, the Government did not have any cash and it asked
if we would accept Commonwealth
bonds in payment of our residual value
on the date 'Of sale. In thDse days Commonwealth bDnds had an interest rate
of 6 per cent., payable after five years.
Within twelve month's, however, the
financial emergency legislation had been
passed and had reduced 'Our interest
rate to 4 per cent.
I am wDndering on what basis the
transfer of CDmmonwealth bonds is
being made in this instance-whether
at the market price 'Or at par value, or
whether the Railways CDmmissiDners
will be receiving a low interest rate or
a high rate. That informatiDn is not
furni'Shed in the Bill. I appreciate that
this measure is tD bring matters into
accordance with the law, and I am cer~
tain that this method of procedure will
have that effect. In my view, therefDre,
this is a Bill with which we must agree.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province) .-1 support the
Bill as J: believe it is wise that the electrical undertakings of the State should
be under the control of one body. It
seems to me not a bad method of paying when the one authority tran'Sfers
its own liability and the other just takes
it over. In effect, what is meant under
this legisla tion is tha t the ;transaction
will be just a book entry, because both
the Railways Commissioners and the
State Electricity Commission are representative df the State and are therefore
unlike one of tJhe parties, at least, in
the case just mentioned by Sir James
Kennedy. There, it was a matter of
the taking over of a private interest.
I am concerned, in regard to the Newport powerhouse, that for many years
the people living in its neighbourhood
have 'Suffered greatly from the grit
nuis,ance. Certain of the people have
blamed the State Electricity Commission portion of that generating plant,
while others have put the blame upon the
Railways Commissioners. Now that this
particular activity is to be an under the
one authority, let us hope that residents
O'f the locality will be able to say, "we
can now expect some amelioration of the
conditions under which we have lived."
This same kind of thing is experienced
at Yallourn, but there has been very
strong agitation in regard to the Newport plant over a number of years. The
grit nuisance may have been intensi·fied
in recent years by the poor quality of the
coal burnt at that station. This poor
quality coal, however, has not been used
at the desire of the Railways Commissioners, nar has the State Electricity
Commissian wished to burn the inferior
coal; they have had to burn it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What is the
reason for the inferior ·coal?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I can
only state that when I inspected the Newport "A" power station with some of
my colleagues a few months ago we were
shown what I might almost describe as
the coals o'f all na Nons. There was coal
there from South Africa, some from
India, and some of our own. The coal
was intermIngled with briquettes. I did
not see any raw brown coal there. Let
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us hope that with the installation of new
boilers, some of which are already in
opera tion, there will be a great improvement in the near future. I am a great
believer in the idea that where the State
owns the electricity supply undertaking
it is far better that all the producers of
electricity should come under the Commission rather than that the generation
and supply of electricity be dispersed
among several units even though they
may be State enterprises.
The. Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I support the Bill. I
believe that all the electricity undertakings should beunder the one organization,
if they are to be socialized in any manner
at all. I would like to know upon what
basis the valuation was taken for making the exchange referred to in the Bill.
Was it taken on current values, or was
it on the same basis as in the case of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation? That was on
the 1896 values, for example. 1 think
it is important that we should know to
what extent the State Electvicity Commission has been made a gift or ta what
extent it has been charged-whether it
is the full price, or something less in this
amoun t set ,forth in the Bill of aJbou t
£1,728,000. If the calculation has been
made on the same basis as the
Gas and Fuel Corporation'sas'Sets, this
plan t will be worth twice the amount
and the Commission wiH have !been made
a gift of a capital nature amounting
to £1,728,000. I repeat tha·t it is important that we should know to what extent
this blood transfusion of capi'tal-M I
so may call it-has taken place.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-It is not a
blood transfusion. The transaction is
only a book entry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-At all
events, it will have a quite considerable
effect upon the finances of the State.
The next step is that if the loan account
is to be under the Commission, I understand it pays interest at the rate of about
3! per cent. There has been argument
as to whether the rate should be 31 per
cent. or 32 per cent.; however, I am prepared to accept it as being about 3! per
cent. I understand that, some years ago,
in order to provide very low freight
rates in the country on certain lines of
produce the Railways Commissioners
were afforded the benefit of the writing
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off of some £30,000,000 of their loan
accounts, and that
their interest
charges on the balance were ~a ter
reduced from :3 !per cent. or 4 per
cent. to 1 per cent. Therefore, the people
of Victoria are to pay the difference of
2! per cent. on this amount of £1,728,000;
or if this is not properly valued there
will have to be another calculation so
that we can see how much saving has
been made or how much loss in the form
of capital and/or in the form of interest
is being transferred from the Railways
account to the State Electricity Commission's account.
It is no use anybody saying that this
is just a petty cash transaction which
will not affect the cost of electricity or
of ·the railway services. We do not know
whether it is going to be a matter of
plus or minus on account of the interest
bill. I am not certain, because I do not
know what is the true basis of the capital
on which such interest ought to be computed. There are millions of pounds involved in this business, and it will have
an effect on the question of how great a
deficit the State will have or will not have
to make up on the railways.
I want to know how much more in the
form of subsidies we shall have to give
to the Victorian Railways on top of the
capital reduction of £30,000,000 the State
has already given and reduced the interest af which ,the balance is at present
paid by the taxpayers. Also, I shall
want to know something more about the
reduction of the interest rate from 4 per
cent. to 1 per cent. The burden of the
difference will have to be paid by the
taxpayer, and there is already a deficit
of £2,500,000 on ~he Victorian Railways,
which burden is also put upon the taxpayer. Surely this ought to be very
fully explained in the light of the effect
of this transaction on the finances of the
State.
I should like to know whether, in view
of the railway finances and of the position of the State Electricity Commission,
there will be pdditional charges imposed
upon the metropolitan users of electricIty. Among the things I want to
learn is what the people will be called
upon to pay in the form of interest. I
should like to be informed as to wbat
they were paying for their current when
The Hon. A. G. Warner.
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the Railways Commissioners were producing it, and whether the electricity was
being produced on a capital charge of
1 per cent. or 4 per cent. Surely all
these things are quite material and are
worthy af some explanation. Earlier in
the sitting this House succeeded in
obtaining the postponement of consideration of a Bill arising out 'of a query as
to an amount of a little over £100. Therefore, we are also entitled to seek an
adjournment for our consideration of this
measure when there is involved a matter
of the payment of perhaps 3~ per cent.
per annum 'On possibly £3,000,000.
All these fact'Ors ough t to be
thoroughly explained. I trust that the
Leader of the House will either agree to
an adjournment of the debate or will be
in a position to give an explanation forthwith, with some degree of preciseness,
in regard to these many thousands of
pounds of capital and of interest
involved.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-This is the first
occasion on which the Bill has been
before the Council. I gave an undertaking some time ago that, if any
member wished to have the debate
on a measure postponed in order
to secure additional information, I
would be agreeable to that course.
Mr. Warner has put rather sweeping
questions, which I think will require a
good deal of answering in detail. The
position in regard to the trans'fer of
Newport "A" power station from the
Railway Department to the State Electricity Commission is this: it was taken
over at the book value, less depreciation,
and the loan liahili ty was also transferred. The cost of the machinery, plus
the installation costs would have stood
out in the books. That was the valuation at which the transfer took place.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It was not
the valuation, it was the price.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is the
sum at which the transaction took place;
in other words, the assets were taken
aver at book value, less depreciation, and
the loan liability was also transferred.
The property was transferred from one
Department to another, but the transfer
would not necessarily involve any change
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in ,the rate of interest. This transfer power station had been sold to private
made no difference in the cost of elec- enterprise it would not have been districal current, because it was merely posed of on this so-called normal business
If this
a normal business procedure in whieh the basis, but on a valuation.
State Electricity Commission acquired an property were to be sold to private enterasset. The Railway Department made prise 'it would be sold 'at about £5,000,000.
no profit from the change. The station
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Elecwas not sold at an enhanced value to the trici ty has to be supplied to the Railway
State Electricity Commission, which was Departmen t. The proposi tion is to get
under no added expense. It was purely the transaction down to a reasonable
an adjustment of book values.
basis. If this were done on the :basis that
The Hon. W. ,J. BECKETT.-Is it not you suggest the Railway Department
merely an adjustment between two De- would be asked to pay an exorbitant
partments on the value of the property price for electricity.
less depreciation and the transfer of the
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am glad
loan liability?
to hear the Minister of Housing interjectThe Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-:-That is all ing, because it indicates that he does not
it is.
'know what he is talking about. Let me
'!'he motion was agreed to.
carry on with the question of the transfer
The Bill was read a second time and of this property, which it would cost
the Railway Department £5,000,000 to
committed.
replace, 'but which is being transferred
Clause 1 was agreed to.
for £1,728,000. That has been described
Clause 2-(Payment of consideration by the Minister of Public Works as a
for transfer of Newport "A" Power normal business transaction.
Station from Railways Commissioners to
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-YOU do not
State Electricity Commission).
go on the replacement value. If you
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Rigin- did, where .would you end?
botham Province).-I am beginning to
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.--<If things
think I am incapable of making myself
had gone on the basis of proper valuaclear. The Minister of Public Works has
tion, the shareholders in the Metropolitan
indicated to the Committee what he conGas
Company would have received twice
siders to be a normal business transwhat they got.
action.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. R. C.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Between two
Nankin) . -The Bill relates in no way to
Sta te Departments.
the Metropolitan Gas Company.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-This norThe Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Returning
mal business transaction was to sell in
the year 1951 a property at the 1910 to this so-called normal business transvalue, less depreciation. That may not action, I would point out that the Railbe a normal business transaction. If the way Department and the State Electricity
State Electricity Commission had had Commission are dissimilar types of bodies
to build the power station it would have carrying on dissimilar functions. The
had to pay three times the figure stated. Sta te Electricity Commission borrows
We should start with the assumption money separately at a fixed rate of inthat there has been a transfer of capital terest which is about 3~ per cent.
from the Railway Department.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.--Both are
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-TheCommis- public utilities, and the borrowing of the
sion took over the loan liabillity also.
State Electricity Commission is guaranThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The first teed by the State of Victoria.
position is that there is being transferred
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Perhaps
£i1,728,000 of assets which would prob- the Commission's loans ought to be
atbly cost £5,000,000 110 replace. In other guaranteed by somebody. I am not
words, the Commission is receiving a very accusing the Minister or the Government
substantial present of capital. If the of paying too much or too little.
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borrow money for school buildings, to
borrow money at an inflated value for
this purpose.
,The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.~It does
not mat'ter whether or not the Government borrows money to make up deficits,
it will have to pay about 3! per cent.
in terest. When it comes to the rna tter
of freights and fares we reach the question of tJhe rate of interest being 3! per
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-We are not cent. or 1 per cent. on our deficits for
ever. This asset belonged to the State. If
averse to giving information.
the property is transferred to another
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Minis" State instrumentality, which has a
ter of Public Works is not struggling different financial organization, I sughard to' give it. All he does is to inter- gest that Parliament should be told how
ject, because he does not desire to supply the transaction took place. I am not
me with facts regarding the transfer of, necessarily objecting to the transfusion
this valuable property to the State Elec- of the capital from one to the other.
tricity Commission. That Commission However, I think there sh'Ould be
opera tes under separate Commissioners entries in the books of the State Elecwho have different powers from those trici ty Commission tha t a property
of the Railways Commissioners. The worth £5,000,000 is being acquired for
Commission is not a burden on the State £1,728,000, which is t'O be depreciated
as the railways may be, nor is it used from then on. Surely the question of
to subsidize various interests as the rail- whether interest of £100,000 should be
ways are. I would point out that one charged against one Department or anthing I did as Minister in Charge of other is worthy of our consideration.
Electrical Undertakings was. to make a If a person intended to transfer portion
thorough investigation of the incidence ofa farm worth, 'say, £5,000 to his son,
of various types of charges embodied in he would like to know something about
the finances of the Commission. I am the transaction and would get it into
still interested in the subjec,t. I realize proper form. If the Victorian Railways
that it has a substantial influence on the are to receive a set-off because O'f this
price to be charged for electricity. All transfusion of capital without any
the electricity supplied is not going to entry being made in the books, the
the railways. If the Commission has
bought this power station at £3,000,000 Government might explain that for so
less than it is worth, the saving to the many years the railways are to receive
State in terms of interest is about a supply of electricity at a low price in
£100,000 a year. It is an important item. order that they might not lose as much
and it is something that we should money as has been the case in t.he past.
thoroughly understand. First of all,
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Y{)U are
there is a transfusion of capital not suggesting that the parties to this
from the Railway Department to the
State Electricity Commission at about agreement would be guilty of conceal£3.000.000 under its value. There is also ing a relevant fact of that kind?
a saving to the Commission of £100,000
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have
a year in interest. because the Commis- only the Minister's word. I do not know
si~n has acquired an asset at less than the whether it is right or wr'Ong.
normal price. If the compensation is to
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The railsupply the railways with electricity at a
]ow price then members should know all ways will receive current at the cost.
price of genera Hon.
about it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is the
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You are
advocR'ting that we should g'O on thp cost of generation computed on the
restricted loan market, where we cannot capital charge of £1,728,000 at 1 per
The State Electricity Commission -is a
separate corporation. It pays approximately 3! per cent. for Government
funds. The price of electricity is determined on the interest. There are m,any
complications that ought to be understood by the people. First of all, there
has been a transfer of a capital asset at
what I believe to be one-third o'f its
replacement value.
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cent., or at 3l per cent., the rate which
the State Electricity Commission is
paying for its loan money?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is computed according to the interest rate at
which the money was borrowed; it may
vary.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Surely
when the Railway Department is handing over a building on this peculiar
method of computation-I do not call
it a valuation-it is important to know
whether it is to be supplied with current on capital equipment charges at
1 per cent. or at 3~ per cent. interest?
I do not know whether the Minister of
Public Works has ever examined the
State Electricity Commission costs of
production.
For example, a private
househ.older is charged a fixed amount
Which represents approximately the interest on capital, and another amount
which is supposedly calculated on the
current cost of production of power excluding interest on capital. That is the
way in which the two-part tariff system
operates.
The rate of the interest
makes a fundamental difference; for
example, H the difference is between
1 percent. and 4 per cent. there is a
75 per cent. of variation in the flat rate
charge for interest on the capital. That
is a substantiall difference, as it is in
regard 'to all large enterprises in which a
great deal of capital is invested; their
main cost is the interest on capital. In
this instance, we are not told what the interest charge is; we are given no information of the effect on the railways.
There has been a suggestion that the
railways are to receive current at a
lower price. How will that lower price
be calculated; will it affect the person
in the suburbs who purchases electricity? I am not opposed to the State
Electricity Commission recelvmg a
proper price for electricity. I think it
should get proper cost plus a little.
The Hon. W. J. GALBALLY.-The consideration for the transfer is expressed
to be £1,728,000. I do not think you
can safely assume that there is any
understanding about supplying the railways with electricity.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr.
Galbally may not have heard the Min-
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ister of Housing quietly suggest that
there was some arrangement. However, the full purport of the Minister's
remark escaped me.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is an
agreement.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-One would
have expected it to be contained in the
Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr. Galbally might have expected that, but I
would have presumed that it would have
been mentioned in the Minister's speech.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Sub-section (2) of section 10 of the principal
Act providesThe Commission and the said Commissioners may agree as to the amount to be
paid by the Commission as eonsideration for
the transfer of the property and any matters
incidental to the change of ownership
aforesaid and any questions nOlt settled by
agreement shall be decided ~y the Governor
in Council.

This Bill is to ratify the agreement which
was entered into by the Government of
which Mr. Warner was a member.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I am not
suggesting that either the Railways Commissioners or the Commissioners of the
State Electricity Commission have done
anything not in accordance with the Act
or outside their authority. I am seeking
to ascertain what are the secret terms
of the agreement; what the book value is
at some unknown date; what the rate of
deprecia tion is at an unknown period;
whether the Railway Department is to
receive an unknown quality of electricity
at an unknown charge computed upon
an unknown basis which contains an
unknown amoun t of in terest in the
costing? I suggest the Minister should
agree to report progress so that further
information may be furnished.
I am
sure that other members would like to
know something about these matters.
The operations of the Railway Department have a great influence upon State
finances and I suggest that we ought to
receive some detailed information in
regard to those matters.
The Hon. I. A. SWlNBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I am quite prepared to provide members with all the
information they have requested. The
Government has nothing to hide in regard
to this transaction, and if Mr. Warner
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desires mformation I am prepared to
agree to progress being reported so that
it may be obtained for him.
Progress was reported.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(OVERDRAFTS) BILL.
The message from the Assembly relating to the amendment l.n this Bill was
taken into consideration.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The purpose of this
Bill was to increase the amount which
municipalities were entitled to borrow
by overdraft by the addition of one-third
of the receipts in the previous year from
the sale of materials produced by any
quarry or fees from abattoirs operated
by a council. In the Legislative Assembly
an amendment was inserted in the Bill
providing that one-third of the receipts
from the sale of gas residuals should
also be included. The principal Act provided that one-third of the receipts from
the sale of gas or electricity could be
taken into account in calculating the
overdraft, but the sale of gas residuals
was not included. That amendment has
been accepted by the Government. At
the same time certain drafting amendments are necessary to put the amendment in order. I moveThat this House agree to the amendment
made by the Assembly and do make the
following further amendments in the Bill:In clause 2 before the word "charges"
where first occurring insellt t he words "and
one-third of all" and before the word
" charges" where next occurring insert the
words "received by the municipality in the
previous year and one-third of all ",

If the amendments

are accepted the
relevant por,tion of the clause will then
read-

No such overdraft or accommodation shall
at any time, under any circumstances, exceed the amount of all general and extra
rates received by the municipality in the
previous year and one-third of all charges
received by the municipality in the previous
year for the use or consumption of gas and
electricity for the sale of gas residuals and
of materials produced from quarrying undertakings of the council, and in respect of any
abattoirs conducted by the council.

Those amendments are necessary so that
the overdraft can be calculated on the receipt~ of the prf'vious year.

(Overdrafts) Bill.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Are those
amendments consequential upon the
amendment made by the Assembly?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-They are
necessary to make that amendment workable.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-As far as I am able to ascertain the proposal rela tes to country
municipalities only.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is so.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-We all
realize that the value of gas residuals
disposed of by those municipalities which
are running gas undertakings has inincreased enormously. For instance, the
price .of coke has risen by £2a ton in one
month. The prices being received for
those residuals will cDnsiderably augment
the finances .of certain municipalities. It
is proposed by the amendment made
by the Assembly that the amount of
revenue to be derived from that source
shall be taken into consideration in determining the limit of the sum which municipalities may obtain .on overdraft. The
proposal commends itself to me, and I
think the House might well accept it.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-The amendment is a sensible
one. I d.o not know where the idea
originated that municipalities should be
able to borrow to an am.oun t equivalen t
to the whole of their annual rates and
one-third of the revenue from the sale .of
gas, c.ompletely ignoring the income received from the sale of residuals. It is
well kn.own that a number ()If municipalities have c.onsiderable difficulty in financing their .operations.
The municipal
year begins .on the 1st of October, but it
is not until the 10th of April of the
f.oll.owing year that the bulk of the rates
is received. Consequently, it is necessary
to work on a fairly big overdraft pending
receipt of rates. Hitherto it has not been
possible for municipalities to include the
sum received from the .sale of gas residuals in calculating the amount which
they might temporarily borrow to carry
on their administration. The proposal
now before the House will considerably
assist certain municipal councils which
conduct gas undertakings.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I support the
amendmen t made in this Bill in another
place. If the amendment will assist
municipalities either in the metropolitan
area or in the country, a good service
will have been done in respect of local
government. A number of municipalities have difficulty in financing their
various operations, including quarrying,
gas making, and the conduct of abattoirs.
I have in mind one municipality which
would be pleased to hand over its abattoirs.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Assembly with a message
acquain ting them that the Council had
agreed to the amendment made by the
Assembly in this Bill, and had made
further amendments in the Bill, and desired their concurrence therein.
BENDIGO (RJOSALIND PARK) LANDS
BilL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of

Public Works) .-1 move-That this Bill he now read a second time.

This Bill relates to a very important
park in Bendigo, known as Rosalind Park
Recreation Reserve, which is in the heart
of the city of Bendigo, situated opposite
Pall Mall. It is one of the most importan t recrea tion reserves in Bendigo.
The main purpose of this Bill is to enable
the Rosalind Park reservation located in
the centre of the city of Bendigo, to be
redifined to accord with a recent survey
and to enable adjustments to be made
between the boundaries of the existing
reserve and those of abutting public and
governmental reserves.
Rosalind Park, though known by that
name, is actually reserved for public
recreation and is much used for that
purpose. Inside this reserve, but not
forming part of it, are a number of other
reserves which are used for educational,
police, and penal purposes. However, the
actual occupancies by the several Departments do not wholly conform to the
gazetted boundaries, as it has been found
necessary, since the dates of the reservations, for Departments to agree to va,ry
the occupations to meet altered circumstances.
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For instance, one educational institution is partly on an area permanently
reserved for a gaol. So, to overcome the
legal technicalities with regard to the
changes in occupation, it is proposed that
all the Crown lands so occupied by
Departments should be subject to comprehensive reservation for gover,nmental
purposes. Thereafter, changes in department'al requirements would not need the
sanction of Parliament or the Governor
in Council as the case now requires. At
present, there are seventeen separate
reserves in the Rosalind Park area, but
on the passing of this measure, this
number would be reduced to four. The
resultant simplification in control and of
records can be appreciated.
The passing of this measure would also
enable effect to be given to the matters
I shall now mention. First, Park-road
can be provided for as a public highway.
This road is in use as a public thoroughfare and bisects the existing park
reserve, though it has never been excised
from it. As a matter of fact, this road
is essential for 'access to the several
Government institutions inside the park
boundaries.
Secondly, the Bill upon enactment will
confirm a decision reached some twelve
years ago whereby substantial police
offices were erected partly on portion of
the park at Bull-street, the remainder o'f
these offices being on a portion of the
public building site on which the Law
Courts are erected. These police buildings had perforce to be subsequently
extended when the Commonwealth'
authorities took over control of the gaol
for the 1939-45 war pur'poses. This gaol
which is now in course of renovation as
such, is on the gaol reserve located
wi thin the park 1tself.
The passage of this Bill will 'also enable
an extension to be made to the baby
health centre site at the Charing Cross
corner-1he use of portion of the park
for this purpose was authorized 'by the
Bendigo Land Act 1935. The structure
and its approach are actually erected on
girders laid across the Bendigo creek,
which traverses the Rosalind Park as a
well defined stone pitched channel some
10 feet deep.
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The Commonwealth authorities desire
to erect an automatic telephone exchange
at Bendigo, and !he logical place to erect
it is adjoining the main post office
whkh abuts the park. This post office
was originally erected by the State upon
portion of the land obtained by reducing
the width of Pall Mall as effected by The
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act of 1882.
The post office property was transferred
to the Commonwealth when it assumed
con trol of the postal services 50 years
ago. The extra area now desired has a
frontage of 66 feet with a depth of
about 195 feet, and is located between
the post office and the creek.
No general or specific public interest
is at stake, but a greater public need will
be met by the construction of an
automatic telephone exchange in this
important country municipality. The
passing of this measure will result in
the area now under notice again becoming Crown land freed of all restrictions
and the State would then be in the position to sell the land to the Commonwealth under the provisions of the
Commonwealth Lands Acquisition Act.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What will
be the basis of valuation?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The land
will be valued under the Commonwealth
land acquisition legislation. I suppose
the matter will eventually go to arbitration. It is hoped that the State Government will get reasonable terms.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is provided in the Constitution that just terms
must be granted, so there should be no
need to worry.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNBS.-It is hoped
that a correct price will be obtained. A
portion of the reserve is used conjointly
for agricultural shows and athleticsthe annual "Bendigo Thousand" and
" Bendigo Gift" foot-races being decided
on this portion of the reserve.
Wi th reference to the showground
occupancy, I desire to mention that recently an area of about 50 acres of Crown
land in Holmes-road was reserved for
showgrounds and public recreation in
the in terests of the Bendigo Agricultural
Show Society, which has in view the development of this site for these purposes.
The Holmes-road site is about 1:1 miles
north-westerly from Rosalind Park.

Lands BiU.

The Bendigo City Council has control
of the Rosalind Park which, as I have
said, is extensively used for recreation;
also there are portions laid out in
lawns, shrubberies, &c. The council is in
agreement with the underlying principles
of this Bill, and a copy of the recent survey plan has been supplied to the council.
There are no objections by Government
Departments to these proposals. Copies
of the survey plans have been furnished
to the Chief Secretary's >Department
and the Education Department as well as
to the Bendigo City Council.
I might mention that as the Bendigo
creek traverses the reserve as a stonepitched channel, it has been deemed advisable t,o re-reserve the Rosal'ind Park
area for public recreation and drainage.
There are several footbridges across the
creek inside the park boundaries and
much storm water flows into the channel
from within and outside the park boundaries. Opportunity has been taken to
include in the schedule to the Bill provision for the revocation of a permanent
reservation of a short dead-end right-ofway, 160 feet in length, abutting one of
the boundaries of Rosalind Park. This
right-of-way has not been used as such
for many years, and, in fact, is subject to
an unused road licence issued by the
Lands Departmen t under the Local
Government Act. There is no known
reason why this right-of-way should be
re-opened. It would, under this Bill.
again become Crown land freed of all
restrictions, and the Department would
then take steps to sell the area to the
abutting owner; the sale price must perforce under the Land Act be determined
by an appraiser. I commend the Bill to
the House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (lVlelbourne
Province).--On behalf of honorable members I have gone carefully through this
domestic measure. It is not one that concerns the general interests of the whole
of the people of Victoria, for it relates to
a reservation in the city of Bendigo.
The matter is one purely of domestic
arrangement between the interests mentioned by the Minister and the Departmen ts concerned. All parties desire the
re-arrangement provided in the Bill in
order to give force to the agreement
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arrived at and put in legal form in this
measure. I commend the Bill to the
House.
Sir GEORGE LANSELL (Bendigo
Province) .-As the unofficial Leader has
said, this is a domestic Bill and the
Minister has explained it very well and
fully. The Bendigo City Council desires
the purposes of the Bill to be put into
effect, and the re-arrangemen ts set forth
are long overdue. There are 63 acres in
the Rosalind Park Reserve, and it is
marvellous to have 64 acres of breathing space in the centre of any city.
\Ve in Bendigo certainly do not say
that we have too much, and indeed we could do with still more. The
seventeen reservations referred to in the
Bill are like a jig-saw puzzle to-day. In
fact, they are worse; they overlap and
they cannot really be fitted in at all. The
project of dealing with them now in four
separate entities isa $ensible one and will
get over our difficulties.
In this area there are at present three
schools, and the locali ty is becoming the
cultural centre of Bendigo and of the
north. I hope it will develop still further. One way of fostering that development would be to use the old police barracks as an historical museum. In Bendigo, as in other cities to-day, the lives
"and deeds of the pioneers are almost forgotten. Bendigo is famed for its gold
mining, and I feel sure that an historical
museum where there could be gradually
assembled relics of the old gold mining
days would greatly add to the cultural
aspect of the city of Bendigo.
I am rather concerned w"ith respect to
7 acres which are si tua ted in the middle
of this area of 63 acres. I refer to the
gaol area. To have the gaol close to the
three very fine schools-the State school,
the higher grade school and the girls'
school-is to retain a relic of barbarism.
The old gaol building is both unsewered
and unlit by electricity, and is not used.
I am certain that the citizens are 100 per
"cent in favour of having it removed. The
Bendigo City Council itself desires its
removal, and so do the State Departments concerned.
For the moment I would not like to
see that structure pulled down, however,
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because there are two or three residences
inside this particular area of 7 acres as
well as some other large buildings, and
these could be very easily utilized
for use as residences particularly for the
families of ex-servicemen.
Bendigo,
owing to its ideal situation and climate,
is growing very rapidly, and I think the
housing situation is perhaps worse than
anywhere else in the State, particularly
from the point of view of returned se:vicemen. There have been many tragIc
cases of the families of soldiers as well as
other famHies being compelled to live in
deplorable conditions. The two residences
within this area of 7 acres, and perhaps
the hoStel also, could be retained for the
time being, and the large wall around the
gaol might well be demolished so that
the surrounding park and gardens
would be brought closer to the homes of
the people.
The grounds in the reservation areas
consist of a very fine sports ground, the
football reserve, and grandstands. Then
there is the swimming pool, and next is
the bowling green and croqu€\t lawns.
There 'are sixteen grass tennis courts, and
then the Park-road. Next there are the
showgrounds, in which there is a very
fine track which has been prepared by the
Commonwealth At:h[e;tic Club and on
Wlhich the famous Bendigo Athletic
Carnival is conducted, the "Bendigo
Thousand" being the most outstanding
foot race in the world. Unfortunately,
the ground itself is too smaN for the
agricultural society, whkh is on the lookout for more extensive grounds am will
no doubt in time move to them. But
there is insufficient rODm 00 accommodalte the many thousands 'Of people
who desire to attend the athletic carnival of which the " Bendtgo Thousand"
is the main event.
Park-road is 'a small road separating
the area from the graJSS tennis courts.
If the road were curved and pushed out
some 30 or 40 feet no harm would be
done to ilt and a great deal of benefit
WIOuld be gained at the same time. lit is
siltuated on high ground, and the proposed alteration would allow perhaps
another thousand people to wirtness the
running of ,the "Bendigo Thousand"
Gin. I am hopeful that when this
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measure is passed ,the Bendigo City
Council will be able to, obtain hellp in
a1tering the aUgnment of Park-road, beoaU!se there i,s no doubt of the benefit that
would be gained. I thank and compliment the Governmelllt on bringing down
this domestic Bill, which is of considerable impontance to Bendigo.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-I also support the measure
and desire to bear out the words of my
colleagu'e, Sir George LanselL I 'am
plea:sed that the effeat of this Bill will be
to reduce the number of reserva:tions in
Bendigo from seventeen to four, making
the funcitoning of those reservations less
unwieldy than to-day. P,ark-road gives
acceSlS from Bridge-street to Barnetstreet, dividing the park into two parts.
It also gives accesls to the showgrounds.
This area is the cultural centre of
Bendigo. It embra'ces the health centre,
the returned soldiers' memorial hall,
the post office, the law courts, schools,
swimming pools, tennis courts, bowling
green, and the showgrounds and the
upper reserve. In the latter, football
and cricket matches are played and fire
brigade demonstrations are held. The
showgrounds have been reserved for the
agricultural show and also for the
athletic carnivall, which includes the
" Bendigo ThoUJsand" the grea1test footracing event in the Southern Hemisphere. The proposals contained in the
Bill will enable the athletic carnival to
be developed, as it should be.
I agree that the future of the gaol is a
contentious subjeot. Opinion is divided,
but Sir George Lansell has pl'aced the
case fully before the House and hi,s viewpoin t ~s that held by the majoriJty of the
residents of Bendigo. With the development of the Murray valley great possibilities exislt for the expansion of
Bendigo, particularly as in the industrial
area of the dty great extensions bave
already taken place. The pr:opO!sals contained in the Bill will lend themselves to
further expansion and will give to the
people of Bendigo greater recreational
and cuLtural facilities.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through Lts remaining stages.
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RAILWAYS DISMANTLlNG BILL
(No. 2).
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minister of Labour) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill pr.ovides for the dismantling
of those porUlons of certain lines that
are no longer required for traffic. The
Tatong line was opened for traffic in
1914 and has been n.on-payingever since.
The Railways Commissioners having
reported that heavy expenditure would
be involved for track and bridge renewals, the question of the retention of
the line was referred to the State
Development Co mmi t!tee , which recommended that the line be closed if the
Country Roads Board certified that the
Benalla-Tatong road was in sa'tisfactory
condi tion to carry all the traffic likely
to be .offering. The necessary certificate
was given and the line was closed as
from the 1st of July, 1947. Sufficient
of the line will be- retained to continue
railway service to a point adjoining the
Reynolds chain factory that is being
established al10ngside the line near
Benalla under the sponsorship of the
Government, as part 'of its policy for the
decentralizaltion of industry.
About
16 mile:s of track will be released.
The Mount Moriac and Forest railway,
which is in very bad order, was closed
in 1940 after having been poorly
patronized for many years.
About
11 miles of track will be released.
The Eureka-Buninyong section of line
has been poorly patronized for many
years. Passenger services were withdrawn in 1930 and, after goods services
had declined to negligible proportions,
the section was closed in 1947, owing
to the heavy expenditure that would
have been necessary to retain it in commISSIOn. The district is well served by
road passenger and goods service to and
from Ballarat. About 61 miles of track
will be released.
The Bungaree and Burrumbeet racecourse lines which served the local racecourses have not been used since 1941
and 1942, respectively. There is no
longer any justificati.on for the retention
of these lines. About If mnes of track
will be released from the Bungaree line
and li miles from the BUITumbeet line.
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The Stawell-Grampians line, which
was constructed in 1881 to obtain stone
for Parliament House and other public
buildings has never been open for regular traffic, and for some years no trains
have been run bey;ond a short distance
from the jUnction with the main line.
From time to time a quarrying company
has been permitted to haul stone from a
quarry near the end of the line to
Stawell, but this has had to be discontinued because several bridges have been
burnt down. The company is now making arrangements to haul its stone
along the railway to a road about 6
miles from the terminus, thence by road
to Stawell. This will involve the retention in position of about 6 miles of
track which will be sold to the company,
and a lease of the right-of-way will be
arranged if it desires. Apart from this,
about 10 miles of track will be released.
The Jumbunna-Outtrim line was provided to serve the coal mines at Outtrim,
the comparatively small output of which
is now disposed of locally. The line has
not been used since 1941 and is in very
bad order. About 3:1 miles of track will
be released.
The Alberton-Port Albert section of
line was closed in 1949 when the traffic
offering did not justify the retention of
even the mot-or trolley service which had
been operating .for many years. A daily
passenger bus service runs to Yarram
and a goods road service is provided
between Por.t Albert and Melbourne.
Nearly 4 miles' of track will be released.
The serviceable rails removed from
these sections will be cut and welded
into longer lengths for relaying on
various lines, and the points and crossings will relieve the serious shortage of
this equipment.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 of this Bill
will authorize the Commissioners to dismantle the railways and sections of railways described in the fifth column of the
schedule and to sell or dispose of
materials, property, and land-other
than the former Crown lands-or to
utilize them for any purpose under Part
m. of the Railways Act 1928. I desire
to make it clear that the Railways Commissioners will be only too pleased to
deal with any municipal council that
desires to secure some O'f the land for
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road-making or other purposes. It will
not be hurriedly disposed of.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 2 provides
tha t the net proceeds of any sale or disposal of materials or property shall be
paid into the Railway Renewals and Replacements Fund, while sub-clause (3)
provides that the proceeds of the sale of
any lands shall be paid into the State
Loans Repayment Fund. Sometimes inquiries are made why the Railway Departmen t will not sell land for business
and other purposes. The departmental
attitude is that if the land is sold the
money received does not go into the
Railway Renewals and Replacements
Fund, but into the State Loans Repayment Fund.
Sub-clause ( 4) of clause 2 provideS
that any rents or profits arising from
any demise of the lands shall be dealt
with in the manner prescribed by section 76 of the Railways Act 1928.
Under clause 3, provision is made for
the divesting out of the Commissioners
and vesting in the Crown of such of the
lands as were unalienated Crown lands
immedia tely before the lines or sections
of lines were constructed. Clause 4 sets
out that, as from the commencement of
the Act, the Commissioners' liability in
respect of maintenance of road-bridges
over any of the said railways shall
cease.
Under Clause 5, provision is
made that so far as the Fences Act 1928
is concerned, any land of the railway
lines covered by this Bill for the time
being not sold or demised shall be regarded in the same manner as unalienated land of the Crown.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-There is not a great deal of
subs,tance in this measure. We must depend largely upon the managers of our
great public utility-the Railways Commissioners-to indicat.e what are and
what are not paying services. However,
in looking through this measure, we
realize that many of ,the lines mentioned
should never have been built. In the
olden days there was such a thing as
political patronage, and local residents
desired to have increased importance
a ttached to :their villages by having spent
within them as much money as could
possibly be extracted from Parliament.
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In days gQne by there was in existence
the Railways Standing Committee upon
which there were some well-meaning
members of Parliament who possessed
little or n.o special ability to judge the
commercial possi'biHties of railway lines.
Many lines were built fur political purposes.
Despite my 'Objections, the
Cabinet of which I was a member voted
a large sum of .money for 'the building of
a railway line in a certain district ostensibly to provide employment f'Or those
wh'O were out of work at the time. I am
not certain whether a train ever ran over
that line, which is now buried under sand
drifts in a dry portiQn of VictJoria. I
think the area was called "paradise
country" because there was little or no
waiter there. The chickens have now
come h.ome to roost, and the materials
which are contained in certain unused
lines are much mQre valuable than the
railway lines themselves. The construction of the Stawell-Grampians line takes
my memory back t.o my happy childhQod
days, when I was leaving school at the
early age of eleven years. That railway
line was bunt f.or the purpose of obtaining stone f'Or Parliament House.
It is only ,fair to say that the requirements of many dis'tricts have changed.
I recall that when investigations were
being made by the Railways Standing
Committee before a decision was reached
to construct a certain railway line, practically every stJorekeeper in the district
gave evidence as to the value of the stores
they w'Ould have transported t'O them by
rail. The information seemed to be very
convincing on paper, but, as s'Oon as the
line was bunt, those st'Orekeepers bought
" T" mQdel Ford 1-ton trucks and carted
their goods by road. Nevertheless they
got their railway line. It is of no use
lamenting occurrences of that description. The railway lines toO which the
Bill relates are not profitable and
the materials contained in them are
urgently required for other purposes.
The Railways CQmmissioners realize the
heavy expenditure inVlOlved, not only in
running trains on those lines, but in
maintaining them in a reasonable state
of repair. It is necessary, therefore, to
cut our IQsses and ,scrap the lines concerned. I commend the Bill toO the House.
The Hon. W. J. Beckett.

BiU (No. 2).

The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballarat
Province).-This Bill concerns several
sections in the province which I have the
honour to represent. The Bungaree and
racecourse railway 'and the Burrumbeet
Park railway have not been used since
1941 and 1942, and they consist of
only 1t miles and 11 miles of track
respectively. I am wondering whether
the materials recovered in the form of
rails and sleepers will he serviceable and
whether they will be used in other places.
Furtherm.ore, I wonder whether their
value will pay for the Co.st of removal.
Perhaps the Minister of Labour will
answer my question during the Committee stage. As the unofficial Leader
sta ted, the Stawell-Grampians railway
was bunt in 1881 and has never been used
by the public. I understand that 10
miles of track will be released and that
the remaining 6 miles will be used by a
quarrying company. I am particularly
interested in the Eureka-Buninyong line
which oonnects Ballarat with Buninyong.
That line has been poorly patronized for
several years, and passenger services
were discontinued in 1930. The g'Oods
service declined to such an extent that
it also was discontinued in 1947. As the
Minister stated, the district is now well
served by road transport, but I desire to
have recorded a protest which has been
forwarded to me by the Greater Ballarat
Association. It reads as follows:On behalf of the Greater Ballarat Association I desire to lodge an emphatic protest
against the removal of the rail tracks on the
Buninyong railway beyond Canadian.
When the town planner replanned this
city. he worked on the assumption that this
railway line would be operative and an incentive to new manufacturers to establish
factories in this vicinity. and we fear that if
the line is dismantled beyond this point we
will lose all possibility of securing new industries in that area.

The Buninyong Shire Council has also
asked me to suggest that if the sleepers
and rails are removed the track formation should 'be retained so that it can be
used in future, should the necessity arise.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-The Government has made a
wise decision in submitting this Bill for
the dismantling 'Of certain non-paying
railway lines. As was the case with the
unofficial Leader I have been informed
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that in the early developmental days of
Victoria political patronage was the force
behind the construction of many railway
lines, some O'f which never have paid and
never 'WTill pay. For instance, the Benalla
to Tatong railway was opened for traffic
in 1914; it was always a non-paying line
and it was ultimately closed in 1947. It
was not paying its way for 33 years and
the closure and dismantling were long
overdue. Similar remarks would apply
with equal force to other railway lines
mentioned in the schedule to the Bill.
Mr. Kittson has asked whether the removal of the rails and sleepers will pay.
The Hon. J. F. KITTsoN.-They are only
light rails.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Within the
last week or two I attended a mining
sale in the Daylesford district, at which
old rusted mining rails were sold at more
than £30 a ton. One truck load was
being transferred from Daylesford to
Col'ac. I asked why they were being
taken such a long distance, and was told
that they were being used for reinforcing concrete work. InLhe lines proposed to be dismantled there must be
thousands of tons of rails.
Is it not
better to put them to some profitable use
where they are urgently required?
I
should like the contraot to remove the
rails if I were permitted to retain the
profit that could be obtained from their
sale. I have no doubt that the Department win be repaid handsomely on this
work. The dismantling of the closed
lines is long overdue and I congratulate
the Government on its decision.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballara,t
Province).-The Bill provides for the
dismantling of approximately 53! miles
of disused railway lines in various parts
of the State. I am conversant with
the Bungaree racecourse railway, which
is a branch from the main MelbourneBaUarat railway, and the Burrumbeet
Park railway, which is a branch line
from the Adelaide-Melbourne line. They
have not been used for many years and
as the areas they traverse are at present
well served by road transp,)rt I raise no
objection to those lines being dismantled.
The position on the Ballarat and
Buninyong line is totally different. U
Ballarat district is to develop industrially
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in the future that development will take
place in the area served by this Buninyong line. At present in close proximity
to the Eureka-street siding several industries have been established, three within
the ~ast few years. Mytton's Limited
have recently established a factory in
the district at which 150 men 'are employed. In close proximity there are the
bacon factories of George Farmer. and
Company and J. C. Foord and Company
Proprietary Limited. In addition there
is Cowley's ironworks, which supplies
pipes for most of the big irrigation projects in Victoria; the Atlantic Union Oil
Company Limited depot, the Eureka tire
works, and a timber mill.
During the
war there was a big military petrol
station at Canadian where all the petrol
that was supplied to towns in northern
Victoria was stored. Who knows whether
this line will l)e again needed for a
similar purpose?
There has been considerable development in the Buninyong area of recent
date and I doubt if it would be possible
to obtain a good residential site in the
district. The travelling public are well
catered for by an excellent bus service,
and the main Geelong-BaUarat road,
which is also the main road to Buninyong,
is within three-quarters of a mile of the
railway track. Before the Government
accepted the recommendation of the
Railways Commissioners for the dismantling of the Ballarat and Buninyong line
the subject should have been referred to
the State Development i~mmittee for
report. Had that course been adopted I
feel certain that evidence would have
been forthcoming from representatives of
the Greater Ballarat Association, the
Buninyong Shire Council, the Ballarat
East Progress Association and other
organizati'Ons and individuals who are
particularly interested in this proposal.
If the Government decides to proceed
with the scheme I ask that consideration
be given to all'Owing the line to remain as
far as Canadian to cater for industri'al
development that has taken place. As to
the dismantled portion, I trust that the
Government will see the wisdom of retaining the foundations so that, if necessary, the line can be replaced to cope with
further development.
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Town planners have previously reported that areas around Ballarat and
Buninyong are most suitable for the
es't'ablishment of heavy industries. If
decentralization of industries is to be
undertaken, I do not know of any area
in Victoria where the development of
heavy industries could more satisfactorily proceed. I ask the Government to
consider retaining the line as far as
Canadian, which is 1 ~ miles beyond the
Eureka-street crossing. The line has not
been used for about four years, and I see
no reason why it should not be retained
for another ten years in case it is needed
for development which, I feel sure, will
take place in that area.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to Commissioners to
dismantle certain railways and sections
of railways, 'and to sell, &c., the materials
and property, and to sell or demise
certain of the lands thereof).
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-This clause empowers the
Railways Commissioners to sell, use, or
otherwise dispose of materials of which
the said railways are constructed, 'and
the land traversed by the lines. I have
previously stated that there is a great demand for rails at present, and the sooner
the rans on these disused lines are sold,
or put into use ~lsewhere, the better it
will be for the State. It is preferable
to have them used, or sold, instead of
remaining idle and deteriorating in their
present position. Within the last twelve
months, a tram line in the RubiconThornton area, which had been used as a
tim'ber line but had fallen into disuse,
was offered for sale. The rails which
had been there for many years
were rusty, but a representative of
the Colonial Sugar Refining Company
Limited purchased them at a high price
for trans-shipment to Queensland for use
on the canefields. The Government is
losing money by retaining materials on
abandoned raiLway lines. Fertile land
within the railway boundaries has been
put to use by some industrious persons
for growing vegetables such as potatoes.
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The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-Th,e areas
are at present held on lease.
The Hon. PAUL JONBS.-Undler this
clause the Commissioners will !be em~
powered to sell that land.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBRooK.--Surely
you do not suggest that at this stage
men should be taken from essential work
for the purpose 'Of dismantling these lines
in order that the Department might sell
the materials and the land?
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-It is a good
business proposition to close lines that
have not paid and never will pay, and to
put the material to some constructive use.
Therefore I support the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I would direct attention to the fact that sub-clause (2)
providesThe net proceeds of any sale or disposal
of the said materials or of the said property
or any wrtion thereof pursuant to this
section shall be paid into the Railway
Renewals and Replacements Fund.

Members should understand what is
happening in the case of this nationalized
enterprise. It started railway services
in different areas, purely for political purposes, and continued service on those
lines, in some cases for up to
33 years for political purposes.
In
that time the community has been
paying for the losses incurred by this
nationalized enterprise. That is bad
enough, but now we find that the whole
of the proceeds from the sale or disposal of the materials and property on
the disused lines is to be paid in to the
Rarilway Renewals and Replacements
Fund. That means that the whole of the
capitalized losses in the case of this
na tionalized enterprise are to remain on
the books for ever, and interest is to be
paid on those losses for ever. Whereas,
under priv.aJte enterprise, i'f the shareholders or the directors had been stupid
enough to open up an unsucce!SSful
venture, not only would they have lost the
expenditure as they went, but they wou1d
have finally lost the asset when the company was pm into liquidation. In other
words, the shareholders would have lost
their capital and the interest charges
would have not been any burden on the
community. That is one of th~ points I
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have against the Socialist system-any
poor venture remains for ever a burden
on the communilty instead of being wiped
off the books completely and in that way
removing the burden.
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minister of Lahour).-I should like to inform
Mr. Kittson that it is the intention of the
Railways Commissioners to utilize on
other railway lines all serviceable rails
and other materials from lines that are
dismantled. The question of the retention of the track on the Buninyong line
will be referred 'to tihe Commissioners.
In reply to Mr. Jones I would repeat that
the Commissioners propose to utilize all
serviceable materials and to sell unserviceable materials.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-Will you
submit for the consideration of the Commissioneps !the possfbililty of retaining
the line as far as Canadian?
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY.-I
undeI'lstand that there is a motor bus
service in that district but I shall convey
Mr. Ludbrook's suggestion to the Railways Commissioners and ask them to
consider it.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was repomed to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
MARKETING OF PRIMARY
PRODUCTS (TOMATOES) BllL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Workls).-I moveTha t this Bill be now read a second time.

Briefly stated, the object of this measure
is to permit growers of tomartoes in Victoria to participate in a poll in order to
decide whether they require a marketing
Board. Honorable members will underst·and that the Bill itself will not crea,te
such a Board; on the contrary, it will be
necessary for the growers of tomatoes to
petiJtion the Minister requesting 'that a
poN should !be taken. It may be said,
theref·ore, that the pur.pose O'f the measure is to amend the definition O'f the
term "product" in the Marketing of
Primary Products A'ct to permit tomatoes
being declared a product under tbat Act
Session 1950-51.-[168]
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and to enable tomato growers, if they so
desire, to take steps to establish a
tomato marketing Board.
ks the Act now stands fresh fruil1:other than apples, pears or citrus fruitoannot be declared a product. Tom a toes
now come within the botanical definition
of fruit and a long standing argument is
settled by the sub-section proposed to
be inserted in section 4 of the principal
Act. That new sub-section declaresFor the pUI1poses of this Act tomatoes
shall be deemed to be a fruit and not a
vegetable.

In recent years the area planted with
tOm:a'toes in thils State has varied from
5,000 to 7,000 acres, most of which is
in the Goulburn Valley, Cobmm and
Bendigo dis)tricts. Formerly, tomatoes
grown for marketing as fresh fruit or
vegetables were sold in the Melbourne
markets. During the war years there
was a big expansion in the industry oOf
producing tama toes foOr processing purposes. I should think that the largest
percentage of toma toOes for processing is
grown in the Goulburn Valley, althoOugh
toma toes foOr that purpose are produced
in almost every irrigation district. During the war, control of prices was imposed
and a fairly satisfactory understanding
existed between the toma tl() producers
and the purchasers of the product. In
the meantime, the controls have been removed, and the prices for tomatoOes supplied to factories are fixed annually by
an agreement between the growers and
the factory owners. That arrangement
has worked with varying degrees of
success.
The present price for factoOry tomatoes
-4s. 6d. a case-is rather low, althoOugh
it would have been satisfactory in former
years when the cost of production was
much less than it is now. The tomatoes
sold oOn the wholesale market in Melbourne return a greater figure than that
which I have mentioned, but the prices
paid by the CoOnsumer appear to me toO
have no rela·tion whatever to the whoOlesale prices in the market. There is
obviously exploitatioOn at some stage.
The main object of the present measure
is to protect those who are grow lng
tomatoes foOr sale to factol'lies, and not
necessarily those who produce the commodity for sale on the open market.
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Of my own knowledge I am aware not make by way of profi t much more
that in most of the districts where toma- than they would receive if they were
toes are grown the growers have held working for wages. Their main comhectic meetings in recent years. I know pensation is the fact that they are workalso that a number of producers went ing for themselves. There is a good deal
out of the industry because the price of misunderstanding regarding the part
paid by the fact·ories was too low. Had played by marketing Boards. If one or
those growers con tinued in production two Boards have not been successful,
they would have been oompelled to accept that does noQt necessarily condemn all.
whatever price was offered. The growers Some marketing Boards are most successformed the Victorian Tomato Growers' ful, particularly when there is noQ interAssocia tion so that their interests could ference wi th the business methods
be protected, and they have made a re- adopted when handling the products. I
quest to the Minister that they should be deplore the attacks that are made on
given an opportunity of deciding, by marketing Boards in certain quarters.
means of a poll, whether a marketing Although the attackers may have an exBoard should be established. If at the tensive knowledge 'Of economics and
poll 60 percent. of those entitled toQ vote, possibly business methods, they es.say to
do vote, and if 60 per cent. of those who condemn the attempts made by primary
vote are in favour of the establishment producers to safeguard their own inof the BoQard, then it will be established, terests.
but not otherwise.
After all, the history of m'arketing
Boards
is a good one, taking it by and
If this measure is passed, a roll of the
They were established chiefly
tomato producers will be prepared, as is large.
during
the
depression period and it was
provided for in the principal Act. I have
been asked in what manner toma to necessary then for producers to protect
Wholesale condemnation
growers and the acreage sown will be de- themselves.
fined for 'the purposes of a poll. In that of marketing Boards is wrong. No busireg·ard definitions relating, for example, ness organization is perfect, but the
to the producers of wheat, potatoes, efforts of producers to protect their own
onions, chicory, and poultry appear interests in a business-like way by the
in the principal Act, which doQes not, formation of Boards have been justified.
however, give any definition in respect of
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
tomato growers. That Act sets out that Province).-I have not yet had an opporregula tions may prescribe the persons tunity of considering all the implications
deemed to be producers and the method of this measure. I had at first proposed
of voting. As it does not appear in this to proceed with the debate mainly on the
mea'sure the requisite definition will be question of orderly marketing generally.
prescribed by regulatioQn.
However, I am not quite sure whether
I do not consider that at this juncture under this Bill I shall have that opporI should enter into a defence or otherwise tunity; it is so limited in its character.
of marketing Boards. I have been con- I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
nected with the marketing of primary
products ever since I was 21 years of
The motion for the adjournment of the
age. In fact, at 22 years I was a deba te was agreed to, and the debate was
director of a co-operMive company which adjourned until Tuesday, September 4.
is still solvent and, in fact, doing well. It
will be seen, therefore, that I may claim
ADJOURNMENT.
to have some knowledge of marketing.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Most of the existing marketing Boards
Public Works).-By leave, I move-were established for produoers who were
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
in a small way of business and were con- until Tuesday next.
sistently exploited in .some way or
The motion was agreed to.
another, so much so that they decided to
The House adjourned at 10.19 p.'Yn.
comlbine in order to ensure better marketuntil
Tuesday, September -1.
ing methods. Many small produoers do \
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.
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-LEGISL.cl'rIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday) August 28) 1951.

The ;SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.18 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
GM; AND FUEL CORPORATION.
SALES OF ApPLIANCES: HIRE PURCHASE.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
PremierIn respect of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation1. What is the total of hire ...purchase debts
outstanding?
2. What percentage deposits are required
from hirers?
3. What are the maximum periods permitted for repayment?
4. How many collectors are employed to
collect hire-purchase payments?
5. What office staff is employed in respect
of hire-purchase business?
Mr. l\IcDONALD (Premier and Trea-

surer).-The answers are-1. At the end of the financial year, namely,
the 30th of June, 1951, £228,734 17s. 6d.
2. Minimum of 20 per cent.
3. Two years.
4. Payments are included with gas
accounts.
Collectors are engaged on
arrears of. all types of accounts.
The
amount of work involved on hire-purchase
would be equivalent to one collector.
5. There is no special staff engaged on
handling hire-purchase accounts, but the
work involved would probably QCcuPy the
time of approximately ten members of the
general office staff.

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAlMWAYS BOARD.
PURCHASE OF PROPERTY AT CANTERBURY.
Mr. 8CULLY (Richmond) asked Mr.
R. T. Whilte (Honorary Minister), for
the Minister of Public Works1. Whether the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board has purchased
.. Canterbury Mansions," a property in
Canterbury-road, Canterbury; if so, when?
2. Whether any notice to quit has been
served on families at present residing in
"Canterbury Mansions"; if so-(a) how
many families have been asked to leave; (b)
how long they have been given to leave; and
(c) whether any alternative accommodation
has been provided for them?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).-The answers supplied by the
Minister of Public Works are-1. Yes.
Deposit paid 1st May,
Purchase completed 9th July, 1951.
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2. All boarders were given notice to quit
on the 11th instant.
(a) One family of four persons-man,
wife and two daughters-and 31 single
persons.
(b) Fourteen days.
(c) No.
The boarders were, however, informed that if they were unable to secure
other accommodation before Monday, 27th
instant, they could continue to occupy the
rooms for a further two weeks, but that
meals could not be supplied them after
. Monday, 27th instant, owing to extensive
alterations to be carried out to the kitchen.
Since the notices were issued, owing to an
unexpected delay in the departure from
England of additional migrants for the
Board's service, the Board's need of the
accommodation in "Canterbury Mansions"
has become less urgent. It will therefore
be able to extend appreciably the time
boarders may remain in residence-without
meals-whilst seeking other accommodation,
and will therefore accord them the utmost
consideration practicable in this direction.

GROUP CONSTRUCTIONS
PROPRIETARY LIMITED.
PRODUCTION OF FILE.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Chief SecretaryIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the file or files of the Police Department in
relation to Peter Russell-Clarke?
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-

The file has been dbtained from the
official liqUidator, and has been laid on
the table of the Library.
HOUSING.
LOANS TO HOME BUILDERS.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked
Trerusurer-

th~

Whether, in view of the changed financial
position, particularly in regard to the recent
rise in interest rates, since the promise made
in his policy speech to make money available at a 2 per cent. interest charge for the
purpose of home building, he will now consider making money available for that purpose at a rate of 2 per cent. plus the recent
increase in Commonwealth Government
bond interest rates?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-In view of the present financial
position of the State, due langely to the
inadequate income tax reimbursement by
the CommonweaLth, it is not pI'la~ticable
to take action on the lines suggested by
the honorable member, but he can rest
assured thart: the Government wiJI do all
in its power to ensure that funds for
home-lbuilding pU:I~poses ,are made available aft Ithe lowest possible rate of
intereSlt.

